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San Francisco California

October 21-23, 1993

I. Opening remarks of the chairman.

II. Approval of minutes of May 1993 meeting.
III. Status of amendments to the civil rules.

A. Legislative update on amendments approved by theSupreme Court.

B. Report on amendments approved, with some revisions, bythe Standing Committee for publication.
IV. Rule 23 - reconsideration of proposed amendments.
V. Rule 53 and its current utility: is it adequate?
VI. Rule 9(b) and the Leatherman decision.
VII. Rule 4(j) (renumbered Rule 4 (m), effective 12/1/93):reduction of 120-day period for service of process.
VIII.Rule 68.

A. Reconsideration of proposed amendments.
B. Request from the Committee on Court Administration andCase Management for views on pending legislationregarding Rule 68.

IX. Miscellaneous rule proposals.

X. Stylized draft of revised rules.
XI. Future agenda - identification of civil rules for futureconsideration.

XII. Next meeting.
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MINUTES

L ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CIVIL RULES

May 3, 4, 5, 1993

The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules met on May 3, 4, and 5,
1993, at the Administrative Office of the United States Courts in
Washington, D.C. The meeting was attended by Judge Sam C. Pointer,
Chairman, and committee members Judge Wayne D. Brazil; Judge David
S. Doty; Carol J. Hansen Fines, Esq.; Francis H. Fox, Esq.; Chiefr Justice Richard W. Holmes; Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq.; Dennis G. Linder,
Esq.; Judge Anthony J. Scirica; and Phillip A. Wittmann, Esq.
Judge William 0. Bertelsman, Liaison Member from the Standing

7' Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure, and Judge Robert E.
Keeton, Chairman of the Standing Committee, also attended. Also
present were Bryan A. Garner, Esq., and Joseph F. Spaniol, Jr.,
Esq., consultants to the Standing Committee; Peter McCabe, John K.
Rabiej, Jeff Henemuth, and Paul Zingg of the Administrative Office;
William Eldridge, John Shapard, and Elizabeth Wiggins from the
Federal Judicial Center; TedHurt of the Dpartment of Justice; and
Edward H. Cooper, Reporter. Observers included Chris Brown, Alfred
W. Cortese, Jr., J. DiLorenzo, and Kenneth Scherk.

The meeting began with discussion of the Civil Rules
amendments that were transmitted to Congress by the Supreme Court
in April. It was noted that those who in the past have challenged
various portions of these amendments have not yet decided whether
to urge Congress to suspend the effective date or take other
action. The flexibility that amended Rule 26 allows to depart from
the disclosure provisions by local rule or order may persuade
former opponents that further oppositiQn is unnecessary.

Civil Rule 23

A draft Rule 23 revision has been studied intermittently for
some time. This meeting was the first occasion for extended
consideration by the Committee.

The first question discussed was the desirability of
considering Rule 23 at all. It was noted that many years of

L experience with the 1966 revisions have provided answers to many
questions, and have provided ample experience that can be used to
test potential revisions. Experience has suggested several reasons
for revision. Courts have encountered much difficulty in bringing
tort claims into Rule 23, in part because of the Note accompanying
the 1966 revisions. More specific problems have included the cost
of notice to many individual members of (b)(3) classes who have
small claims; potentially valid actions may be defeated by these
costs. The seeming inability to opt out of (b)(1) or (b)(2)
classes may create difficulties, as when individual members of a
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purported employment discrimination class prefer to accept
practices that are challenged by other members of the class. Rule
23 is used with increasing frequency The greater the number of
class actions, the greater the potential value of improvements in
the rule., An American Bar Association task force studied class
actions from 1984 to 1986 and made recommendations that have beenV
the basis',,for-,the draft now before the Committee. The topic was
brought on forbstudy following a sugge'stion by the Ad Hoc Committee'
on Asbestosl, Litigation that Rule 23' might be studied by this
Committee. ' '

The next question 'explored was the desirability of considering
changes more ,, sweeping than' those proposed by the draft. It was
accepted that ifL revisions- a'rle, proposed now, care should be taken
to pursue' thel project in 'such 'a way that Rule 23 will not have to
be,,revisiit~ed iimn the near, future. There is no need for reform so
pressi eor fundamental cphanges must e pt aside in the -
need for, proimroti present, action~i~i 'No ,member of the committee could
finds any ,>l,;rgasoh for undertakig, broader changes. Infor'mal
prelaiminairylilractions toVie present raft likewise have' failed't6 Hl
provide any significants4ense'tat drasti'c changes are appropriate.

Discussion of possibldechanges recognized that some changes
require legislation. The-Amertican Law Inhstitute Complex)Litigation
Project wgast oted as a model of -the kinds of legislation" that' may
prove usefull in' addressinagultiafty,' multiforum litigation.
Other Jurisdictional'changiers that might be -desirableinclude
relaxing the limits' that imp;de se df Rule 23 flr state-law
claims, including completerdiverqsity and~1 the requirement that each'
member of a, syplaintiff acoasn l'jsatify e a;ount-in-controversy
requirement. Other possxble class action changes as well may
require legislation.

The specific changes madeby the draft were discussed, taking L
note of the, responses that ~haye been'! received on the basis of
informal circulation of the draft. I '

The changes made by the draft relate in many ways to the L
determination to collapse the presenth categorical separations
between subdivisions (b)(l),'(2), and (3) into 'a unified test that
asks whether a class action is superior fpr the fair and efficient
adjudication of the controversy. This hange i's intended to reduce
wrangling about which subdivision fitsa particular action. 'MMore
important, the change is intended' t allow a more functional L
approach gto questions of notitceOand the opportunity to opt out of
a class.' Focus on the superiorityd etermination will-to some
extent enhance district, court' _~discret on. The provision for F
discretionary,,appeal from lcertificati on lorrefusalto crtifcy i's
intended to provide a safeuad sibemisuse o this
discretion. '~I
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The relationship between the superiority criterion and thepredominance of common questions over individual questions wasdiscussed next. The predominance requirement now attaches only to(b)(3) class actions. It would be possible to incorporatepredominance as arequirement for all class actions. Much thoughtwas given to this possibility in preparing the draft. Some,particularly those representing defendant classes, have feared thatL elimination of the requirement that predominance be shown for whatnow are (b)(3) actions will,,encourage undue proliferation of classactions. Others express the"' correspo'nd'ing' fear that a requirementL of predominance will discourage desirable class actions. Onbalance, predominance is better seen as one element of superiority,particularly in, light of the opportunity to certify classes forL specified'issues. ActionsI that now fit into (b)(1) and (b)(2)categories may present compelling needs for class certification,even 'though there are many individual questions that do not affectall members of the ,,class. Mass tort claims,' moreover, presentspecial problems. Predominance of common questions is a usefulapproach if the question is whether to, certify a class thatK include-s all individual issues as well as common issues.Predominance is less useful if the class is certified only forcommon issues. A motion passed to retain the draft approach thattreats predmi-,ance as one factor in determining superiority. Amotion to makc predominance an independent requirement failed.

The draft requirement that a class representative be "willing"as well as able to represent the class was considered next. ManyL who have seen the draft fear that the willingness requirement willprove a de facto repeal of defendant class actions. The burden ofdefending or behalf of a class is greater than, the burden ofL conducting a.. individual defense.' The greater the stakes, thegreater the effort that rationally, should be devoted, to theC' contest. Settlement of a class action,' particularly 'if it is. toimpose burdens on nonparticipating members of a defendant class, is
far more complicated than settlement, of an individual action. Themere fact of assuming fiduciary responsibilities ito others mayweigh heavily on the representative defendantslIad a'ttorneys. If
a potenial representative defendant can avol these burdens byprotesting a lack of willingnessi,.oto representd :the class, fewK defendant classes may survive. Thijs 'risk was seen a substantial
in relation ,to legitimate uses for defendant ,cl asse6!. pDefendantclasses have been valuable in many settings. Am'ng those suggestedto the Committee have been actionsl1, against jarge partnerships;actions involving multiple underwriters associated in securitiesoffeerings (including situations in4 ilwhi chthedefendant classmembers have several but not joint, Idi ailit'y); a-d actions' against'large numbers of public official-sj who are engaged in similar
activity and who cannot be bound bya judgment entered against acommon superior. Other illustrations may involve probleim lesslikely to arise in federal court-, shah as an action to determine
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the validity of, a servitude on land that runs in favor of many
others, or a declaratory judgment action against a cl~ass of
potential tort claimants. A willing representative in some,
settings,.,,^ moreover, may ,be' more dangerous than an unwilling
representative. t Onoccasion,, at least, an individual defendant 'has
been designatedsrepresentative of a defendant class for determining,
issues, of patent validity. The representative may have astrongerL
interest in havi'ng all defendants, bound by a de'termination that the
padtent ntis rvalid than in having the patent declared invalid, if the
representative is,-in a I, better position to bargain'for a license or, Li
to competej without infringin''g.,

I Despite ithese problems, 'Ithe Committee rejected a. motion to
delete l the'rlir"equlirement, thatj thke ,representative be willling. The
requ~r~eilmeentjk;,japplies ,l1to plaihtiff classe as wellfcla's'defendant
classes, andl, helps k~kprotectiiatgainstI the risk that a'dlefendant may
se ek, crtificlatifonof a ,:plaintiff class in the belief that a ftlll-
sc all~e l~djefensplm,,may overwh'elmal therepresep-tatives-and bindl the'4class.
Unwilinghe sretresitttivE4s, ̀ moretover, may11 not, warrant the trust that
somejjl ~ilobseirvaersr~ 44 4,have suggested. Th problem 'Pof rid itional
lit;9gat lionti costis, iiilicted by, class cert fication ntalmsti in
pa~rtb<l ol~aycnrbut i[bhn fro'm in' lartcipt in nmbr f
the clgssOr 4lbilt[lllil ,,s ,diff di t relyo t lit~' in
drafti~ d,,6airulleithat doIes l inot -I clarl provide f fori 3ed
contri utions outside the opt- in setting.

4The noticeiqprovisions yof drakft Rule 213(c) were discussed next. L
The pirpose ,ofEIthe draft istp'equ'irre' dnbtice of certifiication in
all c l*ss!atirons ,! without[ egard' rd'~he' formerI'categories of
subdiV4104 SIIn v t to maJe the n iue 'of 'the'

requiremenit m6 ~feilt~Jrtepeet(b)(3) tdequi rhentLt The L
greates t kchangel1 a lis ke2Ly trd4be witr|rect dto actions involving

large: umbers of sMell c T crfdividud 't e Under
present %v~~~~is~~or~~ ~ ~ de~~e~ act ions, tht hu~ld' be Li

brou ght. ~herrvsio s wllous i6te~tioni o t value o6f
proy~id,~gII soe pfTiK ]nog 1 rm fchs &i ons, a
matter~ ot 11w1o~e ~p~citgreaterr

wit 4~~re~pe~~c* ~ no~ie, y fill th, gaplef by

red aikgte~caio~~rt ntr fKhKls.To

A ~~~~~e ie'" mrt, o~rit

The nti c~i rroiS~3Lfl~ ld' toIj41~u~s~in, Rof the question
whe, ~uie i 11t 'o ~tiy, be made

wit1~~ine 1 nlue sc
col, ' ~ ~ ~Id olrr~~s'~ ,requi~rement

howu I ',e-ep so 3nt l cer"tilficatio'n
queskti,9 ar S irl~eI jn ~rals' af ter the
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class question is first raised. Often substantial discovery isneeded, or it is desirable to dispose of preliminary motions,before addressing certification., There is little reason to forcemotions that may have to be deferred.

The draft provisions for opting out and opting into a classare tied to the collapse of the separate (b)(1), (2), and (3)L categories. Opting out is to be available without regard to theseformer distinctions; opting in, not now available in Rule 23F classes,' is'to be made ava i e',e

In reviewing the opt-out provisions it was noted that
something closely akin to opting out ,can be achieved even ,nw inL (b)(l) and (2) class actions by defining the classto include onlythose who do not ask to be excluded.'

The power to limit a class tothose who opt inwas viewed asa more significant alteration of Rule 23. Opting in now is limitedto statutory class actions in a few areas. Something akin tor opting in is regularly required in administering judgments in favorof a plaintiff class by limiting participation in the recovery tothose who elect to file claims, but it is easier-and perhaps mucheasier-to persuade class members to file a claim at this stage thanto enter at the beginning'of a litigation. A class limited tothose who opt in before a determination of'liability may easilyresult in a smaller class. The 1966 revision of Rule'23,noted thedanger that many potential class members, particularly those withsmall claims and a fear ,of being, involveda with litigation, mayprefer to remain aloof. Opt-din actions put a premium on diligence,sophistication, and daring. The difference between opting out andL opting in may )be very substantial in such sitluations. 1, An opt-outaction, indeed, may be necessary to generate stakes sufficient towarrant' pressing the litigation t a c onclusion. Substitution ofl an opt-in' class may reduce the utility of class, actions inachieving gereralized enforcement of the law. The effects ofcertification on statutes of limitat ions',may be .complicated,moreover, in determining the point at which te limitations periodL resumes running against those who do not opt in.

The opportunity to use opt-in classes may be valuable, despiteL these concertois. If it is difficult to accomplish effective notice,the choice Rely be to have, no class action or to have a classlimited to thoze who are proved to have actual notice by the act ofopting in. Opt-in classes8 also may help resolve the choice-of-lawproblems encountered in diversityacti ns arising otut, of commondisasters. Acceptance Pof litigation upder specified'laws may bemade a condition of opting in. Opting in also may prove-pazrticularly suitable with respect toiortiactions or, defendanitBosses. ,M
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After considering the possibility of publishing the draft for
comment with brackets indicating that the opt-in provision is
especiallyopen to reconsideration, the Committee concluded-that
the draft should be published as it stands.

Rule 23(cti(4j)now provides that a class may be certified with
respect to particular issues. The draft is designed to underscore
the., availability of this," option, in part by referring to
certification, with respect to particular claims as well as
particular issues. The focus on laims and "issues" extends to
"defenses" as well. The advantage of referring, to "claims" and
"defenses" is that it may be difficilt to specify the issues that
should be ltried on a, class lbaslis; ,rcertification of all issues
arising? T3ut"1of designated claims, 'o rsimplpy of the claims,, provides
a more convenient and, meaningful ailternative. The most important
concern is that the certification' make clear the subject of the
class certifrdcation"

The "subctia'ssT' provisions of Rule 23()(4) are changed in the
draft to ai4oWtcertificationhl"'ofka 1s1ubcla&s that'does not satisfy
the numero it requirement -,,of subdiVi-ionh (,a). This change is
important in Jituations in whiphn ohflicts, of inter~est arise
betweenb t~he lias and ,sma'I nubrs jqof class tmembers., In
emapl oyment iis! imi`ination, l1,i Uatir ifbxamp e,,it may happen L

thatz lfbw, est I b y n rtan the practices claimed
to give rise to blifai ity, ma r medies that differ from
the remedies desiredb by ~sis t ubcass treatment can
f acilitate eOf edti~vdI1an'dlin'01f, te~o~lms

prectifheic tiondisposi provision allowing
precerttlfi o iim4er Rules[ 12(b) and 56

retlectsI thenresut by most but not
ali,~Cots~~_ hat4 prf~eisbsdoi tw6 grounds. FH

One I~gro g4ies ipoe~el~n n~ & ~ed~ rul e wen most L

wiOpot Amec gd to refuse
prdcertifi4:tio dispO&.itih f¶hdcue tihat
pr erti~ficato dIsposirb te1i6dib ,andta h rule
sh Olcmake t tter nP 4 v n sist nt pproaches and
to j'mak,,e Lhe ~ansel ~ d~~~prn t1~dt ndforearch and L
arguimet f

chngs dee i~ jPrOLSPeot that others

alo y bel~mad ~D ffrrf explicitly
to 1 1di1scre nr etify,n

chqngs the deciti~f~casi{'5 eetfcto. The

Note,, w11 i ec~o~fw~e ontc ho'uldbe'influenced by the extt~t whiqh classinembers have learned of
the action and may have relied ocn the inticipation that their
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interests would be protected. The reference to "claims" will bedeleted from (b)(6), since issues may be certified. TheF requirement that a class action be superior will be moved intosubdivision (a) as the fifth requirement; in this way allrequirements will be grouped together in (a), and (b) will beconfined to illustration of the factors to be considered inL determining superiority.

The Committee voted unanimously to recommend the revised draftto the Standing Committee for publication at such time as theL Committee next finds it app'ropriate'to publish Civil Rules forpublic comment.

L Rule 26(c)(3)

It was decided at the November, 1992, meeting that a draftL amendment of Rule 26(c) should be prepared to study a possibleprovision for dissolving or modifying protective discovery orders.Bills have been introduced in Congress that would limit the powerto enter protective orders in various ways. Representatives of theLI Judicial Conference have asked that Congress defer action so thatthe Advisory Committee could study the question. The draftr provided power to modify or dissolve a protective order before orafter judgment. Disposition of the question would consider theextent of reliance on the order, the public and private interestsaffected by the order, and the burden the order imposes on partiesseeking information relevant to other litigation.

The need to amend Rule 26(c) was questioned. Some studieshave concluded 'that there is ample power to modify protectiveorders, and that in fact protective orders have not had the adverseconsequences feared by current critics. There is no systematicevidence that protective orders frequently cause wastefulduplication of discovery efforts between successive lawsuits, northat any problems that might arise cannot be addressed under
existing inherent power to modify or dissolve, protective orders.There is no persuasive showing that protective orders defeat theL opportunities of government agencies or public interest groups toalert'the public' to products or !conditions, that create ongoingrisks to health and safety. The Federal Judicial Center plans tostudy the use of protective orders; more 'information may beavailable soon.

rl Despite uncertainty whether there is any need to add aprovision for modification or dissolution, it was concluded thatamendment, of Rule 26(c) should be proposed. It is clear that thecourt that enters a protective order must have power to modify ordissolve its own order. If there is any significant doubt as tothe existence of the power, the power should be made explicit inr, the rule. There is much concern about the possibility that
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protective orders can facilitate suppression of information
necessary 'to protect public health and safety, or can thwart
efficient ,discovery in relcated litigation. The amendment of Rule L'
26(c) will limit the abilityof the parties to narrow the co'urtt's
power over, its' own orders. It will not 'extend to matters not'
involved with cburt-made protective orders. S ecrecy provisions in
private contracts are not reached, whether made as part' of
settlement, as extra-judicial discovery agreements, orotherwise.
Pri~vate ccontract 'Iarrangements seem more mattersof subs-tance than
procedure. LI

The dimensions of the power to modify or dissolve were
discussed. It was noted that most protective orders are entered on
agreement of the parties. Often 'they' extend protection to much
material that a court would not protect after a contested hearing.
Modification' 6or, diissoliutionUzln are mpostleasily ordered with respect ito

mate~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~r i 'sl: L iJ
materi ls thati d[o6 not in fact f desrVe rotet on. Matetials that

releasd iillfr ipise ini s.imi ar liiainsubject, ~to cntinuingH
protectioniK'gain-s tg general use6.

!4bThe drci ft languagbell stating, thait a', protlective order ican be
dissholvedo'l'pore orhifter ddiaisbcusseid at length. It
was, fir'.5t[ ce1 I it ~ lbttbr`style ~to expres thisH

_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ atconceptIng 1any tm. courts
now, ar~~ ~1di~~*li~ed pn' ext~~nt~~~~ po~et`~ ron~ a' prtcIv 'order,

af ter, judmn. Quesion a e asd~ o tnln toseek
modificteis 1 ' urisdictior
Amendment r ghts, priyate ~i~1~it~ j~ris frdm the' es's IeItialby
contr actad tr f~ hticu~ provisions
cortinui ng; k r4,s 1l1 Thr "s'mc concern

ta cortsIli, uld r , n provision
that F 1SF an, ipta a stpen 'bargain,
inolv 41d ' 1grerni t alomay'

pinL n;isn r~ 1 parr'
injeof !Icq~ui se In,

retaining ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Pdl~n reLa4ted
litigati'onKv r b ¶ y vymtrials
moidif idatiox r4s so,1Itibt1 I is
have ben[ hlqreqtarnI ~ pVF Jl y 4 b rgidta a
Persn IIo 0 es gfa.
pursue indep rdrtdsoeyi he4igto. ProV1 Qn or'
modificationI pr licattenateTrc ~r~
the qways ,4xil'nned

I I II IIf a~I '~ c~intmi ee
believed Iti u j "of .mdiy or

diss o~~i~juget.IA ~ity of

approa "s~a~ um~~~ i nt ~ v rnodIns.
CO., Ilt1rl9O 95Fdll44jIe ~FFb.qivLGaenWay,

L
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Inc., 1st Cir., 1993 U.S. App. Lexis 6014, at * 25: "[A) protectiveorder, like any ongoing injunction, is always subject to theinherent power of the district court to relax or terminate theorder, even after judgment." Even if this prediction is correct,however, it does not resolve differences as to standing to seek, orthe standards for granting, modification or dissolution. Othermembers of the Committee were concerned that an undefined power toL grant relief after judgment would interfere with policies stated inSeattle Times Co. v. Rhinehart, 1984, 467 U.S. 20, 32-33, 34: "Alitigant has no First Amendment right of access to information madeavailable only for purposes of trying his suit. * * * Moreover,pretrial depositions and interrogatories are not public componentsof a civil 'trial." "Liberal discovery is provided for the solepurpose of assisting in the preparation and trial, or thesettlement, of litigated disputes." Heavy burdens may be imposedon courts if thaw are required to balance the many interests indiscovery confido:4tiality against the substantive policies thatsupport settlement of disputes, First Amendment interests, problemsof standing, and the like.

L Middle ground m ijht be found in the dispute over action afterjudgment by providing What Rule 26(c) orders are dissolved on entryof judgment unless continuation after judgment is specificallyordered. The parties would be under the burden of ensuring thatLv continuing protection is provided. It would De possible toprovide instead that the court's order terminates on entry ofjudgr-nt, eaving any continuing protection to contract between thepart -s. This approach would serve the privacy and settlementinterests of the immediate parties, but would not address concernsabout expediting similar litigation or protecting against publichazards. An alternative might be to allow modification afterjudgment, but only within a designated period such as one year.Rather than ensure access to important information, this approachLr. would provide less access than is available today in most courts.Yet arczher approach might be to amend the introductory portion ofRule 26, to provide that a protective order may be entered for goodcause "to the extent permitted by law." This approach, however,would not have any impact unless it should stir Congress to addressthese questions.

At the conclusion of the discussion it was moved to delete thereference to action "at any time" from the draft. The motioncarried over dissents by two members who would prefer to retain thereference and by one member who believes there is no need to amendRule 26(c). It also was decided that the Note to the amended ruleshould not refer to the questions surrounding modification ordissolution after judgment. i

Rule 43(a)

L
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Li
Two changes in Rule 43(a) were considered.

The first proposed change would authorize the court to permit 7
or require that the direct examination of a witness in a nonjury
trial be'presented in writing. This proposal was published for
comment in`15991, 'although members of the Advisory Committee were
dividedon' the', question. Some members believed, and continue to,,
believelr,' that the power "to require written presentation of"
testimonylis 'e'stablished by Evidence Rule 611. Much ofth1ubi

comlent~rwYas 'hlostile with respectto th, e provision that wold allow i
a court tto require presentationijof written testimony. Many lawyers,,

atb eir~~~~~~~~~~9 r Fer etb h vd tte tw s ion, t d

Diecussio sh~at ~t'~important t strongt witnesestimny t
trad~i~ona settin of~ iiv. q sio-andL-answertetoy.- ,Written

testimony Will [bgravate!tet itendecap e i, iw~itt~i{ y lawyer~s,, and will'n
witness's owni derpfxris Wheninth p oal ~ws disjaldcussseed

II~~~~~~ ~ ~ , Id I ;d 1

T'therNovambes 92 meingeof the sti mmittoere it was cojudei
that itn sttled berfrred to the EVitdndce Rules A dvi'ory Coi a

Discussion 'showed that concern about written testimony
continuesw. T' Written te stiony may aggravate Lthe
courts to i hold nonjr tialson inu int segmeNts

The advantages'of writte'n t nsti re noted A jude in
Oregon,~s-tarted this, practice twety or ,morelyar ago n
develop'ed it extensively. hat, experience ,showed' Ithat cases could
move 'Ituch faster in this way. The' prac ic 'e h aas wben usedmore t
selectivelysince th Evideeen with continuing succe l Thea Nnth rcuit
has approved th6epractice in waskr`uptcy- pe deedn s. cangRtieClly

43(a),$18 ! ' tell ' a~~~~~~~~Prcee in ,asl .t .sp,,a7[

I testimony is urse now in many circumstances to save tial

testimony~~~~~~~~~~~~~p in nojr tral Iit th cns ,,lof thIprtts '"S gyL

time For trejectempel an expert wit nes via presn a witten

tetime, ony -i eoia r PI al wrsd.l"h cin fteComte

curriculum vitae.

It wascsuggested that the proposal mighte redrawn as one to
permitd narration. 's atisb renEvidence 'Rule t61(a) clearly authrz
narration, [ho we'ver, a nid thr a n eed see tochne Rule

43(a).''

it was observed that many courts now resort to written' direct
testimony in nonjury trials with the consen of the~parties.L

A lmbtion to r~ejecit the amendment to provide for written direct
testimony,, in nonjur~y trials' passed. " The action of the, Committee
will'be communicated' to the Evidence6 Rules Advisory Commi1ttee.

The second 'proposal 'is to' amend Rulle 43(a)' to, permit
electronic transmission of testimony. Th~is practiceh~be
followed by some courts,, at times by treating the testimony as a
deposition conducted during trial and under supervision of the
judge to ensure that only admissible matters are presented.

'L
Lo
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Telephone testimony has been used in agency proceedings. Onemember of the Committee observed that with suitable protectiveprovisions covering such matters as the people who can be presentwith the witness, telephone testimony is as satisfactory asreliance on a deposition. If video transmission is available, itis better than a deposition.

Direct transmission of contemporaneous testimony can have manyadvantages. Testimony of witnesses on purely formal matters may beaccomplished more easily land less expensively. Testimony ofessential witnesses who cannot appear at trial may be better thanreliance on earlier depositions. Reasons for not appearing attrial may range from limits on trial subpoenas to unexpectedaccidents. Trials that depend on witnesses scattered in manyplaces may be managed more 'effectively if it is not necessary toK bring them all together at one time and place,' even if that ispossible. Many' problems are encountered in managing criminaltrials when witnesses are brought to trial from distant parts ofthe country;. transmission of testimony could reduce - comparableproblems in civil litigation.

The possible advantages of transmitted testimony may be offsetK by disadvantages. It is necessary "to ensure that the witness is infact the intended person, partic'ularly if audio transmission isused. Controls must be imposed to protect against inf luence byother persons present ,with the witness but not included in thetransmission. it may be.,desirable- to require some advance noticeby the proponent, when possible, so that other parties can arrangeto depose the witness before trial. Video depositions may beparticularly important if the testimony is to be transmitted byaudio means alone!., Protections must be,-built into the rule. The
rule should require good cause for transmission, and should remindcourts of the need to protect against possible distortions, orL influence. The Note, should indicate that showings of unexpectedunavailability are more persuasive than simple limits on subpoenapower. The Note also shouild' indicate that there is less need torely on transmission when depositions are 'available. The decisionwhether to allow transmissibn, and|the choice lof technology, shoulddepend on the cost of itransmssion in relation to the importance ofthe testimony, the staes of, the litigation, the means of theparties, and other factors that may seems relevant. 'The Note inadditidn should suggest~theatwhen feasible', courts should require
advance notice of a, request for transmission, ,so other parties icantake a deposition.

It was suggested that perhaps transmission of testimony shouldbe authorized only for circumstances that'would permit presentationof the depos-ition of a living witness under Rule 32. It wasconcluded, hOever, that transmissional'lshould not be confined toK specifically Defined circumstances i. ',Mo flexibility is desirable.
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The means of describing transmission technology were left open
for further work. Such electronic means as facsimile transmission m
and direct computer. ,communication are not contemplated, unless LJ
perhaps ,^exceptional circumstances can be shown. It may be
uncertain whether all other technologies are properly described as
electronic. It should be, made clear that in some circumstances it L
is proper to rely on audio transmission alone, while video
transmissionshould be preferred in bthers.

Rules 50, ,52, 59: ,`"Service and''Filing K
The Bankruptcy Rules, Committee' asked that the Civil Rules C1

Committ eeco'nsider amending Rules 50., 52,1, and 59 to adopt a uniform
requi~rement , ,that ,,the dpost-udgentmotions, A*uthorized by these
rules be fifled no, later'than,10 daysfrom entry of judgmentl. The,
Bankrupt~cy'; Rules Coitee, believes tat filingi is important so
that a~l'ljljparties have a, clear an jdeasy means of determining whether
appeal been suspendd of thee motions. It also
belle'v ~that itis dedsirable t'antVn an4 ormitY between 'the
Banj~rpcr ue and the C ivilruls'

Discussion of this recommendation, began with the broader
questions raised by the general,.relationships between filing and
service..L IMany rulesappliy limiting, [ti'me periods by ,reference to
service. 1Rule 5(d) requires filing dwithin a reasonable' time after
service., Problems iiarise when filing is not accomplished. A
defendant ,for example,, may,, ser ean ans'wer'! but fail to file it. L
A motion 'for default 'and subseuentr defkaultljudgment may follow
without;, any ~,qindicationipfthe. nswer in court files.' At some

point .,1lf ,Xie>CommitteeS~should llstuXy ytheom any irelationships in the
rules Setwe,1n, if iingad.sevcX'<'Biepeet discussion,
indleerdj, show~s uhertabiity. as,,,,lt~oll,[ Km maittdrs', of -actual d practice.
It"was ['suggesed, for aspl ,a t"Rulel'5(d) ,,might rb amendied to'L
reqduirelA,41fi l withiifive ifi ys rof r vice. in r:9some ~lrural areas,

how~v: I ,~I~five-da k~pri4Pmg{teffectiv~ely require personal
de, v e[ rerserv icesII c n be counted
upp~n.,to,1,,Erivid~e five-deday delvery ,[8dllWI!it'bolwas w ioted thatIsimply
puattin[ on a b fn[ may rot guarantee
"filinq b~ote obevtoiWsta'e. huh filiing rquires

proof of~er~yice1 some Wa'yer~ 1playng aind then
de y~g~ ery IcepfxlliI by~ ma- ~a ~dsu~'~I' t a noted
thattv Jg c'& d Q~t rblm of~ pof withI C 9~~~~'e &nd thtshorkt
respct AO[t[ otien ,I;Ere tf,[h'pup f acmpihn
filing,
actual pyIc rece~ipt nomeeaing

hc1<e}Kd, riese ~4 it was concluded that RulesL
50, 5,2,il rnd ith'ut wAiting fbor a broader
study ~ ']ri~ n i in Rl 50(b),

as am~nedin ' 99~,krquIs judgmeiTL as a matter L
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L of law be renewed by service and filing within 10 days of judgment.Rule 50(c)(2) invokes the 10-day service requirement of Rule 59.Rule 52(b) requires that a motion to amend findings of fact beL "made" within 10 days. This requirement apparently is satisfied byservice within 10 days, followed by later filing. Rule 59 requiresthat motions for a new trial or to reconsider be served within 10days.

It was observed that both filing and service should berequired when it is important that notice be accomplished. Ratherthan follow the suggestion that filing alone be required, it wasconcluded that the present requirement of service in Rules50(c)(2), 52(b), 59(b), and 59(e) should be retained andsupplemented by requiring filing no later than 10 days after entryof judgment. Filing should be accomplished with relative ease,
particularly since Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays that fallV within the 10-day period are not counted. This time period shouldallow adequate opportunity to prepare and file a motion. Draftsconforming to the 'new style guidelines -will be prepared andsubmitted to the Standing Committee with a recommendation forpublication.

Rule 68

Revision of the Rule 68 offer-of-judgment procedure wasdiscussed at the November, 1992 meeting. A draft based on thatdiscussion was presented for evaluation. The draft would make theoffer-of-judgment procedure available to claimants as well asdefendants. It also would increase the consequences of failing toaccept an offer at least as favorable as the judgment. In actionsseeking money damages, an award would be made for attorney feesincurred by the offeror after expiration of the offer, The amountof fees awarded would be reduced to the extent that the amountawarded by the judgment was more favorable to the offeror than theoffer.' The fee award also would be limited~to the amount of thejudgment, so that a claimant could not be forced to pay feesgreater than the amount recovered and a defendant could not beforced to pay fees greater than the amount recovered.

The purpose of the revision would be to encourage earlysettlement. The same purpose was pursued by amendments publishedfor comment in 1983 and '1984. Those proposals met broad andvehement opposition and were withdrawn. This proposal is meant toimpose less serious consequences Iwith the hope that a middleground can be found in which limited attorney fee awards canencourage early settlement without forcingsunfair settlements or7 discouraging litigation entirely.

One question raised by the proposal is the extent of knowledgeC about settlement. The premise is that some cases that should
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settle either settle later than should be or do not settle at all.
Apart from the' fact that most civil actions are resolved without
trial, however, very little is known about the settlement process.,I
One view of the proposal wa's that it would be "tool compelling."! 'It
was' feared ,that in many 'cases, any given, level 'of dollar ,l
consequences may' be more serious to the plaintiff than to the
defendant. Fear of losing any recovery because of a fee award
might force some plaintiffs to accept Rule 68, offers that, fall
below the lreasonablly expected judgment. ,

to,;bAnother'question raisediby the proposal is the 'need to dispose
of ,fmore casesI byearly settlement. It was observed that, the m

average ~tlime firom ~filing ito disposition is going up, but that this I

fact l may, e l due, to shifting toward more complex cases in the
overalt docket. Some courts' do blave sitghna it pr rue s i
proef ssing bciVil ciases;i ' in' extremet ciroumstanoer s civil m r s ay
be ei, to obtain Such crises t re t f

settlement .40 k K
0~ ~ - I I", '" . '1 ' ,d

two ~f os7i~ncreas~d l!,oad s of criwina drug prosecuins n

Another premise underlying the proposal is that Rule 68 does
not now halve any significant effect on settlement. The same

effectine unrte asonbes, s Neihe ril partybcueofr anre, mad onfly ater K

premise wais followed in advancing' the 1983 and 1984 proposals. -1

Committee sembehdrsi continue to believe that the rule has little
most costs~~ have been",, incurred, weakeningd the incentive efect of

liabilitysuior post-offer'cstso t wm s suggested however, dhi o
Rule 6,8 does have' n ffc dn case that inc~lude a statutory
attorney IfPe. Failur o~cp nbfer! more' favorable than ~he
judgment cuts of h 4hVt os-f 1 r ttornby~ fees-even though
the off eree, lsra hepopect, of losing part of
the fee recovery~ dos~cuaesetien.Ath same time, the
offer mnay, ~cre~te' a, c'f'~ fi~tr~ eie attre ad
client,, parti6" larly'if~ f Jeaward' m itntt'nsure actual
payment. Xlvenipapart frmt~~nfiI fineet he effecto
settlements may :[be seen uneial [poerciat
desirable Iencouragement1.

It was noted that California has an offer-of-judgment statute
that provides ~fpr shifting expert witness" tIees, arnd that this

procdureseeiish toi havea desirable '6ffect in" encouraging
settlement.

it was, suggested~that! it is inappropriatelto refer to' Rule 68 EJ
consequences as a~ s'anctilon.l, The rulle not based on inappropriate
behavior. The test1 isio notI6one of subjeptvebd f a~ith, nor~ even, of~
objective unreaspnableness. Neithe ar at nor," by ref lection,
counsel, should be 'stigmatize-d as if i ee

Discussion o f [the sanction term`inpology led to~ discussion of
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authority to affect attorney fee awards under the Rules EnablingAct -. The "sanction" terminology seems appropriate for enforcing aprocedural duty. The Enabling Act should authorize Rule 68 if therule creates a procedural duty to guess right about the eventual'judgment. Imposition of consequences then falls within the powerC to create the duty. Attorney fee awards are commonly authorizedL for violation of other procedural duties; Rule 37 is a goodexample. Some members of the Committee were uncertain, however,whether this analogy is persuasive. There is power'to create adiscovery procedure. It is not so clear that there is power'tocreate a duty to settle substantive claims. Shiftingresponsibility -or attorney fees is a departure from the prevailingV"American Rule," and may seem substantive when used as an incentiveto settle rather, than as a means of enforcing more obviouslyprocedural duties. This fear is not allayed by the fact that theproposal is desi-.ned to put the offeror - at best - in a positionL. no better than W2:.ud have resulted from acceptance of the offer.Other sanctions, such as double costs, might seem more appropriate.

Alternative sanctions were discussed further. One, possibilitymight I- simply to award a flat proportion of the, differencebetweer offer and judgment. Another might be to allow the off erorL a choice. between Watering judgment on the offer and enteringjudgment on some bas-is calculated from the actual judgment and aprocedural sanction, Yet another might belto design a simplesystem in which post-offer fee awards are -capped at the iamount ofdifference between offer and judgment: if judgment is $10'0,000 morefavorable to the offeror, the maximum fee award would be $100,000.This system i's simpler to administer, but could put the offeror ina better position that would have followed from acceptance of theoffer.

L Other approaches to amending Rule 68 were discussed. One wassimple abrogation of Rule 68. Other pretrial devices,- such asneutral evaluation, may' prove better means of encouraging earlyI, settlement. Another alternative would be to make Rule 68 availableto claimants, but without adopting any attorney-fee sanctions.

At the end of the discussion it was unanimously concluded thatLs further consideration of Rule 68 should await development offurther information about actual operation of the present rule andthe factors that affect settlement Study of the possible effectsL of the proposed revision also will be desirable if'it can be
accomplished in persuasive form. The Federal Judicial Center isdeveloping such a study under the direction of John Shapard.Committee members Doty, Kasanin, and lScirica agreed to work withL Shapard on the design of the study.

F_ Rules 83, 84
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Rules 83 and 84 have been 'before the Committee for some time.
The proposals that were sent to the Standing Committee for its
December, 1992 meeting were.returned for further consideration of
uniform language,,,proposed forsimilar provisions in all the various
sets of court rules.

,,Discussion of Rule,831, focused on the proposal that' rights Li
should not 'be defeated difodr neligent 'failure to adhere to a
requirement lofform set out in a ilocal rule or directive. The
other sets of ru'les do4 not have similar provisions'. 4No6reason was,,
foundI' thit would'rlilmake this ,iliprovision more suitable to the civil,''

ruvle'o is an desitable f or al, of' th different sets of[ rules. The
Co m 'tte I tdedit to,4 recommenda 'this provisionD to t' Standing
Committ7ee"-. [

of Diliscussl.o~n of prdpos'ed IRule '84' fouseodl on the recommendation
fth Banrutcy Rules Committee thatt he Lproposed Rule $4(bjV! an'd'l

cognate rules not be adopted. In the alternative, the Bankruptcy
Rules Committee has urged that the amendment not include Judicial
Conference ower, to make . any irchanglge4si~jmibori-dilsignilf icaInt fithan lL1changing

spelling,I cIJross ferenesor typgraphy i The Committee voted
unanimouslyllo o' Adhere !!,to the iniforml lanuage proposed by the L
Repdrt~elr,~Q`f e StandingICommittee 41 ,

R e 1 i , , 11l ,l S , ., ."ll {1 ,t ;. 3l 11 t *|' , i. i '. I ,

..84 will be sent to thbe Standing Committee wit'hi a
ecomm~n4aiooAjjthat,'r~theyl Lb~'pb~i-m4t"ire' 6, Rdd-es 83 landbefpublfished for public coiuent

'II:> I '1+ ~i!l '^ *1 1,11 qNew Matters 1'

Rule 4

It has been suggested to the Committee that Rule 4(j), F?
renumbered as Rule 41(m) in the proposals transmitted to Congress by Li
the SupremeI Court on'April 22, 1993, shouldi'set a shorter period
than 120 days for serving process after filing. Committee
discussion noted' that there was much debate about Rule 4 in the L.J
revision process, but perhaps not much' attention to this specific
point. One member noted that often it is useful to delay service
after-fil-ing so thatsettlement discussions can be pursued. It was
concluded ,thati Ithe Reporter ,should study the question and report
back to the Committee.

Rules 7, 11 Signature Requirement' L

.The signature requirements ,'of Rules 7 and 11 have raised
questions'in the prpcess of generating rul'es to govern filing by
facsimile transmission and in studyiingl filing by computer. Draft
Judicial Conference guidelines for facsimile filing would authorize
alternative means of satisfyingl: the signature requirement.

L
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Facsimile transmission can reproduce a signature, so the problem isnot acute. Computer transmission can reproduce a signature onlywith expensive capacities that are not available in all clerk'soffices nor in all law offices. The Committee concluded that thesequestions should be studied to determine what accommodations shouldbe made to ease the task of adjusting to modern technology. Theinitial studies of the problem, however, should remain with thecommittees specially charged with working through the problems offacsimile and computer filing.

Rule 9(b)

The Leatherman decision of the Supreme Court in February ruledthat particularized pleading requirements can be imposed only whenauthorized by Rule 9(b). Heightened requirements could not beimposed in a civil rights action claiming vicarious responsibilityof a municipal entity for wrongs committed by law enforcementL, officers. At the same time, the Court suggested that the questionmight profitably be studied by the Advisory Committee.

L Several approaches to, pleading were suggested, looking toRules 8, 9(b), or 12(e). It was noted that some local rules imposedetailed pleading requirements for specified categories of cases,such 'as those brought under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt
Organizations Act. It also was suggested that any action in thisarea should be carefully integrated' with the proposed disclosureE rules now pending in Congress. Rules 26(a)(1) and (2) createduties of disclosure with respect to facts alleged withparticularity. One of the purposes of that proposal was toencourage more informative pleadinglpractices. The disclosure dutyalso is integrated with the Rule 26(f) conference. Directimposition of more demanding standards at the initial pleadingstage might shift the burden of specific contention to a point inthe litigation that is too daerly to be useful.

Several members of the Committee thought it would be a mistaketo attempt to draft rules setting heightened standards of specificL pleading for particular categories of cases. One possible approachwould be to allow lower courts to continue the longstanding processof tailoring pleading standards to the pereived need's of differenttypes of litigation. This process has developed over a'period ofmany years', and may not be much checked by the Leatherman decision.

Another suggestion was that a motion for more' particularstatement be created in Rule 8, or that Rule 12(e) be amended. Thenew rule would allow a court to require more detailed pleading ona case-by-case basis. The purpose of this provision would be toL continue and legitimize the process that often imposes detailedpleading requirements through a motion to dismiss, commonly
followed by amendment. Many courts have often gone beyond simple
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notice pleading. This-experience may suggest that it is desirable
to rely on pleading practice for preliminary screening in a wide
variety-of lawsuits. At the cost of appearing to relive history,
a return to some practice akin to the bill oP particulars mayhave
real value. . ..

The~ Committee, concludied 'that ~the topic of pleadingK
particulaity, hould "remain on the agea I for further study. The

conclusion may be that the time has not yet come for any action.
Each of the approaches named in the discussion should be explored,
however, as the basis for a further re, ort.

'IRule 45

It has ibeen proposed thatI the'' Committee should explore
amendment ,',of Rtule'45lto provide nationwide subpoenas for witnesses
in civiIltials. Dikscussion of th, proposal began with the
obsiervationthat this'lquestion relappeaars continually. It was noted J

that the propostal tto !;iamend' Rule 43V(a)to' permit transmission of

testimony Ifrom places outside the cutomwill a partial answer
to this" q esion 'S6eve ratl mrem t cmmittee stated that
there aretno reaIl problems create y the present limits in Rule
45., Others digsteld-th'az expandi"n g he rach of trial subpoenas

ul e ua e om~ lawye's1, t0 en e s shpd preparation,K

f orgoing aeuptriaJ rptto aiho dragging
is mo preunt1 ti trial. Xwa ied unanimously that there K

,y~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 it , II "1 , , i , , F ' I 
IIe ' ,- .',

' 1e ifi{rt | 81 t 5

RUl d 53' [ I

Several sgestions have be i made over the years that Rule 53
should be! sl died. ' The Rule does not clearlydauthorize' many
present practices. More and mi courtts 'are Tappointing special
masters to manage discovery', encourageFsEttlement,' investigate and

supervie r ent of decrees, and to undertake other tasks.
In[>1~eret a1th | rmay 'support tO p tices , but the reach ofK

inei~ernt uh~yi o lar'.1

I It)was sugg-sted that one i approach might be to build special
ma. er, rovisins intpo' specificl parts of the rulees governing
pretrial hon~fqrnces, discovery;ljand'lthe like. A general revision
of 'Rule~i 53 fay provide a moi 'effecitive approach. It was
recogni care still must be taken in using masters.

f thIt' was t d that Rule 53 should remain on the docket for
further Ptud g~dpsible cin

The , erca''! Bar' Ati Rule 64 cle

WIThe A~mericiar Bar Association proposal recommending legislation' C
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L and amendment of Rule 64 to provide federal prejudgment securitydevices was carried over from the November, 1992 agenda. Briefdiscussion suggested that the topic is very complicated, andfraught with substantive issues beyond the reach of the rulemaking
a process. Committee member Phillip Wittmann agreed to discuss thesequestions further with representatives of the ABA.

Restyling

The afternoon of May 4 and the morning of May 5 were devotedL. to considering the restyled version of the Civil Rules proposed bythe Style Subcommittee of the Rules Committee. The process ofpreparing the working draft was described. The Style Subcommitteedraft was distributed to Advisory Committee members in December.The chairman prepared revised versions of the rules proposals thenpending in the Supreme Court and sent them out to AdvisoryCommittee members; the Style Subcommittee did not see these drafts.L Members of the Advisory Committee, working in three subcommittees,commented on these drafts. The subcommittee versions wereconsolidated with some changes by the chairman and made the basisof the working draft considered at this meeting. A revision of theSupplemental Rules for Admiralty prepared by Bryan Garner andreviewed by the Style Subcommittee also has been circulated. BryanL. Garner has made comments on the working draft that were consideredL as each item was studied.

r Rules 1 through 5 were studied in depth. Rules 26(c), 43(a),L 50(c), 52(b), and 59 were studied to enable use of the new stylingin the proposals for amendment described above.

During the discussion of Rule 4(j)(1) it was noted that theStyle Subcommittee hopes to eliminate use of "pursuant to." Thisterm is confusing, particularly to nonlawyers. Even lawyers useK the term in many ways. Substitute terms should be found.

Rule 59 was used as one of the rules that illustrates thevalue of "no later than" as a replacement for "within." If anaction is required "within" ten days from entry of judgment, it maybe inferred that action taken before entry of judgment isineffective. Use of "no later than" makes it clear that actiontaken before entry of judgment is effective.

Next Meeting

L The next meeting of the Advisory Committee was set for October
- 21 through 23 in San Francisco, California.

Respectfully submitted,

Edward H. Cooper, Reporter
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DEPUTY DIRECTOR WASHINGTON, D.C. 20544

L

September 24, 1993

MEMORANDUM TO ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CIVIL RULES

17 SUBJECT: Agenda Item III-A

The following materials are attached and contain information
regarding the status of amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure approved by the Supreme Court and transmitted to

0 ~Congress:

1. Report to Judge Sam Pointer on mark-up of H.R. 2814.
The bill would delete the proposed amendments to Civil
Rule 26(a)(1) and 30(b)(2).

2. Copies of H.R. 2979 and S. 1382. The bills would defer
for one year the effective date of the amendments to
Civil Rule 11. A copy of the remarks of Congressman
Moorhead setting forth his concerns with the amendments
is also included.

F-~~~~~~~~X
L

7 John K. Rabiej

L

L
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L. RALP MECHAM AJSTR.VE OFFICE OF THE RABIEJ
PwDIRECTOR UNITED STATES COURTS JH .RBEUNITED STATES COURTS ~~~~CHIEF. RULES COMMIlTEE

L JAMES E. MACKUN, JR. SUPPORT OFFICE
DEPUTY DIRECTOR WASHINGTON, D.C. 20544

VIA FAX

August 5, 1993

L MEMORANDUM TO JUDGE SAM. C. POINTER, JR.

SUBJECT: Mark-up of H.R. 2814

This morning, the House subcommittee on Intellectual
Property and Judicial Administration held a mark-up session on

Congressman Hughes' H.R. 2814, "Civil Rules Amendments Act of
1993." The bill would delete the amendments to Rule 26(a)(1) and
Rule 30(b)(3) and amend Rule 30(b)(2). The subcommittee voted to

report the bill, without change, to the full Committee on the
Judiciary.

In his opening remarks, Chairman Hughes stated that the
opposition to the amendments to Rule 26(a)(1) was widespread. He
agreed with the opposition that the "specified with
particularity" standard in Rule 26(a) was too vague and would
generate needless litigation. He added that the amendment was
premature and should be delayed until after evaluation of the
CJRA plans. Chairman Hughes also said that his decision to keep
intact the amendments to Rule 11 was very close. In the end he
decided to defer to the judiciary because of the explosion in
Rule 11 satellite litigation.

Chairman Hughes also expressed his concerns that audio
recordings of depositions were inaccurate and unreliable. He
questioned their durability. In addition, Hughes said that a

7 stenographer often serves as a "traffic cop" during heated
conversations between attorneys, asking them to stop talking
simultaneously.

Congressman Moorhead withdrew his proposed amendment, which
would have deleted the amendments to Civil Rule 11. He indicated
his intention, nonetheless, to introduce a separate bill at a
later date that would delete the amendments-to Rule 11. During

L the subcommittee's discussion of Moorhead's amendment,
Congressmen Barney Frank and Howard L. Berman stated their intent
to oppose Congressman Hughes' bill if the amendments to Rule 11

L were deleted as suggested by Congressman Mooorhead. Congressman
Moorhead said he did not want to jeopardize Hughes' bill because

A
X -- a ~~A TRAITiON OF SERVICE TO THE FEDERA JDICIARY7



Mark-up of H.R. 2814 Page 2

the deletion of the Rule 26(a)(1) and Rule 30(b) provisions was
very important.

Congressman Moorhead gave the following reasons for his
opposition to the amendments to Rule 11: 1

1. it would eliminate the need for a pre-filing factual
inquiry; B

2. it would render Rule 11 "toothless";

3. the amendments would return us to the pre-1983 rule;

4. it would violate a previous Supreme Court decision, as n
cited by Justice Scalia; L

5. the Rule 11 survey completed by the American Judicature
Society demonstrated that the present Rule 11 is
effective in making attorneys "stop-and-think" before
filing; and

6. the Federal Judicial Center survey demonstrated that
the vast majority of judges approved of the present
Rule 11. C

The following Congressmen attended the mark-up:

Chairman William Hughes Carlos Moorhead 7
Mike Synar Howard Coble L

Barney Frank Hamilton Fish,
Don Edwards F. James Sensenbrenner, Jr.
Howard Berman Bill McCollum I
John Reed Steven Schiff

Please call me if you have any questions concerning the
mark-up.

John K. Rabiej

cc: Honorable Robert E. Keeton
Honorable Alicemarie H. Stotler

:'~~~~~~~~~
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L { c To permit the taking effect of certain proposed rules of civil procedure,Ic with modifications.
-~ C

L C'

[7 C IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
JULY 30, 1993

Mr. HUGHES (for himself and Mr. MOORHEAD) introduced the following bill;
which was referred to the Committee on the Judiciary

A BILL
7' To permit the taking effect of certain proposed rules of

civil procedure, with modifications.

,L. 1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-
2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

4 This Act may be cited as the "Civil Rules Amend-
fl ( 5 mentsActofl993".

( C 6 SEC. 2. MODIFICATION OF PROPOSED AMENDMENTS.

7 7 The proposed amendments to the Federal Rules of
( L 8 Civil Procedure which are embraced by an order entered

9 by the Supreme Court of the United States on April 22,
7



2 E
1 1993, shall take effect on December 1, 1993, as otherwise

2 provided by law, but with the following amendments:

3 (1) RuiL 26.-

4 (A)PIN GENERAI.-Proposed rule 26(a) is

5 amended so that paragraph (1) reads as

SAC 6 follows:

7 4"(1) INSURANCE AGREEMENTS.-A party may

8 obtain discovery of the existence and contents of any

9 insurance agreement under which any person carry-

10 ing on an insurance business may be liable to satisfy

11 part or all of a judgment which may be entered in

12 the action or to indemnify or reimburse for pay- L
13 ments made to satisfy the judgment. Information

14 concerning the insurance agreement is not by reason

15 of disclosure admissible in evidence at trial. For pur-

16 poses of this paragraph, an application for insurance

17 shall not be treated as part of an insurance

18 agreement.".
_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~7

| C 19 (2) CONFORMING AMENDMIENTS.-(A) Proposed

C 20 rule 26(a)(2) is amended by striking "In addition to

C 21 the disclosures required by paragraph (1), a" and

C: 22 inserting "A". 7

23 (B) Proposed rule 26(a)(3) is amended by

24 striking "the preceding paragraphs" and inserting

25 "paragraph (2)".

*.R 2814 lB



3
1 (C) Proposed rule 26(a)(4) is amended by strik-
2 ing "(1) through" and inserting "(2) and".
3 (D) Proposed rule 26(f) is amended by striking

r: 4 "to make or arrange for the disclosures required by
[ f 5 subdivision (a)(1),".

L 6 (E) Proposed rule 26(g)(1) is amended byC
7 striking "subdivision (a)(1,) or"
8 (3) RULE 30.-

9 (A) IN GEN7ERAL.-Proposed rule 30(b)(2) is
10 amended by striking "Unless the court orders other-
11 wise, it may be recorded by sound, sound-and-visual,
12 or stenographic means, and the" and inserting "Un-
13 less the court upon motion orders, or the parties
14 agree in writing to use, sound or sound-and-visual
15 means, the deposition shall be recorded by steno-
16 graphic means. The".

17 (B) CONFORMING AMENDMIENT.-Proposed rule
18 30(b) is amended by striking paragraph (3).
19 (4) FORM 35.-Proposed form 35 is amended-

ci 20 (A) by striking paragraph (2); and

[( 21 (B) by redesignating paragraphs (3) and (4) as
(t 22 paragraphs (2) and (3).

(.. 2814 R0
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103D CONGRESS n n
1ST SESSION H * 2979

To delay the effective date of the proposed amendments to rule 11 of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

AUGUST 6, 1993
Mr. MOORErnAD (for himself, Mr. FISH, Mr. SENSENBRENNER, Mr. MCCoL.

Lmni, Mr. COBLE, and Mr. ScHIFF) introduced the following bill; which
was referred to the Committee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To delay the effective date of the proposed amendments

to rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That, notwithstanding any other provision of law, the pro-

4 posed amendments to rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Civil

5 Procedure which are embraced by an order entered by the

6 Supreme Court of the United States on April 22, 1993,

7 shall not take effect until December 1, 1994.

0
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To delay the effective date of the proposed amendments to rule 11 of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

lC IN THE SENATE OF TE UNITED STATES
* v : AU~rGAUST 5 (legislative day, JuNE 30), 1993L * Mr. BRoWN introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred

to the Committee on the Judiciary

r

A BILL
E To delay the effective date of the proposed amendments

to rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-
F- 2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That notwithstanding the provisions of sections 2072 and

LI 4 2074 of title 28, of the United States Code-
5 (1) rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Civil Proce-

L Gi 6 dure, as embodied by the order entered by the

is (1' 7 United States Supreme Court and transmitted on
8 April 22, 1993, to the Congress by the Supreme
9 Court pursuant to section 2072 of title 28, United

r



7

2 K

1 States Code, shall not take effect until December 1,

2 1994; and Li

3 (2) rule,,,l of the Federal Rules, of, Civil Proce- 7

4 dure, effective August 1, 1983, shall continue in ef-

5 feet until December 1, 1994. K
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Rtaemet ~f Ar;Q8 Xoprhfad

E D~~~~~~Peluidim Po..amd Rule 11L

I2Ipiaatise

z his a dz=t Vould stop the Proposed Rae 11 Changes dram
tax9nS afftt The proped change. WOuldi

1) Vake p*zissiV, instead of the-aurrent mndatoryissuance of sanctionlg
2) alloy post-filing Snvestigmttons to SttO

to support fctual oontetion, instead of thosrntF -e-tiung inquiry requir entr
3) provide a 21-ay ats harbor' period toVitMrav a challnged pleading with lIwsityi and

)allower. isive pay t of no ty stlaions

rl e cordin to Justiac 5aila, in him disment, on these proposedmle changes, they Will render Rule 1 "toothless.
appreOiate Rule 11 in its present forn, that is, as ~anededin 19 ve should look hack to the original rule adopted in 1935.

Plhad riginal ver ion of Rule 1 re*qired an attorney to *lnthat S as a cltifioat by hi that he has read the pleaathe best 'f his knowledge, inforation and belief there isqwd ou to suPPort it and that it is not interposed fordeany, The rule provided tar sanctions, hn the 0ourtisdisc ion, Vhere there wsv "a willful violation' by an attorney.Zn of at, the trial court Was required to find actual bad faith
prior Ca cons iderng nsactions. And even after findlnq bad faith,the c rt still had discretion as to vhother or not to lwose a

Mtnffecive vas the origSVnul rmle that in the early 1960othe l erery (Omittee to tho Yederal Rules of tvfl Procedurosugge cocprehensive Cahinies. The Coxmittee concluded that*Rule 1I ha not ben effective In deterring abusae,fl arA tomdaxnn t necessary to "reduce the reluctance of courts to ipos-5snctl n" and to "discourage dilatory or abusive tactics orotGenESO UAXo illustrtst Rul li1s ineffeotiveness, tor 38 yearsioror to the 1s#3 amandmantor only ninstean otiono for sanctionshad bmon vported. Of those #ntan nations, eleven violationswere $=d and sanctions wro imposd in only three cames. sodAYFif t uiversally agr*ed that the original Rule %I was whollyIno tjv, in oontrollnq frivolous lawwuits and discovery abus".



And tb tis what we Vill be going back to if the rule change. take

Amended in 1963 Rule 11 provides for maedatey sanctions
he r an attorney fails to Rma a uaso lo inquiryU to ensure

that pleadings to *Well gounded in fact" and ar supported
.i by xisting law Qr by a "good faith'" sqauent for a @hvfge
in law. Thus, whenever V iolation of Rule I'1 Le tounud either LI
a on of opposing ooaunel or on jiitiative of the court, the
court ust i s a santisoi onthe bre Ing party. *no the p
1993 menent of Rule 11, over 3,000 casa. have bean broughtel, th lwyers or LitigantO have tilod ftrvolous pleadings
or th ieAbused tetilpoes

eal ould attorneys ho tlie frivolous lawsuits and plea
be all zeda so-called 'sate hazor"? ThisIs protection f theor
Abuse not theiibudsed. ustloe BculiL pointe4 out in his dissent
on thee change that under revised ru lvyars

'will be able1 t, file d''t3= ghtl~su, e0s A and
harassing pleainigo, seure :inf , the ic ld6ge that
they haVt nothing to lose." -

ustio gsaliawent on to say that this proposed change contradicta
Vhtt t s Bupres 'Cout sai just th"re year ago I

'Daseless filings uts the, sachi~nery of,stieo in *otion, burdenlin cou'ts and individuals
iX with nsedlous expense and delsa. Vven if the

als* litigant quickly dismiss. i ation, theB
hIra triggsrr Rule llf's noserns has already occurred.
ee tore a4 litigant 0ho *iolate Rule 11 merits sanctions

e ater and ui l-!
_6 S.S 354.,, 395,199 9 0 . ,

opinion, "'All win' D investigation Of ICotUai
^11¢g~~I rSn 1 1O8VZDD ¢1I n ole inale; io V ial also neiun h Rule 's current oei

dote nq frivolous plea'ings. iore isportanly, coupled vith the F
3 saf. h obpr '!uWthoration t. iwthraw a chsanled Vladinra',
with PO& theutl, ie t aociated witl

cv witigitio''

c ,erucoial elemet in threlr oL~nt Rule' Ish re qireoent for
plead ngato boevel-ounded fin fACt whn ljeid. zt should be
noted . t tllhe Am .rilcan' Jud&.§^lt uisockI t's I Iu 12 study reveals'
that *a curen Ruei aiaPervasiLye im atn laWyero'
pract prt ayi't t in incresed
pro-fl in eiwo aculmtes On the atstono Rule- 3lVa
erfec on *hi paio i g*Il, the mt f requett ractn was B3

E h~~~~~~~



* that 3 .3& of plaintifws, lawyars and 39-.6 of detfem lawyars saidthey a4 an pre-filr zewv of pleadings, nations or oh.*rapw MUt prNor to tOi. We must support this *L aPP h to litigatimon
* Current Rule 11, MN lritten iD 1983 woriw, ard i.rupor S by the federal jucay. Te Fedeal Judicial Center'L uta I sunrve Of foratl diltrict judg oh ta of .eqel4ltr1 s udom baliev tht -UI U US kd an overall Positiveeffrot should km retained in its prsgentfor. FIr-, sbeliev at the Rule had not im&ped deVelopeSt o th lw, and8t* said that the bensfits justify the ompenitulr ofj udtoi tilm. That study alo. concluded that there i. littleeviden that Sule i1 has been invoked or nlPieddLeprt iontely against represented plainttgos ed theirAtt I 'rights fofess .

z d *rotad that l3wya,. do nt like Wule Iii st D @5U50thf e n aial haartburn. It nay also 4am mq their prorfesiorlrepIuta ion and the cost or litilation savings -dwesavizg rnot to lawyer, but to cl£ents. Rule 11 is h urthat ld oand the full atertont of CongresI AM the bar anan rat tool for poliing lawyer and litigation abuse. If thepropo chQs In this rule are permitte to tae effect we Willhaves tta t* the existLng ruie.
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Dear eMoer of the House 8ibcO a dmitt6t on ation
Intelle$tual Property and JdiOcial Administration:

Onji Turgday, August 5, 1993, the Subcomittee on Int-ll-ctual

Propert and Judicial Administration of the House Committee on the L
Judicia will mark-up a bill to be introduced by Chairman William J.

Hughes nd co" ponsored by kingu2inority Neuber Carlos J -Moorhead

concer pg proposed changes' to the Federal Rules of Civil Poo*dur?

which re recently approved b the Supreme Court " The

Hughes Goo~ead bill will addross propose changes to Rules 26 and

3Q .
"" fjX ^ ., 4?

i are infonfled that, at h aY'I marX-P, Congressa

Mloorhea dalso plans to propos an amendment tol the bill which will,

prvent proposed changes to Rule 11 from going it'o offteat. W at K

the Am rican Insurance associaion* (AIA) support theughe/oorhed

bill as d the Noorhoad amendment. We urge your support for

Congre sman oothead'seffort to maintaif th currnt Rul 11. [
A a trade association representing over 250 property/va5ualty

insure 5 who are substantially involved in civil litigation, AlA is r
commit ed to finding ways to reduce the unneessarY costs a ld delays

in civ I litigation. Our meMbers' experience and available research

cnvinr e us that current Rule 11 provides a highly7 effective and

valuab e detorrnt to frivolous and abusive litigation which causes L

delays in the system and coats to litigants. Those unnesS y costs

are ul ;imately passed on to COnsXUfMir in the foxm of higheri insurance

premi ms. 
L

A:A is especially concerned about four proposed changes which we

believ will gut Rule I1's effectiv niss 2) permissiVes instead of .

the cu eant mandator? issuanfe of sanctions; 2) allowance of Ran

El.ing jnvestigation to attempt to support factual contentions,

instea of the current requirement of a a*fi.ifl inquiryt 3) 22-day

"safe arbor" to withdrav a challenged pleading, with impunit: and L

4) per issive payment of monetary sanctions to the court or the

opposi g side, instead of the current authorization for an

"appro riate sanction" which may include reasonable attorneys fe [
paid t the victim of a violation.

C lrrent Rle 11, as written in 1983, has been effective in j

reduci g frivOlous litigatiOn, and is supported by the federal - J

judiciy. Zn dissenting on the proposed revisions, J7ustice Scalia

offore fsupport for the current Rule 114 In that dissent, Justice

Scali ponted out that the Federal Judicial Ceanter's recent survey [
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A

J- udiciiry. In dissenting on the proposed revisions, Justice Scalia
offered-support for the current Rule 1-. In that dissent, rustics
Scalia pointed out that the Federal Judicial Centbr's recent survey
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of jdg~5shown that 95% of federal district judges believe thtthe

Rai h not impeded d.Velopmfleft of the 
law, 80% believe it has had

an over 11 positive ef feot and 
should be retained in Its currwnt

Tormind about 75% said that the RUle'S8 benefits Justify the

expendi r of judicial time. (See enclosed Scalia dissent.) We

submit atthis overwhelminfg judicial su1pport should be g iven great

deferen ewhen consider~ing changes to the current rule.

we opose a discretionary Rule because we believe it Vill

decrease the current Rl' oea a highly OpeU46tl sffective and valuable [
deterrent to frivolous and abusive litigation. Judges Vill simply

not use the Rule, if its use in not ~~L~~

Al oing~ai±2 vetgiflO allegations and factual

asuorti nswill also undermine the current Rule UI's role In

deterri frivolous pleadings. The, Uaerican Judicature Society's,

Rule U1 tuyshows that the Rule is having a pervasive imRpact in

prompt glawyers to engage in s ipte-filing review of factual

matters. Th eiion will undermin the benefits of the current

RulS. upled ith the Hsafe harb~r provision to withdraw pleadings

vithout penalty, the practical Iconsequence of the suggested allowance

of ~~estigationwi'll 
be ti'q actuallY 0112,~00I9 some,

'I , 
J'tq iesa ocs

,itig 5to inteninally abuse the, iiationi prcesa ocs

to th ,while focn hir opponents to incur significant

transa ion cont ihu anly chFeo emu~mn.[

Finally, we believe that giving judges the discretion to order

payment of monetary sanctions to eithir the court or the victim will F

create a system that is unftair, partiaularly to defendantS and L
insr srequired by contract to fund or, pay defenses, and that in

prct oeven where a pleading was presetiledd to cause needless

lp ' a 
,

increa e in litigation cst, Judges will not award monetary

sancti nS to the victim of aviolationa be bit plaintiff or defendant.

Zn BUM. we believe that currtet Rule 11 is an effective tool for

judges to use in curbing or avoiding litigation abuse. The Sol o

to any perceived problemS with Rule III doer not lie 'in the proposed

a di tarthr it lies, in the coordinatedefforts of cjudges to

ne the Rule apprOpriaztely and litigants (including lawyers),

to abi by the Rule's terms a

n urge you to lend your support to 
our views, and reject the

propOt amenndmnents.
Sincerely,,K

andrew S. Wright [t
Vice President,
tederal ?Af fairs

of X sd -filinQ imestlgatlon isll be.9 ally ggg *°a~ ~~F

1it - t inentinaly aioe ! ligafon oeat o K
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Agenda F-19
Rules
September 1993

REPORT OF THE JUDICIAL CONFERENCE

COMMITTEE ON RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE

_ TO THE CHIEF JUSTICE OF THE UNITED STATES AND MEMBERS OF THE
JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES:

Your Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure met in
L

Washington, D.C. on June 17-19, 1993. All members of the Committee

L attended the meeting. Philip B. Heymann, Deputy Attorney General,

attended part of the meeting, with Messrs. Roger Pauley and Dennis

G. Linder representing him in his absence. The Reporter to your

F Committee, Dean Daniel R. Coquillette and the Secretary to the

Committee, Peter G. McCabe, also participated in the meeting.

Also present were Judge Kenneth F. Ripple, Chair, and

IL Professor Carol Ann Mooney, Reporter, of the Advisory Committee on

Appellate Rules; Judge Edward Leavy, Chair, and Professor Alan N.

Resnick, Reporter, of the Advisory Committee on Bankruptcy Rules;

Chief Judge Sam C. Pointer, Jr., Chair, and Dean Edward Cooper, of

the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules; Judge William Terrell

Hodges,, Chair, and Professor David A. Schlueter, Reporter, of the

Advisory Committee on Criminal Rules; and Judge Ralph K. Winter,

Jr., Chair, and Dean Margaret A. Berger, Reporter, of the Advisory

Committee on Evidence Rules.

L ~~~~~~~~NOTICE
NO RECOMMENDATION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE JUDICIAL

CONFERENCE UNLESS APPROVED BY THE CONFERENCE ITSELF.



clarified the operation and effect of the amendments in civil cases

and on third party witnesses. The Committee Note was also K
substantially revised to clarify the meanings of several phrases

used throughout the rule and explain the precise extent of the

rule's protections. The changes to the original draft did not

alter, however, the'principal purpose of the amendments, which was 7
to protect the privacy interests of a victim of a sexual offense in

all civil and criminal cases. Your Committee adopted several L

additional revisions, including language explicitly allowing the K
prosecutor to introduce evidence of prior sexual acts by the

defendant with the victim. 7
The proposed amendments to Rule 412 of the Federal Rules of

Evidence appears in Appendix D.

Recommendation: That the Judicial Conference approve the
proposed amendments tolRule 412 of the Federal Rules of
Evidence and transmit the proposal to the Supreme Court
for its consideration with the recommendation that it be
adopted by the Court and transmitted to Congress pursuant 7

to law. ,,I

V. Report of the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules. 7
The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules submitted proposed

amendments to Civil Rules 26, 43, 50, 52, and 59 and recommended 7
that they be published for public comment. Proposed changes to

Rule 23 were also submitted for discussion but without a request

for immediate publication. 7
The proposed changes to Rule 26 would clarify the authority of

a court to dissolve or modify a protective -order. Several factors K
would be listed for the court to consider in making its decision,,

including the impact on the public. Rule 43 would be changed to 7
11
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allow a court to view the testimony of a witness via audio or video

transmission during a trial in open court. Finally, the proposed

amendments to Rules 50, 52, and 59 would set uniform time periods

to file certain post-trial motions consistent with the proposed

changes to the Appellate and Bankruptcy Rules.

Your Committee voted to circulate the proposed amendments to

the bench and bar for commentafterslightly revising the changes

to Rules 50, 52, and 59 to achieve uniformity with the changes in

the Appellate and Bankruptcy Rules. The timing of the publication

was left to the discretion of the Advisory Committee because of the

possibility of confusion resulting from the large package of rules

amendments now pending before the Congress.

VI. Technical Amendments and Conformance of Local Rules with
National Rules.

Your Committee reviewed draft uniform provisions prepared by

the committees' reporters that would: (1) authorize the Judicial

Conference to make technical corrections and conforming amendments

to the rules directly, without action by the Supreme Court and the

Congress; (2) authorize the Judicial Conference to prescribe a

uniform numbering system that must be followed in the local court

rules, and (3) permit the imposition of a sanction for

noncompliance with certain local court procedures only if a party

has had actual notice of the requirement. The uniform provisions

would be included in the following rules: (1) Rules 47 and 49 of

the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure; (2) Rules 8018, 9029, and

9037 of the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure; (3) Rules 83

and 84 ofpthe Federal Rules of Civil Procedure; and (4) Rules 57

12



and 59 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. The Advisory

Committee on Evidence was requested to determine whether, the

proposed amendments should be included in the Federal Rules of

Evidence., ,,

The amendments proposed by the Advisory Committee on Civil

Rules included an additional provision that would relieve a party,

who failed through negligence to comply with- a local rule imposing

a requirement of form, from any loss of rights. Your Committee

voted to circulate the proposed amendments with the addition of the 7
provision recommended b the Advisory Committee on Civil.Rules to

the bench and bar for comment.

VII. Proposed Guidelines For Filinq by Facsimile.

At the request of the Committee onCourt Administration and

Case Management, your Committee reviewed proposed Guidelines for

Filing by Facsimile. Under Appellate Rule 25, Bankruptcy Rule 7005 1

(incorporating the civil procedures in adversary proceedings),

Civil Rule 5, and Criminal Rule 49 (incorporating the civil

procedures), papers may be filed with the court by "facsimile ;

transmission if permitted by rules of the (court), provided that

the rules are authorized by and consistent with standards

established by the Judicial Conference of the United States." In

1991, the Conference issued very restrictive guidelines that allow

facsimile filing only in compelling circumstances or where it had 7
been authorized previously by a court. The proposed guidelines

would liberalize the opportunity of courts to authorize filing by EJ
facsimile.

13
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L

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO
RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE*

Rule 83. Rules by District Courts:sJudge's Directives

1 (a) Local Rules.

2 (1)_Each district court bjyaetieft of

V 3 a majority of the-it judges-thereef. mayfrom-timle te

4 time, after giving appropriate public notice and an

5 opportunity e--for comment, make and amend rules

role 6 governing its practice. A local rule must be oet

7 inconsistent with Acts of Congress. consistent with -

8 but not duplicative of - these rules adopted under 28
L

9 U.S.C. - 2072 and 2075, and conform to any

10 uniform numbering system prescribed by the Judicial

7 11 Conference of the United States. A local rule se

12 adopted shaH-takes effect upon the date specified by

L _____

* New matter is underlined; matter to be omitted is lined
through.
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13 the district court and shall-remains in effect unless LI

14 amended by the distriet court or abrogated by the

15 judicial council of the circuit in which the district is L

16 leeated. Copies of rules and amendmentsso emade by

17 any district -court shall must, upon their

18 promulgation, be furnished to the judicial council and L
19 the Administrative Office of the United States Courts 0;

20 and be made available to the public.

21 (2) A local rule imposing a requirement of

22 form must not be enforced in a manner that causes a

23 party to lose rights because of a negligent failure to

24 comply with the requirement.

25 (b) Judge's Directives. In all eases not provided

26 fer- by rfle,-4he-A distriet-judges and magistrates may

27 regulate the-practice in any manner nset-inaconsistent with

28 these federal law. rules adopted under 28 U.S.C. H 2072 LJ

29 and 2075 ef-and local rules- these of th district in which

_J
I
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L 30 they aet. No sanction or other disadvantage may be

31 imposed for noncompliance with any requirement not in

L 32 federal law, federal rules, or local district rules unless the

33 alleged violator has been furnished in the particular case

34 actual notice of the requirement.

COMMITTEE NOTE

SUBDIVISION (a). The revision conforms the language of the
LI rule to that contained in 28 U.S.C. § 2071 and also provides that
..-. k local district court rules not conflict with the Federal' Rules ofL Bankruptcy Procedure adopted under 28 U.S.C. § 2075.

Particularly in light of statutory and rules changes that may
encourage experimentation through local rules on such matters as
disclosure requirements and limitations on discovery, it is
important that, to facilitate awareness within a bar that is
increasingly national in scope, these rules be numbered or
identified in conformity with any uniform system for such rules
that may be prescribed from time to time by the Judicial
Conference. Revised Rule 83(a) prohibits local rules that are
merely duplicative or- a, restatement 'of national rules; this
restriction is designed to prevent possible conflicting interpretations
arising from minor inconsistencies between the wording of national
and local rules, as well as to lessen the risk that significant local
practices may be overlooked by inclusion in local rules that are
unnecessarily long.

L
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Paragraph (2) is new. Its aim is to protect against loss of
rights in the enforcement of local rules relating to matters of form.
For example, a party should not, be deprived of a right, to a jury
trial because its attorney, unaware of - or forgetting - a local
rule directing that jury demands be noted in the caption of the,
case, includes a jury demand only in the body of the pleading.
The proscription of paragraph ,(2) is narrowly drawn - covering
only violations attributable to negligence and only those involving L
local rules directed to matters of form. It does not limit the
court's power to impose substantive penalties upon a party if it or 7
its attorney contumaciously or wilfully violates a local rule, even
one involving merely a matter of form., Nor does it affect the
court's power to enforce local rules' that involve more than mere
matters of form - for example, a local rule requiring parties to
identify evidentiary matters relied upon to support or oppose
motions for summary judgment.Ill

SUBDIVISION (b). The revision, conforms the language of the
rule to that contained in 28 UVS.C. i§ 2071, and also provides that
a judge's orders. should not conflict Iwith the-,Federal Rules of
Bankruptcy Procedure adopted under 28 U.S.C. § 2075. The rule,
continues to authorize -,althopg4l'not encourage - district and L
magistrate judges toestablish standard procedures for cases
assigned to them (e.g., through a "standing order") if, the
procedures are~consistent withthese rules and with any local rules.
Subdivision (b) is, however, revised dto provide that parties not be
penalized for failing to adhere to some 'spIl procedure that is not
contained in the local rules [but is lstab~i~hed by an individual
judge unless they have rec~ei~vedrjin~ the case some notification of
thatb requirement. I 7

LI

H~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ i
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Rule 84. Forms: Technical Amendments

1 (a) Forms. The forms eentaited-in the Appendix

2 of Forms arc suftficint suffice under these rules and efe

3 intended to indicate -illustrate the simplicity and brevity ef

4 statemcnt which that these rules contemplate. The Judicial

5 Conference of the United States may authorize additional

6 forms and may revise or delete forms.

7 (b) Technical Amendments. The Judicial

L 8 Conference of the United States may amend these rules to

L 9 correct errors in spelling, cross-references, or typography.

10 or to make technical changes needed to conform these rules

L 11 to statutory changes.

COMMITTEE NOTE

I, SPECIAL NOTE: Mindful of the constraints of the Rules Enabling
Act, the Committee calls the attention of the Supreme Court and
Congress to these changes, which would eliminate the requirementVJ of Supreme Court approval and Congressional review in the limited
circumstances indicated. The changes in subdivisions (a) and (b)
are severable from each other, and from other proposed

L

Elll
L,
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amendments to the rules. 1Li
The revision of subdivision (a) is intended to relieve the

Supreme Court and Congress from the burden of reviewing
changes in the forms prescribed for use in civil cases, which, by
the terms of the rule, are merely illustrative and not mandatory.
Rule 9009 of the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure similarly 7
permits the adoption and revision of bankruptcy forms without
need for review by the Supreme Court -and Congress. C

Similarly, the addition of subdivision (b) will enable the
Judicial Conference, acting through its established procedures and
after consideration by the appropriate Committees, to make 7
technical amendments to these rules without having to burden the -

Supreme Court and Congress with such changes. This delegation
of authority, not unlike that given to Code Commissions with K
respect to legislation, willflessen thea delay Wand administrative
burdens that can unnecessarily encumber the rule-making process
on non-controversial non-substantive matters, at the risk of

diverting attention from items meriting more detailed study and
consideration. As examples -of situations where this authority

would have been useful, one might cite section 11(a) of P.L. 102-
198 (correcting a cross-reference contained in the 1991 revision of
Rule 15) and the various changes contained in the 1993
amendments in recognition' of the new title of "Magistrate Judge" Li
pursuant to a statutory change.

7

17
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Rule 83. Rules by District Courts; Judge's Directives

(a) Local Rules.

(1) Each district court, acting by a majority of its
L judges, may, after giving appropriate public notice and an

opportunity for comment, make and amend rules governing
its practice. A local rule must be consistent with Acts of

LI Congress, consistent with -,but not duplicative of - rules
adopted under 28 U.S.C. §§ 2072 and 2075, and conform to
any uniform numbering system prescribed by the Judicial
Conference of the United States. A local rule takes effect on
the date specified by the district court and remains in effect
unless amended by the court or abrogated by the judicial
council of the circuit. Copies of rules and amendments
must, upon their promulgation, be furnished to the judicialV council and the Administrative Office of the United States
Courts and be available to the public.

r> (2) A local rule imposing a requirement of form
must not be enforced in a manner that causes a party to lose
rights because of a negligent failure to comply with the

L requirement.
(b) Judge's Directives. A judge may regulate practice in

any manner consistent with federal law, rules adopted under 28L U.S.C. §§ 2072 and 2075, and local rules. No sanction or other
disadvantage may be imposed for noncompliance with any
requirement not in federal law, federal rules, or local district rulesL unless the alleged violator has been furnished in the particular case
actual notice of the requirement.

L

L

L



Rule 84. Forms; Technical Amendments m

(a) Forms. The forms in the Appendix suffice under these
rules and illustrate the simplicity and brevity that these rules
contemplate. The Judicial, Conference of the United States may
authorize additional forms and may revise or delete forms.

(b) Technical Amendments. The Judicial Conference of
the United States may amend these rules to correct errors in LF
spelling, cross-references, or typography,,or to make technical
changesI needed to conform these -r~ules to statutory changes. 2

Li

n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO
L RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE*

Rule 26, General Provisions Governing Discovery;
Duty of Disclosure

2 (c) Protective Orders.

L 3 (1) Upeon--On motion by a party or by the

4 person from whom discovery is sought, accompanied

5 by a certification that the movant has in good faith

6 conferred or attempted to confer with other affected

7 parties in an effort to resolve the dispute without

8 court action, and for good cause shown, the court in

9 whieh where the action is pending - and-or

10 alteinatiPe4y, on matters relating to a deposition, also

11 the court in the distfiet-where the deposition is-To-will

12 be taken -may. for good cause shown make any

K ____ ______ ______ __.__

* New matter is underlined; matter to be omitted is linedL through.

5
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13 order whieh-th~at justice requires to protect a party or

14 person from annoyance, embarrassment, oppression,

15 or undue burden or expense, ncluding one or more LJ

16 of the following:

17 (IA) hat-precludingthe disclosure or

18 discovery-not -behad;

19 (a) that-specifying conditions including

20 time and place, for the- disclosure or discovery

21 may be had only on specified terms and

22 conditions, including a designation of the time

23 er plae;

24 (H3O that the discverry may be had enly

25 by-prescribing a discovery method ef diseeveiy

26 other than that selected by the party seeking p
27 discovery;

28 (4Q) ihat-exludin certain matters-ftet-be

29 inquired- into, or that the scope of the
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LI 30 diselesure er discovery be limited limiting the

31 scope of disclosure or discovery to certain

32 matters;

33 (5) that discovery be conducted with no

34 ene-designating the persons who may be

35 present while the discovera is conducted-eceept

36 persons designated by the eourt;

37 (6D directing that a sealed deposition-,

38 after being sealed, be opened only by-uon

39 court order-efkthe-ourt;

40 (7•) ordering that a trade secret or other

41 confidential research, development, or

LI 42 commercial information not be revealed or be

L 43 revealed only in a designated way; and

44 (8ff directing that the parties

L 45 simultaneously file specified documents or

46 information enclosed in seared envelopes. to be

L

F
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47 opened as directed by the court the court v
48 directs.

49 IQ If the motion for a protective order is F
50 wholly or partly denied in whole or in part, the court

51 may, on fieh-ist terms, andconditions as ae just,

52 order that any party or ethef-person provide or X,

53 permit discovery. The previsiens-eof-Rule 37(a)(4) F
54 apply -applies to the award of expenses incurred in

55 relation to the motion.

56 (3) On motion. the court may dissolve or V
57 modify a protective order. In ruling, the court must r
58 consider. among other matters. the following: L

59 (A) the extent of reliance on the order:

60 (B) the public and private interests r
61 affected by the order: and

62 (C) the burden that the order imposes L

63 on persons seeking information relevant to

LI
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64 other litigation.

65

COMMITTEE NOTE

In addition to stylistic changes, the existing provisions ofL subdivision (c) are divided into numbered paragraphs, and
paragraph (3) is added to dispel any doubt that a court has the
power to modify or vacate a protective order. This power should
be exercised after carefully considering the conflicting policies that
shape protective orders. Protective orders serve vitally important
interests by ensuring that privacy is invaded by discovery only to
the extent required by the needs of litigation. Protective orders
entered by agreement of the parties also can serve, the important
need to 'facilitate discovery without requiring repeated courtL rulings. A blanket protective order may encourage the exchange
of information that a court would not order produced, or would
order produced only under a protective order. Parties who rely onL protective orders in these circumstances should not risk automatic
disclosure simply because the material was once produced in
discovery and someone else might want it.

Despite the important interests served by protective orders,
concern hasbeen expressed that protective orders can thwart other
interests that also are important. Two interests have drawn special
attention. One is the interest in public access to information thatinvolves matters of public concern. Information about the conduct
of government officials i's frequently used to illustrate an area of
public concern, The rmost commonly offered example focuses on
information about dangerous products or situations that have
caused injury, and may continue to cause, injury until the
information is widely disseminated. The&other interest involves the
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efficient conduct of related litigation, protecting adversaries of a
common party from the need to engage in costly duplication of V
discovery efforts.

r
Courts have generally administered Rule 26(c) with sensitive L

concern for the interests that may justify dissolution or
modification of a protective order. Recent studies have concluded
that, in the light of actual practices, there is no need to amend the L.

provisions of Rule 26(c) relating to entry of protective orders. See
Report of the Federal Courts Study Committee, 102-103 (1990);
Marcus, The Discovery Confidentiality Controversy, 1991
U.Ill.L.Rev. 457; and' Miller, Confidentiality,, Protective Orders,
and Public Access to'the Courts, -105 Harv.L.Rev. 427 (1991). C

Some dispute may be found, however, as to the approach that Hi

should be taken to requests for dissolution or modification. Some
of the decisions are explored in United Nuclear Corp. v. Cranford V
Ins. Co., 905 F.2d 1424 (10th Cir. 1990)'.

The addition of express provisions for dissolution or F
modification of protective orders serves several purposes. Most -
important 'the text of the' rule provides forceful notice that, when
faced with a discovery request for particularly sensitive
information, parties should not rely on a protective order as an
absolute shield 'against any further disclosure. Although this
reminder may reduce the usefulness of blanket protective orders as
a means of avoiding controversies during discovery, it is better to
give notice than to risk exploitation of inadvertent reliance. The
express provisions also serve' to remind paries and courts of the
major factors that must be considered. The public'and private
interests in disclosure 'must be weighed against the private interests 7

that may defeat any discovery or' sharply limit the use of discovery L

materials.' These factors are not expressed in more precise terms
because of the need to6balance infiniitedegrees iof the interests that F

V.
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weigh for or against discovery. Public and private interests in
disclosure may be great or small, as may be the interests in
preventing disclosure.

Rule 26(c)(3) applies only to the dissolution or modification
of protective orders entered by the court under subdivision (c)(l).
It does not purport to invalidate or impair purely private
agreements entered into by litigants which are not submitted to the
court for its approval. Nor does Rule 26(c)(3) apply to motions

fl seeking to vacate or modify final judgments that occasionally
Ls contain restrictions on the disclosure of specified information;

Rules 59 and 60 govern such motions.

Rule 43. Taking of Testimony

1 (a) Form. In all-every trials, the testimony of

L 2 witnesses shall-must be taken eoally-in open court, unless

3 otherwise provided by an Act of Congress er by a federal

4 law, these rules, the Federal Rules of Evidence, or other

5 rules adopted by the Supreme Court provide otherwise.

6 The court may. for good cause shown and under

7 appropriate safeguards. permit presentation of testimony in

Ad 8 open court by contemporaneous transmission from a

9 different location.
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10

COMMITTEE NOTE

The only changes, other than stylistic, intended by this
revision are described below.

The requirement that testimony be taken "orally" is deleted.
The deletion makes it clear that testimony of a witness may be
given in open court by other means if the witness is unable to
communicate orally., Writing or sign language are common
examples. The development of advanced technology may enable
testimony to be given by other means. A witness unable to sign
or write by hand may be able to communicate through a computer
or similar device. What is required under the rule is that the
witness be able, by some means, to communicate effectively with
the trier of fact on direct and cross-examination.

Contemporaneous transmission of testimony from a different
location is permitted on showing good cause. Good cause can be
shown for a variety of reasons. A particularly strong showing
often can be made when a key witness, who had been expected to
attend the trial, is unable to be present for unanticipated reasons,
such as accident or illness, but remains able to testify from a
different place. Expenses may be reduced by allowing remote
transmission of testimony as to relatively formal or unimportant
matters that cannot be covered by stipulation.

Good cause is not established simply by showing that a
witness is beyond the subpoena power of the trial court.
Depositions remain the primary means to obtain such testimony.

m
I

K
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fib No attempt is made to specify the means of transmission that
may be used. Audio transmission without video images may be
sufficient in some circumstances, particularly as to less important
testimony. Video transmission ordinarily should be preferred

L when the cost is reasonable in relation to the matters in dispute,
the means of the parties, and the circumstances that justify

r" transmission. Transmission that merely produces the equivalent of
a written statement, such as facsimile or other computer
transmission of printed words, ordinarily should not be used.

L Safeguards must be adopted that ensure accurate
identification of the witness and that protect against influence by
persons present with the witness. Accurate transmission likewise
must be assured.

F Other safeguards should be employed to ensure that advance
L notice is given to all parties of foreseeable circumstances that may

lead the proponent to offer testimony by transmission. Advance
L notice is important to protect the opportunity to argue for

attendance of the witness at trial. Advance notice also ensures an
opportunity to depose the witness, perhaps by video record, as a
means of supplementing transmitted testimony.

Rule 50. Judgment as a Matter of Law in Aetioens Tried-by
Jury Trials; Alternative Motion for New Trial;
Conditional Rulings

1

L 2 (b) Renewal of-Renewine Motion for Judgment

3 After Trial; Alternative Motion -for New Trial.

L

e-

L'
r,

Lm
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4 AWhenever -If. for any reason. the court does not grant a

5 motion for s-judgment as a matter of law made at the close

6 of all the evidence is denied or for any reason is not a

7 granted, the court is deem md-cnsidered to have submitted

8 the action to the jury subject -to a later determination of the

9 court's later deciding the legal questions raised by the l

10 motion. Such a motion may be renewed by service and J

11 The movant may renew its request for judgment as a matter

12 of law by filing a motion not later than 10 days after entry,

13 of judgment-.-A Land may alternatively request a new K
14 trial or join a motion for a new trial under Rule 59 mnay be

15 joined with a renewal of the motion for judgment as a

16 matter- f law, or a new trial may be requested in the K
17 altcemativc. If a verdict was returned, In ruling on a

18 renewed motion. the court may, in disposing of the

19 renewed motion,e . .7
20 (1) if a verdict was returned: 7

EJ
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21 .AL allow the judgment to stand.r.-efqmayL
22 reopen the judgment and either

L 23 (L..order a new trial., or

24 (C. direct the-entry of judgment as a

25 matter of law-.; or

26 (2) jif no verdict was returned-,the-eeurt

27 mfifay, in disposing of the renewed-moti .

28 (A) order a new trial, or

29 (B) direct the-entry of judgment as a

30 matter of law or may order a neow tial.

L 31 (c) Somc: Conditional Rulings on Grant of

32 Grantin2 Renewed Motion for Judgment as a Matter of

33 Law: Conditional Rulings: New Trial Motion.

34

35 (2) The Any motion for a new trial under

Li 36 Rule 59 by a party against whom judgment as a

37 matter of law Was-deeis rendered May-sere must

raw

F
L
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38 be filed a motion for a new trial pursuant to Rue 59 H

39 not later than 10 days after entry of the judgment. L
40

COMMITTEE NOTE

The only change, other than stylistic, intended by this

revision is to prescribe a uniform explicit time for filing of post- Li
judgment motions under this rule - no later than 10 days after

entry of the judgment. Previously, there was an inconsistency in 7
the wording of Rules 50, 52, and 59 with respect to whether L

certain post-judgment motions had to be filed, or merely served,

during that period. This inconsistency caused special problems

when motions for a new trial were joined with other post-judgment L
motions. These motions affect the finality of the judgment, a

matter often of importance to third persons as well as the parties

and the court. The Committee believes that each of these rules

should be revised to require filing before the end of the 10-day K
period. Filing is an event that can be determined with certainty 0

from court records.- The phrase "no later than' is used - rather

than "within" - to include post-judgment motions that sometimes

are filed before actual entry of the judgment by the clerk. It FT
should be noted that under Rule 6(a) Saturdays, Sundays, and legal

holidays are excluded in measuring the 10-day period, and that

under Rule 5 the motions when filed are to contain a certificate of

service on other parties.

F7,
F'S
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Rule 52. Findings by the Court; Judgment on Partial Findings

1

2 (b) Amendment. UpenI-On a party's motion ef-a

3 party mnade -filed not later than 10 days after entry of

4 judgment, the court may amend its findings -or make

5 additional findings - and may amend the judgment

6 accordingly. The motion may beadewith- pana

7 motion for a new trial pursuant tounder Rule 59. When

8 findings of fact are made in actions tried by the eeeut

F 9 without a jury, the questien ef the sufficiency of the

10 evidence te supp supporting the findings may thefeaftea

11 be later questioned raised-whether or not in the district

12 court the party raising the question has made in the distiet,

13 court an objcetion to such objected to the findings. moved

14 or has made a motion to amend them or a motion for

15 jutdgment. or moved for partial findings.

16
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COMMITTEE NOTE f

The only change, other than stylistic, intended by this
revision is to require that any motion to amend or add findings
after a nonjury trial must be filed no later than 10 days after entry
of ,the judgment. Previously, there was an inconsistency in the
wording of Rules 50, 52, and 59 with respect to whether certain K
post-judgment motions had to be filed, or merely served, during
that period. This inconsistency caused special problems when'
motions for a new trial were joined with, other post-judgment -
motions. These motions affect the finality of the judgment, a
matter often of importance to third persons as well as the parties r
and the court. The Committee believes that each of these rules LW

should be revised to require filing before the end of the 10-day
period. Filing is an event that can be determined with certainty
from court records. The phrase "np later than'" is used - rather L

than "within" - to include post-judgment motions that sometimes
are filed before actual, entry of the judgment, by the clerk. It L
should be noted that under Rule 6(a) Saturdays, Sundays, and legal
holidays are excluded in,, measuring the, 10-day period, and that

under Rule 5 the motions when filed are to contain a certificate of
service on other parties. L.

i'

EJ
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Rule 59. New Trials; Amendment of Judgments

1

L 2 (b) Time for Motion. Any motion for a new trial

3 shal--must be semved-filed not later than 10 days after the
L

4 entry of the judgment.

L 5 (c) Time for Serving Affidavits. When a motion

L 6 for new trial isW based upon affidavits, they shall-must be

7 sieed-filed with the motion. The opposing party has 10

L 8 days after sueh-service w hih-to seve-file opposing

[3 9 affidavits, whieh-but that period may be extended for an

10 additional peiod not exceding up to 20 days. either by the

11 court for good cause shewn-or by the parties' by-written

L 12 stipulation. The court may permit reply affidavits.

13 (d) On Court's Initiative of Ceurtl_ Notice:

14 Specifving Grounds. Not later than 10 days after entry of

15 judgment the court.-on ef-its own. initiati~e-may order a

16 new trial for any reason for which it might have granted a

L
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17 new_ tial - a

18 motion-ef-*aparty. After giving the parties notice and an

19 opportunity to be heard -en the mattef, the court may grant t J

20 a timely motion for a new trial, timely ser#d, for a reason B
21 not stated in the motion. In either case, When granting a

22 new trial on its own initiative or for a reason not stated in

23 a. motion. the court shall must specify in the--oder-the K

24 grounds in its-order-theffefer. 7

25 (e) Motion to Alter or Amend a-Judgment. Any

26 motion to alter or amend tle-ajudgment shall must be

27 sesed -filed not later than 10 days after entry of the

28 judgment.

COMMITTEE NOTE

The only change, other than stylistic, intended by this
revision is to add explicit time limits for filing motions for a new
trial, motions to alter or amend a judgment, and affidavits
opposing a new trial motion. Previously, there was an
inconsistency in the wording of Rules 50, 52, and 59 with respect
to whether certain post-judgment motions had to be filed, or

LI
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merely served, during the prescribed period. This inconsistency
caused special problems when motions for a new trial were joined
with other post-judgment motions. These motions affect the
finality of the judgment, a matter often of importance to thirdL persons as well as the parties and the court. The Committee
believes that each of these rules should be revised to require filing
before the end of the 10-day period. Piling is an event that can be
determined with certainty from court records. The phrase "no
later than" is used - rather than "within" - to include post-
judgment motions that sometimes are filed before actual entry ofL the judgment by the clerk. It should be noted that under Rule 6(a)
Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays are excluded in measuring
the 10-day period, and that under Rule 5 the motions when filed
are to contain a certificate of service on other parties.

[K
L

L

L

LI



Rule 26. General Provisions Governing Discovery;
Duty of Disclosure

. ,~* * *,* **

(c) Protective Orders. [7
(1) On motion by a party or by the person from

whom discovery is'sought, accompanied by a certification
that the movant has in good faith conferred or attempted to'
confer with other affected parties in an effort to resolve the
dispute without court action, the court where the action is
pending - and, on matters relati'ng to a deposition, also the
court where the deposition will be taken - may, for good
cause shown, make any order that justice requires to protect
a party or person from annoyance, embarrassment,
oppression, !or undue burden or expense, including one or
more of the following:

(A) precluding the disclosure or discovery;

(B) specifying conditions, including time and
place, for the disclosure or discovery;

(C) prescribing a discovery methodother than
that selected by the party seeking discovery;

(D) excluding certain matters, or limiting the
scope of disclosure or discovery to certain matters;

(E) designating the persons who may be
present while the discovery is conducted;

(F) directing that a sealed deposition be opened
only upon court order;

(G) ordering that a trade secret or other
confidential research, development, or commercial
information not be revealed or be revealed only in a
designated way; and

(H) directing that the parties simultaneously file

Li
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specified documents or information enclosed in sealed
envelopes, to be opened as the court directs.

(2) If the motion for a protective order is wholly orpartly denied, the court may, on just terms, order that any
party or person provide or permit discovery. Rule 37(a)(4)
applies to the award of expenses incurred in relation to the
motion.

(3) On motion, the court may dissolve or modify a
protective order. In ruling, the court must consider, among
other matters, the following:

(A) the extent of reliance on the order;

(B) the public and private interests affected by
the order; and ,

(C) the burden that the order imposes on
persons seeking information relevant to other litigation.

Rule 43. Taking of Testimony
i {(a) Form. In every trial, the testimony of witnesses must

be taken in open court, unless a federal law, these rules, the
Federal Rules of Evidence, or other rules adopted by the Supreme
Court provide otherwise. The court may, for good cause shown
and under appropriate safeguards, permit presentation of testimony
in open court by contemporaneous transmission from a different

L location.

L
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L



Rule 50. Judgment as a Matter of Law in Jury Trials;
Alternative Motion for New Trial; Conditional Rulings 7
(b) Renewing , Motion for Judgment After Trial; 7

Alternative Motion for New Trial. If, for any reason, the court
does not grant a motion for judgment as a matter of law made at 7
the close of all the evidence, the court is considered to have
submitted the action to the jury subject to the court's later deciding
the legal questions raised by the motion. The movant may renew
its request for judgment as a, matter of law iby filing a motion no
later than 10 days after entry of judgment -and may Alternatively
request a new trial or join a motion for a new trial under Rule 59. L
In ruling on. a renewed motion, the court may:

(1) if a verdict was returned:;

(A) allow the judgment to stand,

(B) order a new trial, or

(C) direct entry of judgment as a matter of law; L
or

(2) if no verdict was returned: L

(A) order a new trial, or

(B) direct entry of judgment as a matter of law.

(c) Granting Renewed Motion for Judgment as a Matter
of Law; Conditional Rulings; New Trial Motion.

(2) Any motion for a new trial under Rule 59 by a LJ
party against whom judgment as a matter of law is rendered
must be filed no later than. 10 days after entry of the
judgment.

* * * * *~~~~~
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L

L Rule 52. Findings by the Court; Judgment on Partial Findings

* * * *

(b) Amendment. On a party's motion filed no later than
10 days after entry of judgment, the court may amend its findings
- or make additional findings,- and may amend the judgment
accordingly. The motion may accompany a motion for a new trial
under Rule 59. When findings of fact are made in actions tried
without a jury, the sufficiency of the evidence supporting the
findings may be later questioned whether or not in the district
court the party raising the question cbjected to the findings, moved
to amend them, or moved for partial findings.

E
r-
L Rule 59. New Trials; Amendment of Judgments

r ~~~~~~~~~**** *

L (b) Time for Motion. Any motion for a new trial must be
filed no later than 10 days after entry of the judgment.

(c) Time for Serving Affidavits. When a motion for new
trial is based on affidavits, they must be filed with the motion.
The opposing party has 10 days after service to file opposing
affidavits, but that period may be extended for up to 20 days,
either by the court for good cause or by the parties' written
stipulation. The court may permit reply affidavits.

(d) On Court's Initiative; Notice; Specifying Grounds.
No later than 10 days after entry of judgment the court, on its
own, may order a new trial for any reason that would justify
granting one on a party's motion. After giving the parties notice
and an opportunity to be heard, the court may grant a timely
motion for a new trial for a reason not stated in the motion. When

LE
L
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L

granting a new trial on its own initiative or for a reason not stated 7
in a motion, the court must specify the grounds in its order.

(e) Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment. Any motion '
to alter or amend a judgment must be filed no later than 10 days
after entry of the judgment.

L
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L RULE 23

17 The proposal to amend Rule 23 has been considered by the Committee over a period ofseveral years. In May, 1993, the Committee approved submission of a revised rule to the
Standing Committee for publication at such time as the Standing Committee might next find it

C appropriate to publish Civil Rules amendments for public comment. During the course of
studying other proposed Civil Rules amendments in the Standing Committee, it was decided that
it would be better to defer publication of additional Civil Rules amendments until there has been
an opportunity to digest the proposed amendments now pending in Congress following
transmission by the Supreme Court. Since publication of Rule 23 amendments would not occur
before the next meeting of this Committee, the chair of this Committee elected to return Rule
23 for further consideration by this Committee.

Continuing members of the Committee are likely to find the attached draft Rule 23 andE May minutes' sufficient foundation for any renewed deliberations that may seem appropriate. The
draft has been restyled since the May meeting, but no basic changes have been made.

L New members of the Committee may find it helpful to ieview as well the attached "Civil
Procedure Buffs" letter that was circulated directly to a number of people and groups that have
shown interest in the Civil Rules process, and circulated indirectly among a rather wider group.
Although there have been a few changes in the structure of the draft since the letter was written,
it continues to provide a convenient brief statement of the purpose of the proposed changes.

Comments on the draft have been relatively sparse. M y of the comments, particularly
those from the practicing bar, suggest that lower courts have worked out the bugs in the present
rule and that any change will upset current practices to no real advantage. Others - mainly

I academics -think the proposed changes are desirable. Fewer comments have been made onthe questions that go beyond the draft, although several people have indicated an interest inmaking comments in the future.
L

There has been little exploration of the possibility that more drastic changes should bemade in Rule 23. More work will be needed should the Committee conclude, for the first time,L that more fundamental changes should be considered. If the present approach is found
appropriate, however, the draft may be ready for final action.

As compared to drastic changes, the Committee has considered several comparatively
minor matters might be addressed in the text of Rule 23 and concluded that it is better to rely

7 on continuing judicial response. Among these matters are the availability of discovery andcounterclaims against class members not active in the action; the effect' of the assertion of class
claims, certification, and decertification on statutes of limitations; personal jurisdiction overmembers of plaintiff or defendant classes; methods of calculating attorney fees; and means ofcoordinating overlapping class actions in different courts or satellite litigation.

F There are two matters that have floated around the periphery of Committee discussionL without direct confrontation. Noting them now will afford the opportunity for discussion or forconcluding that there is no need for further consideration.
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Rule 23
September 17, 1993 Note

page two

One question draws from the NCCUSL class action rule, which expressly allows
consideration of the question whether vindication of a class claim is worth the costs involved in
class adjudication., This'factor could be incorporated as theleigth factor in the Rule 23(b)' list
of matters pertinent toL deciding whether a class action is' superior to other methods of
adjudication: iC

(8)[whether the value6of the probable relief to inidividual class members and the
public interest justify the costs of administering 'a class actioni - {whether tie relief'
likely to be afforded individual members of the class and the public interest are
sigThecat i in relation to the' conplexities of the. issues and the expenses of the
litigation l ,,, i ,In , , , },;

The awkwardness of each of the alternative forms of drafting may suggest that the proposal is
intrinsically 'difficul to control.' A deeper challenge will be that any such factor would invite L
courts to discnaminate against claims they do not like. "bOn the other hand, it is fair to ask
whether epublic &nterest is served pointing the cannon of 'class litigation against
asserted wrongs thai, if proved, have inflicted slight injury on a, sufficient number of victims to LI
generate large 4aggate awardsd attorney fees but insignificant individual' recoveries. The
question may be shapened by reflecting on the reality that certification of such a classusually
will be followed bysettlement without any4adjudicatioii bof the alleged wron . l This question
relates directly to the possibility 'of flud or class' recovries. Class actions Inght be more
worthwhile in thisp setng if they did iot entail the' administfative burdes and costs ofT, i ~~~ ", 1 1 , , I , LI~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Ldistributing small sums to many people.

The other question, involving Rule 23(e), has changed shape without 'much direct
Committee consideration. The provision for referring a proposal to dismiss or compromise to
a magistrate judge obr special master ihas been discussed at times as one that might support an
active investigating !role that goes beynd the ordinary passive role of a Judge.'' This theory H
reflects the view that courts should not be forced to depend on representatives who are satisfied
with a settlement to provide informatio4 adequate to support effective protection of the interests
of nonparticipating class members. The text of the proposed rule never has reflected this theory. L
The Note once reflected it,' but has been softened. Nothing more need be done unless the theory
is to be emphasized'

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~L
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L Civil Rule 23

A draft Rule 23 revision has been studied intermittently forLC some time. This meeting was the first occasion for extendedconsideration by the Committee.

The first question discussed, ,-`wa's -ithe desirability ofL. considering Rule 23 at all. It was noted that many years ofexperience with the 1966 revisions have provided answers to manyquestions, and have provided ample experience that can be used totest potential revisions. Experience has suggested several reasonsfor revision. Courts have encountered much difficulty in bringingtort claims into Rule 23, in part because of the Note accompanyingL the 1966 revisions. More specific problems have included the costof notice to many individual members of (b)(3) classes who havesmall claims; potentially valid actions may be defeated by thesecosts. The seeming inability to opt out of (b)(l) or (b)(2)L classes may create 'difficulties, as when individual members of apurported employment discrimination class prefer to acceptpractices that are challenged by other members of the class. RuleL 23 is used with increasing frequency. The greater the number ofclass actions, the greater the potential value of improvements inthe rule. An American Bar Association task force studied classactions from 1984 to 198,6 and made recommendations that have beenthe basis for the draft now before the Committee. The, topic wasbrought on for study following'a suggestion by the Ad Hoc Committeeon Asbestos Litigation that Rule 23 might be studied by thisL Committee.

The next question explored was the desirability of consideringchanges more sweeping than those proposed by the draft. It wasaccepted that ,if revisions are proposed now, care should be takento pursue the project in such a way that Rule 23 will not have tobe revisited in the near future. There is no need for reform sopressing that more fundamental changes must be put aside in theneed forlprompt present action. No member of the Committee couldfind any reason for undertaking broader, changes. InformalL preliminary reactions tothe present draft likewise have failed toprovide any significant sense that drastic changes are appropriate.

Discussion of possible changes recognized that some changesrequire legislation. The American Law Institute Complex LitigationProject was noted as a model of the kinds of legislation that may,prove useful in addressing multiparty, multifdrum litigation.Other jurisdictional changes that might be desirable includerelaxing the limits" that impede use of Rule 23 for state-lawclaims, Crncluding complete diversity and the requirement that each
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Civil Rules Committee
May, 1993 K
member of a plaintiff class satisfy the amount-in-controversy
requirement. Other possible class action changes as well may
require legislation.

The specific changes made by the draft were discussed, taking
note of the responses that have been received on the basis of
informal circulation of the draft.,

The changes made by the draft relate in many ways to the
determination to collapse the, present categorical separations Li
between' subdivisions (b)(1), (2), and (3) into a unified test that
asks whether a class action is superior for the fair and efficient
adjudication of'the controversy. This change is intended to reduce
wrangling' about which subdivision fits' a particular action. More
important, the change is intended to allow, a more functional
approach to questions of notice and the opportunity to opt out of,
a class. Focus Eon the supeiiority determination will to some
extent enhance l district court discretion. The provision for
discretionary appea&l from certificatipn or refusal to, certify is
intended to provide a safeguard against possible misuse of this
discretion.

The relationship between the 'superiority criterion and the
predominance of common questions ,over, individual questions was
discussed next. 'The predominance requirement now attaches only to
(b)(3), 'class actions. It would be ''Possible, to incorporate
predominance as a requirement for all class actions. Much thought K
was given ito this possibility j[,,in preparing the draft. Some,
particularly those representing defendant classes,, have feared that K
elimination of the requirement that predominance be shown for what
now are (b)(3) actions will encourage undue proliferation of class
actions. Others express the corresponding fear that a requirement
of predominance will discourage desirlalle class actions. On
balance, predominance is better s1een as one element of superiority,.
particularly in light of th e3oEportunity to certify classes for
specified issues. Actions th't now fi t'into (b)(l) an (b) (2)
categories lhmay present c ompel liig needs[for class certifincation,
eventhough irthere are manylindiyidual qulestions that do not affect
all lmembers of the class. Iasp tort 1 claims, moreover, present
special problems . of rcod non questions is a useful
approach if, the question, is Whether t certiy 'a class ,,that
includes all !indiividual u issd aswl as"' common issues.
Predominance is less useful if the class is certified only for
common issues. ,A botiod passed to retain thie dr'aft apoach that
treatspredminance as one ,fatctltr in determinihg superiority. A
motion tom!ake predo'einance pn O requirement'failed.

The draft requirement thai a~cla'ss rep esentatilvebe "willing"
-as well atbleto represent ewcl as considered next. Many
who have seen the draft fear that the wil &ngness requirement will

Kn
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prove a de facto repeal of defendant class actions. The burden ofall defending on behalf of a class is greater than the burden ofL conducting an individual defense. The greater the stakes, thegreater the effort that rationally should be devoted to thecontest. Settlement of a class action, particularly if it is toimpose burdens on nonparticipating members of a defendant class, isL far more complicated than settlement of an individual action. Themere fact of assuming fiduciary responsibilities to others mayweigh heavily on the representative defEendants and attorneys. Ifa potential representative'defendant can avoid these burdens byprotesting a lack of willingness to represent the class, fewdefendant classes ,may survive. This risk was seen as substantialin relation to legitimate uses for defendant classes. Defendantclasses have been valuable in many settings. Among those suggestedto the Committee have been actions against large partnerships;actions involving multiple underwriters associated in securitiesL offerings (including situations in which the defendant classmembers have severalbut not joint liability), and actions againstE large numbers of public officials who are engaged in similarL. activity and who cannot-be bound by a judgment entered against acommon superior. Other illustrations may involve problems lesslikely to arise in federal court, such'as an action to determinethe validity of a servitude on land that runs in favor of manyothers, or a declaratory' judgment action, against a class ofpotential tort claimants. A willing' representative 'in some7 , settings, moreover, may be more dangerous than an unwillingrepresentative. On occasion, at least, an individual defendant hasbeen designated representative of a defendant class for determining
issues of patent validity. The representative may have a strongeirinterest in having all defendants-bound by al'-detelrmination that thepatent is valid than in having the patent dec-lared i-nvalid, if therepresentative is in a better position to'bargain for a license orto compete without infringing.

Despite these 'problems, the Committee rejected a motion todelete the requirement that the representative be willing. Therequirement applies to plaintiff classes as well as defendantclasses, and helps protect -against the risk that a defendant-mayseek certification of a plaintiff class in the belief that a full-L. scale defense may overwhelm the representatives and bind the class.Unwilling representatives, moreover, may not warrant the trust thatsome observers have suggested. The problem of", additionallitigation costs inflicted by class certification may be met inL part by voluntary contributions from nonparticipating members'ofthe class, but it is 'difficult to rely "on this possibility indrafting a rule' that, does not clearly prdide 'for forcedL contributions outside the opt-in setting.

The notice provisions of draft Rule 23(c) were discussed next.The purpose of the draft is to require notice of certification in

*fr
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all class. actions, without regard to the former categories of
subdivisions (b)(), (2,), and (3), but to make the nature of the (
requirement more flexible than the present (b)F.(3), requirement. 'LThe >' I
greatest;.,change is likely to be with respect to actions involvinLq
largeinumbers of'smalil claims'., The cost of individual notice under
present, subdivision (b)l (3) c~an ,defeat, ,actions that should be
brought. The" revision also will jfocus 'lattention on the ,value of.
provyiding', someform of notice,,in other forms of, class actions, a
matter not'now ,,covered explicitly. ,It was ,repogn~ized that greater,![ g

discretion 'with respect to, notice7 may ii~-encourage preliminary'
litigation ion' this subject, expandingi, to'Ifiilll the gap left, by
reducing" the' oc6casions for 'itilgating the,!7nature-of the class. To
the, exterit, that 6one'Imotive forarguingL over [Ithe choice between
(b)(l),,s~l (2) xt and (lg3), i~s ~lto la~ffect inotile requiremernts;,l~however, 7 it,,1 i
will be 4ttel, to focus dl1re ctly onthe notice issues'

Ihenoteicwngte pbvsopt-oeut poviin: twsntdta

. olsaionsly de,,fi tscusio tof to questionl
whethor o the" rehtuld r'tue that a emuotedo.,certify be made,
within a sper fiedt tle ai ca Some bhoca oes include such
require ents.tw de kdiniot such a 1 reauirement, LI;
however, baus expbrienceI shos at not~aIgl1 certification
questing"'' are riper or de i o'"n atl uniform int ueirva, a afvter the
class a st Ps first'i
neeads q Pin t sif ile, ,,jcla e 1m Of t substantial discoveryp is

qdesis berto cf limatin stryag motns,
before e atdq essingilcertification. ' is little reason, to force
motions§ that may 'v Of

Those>Iho op4ft. pr beX''re f or opting out and o ping intoy a, class
are t~elld ~~ eaae()l,(),and (3)
categ6 eK O'4ot - i e'driabewtotregard to these
for'ei in 'not p~ow ~,avai'lable in Rule 23
classlsiist ead 'aalble.

In reviewing the opt-out provisionso, it was noted that
Tansomething closely aki to opting out can be, achieved even now in
(b) (l) and ~("2) ,cla.iss~'1actions~ by def ining the class to include only
those, 'who"'do not ask to be exclude, d.I

The power to l~in~t a casto those who opt in was viewed as

a more Sig nifica ntliake!Iratonof ulZ3. Opting in now islimited
to statutory clasabiVs~~ f r re a. someth1ing akin to
opting iisruaryrqrdn dnsterngjudgments in-,favor

of a pl inhitilf" cs tylitgpriipat'Xon, 'in thej recovery to
those- wh elept't fi u i s easier-and perhaps much
easier-t 'pruecs ebr ofla claim at thi's stage than
to eantra hebegpig 1 fa 1 ltgto. A classa limited to7
those Vwh optin befoeadt mnto fliability, may, easilyL
result in a smaller Claps Te16rvionof Rule 2'3 noted the
danger that manyr pot ~t~l, class memnbers, particularly .those with
small Icam 7 aiCj 4 ~a o~fbdig invoived~ with liti~gation, may
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prefer to remain aloof. Opt-in actions put a premium on diligence,
sophistication, and daring. The difference between opting out andopting in may be very substantial in such situations. An opt-outL action, indeed, may be necessary to generate stakes sufficient towarrant pressing the litigation to a conclusion. Substitution of7 an opt-in class may reduce the utility of class actions inL achieving generalized enforcement of the law. The effects of
certification on statutes of limitations may be complicated,
moreover, in determining the point atwhich the limitations periodL resumes running against those who do ntopt in..,

The opportunity to use opt-in classes may be valuable, despitethese concerns. If it is difficult to accomplish effective notice,L the choice may be to have no class action or to have a classlimited to those who are proved to have actual notice by the act ofopting in. Opt-Th, classes also may help resolve, the choice-of-,,lawL problems encountered in diversity actions arising out ofp commondisasters. Acceptance of',litigation under specified laws may bemade a condition of opting in. Opting in also!,may prove
I particularly suitable with respect to tort actions or defendant

classes.,

After considering the possibility of ,publishing the draft forcomment with brai kets indicating that the opt-in provision isespecially open to'reconsideration, the, Committee concluded thatL the draft should be published as it stands.

Rule 23(c)(4), now provides that a class may be certified withrespect to particular issues. The draft is designed to underscore
the availability of this option, in part by referring -tocertification with respect to particular claims as, well asparticular issues'., The, focus on "cqlains" 3nd "issues" extends to-"defenses" as well. The advantage of referring to "claims" and"defenses" is that it may be difficult to specify the issues thatshould be tried on a class basis; certification of all issues
arising out of detignated claims, or simply of the claims, provides
a more convenient and meaningful alternative. The most importantconcern is that the certification make clear the subject of theclass certification.

L The "subclass" provisions of Rule 23(c)(4) are changed in the
draft to allow certification of a subclass that does not satisfy' , the numerosity requirement of subdivision (a). This change is

X important in situations in which conflicts of interest arisebetween the class and small numbers of class members. Inemployment discrimination litigation, for example, it may happenU that a few class members may prefer to retain the practices claimedto give rise to liability, or may prefer remedies that differ fromthe remedies desired by most class members. Subclass treatment canfacilitate effective handling of these problems.L
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The draft subdivision (d)(l) provision allowing
precertification disposition of motions under Rules 12(b) and 56
reflects" the result rea'ched under the' current rule by most, but not
all, courts. Opposition to the, draft seems ba'sed on two grounds.
OneIgroup argues that there is no need to amend the,4rule when ,ostn
cout rdts reach the proper result. Another groupsejems Pohope that,
without mnendxnient, . more Pcpur~ts,, may be, encouraged to refuse-
precertif&iction d'isip'Positiop. The~' Commite conclude'd that

peet-tiicat dispo'sitinon tfen is diabe anthat the'r~leij,Ij
shoul. mak thismattrclear 'to avoid incnsstnt approacheis and

to make the answer readily apparentwithout need ftor research,and
argume~nt

Commtpreparing the dratft 'for ,'submission, ,to, the Standing
Commigt thers [t some changes ireme wh 'the prospeciption that ther

interqats~~~~~"t wmode pr it at6hr

also may. be, iAde.' Draft [ bdivis io' Cd)( would 'rIer' ;'j ..

tothe dq~isctiloney power tinaio order 1nbtico edte of ~sddrf

to thse c las., suc tom ceias fi
chang'- in .thp descriptxo 'of, a decertification. Theboe wl41 'indicat e that tbid decipin whter togventcejshou~lL

i extt , to-. jih mes m.imbers, ave learn ed of
the action and' may have 'relied on, thentcpton hat t~heir,
interests wou~ld be protected. Thie referenc to'[laims'l will be
deleted iafrom (b ) :s' i iss s<, -Is , certified. The

,~~~~~~~~~~~~s L., t! II. , ,h I JI

requieet htacl*o besuror be, imoye ino

- , 41 1i I- III

,ision s th, h p. llrequirements will, be grou~ toeh~ n()j.d()will bea
confined to illustration o the ators to becnskderel in
determining'" su pe6rio1r~ity.

Th&Comnmittee 'voteduhaimouIy rto recomid rend'h revised, draft
to the j9Sanin ~C~mtte fo ' lCation ~ sch time as the

Committee iext finds f porae opbih Civil ARules for
Committ f it', i~bl . CF]

public omen.
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Rules of Civil Procedure i

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TORULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE*

Rule 23. Class Actions

1 (a) Prerequisites to a Class Actioen One or more

2 members of a class may sue or be sued as representative

LI 3 parties on behalf of all eftly-if -with respect to the

4 claims, defenses, or issues certified for class action

5 bretment-

6 (1) the ekss i&-. members are so numerous

7 that joinder of all members-is impracticable,

8 (2) these arc questions of law or fact legal or

9 factual questions are common to the class,

10 (3) the claims or defn~s of -- the

11 representative parties' positions typify those-afe

12 typical of the claims er defenses of the class, afA-

* New matter is underlined; matter to be omitted is lined
through.

L
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(4) the representative parties and their

13 attorneys are willing and able to will-fairly and tJ

14 adequately protect the interests of all persons while K
15 members of the class until relieved by the court from

16 that fiduciary duty: andi.

17 (S) a class action is superior to other

18 available methods for the fair and efficient

19 adjudication of the controversy.

20 (b) WHe k-Whether a Class Action Maintaiab! K
21 Is Superior. An aetien mnaye fJV maintaifed as a elass

22 action if the prcrequisitc" of subdivision (a) arc satisfied,

23 and in additin The matters pertinent in deciding und

24 (a)(5) whether a class action is superior to other available 7
25 methods include:

26 (1) the extent to which the prKsecution o

27 separate actions by or against individual members ef

28 the class would create a riskl of might result in

L
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29 (A) inconsistentorvaryingadjudications

30 with rcspeet to indimedul m befs of the class

31 whieh -thatwould establish incompatible

L 32 standards of conduct for the party opposing the

33 class, or

L 34 (B) adjudications with fespeet--o

35 individual memberfs of the class whieh would

36 that.-as a practical matter bo disposi h

37 interests of the other moebers n eot pais to the

38 adjudications or substantially implr or imped

39 would dispose of the nonpartv members'

40 interests or reduce their ability to protect their

L 41 interests; er

42 (2) the paty opposing the class has acted or

43 refused to act ont groeunds generally applicable te ths

El 44 class, thereby maling appropriate final injunctieo

L 45 felief the extent to which the relief may take the form

L

El
L
Kf
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LI
46 of an injunction or eeresped declaratory Fekef

47 with respecte-judgment respecting the class as a

48 whole; ef

49 (3) the court finds that the extent to which

50 common questions of law or fact eemmen to the

51 members cf the class predominate over any questions

52 affecting only individual members, and that a class G
53 atien is ro t other available metheds fcr- th

54 fair and cfficicent adjudication of the controeersy. L
55 Thc matters pertinent to the findings include:.

56 (A4) the class members' interests ef beres

57 of-the els-in individually controlling the prosecution K
58 or defense of separate actions; K
59 (BEo the extent and nature of any related

60 litigation concrning the controf crsy already

61 eeiececed-begun by or against members of the K
62 class;

A~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
El
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- 63 (Io the desirability or undesirability of

L 64 concentrating the litigation of the claims in the

L 65 particular forum; and

66 (DO the likely difficulties likely to -- be

67 eceehefed-in the management ef managing a class

L, 68 action which will be eliminated or significantly

69 reduced if the controversy is adjudicated bv other

70 available means.

L 71 (c) Determination by Order Whether Class

L: 72 Action to, Be Flax Certified; Notice and

73 Membership in Class; Judgment; Actions Condueted

Lo 74 Partially as Class Actions Multiple Classes and

7 75 Subclasses.

76 (1) As soon as practicable after-the

77 cmnmenceement of an action brought as a elasi-aetion
E 78 persons sue or are sued as representatives of a class,

E 79 the court shell must determine by order whetherS and

L
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80 with respect to what claims. defenses. or issuesit-is

81 to be se maintained the action should be certified as L

82 a class action. 7
83 (A) An order certifying a class action

84 must describe theclass and determine whether.

85 when. how, and under what conditions putative 0

86 members may elect to be excluded from. or
L

87 included in. the class. The matters pertinent to

88 this determination will ordinarily include:

89 (i) the nature of the controversy 7
90 and the relief sought:

91 (ii) the extent and nature of the

92 members' injuries or liability: 7
93 (iii) potential conflicts of interest

L.
94 among members:

95 (iv) the interest of the party L

96 oposing the class in securing a final and

LC

"7
( 7~~~~~~~~~
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97 consistent resolution of the matters in

98 controversy and

99 (v) the inefficiencv or

100 impracticality of sepate actions to
101 resolve the controversy.

102 When appropriate, a putative'member's election

103 to be excluded may be conditioned upn a

104 prohibition against its maintaining a separate

105 action on some or all of the matters in

106 controversy in the class action or a prohibition

107 against its ,lying in a separate action upon any

108 judgment rendered or factual finding in favor

109 of the class. and a putative member's election

110 to be included in a class may be conditioned

111 upon its bearing a fair share of litigation

112 expenses incurred by the Presentativ parties.

113 fB) An order under this subdivision
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114 may be, conditional, and may be altered or

115 amended before the decisien en the merits final

116 Judgment.

117 (2) , -any elts-When ordering that an-action

118 b aa nder

119 subdivisieft (b)(3) this rule, the.,court shall-must

120 direct that appropriate notice be given to the L
121 mnembers ef thc, class under subdivision (d)(l)(C).

122 The notice must concisely and clearly describe the

123 nature of the action, the claims, defenses, or issues

124 with respect to which the class has been certified: the

125 persons who are members of the class: any conditions

126 affecting exclusion from or inclusion in the class: and C

127 the potential consequences of class membership. In

128 determining how, and to whom, notice will be given. ;

129 the court may consider the matters listed in (b) and 17
130 (c)(1)(A). the expense and difficulties of providing

71
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131 actual notice to all class members. and the nature and
132 extent of any adverse consequences that class

133 members maiy+ suffer from a failure to receive actual

134 notice. to best nepracicable undcr the

135 circ cesnluding indivi notice to all
L 136 members wh caobg identifiedt gh reaconable

137

138 the Cet , el the m

L 139 the mieber s0 requts b peified date; (1) the
K 140

141 membedo not rcqe n; and (C) any

L 142 mfebe who doest request iec sion may, if thc

143 member dosircs, cntc an appearance throg

r- ~144 eouwselS

145 (3) The judgment in an action certified

L 146 mainainfed-as a class action under subdvsion (b)(l)
147 or (b)( , whether or not fte cass, shall

L

L
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148 include and describc these whom the court finds to

149 be mcmber -f theelass. h judgment in ac

150 maintained as a class action under subdivision (b)(3), LI
151 whether or not favorable to the class, shall ifnleude

Li
152 and-must specify or describe those te wihefft the

153 notice provided in subdivision (c)(2) was directed, L
154 and who have not requested xceusion, and whom the

155 eeout finds who are te-be-members of the class or

156 have elected to be excluded on conditions affecting

157 any separate actions.

158 (4) When appropriate-+A, an action may be -

159 brought or mnainaned certified as a class action with

160 respect to particular claims, defenses, or issues,-ef

161 ( by or against multiple classes or subclasses.

162 Subclasses need not separately satisfy the

163 requirements of subdivision (a)(l). a elass may bee

164 divided into subelasscs and eaeh subelass treated as Fl
Li

r7LI
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165 a class, and the profevi ons ef this rule shall thzef b

166 cnestrued and applied accrdingly.

167 (d) Orders in Conduct of Class Actions.

168 (1 In the conduct of actions to which this

169 rule applies, the court may make appropriate orders

170 that:

171 (IA) detemifiifig- determine the course of

172 proceedings or pfeseribin-prescrib emeasures

173 to prevent undue repetition or complication in

174, the presentation of evidence or argument;

175 (B) decide a motion under Rule 12 or

176 56 before the certification determination if the

177 court concludes that the decision will promote

178 the fair and efficient adjudication of the

179 controversy and will not cause un-due delay:

180 (:2- rcquiring, for th prqctionof the

181 mmebers of th casls er othfwit se fFe the fair
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182 conduct of the action, that require notice be -e

183 in n such maner as the court may .- ,ifc to

184 some or all of the class members or putative

185 members of_
Li

186 (i) any step in the action,

187 including certification. modification. or

188 decertification of a class, or refusal to

189 cetif a class-er-ef-i

190 f(ii) the proposed extent of the

191 judgment-; or-ef-

192 (iii) the members' opportunity ef

193 rfembers-to signify whether they consider

194 the representation fair and adequate, to

195 intervene and present claims or defenses,
L

196 or otherwise to come into the action;

197 (3X) impesing-impose conditions on the L

198 representative parties. class members. or eft

L

|L
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199 intervenors;

200 (4D reqiififig-retuirepl-the pleadings

201 be amended to eliminate, Nere i-alegations

202 as toabout representation of absent persons,

203 and that the action proceed accordingly; or

L 204 (5D dealing similar procedural

205 matters.

206 2) The ef de order under Rule 23(d)(1)

207 may be combined with an order under Rule 16, and

[ 208 may be altered or amended as mMy be drbfrcm

209 time -tetmce.

210 (e) Dismissal or Compromise. An elass-action in

211 which persons sue or are sued as representatives of a class

212 must sH-not. before the court's ruling under subdivision

213 (c)(1). be dismissed, be amended to delete the request for

214 certification as a class action. or be compromised without

L 215 te-approval of the court, and notice of thoproposed

L

K
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216 dismissal or ccmpromisc shall be given to all members ef

217 the class in such rnanncr as the court directs. An action

218 certified as a class action must not be dismissed or

219 compromised without approval of the court. and notice of

220 a proposed voluntary dismissal, or compromise must be

221 given to some or all members of the class in such manner

222 as the court directs. A proposal to dismiss or compromise

223 an action certified as a class action may be referred to a

224 magistrate judge or other special master- under Rule 53 LJ

225 without rezard to the provisions of Rule 53(b). K
226 (f) Appeals. A court of appeals may permit an

227 appeal from an order granting or denving a request for

228 class action certification under this rule upon application to

229 it within ten days after entry of the order. An appeal does

230 not stay proceedings in the district court unless the district

231 Judge or the court of appeals so orders.

L
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COMMITAEE NOTE

PURPOSE OF REVISON. As initially adopted, Rule 23
defined class actions as 'true," 'hybrid," or 'spurious" according
to the abstract nature of the rights involved. The 1966 revision
created a new tripartite classification in subdivision (b), and thenr established different provisions relating to notice and exclusionaryL rights based on that classification. For (b)(3) class actions, the
rule mandated "individual notice to all members who can be

7 - identified through reasonable effort" and a right by class members
L to "opt-out" of the class. For (b)(1) and (b)(2) class actions,

however, the rule did not by its terms mandate any notice to class
members, and was generally viewed as not permitting any
exclusion of class members. This structure has frequently resulted
in time-consuming procedural battles, either because the operative
facts did not fit neatly into any one of the three categories, or
because more than one category could apply and the selection'of
the proper classification would have a major impact on 'whether
and how the case should proceed as a class action.

In the revision the separate provisions of former subdivisions
(b)(1), (b)(2), and' (b)(3) are combined and treated as pertinent
factors'in deciding "whether a class 'action is superior to other
available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the

a, controversy," whih is added to subdivision (a) as a'prerequisite
for any class' action. The issue of superiority of class, actionresolution is made a critical question, without regard to whether,
under the former language, the case would have been viewed as
being brought under (b)(l), (b)(2), or ")(3). Use of a unitary
standard, once the prerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied, is
the approach taken by the National Conference of Commissioners
on Uniform State Lawis and adopte in seveial states.

L
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Questions regarding notice and exclusionary rights remain
important in class actions - and, indeed, may be critical to due
process. Under the revision, however, these questions are ones
that should be addressed,,on their own merits, given the needs and
circumstances of the case and without being tied' artificially to the ,
particular classification of the class action.

The revision emphasizes the need for the, court, parties, and

counsel to focus on the particular claims, defenses, or issues that

are appropriate for adjudication in a' class action. Too often,
classes have been certified',without, recognition that separate
controversies may exist'between plaintiff class members and a

defendant which should not be' barred p. under the doctrine of, claim

preclusion. Also, the placement in subdivision '(c)(4) of the,
provision permitting class actions for particular issues has tended
to obscure the potential benefit of raesoving eran claims ad,

defenses on a class basis whil other co ersies forL

resolution in separate actions. e "eavin '
K

As revised, the rule will afford some greater opportunity for L
use of -class actions in appropriate cas,e notwithstanding the
existence of'claims for individual damages anid injuries'-at.least C

for some issues, if not for the' resolution of the individual damage L J

claims themselves.' The revision is not however an unqualified
license for certificationof a class lwhenever there are numerous
injuries arising from a common or similar nucleus of facts. The L

rule does not attempt to 'authorize or ebih a system for "fluid
recovery'" or "class recovery of damages nor does it attempt ,to 0
expand or limit the claims thaitare subject to ifederall jsdcton by
or against class members. LI ,

The major impact of s revision will be on cases at the LI

margin: most cases that previously ''were cetified as class'actions H

L
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will be certified under this rule, and most that were not certified
will not be certified under the rule. There will be a limited
number of cases, however, where the certification decision may
differ from that under the prior rule, either because of the use of
a unitary standard or the greater flexibility respecting notice and
membership in the class.

L Various non-substantive stylistic changes are made to
conform to style conventions adopted by the Committee to simplifyr the present rules.

SUBDIVISION (a). Subdivision (a)(4) is revised to explicitlyrequire that the proposed class representatives and their attorneysbe both willing and able to undertake the fiduciary responsibilities
inherent in representation of a class. The willingness to acceptsuch responsibilities is a particular concern when the request forFv class treatment is not made by those who seek to be class
representatives, as when a plaintiff requests certification of a7 defendant class. Once a class is certified, the class representativesand their attorneys will, until the class is decertified or they are
otherwise relieved by the court, have an obligation to fairly andadequately represent the interests of the class, taking no action fortheir own benefit that would be, inconsistent with the fiduciary
responsibilities owed to theiclass.

Paragraph (5) - the superiority requirement - is taken from
subdivision (b)(3) and becomes a critical element for all class
actions.

The introductory language in subdivision (a) stresses that, inascertaining whether the five prerequisites are met, the court and
litigants should focus on the matters that are being considered forLv class action certification. The words "claims, defenses, or issues"

re
L
I
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are used in a broad and non-legalistic sense. While there might be

some' cases in which a class action would be authorized respecting
a specifically defined cause of action, more frequently the court
would, set forth a generalized statement of -the matters for class C

action treatment, such as all claims by class members against the
defendant arising from the sale of specified securities during a
particular period of time.

SUBDIVSION (b). As ,noted, subdivision (b) has been
substantially reorganized. One element, drawn from former K
subdivision (b)(3), is made a controlling issue for all class actions -

and moved to subdivision (a)(5); namely, whether a class action is
superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient

adjudication of the controversy. ,The other provisions of former L
subdivision (b) then become, factors to ibe considered in making

this determination. Of course,' there is no requirement that all of

these factors be present before 'a class actioni may be ordered, nor'

is this'list intended to exclude other factors that in a particular case
mayl bear on the superiority cof a'class action when compared'to K
other lavailable methods for resolving the controversy.

Factor e(7) the consideration of the difficulties likely to be 7
encountered' in ~the Imanagement of a class action %- is revised by
adding a clause to emphasize that 'such difficulties should be
assessed not in the abstract, but rather in comparison to those that 5

would be encountered with individually prosecuted actions.

SUBDIVISION (c). Former paragraph (2) of this subdivision L.

contained the provisions for notice and exclusion in (b)(3) class
actions. ' [ '

Under the revision, the provisions relating to exclusion are,
made applicable to all class a4cons, but with, flexibility for the

L

Lj
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L

court to determine whether, when, and ' how putative class
members should be allowed to.exclude themselves from the class.
The court may also impose appropriate conditions on such "opt-
outs" - or, in some cases, even require that a putative class
member "opt-in" in order to be treated as .a member of the class.

The potential for class members to exclude themselves from
many class actions remains a primary consideration for the court
in determining whether to allow a case to proceed as a class
actian, both to assure due process and in recognition of individual
pet«nces. Even in the most compelling situation for not
aoing exclusion-the fact pattern described in subdivision

gr (b)(1)(A) - person might nevertheless be allowed to be excluded
L from the class upon the Tradition that the person will not maintain

any separate action and By, as a practical matter, be bound by
t A, outcome of the class action. The opportunity to'elect exclusion
;dfom a class may also be useful, for example, in some employment
discrimination actions in which certain employees otherwise' part
of the class may, because of their own positions, wish to align

L~. themselves with the en'ployer's side of the litigation either to assist
in the defense of the case or to oppose the relief sought for the
class.

Ordiqarily putative class -members eioting to be excluded
from a plalintiff class will 'be free to bring Ctheir own individual
actions, unhampered by'factual findings adverse to the class, while
potentially able, under the doctrine of issue preclusion, to benefitr . from facttal findings favorable to the class. The'revised rule
permits the court, as a means to avoid this inequity, to impose a
condition on "opting out" that 'will preclude an excluded member
from relying in ar separate actionf upon findings favorable to the
class.

Lo
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Rarely should a court impose an "opt-in" requirement for
membership in a, class. There are, however, situations in which
such a requirement may be desirable to avoid potential due process
problems, such as with some defendant classes or in cases where
an opt-out right would be appropriate but it is impossible or
impractical to give meaningful notice of the class action to all
putative members of the class. With defendant classes it may be
appropriate to imposeaconditign that requires the opting-in" 7
defendant class, members to share in the litigation expenses, of the
representative party. ,,Such a condition would be rarely, needed
with plaintiff classes since typically the claims ~on behalf of the t I
class, ,if sup cessful, would result in a common fund or benefit from
which litigation expenses of the representative can be charged.

Under the I revision, some notice of class 'certification is
required, for all types; of class ,actions; but flexibility. is provided
respecting 'the type, and extent of notice tobe given to the class,
consistent with constitutional requiireements for due process. Actual
notice 'to all ,puta4ive,,class ,memrbers; should not, for example, be
needed jwhen tiheconditions of subdivision .(b)(l) are met For when, L J
under subdivision ,(c)(l)(A), meinmb~ership in.the, class is jimited, to
those who file an election' to be members of the class.' Problems C

have sometimes been encountered when the class members' L

individual interests,, though' eriting protectin, iiwere quite small
when compared with the cst of providingnoti to each Imemer; He
the revision autho ries suchfrs to b ta ken int accont~by the LI
court in ,determining, subject ,o 4ue process requirements, what
notice should bet directed. ,,

jh~e revision to subdivision (c)(4) is intended to eliminate the
problem whena class actiondlith seyer, subclasses should be L

certified, but one or more MAIthe subclasses may not independently
satisfy the 'numerosity" requirement.

Li

r

L
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Under former paragraph (4), some issues could be certified
for resolution as a class action, while other matters were not so
certified. By adding similar language to other portions of the rule,p the Committee intends to emphasize the potential utility of this
procedure. For example, in some mass tort situations it might be
appropriate to certify some issues relating to the defendants'
culpability and - if the relevant scientific knowledge is
sufficiently well developed - general causation for class action
treatment, while leaving issues relating to specific causation,
damages, and contributory negligence for potential resolution
through individual lawsuits brought by members of the class.

SUBDIVION (d). The former rule generated uncertainty
concerning the appropriate order of proceeding when a motion
addressed to the merits of claims or defenses is submitted prior to

L a decision on whether a class should be certified. The revision
provides the court with discretion to address a Rule 12 or Rule 56
motion in advance of a certification decision if this will promote
the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy. See Manual
for Complex Litigaton, Second, § 30.11.

L Inclusion in former subdivision (c)(2) of detailed
requirements for notice in (b)(3) actions sometimes placed
unnecessary barriers to formation of a class, as well as masked theLffl desirability, if not need, for notice in (b)(1) and (b)(2) actions.
Even if not required for due process, some form of notice to class
members should be'regarded as desirable in virtually all classLx actions. Subdivision (c)(2) requires that notice be given if a class
is certified, though under subdivision (d)(I)(C) the particular form
of notice is committed to the sound discretion of the court, keeping
in mind the requirements 1 of due'process. - Subdivision (d)(1)(C)
contemplates that some form of notice may -be desirable with
respect to many other importa rlings;6 subdivision (d)(1)(C)(i),

Le

L
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for example, calls the attention of the court and litigants to the
possible need for some notice if the court declines to certify a class,
in an action filed as a class action or reduces the scope of a
previously certified class. In such circumstances, particularly if I

putative class members have become aware of the case, some
notice may, be needed informing the class members that they can
no longer rely on the action as a means for pursuing their rights. 7

SUBDIVISON (e), There,'are sound reasons for, requiring
judicial approval of proposals to voluntarily dismiss, eliminate
class allegations, or compromise an action filed or ordered
maintained as a class action. The reasons for requiring notice of
such aproposal to members of, a putative class are significantly
less compelling. Despite the language of the former rule, courts
have recognized the propriety of a judicially-supervised
precertification dismissal or, compromise without requiring notice
to putative class members. E~g., Shelton VI, Pargo, 582 F,.2d 12 98i
(4th Cir. 1978). The,, revision adopts that approach. If C

circumstances warrant the court has ample authority, to, direct
notice to some or all putativejl class imembers pursuant to theqr

provisions of subdivision (d). While the provisions of subdivisionA
(e) do not apply if, the court denies the request' for class l
certificatioi, th~ere may HRbe icass in which the court will direct
under 'subdivision (d) 'that notice of the denial of class certification _

be given to those who werel1''' aware ,of the ase. ,

Evaluations of proposes to dismiss or settle a class action
sometimes involve highly sensitive issues,,, particularly, should the, L
proposal be ultimately Fdisapprooved l FOr eaple, the parties may
be required to disclos hwakneses ,, t wn positons, orw to
provide information ne,4e to asure tat ithe proposal does not
directly or indirectly cnfer be fits u n clss representatiyes or
their counsel inconsistet w it idi)obigations ow to

rm
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members of the class or otherwise involve conflicts of interest.L Accordingly, in some circumstances, investigation of the fairness
of these proposals conducted by an independent master can be ofgreat benefit to the court, particularly since the named parties andL their counsel have ceased to be adversaries with respect to the
proposed dismissal or settlement. The revision clarifies that the
strictures of Rule 53(b) do not preclude the court from appointing

Ed under that Rule a special master to assist the court in evaluating a
proposed dismissal or settlement. The master, if not a Magistrate

[K Judge, would be compensated as provided in Rule 53(a).

SUBDIVION (f). The certification ruling is often the crucial
ruling in a case filed as a class action. The plaintiff, in order to
obtain appellate review of a ruling denying certification, will have
to proceed with the case to final judgment and may have to incur
litigation expenses wholly disproportionate to any individual
recovery; and, if the plaintiff ultimately prevails on an appeal of
the certification decision, postponement of the appellate decision
raises the specter of "one way intervention." Conversely, if class
certification is erroneously granted, a defendant may be forced to
settle rather than run the risk of potentially ruinous liability of a

L class-wide judgment in order to secure review of the certification
decision. These consequences, as well as the unique publicinterest in properly certified class actions, justify a special

_u. procedure allowing early review of this critical ruling.

Recognizing the disruption that can be caused by piecemealL. reviews, the revision contains provisions to minimize the risk of
delay and abuse. Review will be available only by leave of the7 court of appeals promptly sought, and proceedings in the districtL court with respect to other aspects of the case are not stayed by the
prosecution of such an appeal unless the district court or court of

C appeals so orders. The appellate procedure would be the same as

U

L
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for appeals under 28 U.S.C. § 1292(c). The statutory authority
for using the rule-making process to permit an appeal of
interlocutory orders is contained in 28 U.S.C. § 1292(e), as V

amended in 1992.

It is anticipated that orders permitting immediate appellate [7
review will be rare. Nevertheless, the potential for this review
should encourage compliance with the certification procedures and 17
afford an opportunity for prompt cprrection 'of error.

I ' 'I' i ' z~~
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L
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO
RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

Rule 23. Class Actions

(a) Prerequisites. One or more members of a class may
sue or be sued as representative parties on behalf of all if - with
respect to the claims, defenses, or issues certified for class action
treatment -

(1) the members are so numerous that joinder of all
is impracticable,

(2) legal or factual questions are common to the
class,

L, (3) the representative parties' positions typify those
L of the class,

E (4) the representative parties and their attorneys are
L willing and able to fairly and adequately protect the interests

of all persons while members of the class until relieved by
the court from that fiduciary duty; and

(5) a class action is superior to other available
methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the

L controversy.
(b) Whether a Class Action Is Superior. The matters

pertinent in deciding under (a)(5) whether a class action is superior
to other available methods include:

E (1) the extent to which separate actions by or against
LI individual members might result in

(A) inconsistent or varying adjudications that
would establish incompatible standards of conduct for
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the party opposing the class, or

(B) adjudications that, as a practical matter, K
would dispose of the nonparty members' interests or
reduce their ability to protect their interests; Fl

(2) the extent to which the relief may take the form U
of an injunction or declaratory judgment respecting the class r
as a whole;

LA

(3) the extent to which common questions of law or
fact predominate over any questions affecting only individual K
members;

(4) the class members' interests in individually
controlling the prosecution or defense of separate actions; Li

(5) the extent and nature of any related litigation
already begun by or against members of the class;

(6) the desirability or undesirability of concentrating
the litigation in the particular forum; and K

(7) the likely difficulties in managing a class action
which will be eliminated or significantly reduced if the
controversy is adjudica ted by other available means. .|

(c) Determination by Order Whether Class Action to Be
Certified; Notice and Membership in Class; Judgment; Multiple
Classes and Subclasses.

(1) As soon as practicable after persons sue or are
sued as representatives of a class, the court must determine Li
by order whether and with respect to what claims, defenses,
or issues the action should be certified as a class action.

(A) An order certifying a class action must
describe the class and determine whether, when, how,

L

L
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and under what conditions putative members may elect
to be excluded from, or included in, the class. The
matters pertinent to this determination will ordinarily
include:

L) ri . the nature of the controversy and the
relief sought;

E (ii) the extent and nature of the
members' injuries or liability;

(iii) potential conflicts of interest among
members;

O(v) the interest of the party opposing the
class in securing a final and consistent resolution
of the matters in controversy; and

(Y) the inefficiency or impracticality of
separate actions to resolve the controversy.

When appropriate, a putative member's election to be
excluded may be conditioned upon a rprohibition
against its maintaining a separate action on some or all
of the matters in controversy in the class action or a

A, prohibition against its relying in a separate action upon
any judgment rendered or factual finding in favor of
the class, and a putative member's election to be

L included in a class may be onditioned upon its bearing
a fair share of litigation expenses incurred by the
representative parties.

(B) An order under this subdivision may be
conditional, and may be altered or amended before

iLl - final judgment.

(2) When ordering that an action be certified as a

L-
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class action under this rule, the court must direct that
appropriate notice be given to the class under subdivision
(d)(1)(C). The notice must concisely and clearly describe
the nature of the action; the claims, defenses, or issues with
respectto which the class has been certified; the persons
who are members of the class; any conditions affecting
exclusion from or inclusion in the class; and the potential 7
consequences of class- membership. In determining how, and K
to whom, notice will be given, the court -may consider the
matters listed in (b) and (c)(l)(A), the expense and 7
difficulties of providing actual notice to all class members, i
and the nature and extent of any adverse consequences that
class members, may suffer fromx'a failure to receive actual 7
notice! , s ,, [ -' L.

(3) The judgment in an action certified as a class
action, whether or not f.vorable to the class, must specify or L
describe those'who are Mmebers of the class or have elected
to be excluded on conditions affecting any separate actions. 7

(4) When appropriate,an ',action may be certified as
a class action with respect to particar claims, defenses, or
issues by orq against multipleclasses S or' subclasses. K
Subclasses need not separately tisfy the,, requirements of
subdivision (a)(l). -

(d) Orders in Conduct of Class Actions. K
(1) In the conduct of actns t which this rule

applies, the court may make appropriate orders that:

(A) determintie couse of proceedings or
prescribe measures to prevent undue repetition or
complication in the presentation 11 of F evidence or
argument; I

L.

7L
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(B) decide a motion under Rule 12 or 56 before
the certification determination if the court concludes
that the decision will promote the fair and efficient
adjudication of the controversy and will not causeK / undue delay;

(C) require notice to some or all of the class
L members or putative members of:

(i) any step in the action, including
certification, modification, or decertification of
a class, or refusal to certify a class;

(ii) the proposed extent of the judgment;
or

(iii) the members' opportunity to signifyF whether they consider the representation fair and
adequate, to intervene and present claims or
defenses, or otherwise to come into the action;
(D) impose conditions on the representative

parties, class members, or intervenors;

LJ (E) require the pleadings be amended to
eliminate allegations about representation of absent
persons, and that the action proceed accordingly; or

L (F) deal with similar procedural matters.

(2) An order under Rule 23(d)(1) may be combinedL with an order under Rule 16 amd may be altered or
amended.

(e) Dismissal or Compromise. An action in which
L persons sue or are sued as representatives of a class must not,

before the court's ruling under subdivision (c)(1), be dismissed, be
amended to delete the request for certification as a class action, or

L
F
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be compromised without approval of the court. An action certified
as a class action must not be dismissed or compromised without
approval of the court, and notice of a proposed voluntary dismissal
or compromise must be given to some or all members of the class
in such manner as 'the court directs. A proposal to dismiss or
compromise an action certified as a class action may be referred
to a magistrate judge or other special master under Rule 53
without regard to the provisions of, Rule 53(b).

(f) Appeals. A courtpof appeals may permit an appeal
from an order granting or denying -a request for class action
certification under, this rule upon application to it within ten days
after entry of the order. An appeal does not stay proceedings in
the district court unless theAdisicttjudge or the court of appeals so
orders.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

LAW SCHOOL

HUTCHINS HALL

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48109

t ASSOCIATE DEAN

January 21, 1993

Dear Civil Procedure Buffs:

This letter about Civil Rule 23 is being sent to an array of
r people who have shown interest in recent proposals to revise the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Recipients are free to share
l i these questions with anyone who comes to mind, so long as the

tentative posture of the proposal is made clear.

The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules has had a draft revision
of Civil Rule 23 slowly simmering on a back burner for some time.
The most recent form of the draft is enclosed. I have not made any
attempt to redraft this version. Matters of style, of substance
addressed, and of substance not addressed, remain in inherited
form. Robust comments can be made without fear of offending pride

L of authorship.

The purpose of this circulation is to invite comments on every
aspect of Rule 23. The draft may provide a convenient focus for
initial reactions, but I and the Committee hope for a completely
uninhibited expression of experience with Rule 23 as it stands and
for visions of a better Rule 23. It is important that we hear from
as many different forms of experience and perspectives as may be
found. Topics not addressed by the draft are more important for
this purpose than the topics that are addressed. A comprehensive
response now will enable the Committee to determine whether the
time has come to draft a revised Rule 23 for public comment, and to
draft a better revision if any is to be pursued.

Timing

Rule 23 was changed dramatically in 1966. Many of those
involved in the drafting process state that they had no idea of the
uses that would be made of the new rule. If the revision process
is pursued now, some three decades would have run by the time any

F changes could take effect. That is a lot of time for appraising
L-1 the effects of the 1966 amendments. Careful study of Rule 23 now

does not suggest unseemly haste or petty tinkering.

L The conclusion that it is appropriate to study Rule 23 does
not lead inexorably to the conclusion that it is appropriate to
amend Rule 23. It is possible that experience shows that the Rule
is working so well than amendment is not wise. It also is possible

L that the Rule is not working as well as might be, but that changes
are likely to make matters worse. Even if significant improvements
could be made now, it might be better to wait a while longer in the

Li
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hope that much more significant changes will soon be within reach. L
One question, then, is whether the time has come to reviseRule 23. 

I

Style

Whatever else happens, Rule 23 will be rewritten in the styleof the Style Subcommittee of the Standing Committee. Comments onstyle are welcome, particularly when they suggest ambiguities oropacities, but it should be remembered that this draft does not_conform to current style conventions. Li

Draft

The major change made by the draft is the amalgamation ofsubdivisions (b)(1l), (2), and (3). This amalgamation has at leastthree major consequences. First, it will not be necessary todecide which subdivision applies. Second, the provision for optingout of a (b)(3) class is.;changed to a provision that permits thecourt to determine whether class members may opt out -- the court Fmay deny any opportunity to opt out of what would have been a(b)(3) class, or may allow an opportunity to opt out of what wouldhave been a (b)(l)' or (2) class. Instead, the court may certify a -class that includes only those who elect to optin. Conditions maybe imposed on' those who choose to opt out or in. Third, theprovision for notice applies to all three in ways that may reduce
the requirements for noticel in former (b)(3) classes and increase
the requirements in former (b)(1) and (2) classes.

There are several other significant changes. It is made clearthat; classes may be 'certified for resolution only of specific.
issues. This'provi'sion, and the opt-in alternative, are aimed inpart at providing a' framework better adapted' to consolidated
litigation of mass tort disputes. Subdivisioni (a)(4) is changed tofocus directly on the ability of attorneys to represent the class,
and requires that representatives be willing to fairly andadequately represent' the class. The requirement that the Krepresentatives be willing is most likely to affect certification
of classes defending against a claim. There is an oblique
reference to fiduciary duty in"(a)(4), calculated to emphasize theobligation of representatives and attorneys to put aside self-
interest.

Rule 23(d) would be amended to make it clear that motionsunder-Rules 12 or 56 can be decided before certification.

A more dramatic change is suggested by theNote to Rule 23(e).On its face, Rule 123(e) ,suggests that a proposal to dismiss orcompromise a class'laction may be referred to a magistrate judge orother special master under Rule 53 without regard to the provisons

UJ
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of Rule 53(b). The Note suggests that this provision would
authorize investigation of a proposed settlement by independent
counsel as a means of breaking the information monopoly of self-
interested parties.,

There is little need to point up the questions raised by these
changes. The notice provisions-may provoke dissent on the ground
that there should be no room for relaxation in (b)(3) classes, or
that increased burdens should not be imposed on (b)(l) or (2) class
representatives. Instead,,it might be argued that the draft does
not go far enough in either direction.

The prospect that members of a (b)(3) class might not be
allowed to optoutmay seem dangerous,'particularly if the forum
lacks any contact with the class member. Denial of any opportunity
to opt out might seem particularly dangerous with respect to
members of a defendant class represented by an all-too-willing'
volunteer. The provisions for conditions deserve special
attention., Whatshouldhappen, for example,. if opting out is
allowed on condition the class member not bringsa separate action,
and a class judgment is entered that fails the tests for precluding
relitigation by class members who did not opt out?

And so of other'f acets of the draft. A lengthy enumeration of
questions that come to mind might tend to close out other
questions, and perhaps more important ones. The more questions we
can identify now, the better.

Detailed Questions NotAddressed

Many relatively small questions are not addressed by the
draft. Some may be better left to development without guidance in
the rule. Others may-be'unimportant in theory or in practice. A
brief list of representative examples may provoke interesting
reactions:

Should a party seeking class certification be required to make
a motion for certification by a specified time?

Is any useful purpose served by the typicality requirement of
Rule 23(a)(3)?

Is it possible to go beyond vague allusions to fiduciary duty
to define the ways in which the class and all its members become
clients of the attorney for the representative parties? Would more
detailed principles of fiduciary duty to the class be useful?
Should counsel be required, for example, to continue a course of
vigorous advocacy after it has become apparent that the yield in
fees is not likely to compensate the effort?

K Should there be provisions regulating' discovery and
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counterclaims against nonrepresentative members of the class? L
Would, it help to adopt. express provisions regulating the

impact of filing, denial of certification, or decertification, on
statutes of limitations? )

1Is it possible to include a -provision allowing denial of Al
certification on the ground that, the value of a class recovery does LJ
not ,justify the burden of class adjudication? Can this concern betied ,,to provis-ions ,lfor ,"'!fluid"l or "class" recovery? Would a
provision written in neutral procedural terms, invite the objection
that this calculation would trespass on substantive matters?

Should anything be said about '!personal jurisdiction" with
respect to members of a plaintiff, class or a, defendant class? one
possibilitywould be to provide jurisdiction asto any class member
who has sufficient contact~ j.with the iUnited States.,

Is it desirable to6pprovide authority lfor a class action court
to supervise$`trial of iindividual issues"' in other 'courts afterdetermination of Lcommon xclass 'issues? How would this be done?

Can some means of coordination be provided for situations in
which potentially overlapping class actions are filed in different
courts:? Is transfer undertpresent § ,1407, or' an amended § 1407,
the only answer?,_

Should anything be done about the procedure for finding new
representatives when mootness overtakes the original
representatives?

Should the draft provision for investigation by a special
master be expanded to require ,appointment of an independent
representative for the class to evaluate any proposed dismissal or
settlement?

Larger Questions -

The most important questions surrounding Rule 23 probably are
not suitable for present disposition. It seems likely that most
reasonably detached observers would agree that some uses of Rule 23
are nefarious and some uses are highly desirable. It also seems
likely that there would be wide differences among reasonably
detached observers in guessing at the frequency of good and not-so-
good uses. It seems even more likely that manyof these judgments
are bound up with deeper.judgments about matters that are outside-
the Enabling Act process. Some may think it -unwise to seek
universal enforcement of substantive principles that involve uneasy
and uncertain compromises between coniflicting needs andpolicies.
Others may have more direct disagreements with the substantive
principles themselves. Yet othersjmay doubt the, need to encourage U

LI
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entrepreneurial-litigation that imposes substantial costs without
producing significant benefits for anyone but the attorneys. It

would be wonderful to be able to distill the wisdom from all these

doubts and capture it in a procedural rule that does not trespass
on substantive matters. Such wonders do not come ready to hand.

Other questions are more tractable, but clearly require
legislation. Application of the amount-in-controversy requirement
to each member of a class may deserve consideration, but cannot be

changed by a rule of procedure. If some change were made that
brought more diversity class actionsdrj_,it would be necessary to

consider the choice-of-law question. 'Again, legislation -- or

perhaps a court decision -- would be needed.

Legislation also is needed, or almost surely is needed, to
adopt other proposals that have been made in various forms. The

theory that a clat claim 'should be auctioned to the highest
bidder, for example, would separate'the owners from their claims by
a procedure that deviates too far from traditional judicial
procedures to permit enactment by rule. Proposals to regulate

L attorney fee incentives also raise grave questions of Enabling Act
authority. Setting fees at a' portion of the benefits gained for
the class, auctioning the right to be attorneys for the class, orF even tinkering with the lode star method'are common examples. It
may be possible to accomplish less ambitious changes by rule.
Requiring disclosure and evaluation of fee arrangements as part of
the determination whether the class representatives and their
attorneys will fairly and adequately represent the class would be
an example.

Other broad questions seem within the reach of Enabling Act
processes. One question parallels the question of subclasses.
Class members may have conflicting interests that are ignored in
the desire to certify a broad class. Such conflicts may occur
occasionally even among members of a plaintiff damages class, and
easily could multiply if mass torts are brought into the class
action fold. Conflicts are perhaps more likely in declaratory or
injunction actions, particularly with regard to remedies. 'The
plaintiff class in a school desegregation action, for example, may
include people with widely different interests in, and views about,

i the remedies to be adopted. Procedures might be drafted to
increase the attention given to these conflicts, as by increasing
the number of representatives or creating more subclasses.
Although such procedures would increase complication and expense,
and likely would diminish the prospects of settlement, they might
conduce to better results.

K Some thought also might be devoted to the question whether
there should be more than one class-action rule. It has been said,
for example, that defendant class actions are important in suing
large partnerships or large groups of underwriters. Mass torts
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continue to be the subject of class action discussion. It may'bebetter to draft separate rules for such cases than to attempt tofit them within a single comprehensive rule.

No doubt ther e are other matters, large and small, that should Ube considred iomme any effort .o.revise ul 2. Le it meulo e withthe request made at the outset. Comments on the current draft
propqsal are welcome`, important to ensure that the draft IsasEgood a'canbelif theprocess proceeds! to ' ,the 'point of publishing Ia propos'ed !reviso orpbi comment', Even mor important,,however, will be wisdom Lo -1dressing Rule'' 2L,3 at
all andon thnetmter's not ddressed by the draft.Although comments are welcome at any time, it would be helpfulto have substantial reactions by Marcy 15. The U ~~eaed

encls. 5 ; , ,; Reperter, AdvComnie agmitenda

for the May, meeting ,,s crowded,, but, it ~ma ' prov possible toinclude pro e Imi Jn'~ary'" discssin o f Rue "23. 'Reaction f rom as many,perspecti`ves as 'p~os.tile, da~n be' mos u,~bf ul. il

r J1,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~r

Thank~-you'k f or~ yb6r helpJinely

EHC/lm Edward H. 'Cooperendls. 'Reporter, A'dvisoryCmiter
on Civil Rules
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L Rule 53

If time permits, there will be a brief additional report onpossible expansions in the use of special masters. For the moment,three items are provided as possible aids to discussion.

First are the minutes from the May meeting devoted to Rule 53.

Second is a set of materials prepared by Professor Margaret G.C Farrell for an ALI/ABA conference on federal litigation.

Third is a draft rule on pretrial use of masters prepared byJudge Brazil ten years-ago. The draft, in compact rule style,illustrates a wide variety of issues that should be addressed indeciding on an approach to expanding the provisions for masters.Note that the rule would be independent of Rule 53.L
FE

L
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Minutes 25
Civil Rules Committee
May, 1993

Rule 53

Several suggestions have been made over the years that Rule 53

should be studied. The Rule does not clearly authorize many ,
present practices. More and more courts are appointing special
masters to manage discovery, encourage settlement, investigate and
supervise enforcement of decrees, and to undertake other tasks. Cl
Inherent authority may support these practices, but the reach of
inherent authority is not clear.

It was suggested that one approach might be to build special LI
master provisions into specific parts of the rules governing
pretrial conferences, discovery, and the like. A general revision
of Rule 53 may provide a more effective approach. It was

recognized that care still must be taken in using masters.

It was agreed that Rule 53 should remain on the docket for
further study and possible action. [4
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L THE FEDERAL JUDICIAL CENTER
The Federal Judiciaty Building

One Columbus Circle, N.E.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20DO3

L7 RESEARCH DIVISION Writers Direct Dial Number:

fax (202) 273-4021 (202) 273-4070

September 3, 1993

The Honorable Patrick E. Higgenbotham
Li United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit

13E1 U.S. Courthouse
1100 Commerce Street
Dallas, TX 75242

Dear Judge Higgenbotham:

Sol Schreiber asked me to send you a copy of the materials pertaining to
special masters that I am providing for the ALI/ABA conference on federal
litigation. I have enclosed a copy of the materials as they will appear in the
conference publication.

As I think Mr. Schreiber may have mentioned, I have completed the draft
of a 100 page monograph on the roles of special masters that I expect the Federal

L Judicial Center will publish in the next year. If it would be helpful for you to
have a copy of that draft please let me know.

L If you have any questions regarding this matter, I can be reached at
Cardozo School of Law, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10003/ (212) 790 -
0404.

Sincerely yours,

Margaret G. Farrell

L
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THE ROLES OF SPECIAL MASTERS IN FEDERAL LITIGATION

by Associate Professor Margaret G. Farrell
Cardozo Law School

Federal Judicial Fellow 1993_942

I. INTRODUCTION' 1

.II THE LEGAL AUTHORITY TO APPOINT SPECIAL MASTERS

A. The Consent of the Parties. 2

1. Constitutionally permissible. 2
2. Commentary. 2

B. The Court's Inherent Powers 3

C. The Magistrates Act 3
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L

c. Appointments with consent of the parties. 5
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3. Differences between magistrates and other special masters. 7

D. Rule 53(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 8

L.

L 1 Copyrightal993 by Margaret G. Farrell.
2 This outline is based on research conducted for the Federal Judicial Center
in 1993 - 94. The analyses, conclusions, and points of view are those of the author.
On matter of policy, the Center speaks only through its Board.
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THE ROLES OF SPECIAL MASTERS IN FEDERAL LITIGATION

by Associate Professor Margaret G. Farrell1
Cardozo Law School

Federal Judicial Fellow 1993-942

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, judges have increasingly sought the assistance of special
x- masters in handling complex litigation. Increases in the caseload in the federal

courts, in the technological complexity of the subject matters presented, in the
vast amounts of information available (often as a result of computer technology),
arnd in the numbers of claimants and amounts of money involved have put heavy
burdens on the federal judiciary. The appointment of special masters is one ofL
several procedures, including the use of magistrates, court appointed experts and
technical advisors, available to judges to extend their effectiveness.

Cases involving such appointments of masters include Cinino v. Raymark
Indus., Inc., 751 F. Supp. 649, 653 (E.D.Tax. 1990), In re "Agent Orange Litig.", 94
F.R.D. 173 (E.D.N.Y.) (appointing master to rule on voluminous document
discovery requests); Jenkins v. Raymark Indus., Inc. ,109 F.R.D. 269, 288(E.D. Tex.
1985)(appointing master to profile the characteristics of claims of 1,000 member
class for the jury in asbestos litigation); McLendon v. Continental Group, Inc.,
749 F. Supp. 582, 612 (D.N.J. 1989) (appointing master to assist the parties in post
liability settlement of damage due 5,000 ERISA claimants, finally agreed to be
$415 million). See also A Practical Guide to the Use of Special Masters, Wayne D.
Brazil et al. eds., (1985) (Hereinafter Managing Complex Litigation);' Ronald E.
McKinstry, Use of Special Masters in Major Co'mplex" Cases , in Federal
Discovery in Complex Cases: Anti-trust, Securities and Energy, (1980).

This outline first sets forth basic legal authority for the appointment of special
masters in federal litigation; second, describes the roles to which special masters
have been appointed; and third, discusses the issues tat 'their appointments
present.

L. Copyrigh&1993 by Margaret G. Farrell.
2 This outline is based on research conducted for the Federal Judicial Center

L.in 1993 - 94.
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II THE LEGAL AUTHORITY TO APPOINT SPECIAL MASTERS

There are several sources of legal authority for the appointment of masters by the

federal courts - the consent of the parties, the inherent authority of the court, the

Magistrates Act and Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 53(b).

A. The Consent of the Parties

1. Constitutionally permissible. -

Because Rule 53 restricts the appointment of masters in jury trials to cases in

which "the issues are complicated" and in non-jury trials to cases in which there

is a 'showing that some exceptional condition requires it," courts have

sometimes relied on other legal authority for the appointment of a master where

such circumstances did not pertain. Early in its history, the Supreme Court

recognized that the parties can consent to the disposition of their disputes by

non-Article III personnel. Unlessrit conficts with some act of Congress, the

Court found one' of the modes o4f 'prosecuting a suit to judgment is the

appointment of arbitrators with the consent of the parties. Heckers v. Fowler, 69

U.S. (2Wall.)J123 (1864). The Court elaborated on this concept in' Kimberly v.,

Arms, in 1889, an equity action in which thleparties had agreed 'and the court' had

ordered that a master would be' appointed to "hear the evidence and decide all

the issues between the parties." Kimberly v. Arms, 1,29 U.S. 512,524 (1889). The

Supreme Court found that had, theparties not consented to the reference, general

equity rules would have precluded the court from referring the 'entire decision to

a master.

The idea, that the "litigants may waive their personal right to have an Article Ill

judge preside over a civil trial,"i was recently confirmed in Peretz vi United

States. Peretz v. United States; 111 S. Ct. 2661, 2559 (19913.and bee Mobil Oil

Corp. v. Altrech Industries, Inc. 117 F.R.D. 650 (9th Cir. 1987) (special master

could preside over, jury trial upon, agreeent of the parties.) However, where the C

parties consent toj the reference the master's determinations must be given the L

weight to which Ie,,parties have'stipulatedand may no't be set aside andK

disregarded at the discretion of the court. See also Detosta v. Cholumbia'

Broadcasting System, `520TF.2d 499'(1st Cir. 1975), cert. denied, 42$ U.S. 1073 J

(1976)(holding that reference to amagistrate for an initial hearing and

determination ofa civil case did not violate Article III of the Constitution or the'

pre-197 6 Magistrate Act.), Thus, the Court has recognized the tradition,

understood by Congress,' that paiates can freely consentlto refer cases to non--

Article II officials for decision.

2. Commentary. C

Commentators seem to agree that references based on the consent -of the litigants

should not be subject to the same requirements that apply to references made

Lr
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L; without their consent, although they may not contravene applicable legislation or
public policy. See e.g. Peter G. McCabe, The Federal Magistrate Act, of 1979, 16
Harv. J. on Legis. 343,374-75 (1979); Linda J. Silberman, Masters and Magistrates
Part II: The-American Analog, 50 N.Y.U. L.Rev. 1297,1354 (1975); Wayne D.
Brazil, Authority to Refer Discovery- Tasks to Special Masters: Limitations onL Existing Sources and the Need for a New Federal Rule, in Managing Complex
Litigation: A Practical Guide to the Use of Special Masters, 305,312-14 (W. Brazil,
G. H). To the extent that Article III and the doctrine of separation of powers

t limits references under Rule 53(b), the parties cannot consent to legislative courts
(or masters) that violate the separation of powers, though they may waive
fairness objections. Commodity Futures Trading Commission v. Schor, 106 S. Ct.
3245 (1986) and see Erwin Chemerinsky, Federal Jurisdiction, § 4.5 (1989)

rn B. The Court's Inherent Powers,

Courts have "inherent power to provide themselves with appropriate
instruments for the performance of their duties, including the authority to
appoint persons unconnected with the court, such as special masters, auditors,
examiners and commissioners, -with or without consent of the parties, to7 "simplify and clarify issues and to make tentative findings" Ex parte Peterson,
253 U.S. 300, 314 (1920). Reilly v- United States, 863 Find 149, 154, n.4 (1st Cir.
1988). The courrs inherent authority to appoint non-judicial personnel to assist it
in discharging its judicial responsibilities is limited; of course, by thoundaries
of Article III. Thus, "the Constitution prohibits ... the nonconsensual reference of
a fundamental issue of liability to an adjudicator who does not posses the
attributes Article 'II demands." Stauble v. W`a aob, 977 F.2d 690, 695;, citingi
Burlington N. R. R. v. Dep't of Revenue, 934 F.2d 1064,1073 (9th Cir. 1991); In re
United States, 816 F.2d 1083, 1092 (6th Cir. 1987): In re Bituminous Coal
Operators' Ass'n,"Inc., 949F.2d 1165,1168! (D.C. Cir. 1991) and KimberlyArms,
129 U.S. 512, 524 (1889);, but see In re Armco, 770 F.2d 103 105,(8th Cir.
1985)(dictum).l

C. The Magistrates Act.

L; United States Magistrate Judge6s may be appoi ted to act as special masters
pursuant to three legal 'u rithoties- the Magistrates Act (28 U.S.C.§ 636) the
court's inherent authority discussed above, and Rule 53.

1. Appointment of magistrates as special masters - the application
L of Rule 53(b).

Under the terms of the Magistrates Act, enacted after Rule 53, magistrates can be
appointed as special masters in under section § 636(b)(2), first, when they are
appointed under Rule 53, or second, without regard to the provisions of Rule 53,
when the parties consent to the appointment.

L m - Hi, -
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28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(2) provides: ., ,

'A judge maydesignate a magistrate to serve as a special master

pursuant to the applicable provisions of this title and the Federal Rules of

Civil Procedure for the United States district-courts. A judge may

designiate a magistrateto'servSas a speiaalamaster in any vcivl case, upon

consent of theparties, withouftregad tod the provisions orle 53(b) of the

Federaal Rulespof CivilProcedure ,forthe United States district curts. j

See Manual of Complex FitigationSecond, §21. 52 (1985). The Civil Rights Act-

of 1964 alsopovdes'.thati magi tr t ejudgesltnayitebusl a Jmasters'wheeve a

district co udgent eule a case f t
has benjoned. 2U.S'.C.I§ '21060e(5)(f)(5)(1992). ~For a disc sionoftehsryf

United States magistrates and their powers see Christophe E SmthUie

States Magistr'a tes, inthe Federal Courts:SubordinitejO ; (990).

Both kinds of sp~c amse~aponmnsare ~governed by'the provisions of

Rule 53, except thatf coet to the appm entt

exceptional codi " q a 8USiC. § 63 e Nt

ofthe AdvisorysCmitRule 
53 rega img

magistrates, state tht a aisae s i special master under 28 Utst C. §

636(b)(2) isi g iexcepthe prpvicios ofR 53e with Aha exptinlcdition
require ~ ~ ~ ~ osesalrifrnc.The Manua fr

requtriements thedap iroithent of magistrs ,iam aste tae ¢
Complex iti e rtiond a tht dith conseni t ofIthe p art he fur F

may desint a "gsrt osrseiliayCI cas

regard to t 1le5'aiafICnlXLtgation,

Second, § 215Ed,'~F F

"cerly erroneosJsaadofrve seemst, pl to r h eecs of
Rule 53 auhrt i 8 C~66b()authority, for spca matr

appoin tmentsma nweeth sente ofthe parties. Rule it permts the'

appointment of a, e l ter only when "exceptional conditions" require it,

(except "in matters of account and of difficult com iputation of damages.") The

Rule provides that ina non-jury action, the court shall accpt, te ijaaste-s

findings offat nlssthey,# are clearly1 erroneous."' Conclusions of law, of

course, are reviewed' de noI W6,41 juryx acio the %gister1 finding~s aIre

admissible as eV d' ce',of thel 'i~aie~rs fqud ~eea .ules ofCvlPoeue

Rule 53(e)(2) and (3). F

2.The assignmnent of "special mster like" duties omgsrts

Section 636(b)(2) is, the only, section of the Magistrates Act that expressly

authorizes the' appoitment of magistrates as "special masters," 'and, as -stated

above, it requires either "'exceptional conditions" or consent of the partile'sfor

such appointmients'. H-oweveri, several other sections permit courts to assign to

magistrates duties that Rule 53 special masters-often are asked to perform,
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without regard to the consent or "exceptional conditions" requirements. Thus,
apart from their appointment as special masters, under 8 U.S.C. § 636(b)(1)(A)

L. magistrates may also be assigned, without consent of the parties, to hear and

determine any pending pretrial matter, except certain enumerated motions, (i.e.

ones which dispose of the merits of the case), and their determinations will be

reviewed on a clearly erroneous standard.

a. Pre-trial non-dispositive motions - dearly erroneous

review.

Although the authorizations, contained in sections § 636(b)(1)(A) and (B) do not
Ua explicitly mention appointments as special masters, the Notes of the Advisory

Committee on Rules on the 1983 amendments to Rule 53 observe that a reference

of pretrial matters under 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(1)(A) and (B) can be made without

consent of the parties and without meeting the "exceptional condition"
requirement of Rule 53.

28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(1)(A). The section provides:

Notwithstanding any provision of law to the contrary -(A) a judge
may designate a magistrate to hear and determine any pretrial matter

pending before the court, except a motion for injunctive relief, for

judgment on the pleadings, for summary judgment, to dismiss or quash
an indictment or information made by the defendant, to suppress
evidence in a criminal case, to dismiss or to permit maintenance of a class
action to dismiss for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be
granted and to involuntarily dismiss an action. A judge of the court may

reconsider any pretrial matter under this subparagraph (A) where it has

been shown that the magistrate's order is clearly erroneous or contrary to
law to conduct hearings and submit proposed findings of fact and

V recommendations for the disposition of dispositive pre-trial motions, of

post trial motions filed by criminal defendants, and of prisoner petitions
challenging conditions of confinement.

L-) b. Dispositive motions - de novo review.

I In addition, magistrates can be appointed to conduct hearings and propose
findings of fact and the disposition of dispositive issues, without the consent of

the parties, under 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(1)(B). Such determinations are reviewed de
novo.

28 U.S.C. 636(b)(1)(B) provides:

A judge may also designate a magistrate to conduct hearings, including

evidentiary hearings, and to submit to a judge of the court proposed
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findings of fact and recommendations for the disposition, by a judge of the
court, of any motion excepted in subparagraph (A), of applications tfor
posttrial relief made by individuals convicted of criminal offenses and ofe C

prisoner petitions challenging conditions of confinement. L'

c. Appointments with consent of the parties.

In addition, magistrates may be authorized to conduct any or all proceedings in a
jury or non-jury civil matter, with the consent o'f lthe parties.'i,

28. U.S.C. g 636(c)(1) The-section provides:

(1)Upon the consent ofteparties; a full-time United States
magistrate or a'partptime United Siates magistrate'who serves as a
full-time judicial officer may cond~ict any or all proceedings in a'
jury or nonjury civil matter and order the entry of judgment in the
case, when specially desigatd to exercise such jurisdiction by the
district court or corsh'serves

Magistrates have case dispositive authority-in the later cases, and judgments in
such cases rnay be appealed directly tod'the United States Courts of Appeal,
unless the parties consent instead to an 'appezal'to the District Court.

L.
d. Appoiftmeitts not inconsistent with the Constitution.

Finally, a general provision, 28 U.SC. § 636(b)(3), permits miagstrates to perform 2

"such additional duties as are not iconsisent with the laws or Constitution of
the United States, with or'wih outty consnt. The legislative history of the
latter provision indicates that it was, intended to beliberally construed. S. Rep.
No. 635,94th Cong., 2d Sess'. 10 (1976); H. li. Rep. No. 1609,94th Cong. 2d Sess.-
12-13 (1976) ("Under this subsetn l e district courts would remain free to
experiment in the assignment of er iuties to gngistrates. .."). It has been L

interpreted broadly by the Supreme C~urt'ilnPeretz v. United States, 111S. Ct.
2661 (1991). '

The staff of the Magistrates Judges Division of the Federal Judicial Center reports
that the following references to mragistrates have been made under authority of §
636(b)(3): bankruptcy matters (though' the standard'of'review is unclear); pre-
trial duties unspecified elsewhere in social security cases, jury voir dire, grand
jury proceedings, arraignments, administrative proceedings, and mental
incompetency proceedings. Other activities of magistrates reported under this
authority include naturalization proceedings, summary jury trials, alternative
dispute resolution proceedings, mental competency proceedings for federal
prisoners,-oversight of a nffinat'ive' action'plans,!jail and prison inspections,

As 1 I al t X I a ofgo > ~[
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appointment of arbitrators, addmission of attorneys to the federal bar,

examination of judgment debtors, and certain admiralty proceedings.

r
Thus, there are few matters that are not assignable under the Magistrates Act,

without resort to Rule 53, even when the parties do not consent to an assignment.

In those circumstances, even when the duties to be assigned are not pre-trial

Lo matters set forth in § 636(b)(1)(A) or hearings and the disposition of non-

dispositive motions set forth in § 636(b)(1)(B), district courts would seem to have

considerable authority under § -636(b)(3) to assign tasks not inconsistent with the

Constitution and laws of the United States. Thus, because §§ 636(b)(1)(A) and (B)

are broad provisions, and § 636(b)(3) permits the assignment of unspecified tasks,

hi there may be few, if any, significant tasks that a magistrate cannot perform

without an appointment under Rule 53

r 3. Differences between magistrates and other special masters.

The avoidance of the "exceptional conditions" requirement of Rule 53 when

V assigning special-master-like powers to a magistrate may be justified, even where

parties do not consent, because many of the issues discussed below, associated

with masters' appointments, are avoided when the appointment is made to a

magistrate. Indeed, the concerns that may have lead the Supreme Court to

restrictively interpret Rule 53 in LaBuy v. Howes Leather Co.- 352 U.S. 249 (1957) --

inexperienced, ad hoc masters, cost to the parties and delay -- may be obviated

when the tasks to be performed are assigned to an experienced, full-Itime,

government salaried, accountable U.S. magistrate. Nevertheless, because like

federal district court judges, federal magistrate judges also have heavy caseloads,

are generalists and are not skilled in mediation, have little experience iri the use

of informal procedures and lack substantive expertise, special masters continue

to be appointed to handle various aspects of complex litigation.

LI Thus, because magistrates are full time, government paid, generalist judicial

surrogates they do not present the same issues that are presented by the

7I appointment of part time, party paid, expert masters appointed under Rule 53.

L Therefore, the following discussion is confined to the appointment of non-

magistrate masters under Rule 53.

L In addition, the Inventory of United States Magistrate Judges Duties, prepared by

the staff of the Judicial Conference Committee on the Administration of the

Magistrate Judges System reports that "Magistrate judges are currently

performing a variety of duties analogous to special master-type duties for district

courts, [which) are not described in the Magistrates Act, and any statutes

U authorizing these duties do not specify the involvement of magistrate judges."

These include references to magistrates in condemnation proceedings, National

Labor Relations Board contempt proceedings, and court employee grievance

proceedings. Staff of the JudicialConference Committee on the Administration
of the Magistrate Judges System, The Inventory of United States Magistrate

go Judges Duties, 75-76 (1991).
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D. Rule 53(b) of the FederaliRules of Civil Procedure.

Rule 53(b) provides: a

A reference to a master shall be the exception and not the rule. In .
actions to be'tried byiaa jury, a reference shall bepmade only when the
issues' are omplicatd ,in,,actions t betried without a jury, save in
matters of accbuntari,,d of ldiffiult conputationof damages, a reference
shall belniadelonly upon a sihwing that some exceptionl ,condition
requires it.l! Upon the consen't of theparties, la magistrate may be,
designated to serve bas ,aspeia mnas~terwitthout regard to the provisions. of
this subdivision-

1. The Background of Rule 53.- i 7
Enacted as part of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure in 1938, Rule 53 (b)
authorizes thel appointment of special masters in jury cases only when the issues
are complicated and in non-jury cases only when the matter is one of accounting,
difficult compiutation of damages"or one inwhich some exceptional condition
requires it. See Linda: Silberman, Masters'F and Magistrates Part I: The English
Model, 50 N.Y. U. L. Rev. 1070, 1078 (1975), Kaufman, Masters in the Federali
Courts: Rule'53, 58 Col. L. Rev. 452 (1958). 'In interpreting'the scope of
authority granted to district court judges to appoint a master under Rule 53, the
Supreme Court in LaBuy v. Howes Leather Co, 'held that calendar congestion,
complexity of the issues and the'p`ossbilitv' fa lengthy trial were not a showing
of exceptional condiions sufficient to'satisfy the requirements of Rule 53 with
regard to a comprehensive reference of th-!e "merits. However, it should be noted
that the assigm-nent to the special master ii LaBu was of the full fact finding
function on the merits. A morelimited r~efence to the master, of'non- '-
dispositive, pre-trialor remnedial matters ght have been justified under the
Rule in those circumstances.'

2. Constitutional constraints.

a. Ih'general.

The outer boundaries of Rule 53 authority' are established by Article III and the P
due process clause of the Constitution. The decision in LaBuy did not hold that a
reference to the a'ster under the circumstancestof that case violated Article'III of
the Constitution, but only that it was not warranted under the terms of Rule 53. -
Nevertheless, the Supreme Court has indicated that the exercise of essential
judicial functions by personnel who are not judges appointed under Article III,
with life tenure and protected salaries, violates the separation of powers doctrine L
and perhaps the due process clause unless, on'balance, the benefits of such
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L delegations - efficiency and expertise -outweigh their diminution of Article III

values - neutral, independent adjudication. Commodity Futures Trading

Commission v. Schor, 106 S.Ct. 3245,3256 (1986); Thomas v. Union Carbide

Agricultural Products Co., 473 U.S. 568,584 (1985); Northern Pipeline
Construction Co. v. Marathon Pipe Line Col. 458 U.S. 50 (1982).

b. Magistrate appointments.

L Nonconsensual references tomagistrates have been sustained against

constitutional attack where they were performed under the "total control and

jurisdiction of the district court," are adjunct in the sense that ihe magistrate has

no independent authority to enforce orders, and dispositive decisions on the law

and the facts are reviewed do novo. Unid Ste v. Riddatz,447 U.S. 687

(1980). Special master appointments can be likened to the appointment of

magistrate judges assigned many of the same functions - deciding pre-trial, non-

dispositive motions, trying civil cases with the consent of the parties, and

recommending decisions on dispositive motions. Cases upholding the-

L constitutionality of appointments for these purposes include Geras v. Lafayette

Display Fixtures, 742 F.2d 1037, 1044-1045 (7th Cir. 1984); Pacemaker Diagnostic

Clinic v. Instromedix, 725 F.2d 537, 544 -(9th Cir. 1984); Caprera v.Jacobs. 790 F-2d

1 442, 444 (5th Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 108 Sp. Ct. 331 (1987).

c. Article III.

Some Circuit Courts of Appeals have reversed appointments of special masters

who were appointed to conduct formal evidentiary hearings on the merits of the

case, finding that the appointment violated Article III. These courts find that the

stage of litigation, i.e. the liability stage, determinative of Article III limitations

on the scope of Rule 53, regardless of whether exceptional circumstances pertain.

E.g. Bituminous Coal Operators' Ass'n, Inc. 949 F.2d 1165,1168 (D.C. Cir.

1991)(reversing reference to special master of nonjury trial of civil case over

multi-employer trust fund where district court failed to reserve decision making

authority over motions dispositive of the merits of the case). See Generally, 5A

Moore's Federal Practice P. 53.05[3] at n. s 7-11. For example, in Stau!ble v.

Warrob,, 977 F. 2d 690 (1st Cir. 1993) the First Circuit Court of1 Appeals reversed a

judgment rendered on the basis of a report by a special master to whom the

defendants had earlier objected, seeking a writ of mandamus The Appealsr Court found that it could not "forge an 'exceptional conditioIs test for cases of

blended liability and damages.... [The Constitution prohibit' usfroi allowing

the nonconsensual reference of a fundamental issue of liabilh` to an Adjudicator

L. who does not posses the attributes that Article III demands." Distinguishing the

delegation of authority over preparatory and remedy related issues, thelcourt

held that where the fundamental determinations of liability are not heard and

L determined Py~ the district court, the appointment is not within the constitutional

limitations thatibound lRle 53. Thus the district court lacked authority to refer

the case without a provision for de novo review of the master's report.
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3. Weighing exceptional conditions. ,

A greater showing of exceptional conditions may be exacted by some courts'to '
satisfy the requirements of Rule 53 where the appointient is one at the liability Li
stage. E.g. Burlington Northern Railroad Company "v. Dep rtment of Rvenue,
934 F.2d 1064,1070,173 (9th Cir. 1991)(no exceptional circumstances to support
Rule 53 reference of the entire case where reference *as made "in th iterest of
judicial economy" n the mastpr's reported recommendations were affirmed in
a one sentence order);eInAre ARCO,"7'70,F',-,2d "103 (8th 'CirK19R85)~(circu~mstances-L
sufficient tsapo a Rue5 potnido rtia dudeie, includinig'i

-is P 14

diposition osmaryj id-gm, e -n is iisall rotions~, ini irn en'vironmnental'
suit, held r Tus
perhaps, whr lail& is ssile leen~ frepr _p ihdaix{n "withf
complex of work gpncratd by ancae t b e clear ly deti rated. PI sffr
example, in the exctiaInal ncco Co. o f aar cv Un1 ited Slesypsum Co., L
1993 U~.S. ppq69 Mr 1 ~ .~ ru or oApp~als
granted a j ¶nt+mie of a m)q in a sstosis,
case, Wlo Las abul coen the cut o aspals.to
hear disper e a f tsr t n semry:ug
motions') an eokt~h oi~t eYY~ cs~~nl~~n ~ a"The
appellate cour r oy r the , thatn the
volume of wok8eeed bacsenrte cp peiy ftatws wl fice
to meet the excepioa condtio 'tharprougtdbRAe5L

4~ A'~~n~l

A Rule 53(b) appintetmyb peldtrugh the'extraordinary writ of

mnandamus-bro4 innntftitetouroyaupons
LaBuy v. i-~o6v kahe C ,35 JSL4(95)Seeeg In re Bitumninous Coal
Operators' As,~ .2d 1165 [D i.l91 it iayalso be appealed

Staubl v.Warri7 J 9 Cr.mstr dginent. E.g.
Sta ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ seca pointmen't

revere ona f0ejdnii n dnSt~ ra or exercised"
insufficien retrg idns ~ac~~ca ae.); Liptak v.,

UntdStat~es, i Kiij ~tseca ,ise
found not .$y ti~cr~ a~p pn eiwof- appeal from
summary jdgi k~~t~b~n o apitei fa miasterffmust

usually mah t or ~ tte iepromptlyE
thereafter rn Sevce, Inc. V.

op v i i8 4 ~e9~.>~~((8ii 1~7 ert. Ideni'ed, 355K
U.S. 87 14 rlPatc 310[3 attN.t 1-6.II t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~[
When chaln ebstablish that the
district coi ndihai"
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challenging it in an end of case appealw not adequately protect te interests at

risk. Stauble v. Warrob, 977 F.2d at '692 n3. See In re Fibreboard Corp. 893 F.2d

706,707 (5th Cir. 1990)(-We are to issue the writ of mandamus only to remedy a

clear usurpation of power or abuse of discretion' when no other adequate means

of obtaining relief is available. citations omitted.) After judgment, an appeal of

the reference to a master is treated as presenting a'question of law and plenary

review will be exercised. Stauble v. Warrob, 977 F.2d at 692 n.3. Because the

standards of review are different, denial of a motion for mandamus setting aside

L a reference does not preclude a subsequent appeal which raises the issue again.

Id. and United States v.'Shirley, 884 F.2d 1130, 1135 (9th Cir. 1989); Key v. Wise,

629 F.2d 1049, 1054-55 (5th Cir. 1980), cert. 'denied, 454t.S.- 1103 (1981).

5. Powers of Rule 53 rMastiersv" +'

Special masters appointed under Rule 53 have-been given many of the same

powers that a district court judge has to receive and evaluate evidence submitted

C- by the parties. Thus, unless limited by the order of reference, a special master

L has broad powers under Rule 53(c) and (d)' to regulate all proceedings in every

hearing before the master and to do all acts" and take all measures necessary or

proper for the efficient performance of the master's dutiesl#unider the order. The

master may require the' production of docume Ints and other evidence, rule on the

admissibility of evidence, subpoena 'witnesses, put them nder oiath and'

F examine them. It is not dcear what other. po hers, not enunerated in the Rule,

can be given to masters expressly or are assumed to be givfen i they are not

limited by the Order. For instance, it is nti clear that the power's given to

remedial masters t gain access t6 duments and other information held by

defendants can be exercised by a master appointed under Rule 53 if the Order of

r Reference permits it and if "the Qrder doestnot.

6. The weight given masters' findings.

l. The effect given to a master's report depends on whether it is rendered in a jury

or a non-jury proceeding. Special masters appointed under Rule 53are required

by the Rule to file with the clerk of the court a report setting forth findings of fact

and conclusions of law as required by the order of reference. Fed. R. Civ. P.

53(e)(1). Effective'Decemnber 1991, the master must file the report with the clerk

re of the court and serve a' copyupon alparties. In a proceeding before a jury, the

master is treated as a source of evidence to be considered b thejry in its

deliberations. I a non-ury trial, the master is treated as a preliminary decision

maker, whose recoummended findings of fact and conclusions of law stand unless

they are clearly erroneous.

a. Jury trials.

Where masters are used to make findings of fact in a jury case, based on evidence

heard by the master, such evidence will be excluded from the record unless the
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parties introduce it independently at trial. Thus, in ,a jury trial, the master's K
findings, but not the evidence upon which they are based,','areadmissible as
evidence of the facts found and may be read to the jur, subject to objections.,
Burgess v. Williams t 302 F.2d, 91 (4th dr. 1962) (master's report given prima
facie effect).,;, Where the master nevertheless, reports evidence, it may be ruiled
inadmissible and excluded from' ithe record, onappeal. ,5 Moore, Federal''''''l,' ! 1aY4

Practice PI 53J0[1I n,. 5A James W. Moore' et al., Mo ore's Fed l Practce 5 F;I
10 [}11, ,at 5,3-20, (,2d iEd. ,19l92)l Thus,I parties objecdtinigeto'the master's a report in a
jury trial' are noti entitled" to ~'~"sco6ver, the evidenc pnwhic'h itisbsdthg.7
much'of i ja be inrtroduced indepen ntly forthe juyscnieainadL
may not exmn h ati tte trial ManuaiJ"f c ifidrple Litgio§
(2nd Ed. 198) Ulke a court appc6inited expert ai s pecialmse a o e
cross examined'on his/her rp Y ikeother i l evidence which

may be disbelieve4, te findinsf a master Pres~ent rm ai e-+dne hc
standingg alonear,-arle sufficien'qt6o,#stain a. directedi veict.

t ~ldl AbNo,q~ w s i 4' / 6,lt|,^i~.g|f,, !Ii ;,>A,b.rjo-ury, ia

When ithe mjst'er's report istsubmi-ted 'iI nonu trial the master must L

file a transcript o'f the proceedins Žof the evidence ad t'he brAl exhibits ',
upon whichhi4sirepo ifs based so thate vcourt c reve the' evidene-'and
decide whehr entrsfni~s~us essandFsntceryjerroneous.
5A Moore Federal P~tieP 53$.14 Thyegh'~en, to ~ aters fnig are
the same regaiqlus F? ehethiof

hearings ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ar~e hay cosne tosu tlf appbiintment of'

F~~~~f j, F!' FFFJ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, F~~~~~~ FlF~~~~~~~d td~~~~~~~~ ~~~cce~~~~~~t #astIe1dli''t1M14 s'i F-a

the master ori noLoeeif shv h
findings as fir~Al~idiilsc. Ona
the court.n 5Aappealfrm disritct oruln Fderal mrdicfyin o ti3
(2nd Ed. 1992) Prsmby b or~oof~son~oon"!il riew the
evidence supornte master' s din e o e hsh bd f .
of the written recordprovided by Mts o had, h tiy n dy o

hearings on the issue of liability, wa~, the bai h &~lo iiict court
judgmepnt in a recen cse and a rmn o r etil ~ul .Wrob, 977 F.2d
690 (1st Ci. 93) J onjIrytria aS~e's Op FFby the L
district, coa~ .nls teyrecaly et~r temaster
has made fi-nj nthei Foq.rseo i id ~~~m i Hon'da

Motor C esMO torT Il.
recommendt actc p'~10na o inJ'~cVFrle~ ! F'

Conservatiob 1C~~ o106 F( ~i.!~K r~~
implement i f~it~ oreL;~~5I

c. On appeal

On appeal from a district court ruling adopting, modifying or rejecting a

masters recommended findings of fact, the appellant has" the ,usual burden of,
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.'h dirc co.. e.ed I,-,"We..r..

persuading the court of appeals that the district court erred. Where the objection

is to a factual finding by the district court in a jury trial, the' appellant must show

Le that the finding was not supported by a preponderance of the evidence. In a

non-jury trial, a district court finding based on recommendations by'the master

will be sustained if the district court did not abuse its discretion in finding the

master's report was not clearly erroneous. Williams v. Lane, 851 F.2d 867,884-85

(7th Cir. 1988). See 78 Colum L. Rev. 829-30 (1978) (remedial masters reports

should not be reviewed on clearly erroneous standard because absence of

L procedural safeguards surrounding master's post decretal fact finding). If the

district court rejected the master's report as clearly erroneous, an appellant

seeking review of that determination must show that ruling to be an

unreasonable exercise of discretionm.lf

Ill. THE ROLES OF SPECIAL MASTERS;'

A. Discovery Masters.

1. In general.,

During discovery, special masters are sometimes appointed in complex cases to

limit massive discovery requests, to rule on claims of privilege and to make

factual determinations necessary to rule on the admissibility of evidence. E.g.

Int'l. Business Machines Cor6p., 76 F.R.D. 97 (D.N.Y. 1977). United 'States v.

AT&T, 461 F. Supp- 1314,1347-49 (D.D.C. 1978). For a discussion of the legal

bhistory of the authority to the appointment masters to supervise discovery see

Wayne D. Brazil, Authority to Refer Discovery Tasks to Special Maste'rs:

Limitations on Existing Sources and the Need for a New Federal Rule, in, Wayne

1I D. Brazil, GeoffreyjHazard, Jr. and Paul R. Rice, Managing Complex Litigation: A.

Practical Guide tol the Use of Special Masters, 305 (1983).r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
L 2. Specialized information in discovery.,

Where information sought in discovery is scientific, highly technical or complex

L in nature, there is an even greater ground upon which to find exceptional

conditions required for the appointment of a master under Rule 53. In re Agent

L Orange Product Liability Litigation, 94 F.R.D. 173 (E.D.N.Y. 1982). But See e.g.

Caldwell Indus., Inc. v. New York Hospital-Cornell Medical Center, 1993 U.S.

Dist. Lexis 2263 n. 1 (Feb. 26, 1993)(court denied motion for appointment of

L master where it found parties' counsel had demonstrated that they were quite

capable of explaining difficult medical and scientific materials and theories to an

audience unfamiliar with such subjects). These masters sometimes hold' formal

L hearings on non-dispositive motions and preliminary facts, but sometimes they
proceed more informally to make findings based on their own knowledge or

information received from the parties outside of evidentiary hearings. When

L. discovery motions involve the production of technical information in trade mark,
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patent, copyright, and product liability cases, courts often appoint special H
masters who have special expertise in the subject matter of the suit.

3. Daubert heanngs.

The need for asssistance during icovery to handle proffers of sdeniOficd expert
testimony may be even greater after , h e upreme Court'srecentdecision in, H.
Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticas , mc; 113 S. Ct. 2786 (1993). 41n tat case,,,,
the Court clarified the- tial court's oblgatoun Oe section'702 of the Federal 7
Rules of Evdec todtrmnh rliabity aswll as'th~~'6e relevance~," of L~Il
scientific eidence upon' which, h expert opinion isbased. The Court 'hleld that in. a' ip l, , '!

case involving sci iific eidence, e avidntiary reliabiitily will be based" up'on ,
scientific vldity. Id. at n. 9 In, order to make these, deerminations, trial cort N
judges 'must deterrine from the outset, pursant tp Federal Rule of Evidence
104(a) whether the expert is proposing ,to testify to scientific knowledge, that will
assist the trier of fact. Providing tr'lA , c tswi r e austiye ltf factors
to take into account in determining evid tentiary, rabiJlitythe eSupreme Court
suggested that wetr a theoryor technique is "stifn wledre" towhich
an expert can testify under Rulel 702 11 depend o4 at least fou factors --

whether the theory or technique can be tested, has be subjet tOpeer review,
has an acceptable rate of error, andi is acepted'in e relevant scientiic L

The determination oilthesei fat ' in ,a Rule 104(a)lhearing mny takeI asubstanrtial H
amount of the~ jAsaready~ctetm n eur h ug obcm
deeply invle r esineudrlym Ingthe evidence offered., 1BourJAviyfatH

United Stas wji 1offerig vparty nmust provn preli v. ry

necessar ornamicsnc of i Simil ar issues iai0ed by a motionforL
summary judent a cold

1e ' , t. I a . i j . 5' D ., - , .,9 - ., j H
five days ofharns n setnsv ps eaig u i Ai'ssi" i n ,o rd er.
to determietevldty ofe epJiooic daaann
expert wa's willn ogv i pno rearngcuai. Duca vMrrell
Dow PharmaceutclIc,911 F. 4 3dCr.19)( edo motion
for summary judgment)

At a Rule 104a)'hearing, rules lof evidence need not apply, except those with
respect to privileges,' and therefore, such hearinngs ',may differ from thoseU held by'
the district court inDeluca. The ,appointment of Ispecial masters to conduct Rule H
104(a) hearings may one way for district courts to hold Daubert hearings
without burding e courts' resources. Not o-ly can'a special'master'devote-,
more time to eco familiar a wth the evidence submitted, a master can be ,
selected who has spa al expertise in thescuence involved. Thus, Rule 53(b) may
permit the apj intnent of a pre-a1 special master to hold Rule ,I0(a) hearings
and make recommnfded findings'of fct regardingg conditions hecssary to the L
admissibility of F m ' Uner terms of Rule 53, these8 xpert tes'F~tim '' 'or~y d'k th 53, th'11

-"S ' FS P ' I t ' '4 'I I 'I"' ' ''' r " , I I -'I . + [, Ii 4 ''- F
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L recommended findings about conditions of admission, would'stand unless

clearly erroneous.

L B. Case Managers.

In some complex cases, judges have needed help in addition to the
L supervision of discovery. They have obtained this more comprehensive

assistance by appointing a master to carry out overall management of the case in

L its pretrial stage and advise them on scientific and technical issues. In the Ohio

Asbestos Litigation two special masters were appointed to develop data

collection system, hire experts, and design computer programs to evaluate claims

L for settlement purposes. Case Management Plan and Case Evaluation and

Apportionment Process Order No., 6 (Dec.16, - 1983). Seefalso Jenkins v.
Raymark, Indust., Inc. 109 F.R.D. 269,288 (E.D. Tex. 1985), and In rFe Department

of Defense, 848 F.2d 232 (D.C.Cir. i988)( a master was appointed to evaluate the

classified nature" of thousands of documents in a freedom of information suit.

Rather than undertake an in camera review, the court charged the expert master

with selecting a scientifically sound representative sample of withheld

documentsuand suarizing contentions regarding their privileged nature.) See

generally, Francis McGovern, Resolving Mature Mass Tort Litigation, 69 B.U.L.

L. Rev. 659 (1989).

f These needs often arise when the claims of class action plaintiffs need to be

L. evaluated for the purpose of settlement negotiations and trial preparation. For

example, in the Ohio asbestos litigation, a case consolidating thousands of

claims, the district court appointed two special masters to develop a case

management plan for resolving all pending cases (eventually numbering more

than 9,000) within a two year'period.' Ohio Asbestos Litigation, No. 83- AL (N.D.

r Ohio General Order No. 67 filed June 1',1983. 'In addition to supervising

discovery, these masters devised a plan for obtaining information on the

outcome of similar cases, gathering information about outcome determinative

variables among the members of the class and developing a system of

computerized case-matching that permitted the parties to bargain within
estimated settlemernt ranges. Rather than simply conducting discovery or making

recommended findings. of fact, these masters provided technical advice to the

court, largely about techniques for gathering and analyzing lairge amounts of

empirical data. Thus, in some large and complex suits, the judge's have needed

L expert and technical assistance, not to understand the subject matter of the suit or

issues of causation, but' to handle massive amounts of non-technical information.

See Francis E. McGovern, lTotirard a Functional Approach for Managing Complex

Litigation, 53 U. Chi L. Rev. 44, 478 -'91 (1986)

L C. Settlement.

L

L
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Often, masters appointed to supervise discovery try to promote joint
stipulations regarding undisputed scientific facts or techniques. In doing so,, .
many have become mediators of differences between the parties regarding either
scientific information offered in, evidence or scientific facts necessary to findings
of liability. United States v. Michigan, 471 F. Supp. 192 (W.D. Mich. 1979),
remanded 623 F.2d 448 (6thCir. 1980),,modified, 653 F.2d, 277 (6th Cir.),,,cert. 7]
denied, 454 U.S.d1,124,(1981)., Wane D. ,Batil, Special Masters in ComplexCase:
Extending the Judiciaryqor Reshaping Adjudica on?, 53,U. Chi. L. Rev.,394, 410
(1986). 17
Relatively recentlyl courts ,have made this mediation function more expplicit, and
have expressly appointed special masters to achieve lsettlements in'cotfs in,' t'mp` ledx ',

litigation, especiall ymiass to'ttcases.i, See ,e. In re Joint Easterneand Southern
Districts' Asbesto 'SLiigationrp N tAL V 87-1383, ,CtV87-2273 (E. ,& S. D.N Y.
1991); In-re,,DES;6Cases, C(V 91-374Mic. j9146 b(.D.N`.4,i992). ,lEncouged by
the 1983 amenchtS`to ulie 16a4) to facilitate settlemet of the case feeal
judges arepermittedj to,; ,"t pn kvit jespect to t..extraordinary procedures
to resolve disputes.~Fd .Ci.rc 16 (a) and c). Se~e geealD& ~i
ProvineSettlemenS e s eIeralpIs tdalJu i''
1986) I ,,,, ,Ii I, , lid I,,, l I i, F ,

While courts can appoint masters to promote settlement at any stage of
litigation, the appointment of a master at the pre-trial stage permits the judge to
use firm, strict trial dates to remindthe parties of, the expense of litigation and 17
create incentives tosettle the case if possible, In' addition, the appointment of
pre-trial settlement masters perit +he court 1to delegate more assertive tasks tto
the master in orderito minimize jdial contacts with the parties ,and the FT
apparent biasl and prejudgent'they suggest. ,Such appomitments also eliminate
the opportunitiesifor party pos tring and maipulatioinof thetrial judge
through discoveryftactics. ,

Some courts choose settlement masters for their particular scientific or technical , h
expertise (usuallyat,,theremedia'l'stage of tigation);,,but other, courts that find
such skills important tosettlement negoti; ons have appointed experts uder
Federal Ruleskof E ,idence 7,066,to advise t e1lparties ati d the courton settlements
and the framing, ofconsent d .ecr es.Such rtmetsixemain rare, howpver.
See e.g. San Fran¢ico NAACP v>.'Sah Frajciscoif ed School Dist., 576 F. Supp. '
34 (N.D. Cal. 1983) (appeintIe, of 1

7a "se tkl~et teai"l of exerts purspat to
Rule 706, nopirnatld by Ie paArs teo crafe
Gates v. United s7 F (tp tment of a of
experts under Rul 70doabs h ~1 ~r nu4rtn ing mplex
neurological and epidemiologicalissues in a swine flu vaccine case).'

While most settlement mrasters,fulfill their function through informal procedures,
some hold formal hearings in the form of summary or mini-trials, used to
evaluate claims for purposes of negotiation. Factual findings of specific
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causation based on scientific evidence must be made when a master is appointed

to evaluate individual claims for purposes" of negotiating settlements as well as

ci distributing awards. Findings of causation as a matter of fact in theses instances

often require the same kind of receipt and evaluation of scientific evidence and"

witnesses that occur at the liability stage of litigation.

D. Fact finders.

Rule 53(b) anticipates the appointment of masters to make recommended factual

findings going to the merits of the dispute before the court. Thus, it provides'that

[a in actions presenting complicated issues for the jury or exceptional conditions,

masters may require the productionof> eviden'6e,'hold formal hearings at which

the rules of evidence apply, issue subpoenas, administer oaths, and create'record'

for review. HIistorically, masters were appointed by courts of equity to carry out

tedious tasks necessary to report on evidence and determine the accuracy of

accountings and damage calculations. See Kimberly v. Arms, 129 U.S. 512, 523

(1889).

Although modem courts use special masters more frequently in the pretrial and

remedial stages of litigation, special masters are appointed to make

recommendations with regard to facts necessary to find liability. As discussed

above in section II, D, 2, courts have placed constitutional and other restrictions

on the appointment of.masters to hear evidence and make recommended

findings of facts going to the merits of the dispute.

Nevertheless,, in patent litigation, despite the holding in LaBuy special masters

are commonly required to rule on technical and scientific evidence in order to

make recommendations on the merits of infringement claims.And in large

complex class action suits special masters expert in economrics and

knowledgeable about computers was appointed to determine factual issues of

causation necessary to findings of liability. E.g. McLendon v. Continental Group,

Inc., 749 F. Supp. 582 (D.N.J. 1989) aff d 908 F.2d 1171 (3rd Cir. 1990) . Similarly,

where scientific medical evidence was' anticipated in a trial on'the merits of an

r injunctive action-against a prison, the'court appointed a speciaimaster to aid the

L court in evaluating the quality of medcical services and conduct a medical survey

of all correctional institutions. Costello v. Wainwright, 387 F. Supp'. 324 (M.D. Fla.

1973). In many instances, masters appointed to try issues of fact, find themselves

becoming mediators of the dispute, involved in facilitating settlements, as well as

finding facts.

E. Expert Advisors.

Rule 53 authority had also been used to appoint masters who are an expert in

the subject matter of litigation, to act as a neutral advisor to the court during 'the

liability stage of litigation. United States v. Conservation Chem. Co., 106 F.R.D.

L 210,2-20 (W.D. Mo. 1985)(expert on environmental' law appointed master in suit to
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enforce mandatory cleanup of chemical waste disposal site to prepare case for K
trial of liability issues, finding "(lRlule [53] is broad'enough to allow appointment
of expert advisors.",); In Re United' StatesDep'tt befense, 848 F.2d 232, 234-35
(D.C. Cir.,,198)(affirming appointment of a securiq cleared intelligence expert in '

national security matters to advise the court on the. sensitive nature of 2,000
Defense Department documents sougt 'in a, freedom of information' sit, but not, i
to make recommendations); Patricia M. Wald, Exceptional Condition - The LJ
Anatomy of a Decision Under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 53(b), 62 Sjt.'John's
L. Rev. 405(1988); Danville acF t-Buchner Associates, Inc.,
333 F.2d 2e2(ial Mastert in .tobac`co, martketing app oinied special master, I
to ovide guidace to four t).Wrigt anti of Federal m ractiee and

forulae, ren'dl eAs 'h an gherix compl~iac withisittoa"rfr

Poeureg, biv` Mill2 atn, 16 ., Rather ha actias fact fidror xnito

betweesi the parties, e valutartieg ti c evidence I facitating

pesos)an ite ally il esn.Hr .Cm unti S ,ch Bd.of rooln ..

their agr about Se9tJ facts,.Nh9s e r4fersr ap nteexped mser te secourt
appointed expfrttethandtativ ona ana disue court iteocaa ed of
expertsty wei~ o ujc rs h ate and could be
givengr case get7 pow e alR

F. Remedial Maister.

Much of the jus ation for the ap ment of remedial masterss to help
formulate, remedial decrees and's~upe-rvise compliance with institutifonal-reform.
orders is the need altse sisanc'e iehvealuatingtechnical andsentificervidence
submitted by the p'a'rties reg"!ardting the'treatment of prisoners, mentally retardedL
persons and, mentally il persons. Hart v. C Tommuity Sch. Bd. of Br6oklyn, N.Y.,
383 F. Supp,699,I7i64 (S.D.NY.,19'7l) E(ncourt appointed expert master to serve

investigator and csultative fun-tion and a6dvisecourtin technical areas of'
desegregationh~case ~so court couldlapprove an effective remedial order). Reed v.
Cleveland Bd of Educ-.1,i'7 F.2d 714 (16th Cir. 1979); Pe'nnhurst, N.Y. v.
Carey and,~iy Estl 679 ~ F.d17 5hCir. 1982). 1Expert masters iappointed. L
after a fnigolabity in e vrnetland institutional reform, liuigation.

reedal in petibIo epT1 - m aking r'eicommendatiions for detailed
re i~~~~~~to6 re"miedial 'decrees based on their owii expertise

See geeaf~ 4.r~tyG 1 Lttl6, Court-Appointed Special Masters in
Comple Eil.Lgn tr QicyV. Metropoliitan District'Commission, 8 i

Harv. L. Rev 4~ (p84); Abe~ti v. Kl Aenh"Abe "6 Fupp. 05,'613`-,18L
(SD.]e 1tafli

Alhuh a' ma expert msestrecomme'nd remedial
orders, in s~e,~cs. jdeinedheappointed special masters, with
authorittoepo xets e~~~erly eg. Timothy G. Little, Court-
Appointe Spca~sesiio~e ntl. Litigation: City of Quincy -v. K
MetropoltnDtitdmisiii dr.L. Rev. 435 (1984); Alberti v.

Klevenhg i8(SDT).Fxv. Bo'wen,' (subsequently
Foxv v. ip.~3 ( on.187,Cvil No. h-78- 541 (JAC), 656

F. Supp.:~3 (P]n~~~ Seil atrsFnlReport describing uise of
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ri
L medical experts to assist the master in making detailed findings of fact regarding

the defendant s' implementation of an order requiring revision in standards and

F procedures for determining Medicare eligibility for nursing home benefits); U.S.

v. Michigan 680 F. Supp. 928 (W.D.Mich. 1987) (special remedial master'used
independent expert to review proposed mental health service'plans).

G. Monitors.

L In institutional and other reform litigation, such as suits involving school

systems, prisons, nursing homes and mental hospitals, remedial masters must

often make findings of fact based on expert testimony about medical, mental
health and penal practices of defendants. See generally Susan P. Strum, A

Normative Theory of Public Law Remedies, 79 Geo. L. ,J. 1355 (1991) and James

S. DeGraw, Rule 53, Inherent Powers, and Institutional Reform: The Lack of

Limits on Special Masters, 66 N.Y. L. Rev. 800,803 n.23-25 (1991). Thus, as court

monitors, these masters are required to find facts regarding defendant
compliance, settle disputes over refinement and amendment of remedial orders,

and advise the court through their periodic reports and accountings.

The appointment of masters ito monitor compliance with decrees usually occurs

L because the defendant has been unwilling or unable to comply and the
appointment is often opposed by the recalcitrant defendant. In such cases,

special masters are often selected by the judge, without the approval ofboth
parties, on the basis of their special knowledge of the subject mhatter of the suit.

Where parties do agree onthe need for a monitor, provision for la monitor is

usually includedin a consent decree and thus is not made pursuant to Ruie 53.

L. Thus, masters with scientific or technical expertise are appointed to oversee
compliance with remedial orders in institutional reform suits because they are

able to assess the defendant's performance on the basis of their own special
knowledge and to seek the opinions of other experts.

In addition, soine remedial masters authorized to retain experts and to make
informal findings of fact through viewing and ex parte interviews have
functioned more as investigators than as experts or judges. Jack B. Weinstein,
Improving Expert Testiony 20 U. Rich. L. Rev. 473,490 (1982). Masters who
were appointed to monitor compliance with remedial decrees in institutional
reform suits, although often experts themselves, commonly employed other

[K experts to evaluate the defendants' performance of remedial obligations in
specialized areas. Foristance, in a suit brought to reform the PuertoRican
prison system, experts wre hired by the master with court approval toevaluate

A, compliance 'with constitutionally required safe and sanitary physical pciditions,
medical treatment and protection. Feliciano v. Barcelo, 672 F. Sipped 59'i (D.C.P.R.
1986).

In this investigatory role, masters employ experts to advise them and the court
7 through them. In a celebrated case involving pollution of the Boston harbor in
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which a master was appointed to advise the court on a remedial order, the court
appointed Harvard law professor Charles Haar to investigate the history and , F

functions of present sewage system and propose remedial plans. See also Waye
D. Brazil, Special Masters in Complex Cases: Extending the Judiciary or
Reshaping Adjudication?, 53 U. Chi. L. Rev. 394, 414 (1986) andTiimothy G.,'
Little, Court-Appointed Masters in Complex Envt'1. Litigation: City of Quincy v.
Metropolitan 'Dist. Comm'n., 8 Harv. L. Rev. 435,473-75 (1984). And, the
master in a recentgenderdiscrimination suitwas ordered to hire an expert on
damage issuesZ ,om a lisptof three candidates nominated and intervewed by the,
parties. Hartmani v.Gelb, No. 7-2019 ,C (D.DC. 1991).i

H. Masters as Claims Evaluators.

In product liability cases, spcial'mahsters hlave been appointed to proviae case ;
management 4andexpertise ineauatig thousands of claims prior to trial, in an
effort to facilitate setleent negiaions. A law professor was appointed master
in several asbestos and toic tbrt cases to p'ofile the Lclais characteristics of class LI

do egresses t likik -- trial
rpee nttiesmae neauto fmdcleie nce prvie byepr

consultants and' soh~4eto~aire nMethodlgisamplig technques an
statisticak indus.'109 ' 269b.,2%§.172 (EQ'. Tex.''
1985) (Frani Ms Govemappieds aecal aster toaeasbesto-s inajury -
claims). Waynileyr co plec mases in Coj, CasEng thees o Vxutan, of
Judiciary or .. . 3 9~ 44"0" 016, (18). Pre-trial
claims evalu Io~~t nov~A~~n ata ~en n 'tn regadin'g
elements of tl ~hsth as ~ainifffs' loses awell as7
the amount ofLIssu~frd

At the pos li A~tjsage, mrasters-arle also appointe6d to deeopsafistically7
sound, tecnialy noplex means of evah atig thed dmgsothuands of
claimants to limited funds, such as the funds established i the Dalkon 'Shield
and Manville tasbestps cases. SeegeneralSy,' ympsi m:ClaimsReolution r
Facilities and he MassSettlenent of Mass Torts, 53 Law La Contenp. Prob. 1-
205 (Fran tehn sere ed. 1990(auths Francist Ep Mso vey,0 Scott
Baldwinated emppoyees Mdarinag for fitings oberf aB. MclaHre y P. L
Berman, Kenn .~ineg ak A. Pt, oKn~t~.Arhm ln0
Robinson 6Ia resi speiah RHnsler, B. eThocase Foncr eJuithGre y,
and Tom R. se Mihae Sakstire ak Justice Imprioved:n
The Unrecog zdBf~t~~Agrg~na~ a~pigi h r~ of Mass
Torts,, 44 tii 15(9 TeEovgRoeoSttti~Assmnts as
Evidence E.Febged19)

Similar techniques were used by the special master in a suit brought by 5,000
terminated employees claiming damages for fiigadpant, closures inL
violation of ERI$A. Th pcal m'aster, in th'atf case describesfin his report to the

cour, th necssiy fo &ophstcated statistical egiession analyis in developingK

LI
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L e s f
a plan to distribute a settlement fund to 5,000 class members who fell into four

r different complicated vesting categories, five different award categories, and had

wide ranging individual earning capacity and consequential losses. Report of the

Special Master, McLendon v. Continental Group, Inc. 749 F. Supp. 582 (D.NJ..

1989) aff'd 908 F.2d 1171 (3rd Cir. 1990). And see Gavalik v. Continental Can

Co., 812 F.2d 834 (3rd Cir. 1987) cert.ldenied, 1'08 S. Ct. 495 (1987).

The same needs arise after a finding of liability when the damages of thousands
L_ of successful claimants must to be determined. In re DES Cases, 789 F. Supp. 552

(E.D.N.Y. 1991). Knowledge of sound empirical methods, statistical techniques

and computer technology was needed to perform these tasks. Most often such

expertise was provided by independent experts hired byv the master.

IV. ISSUES RAISED BY THE APPOINTMENT OF MASTERS.'

A. Selection of the Master.

1. Judicial selection.

L Some judges simply select a master from among professional acquaintances,

persons whose professional skills they admire and whose integrity and loyalty

they trust. Thus, where masters were expected to pass on evidence presented by

the parties in formal hearings, and make recommended findings 'of fact, at any

stage of litigation, judicial-like qualifications are often sought and usually found

in retired judges, former magistrates, or experienced hearing masters with whom

the judge was acquainted. While these qualifications open the judges to the

criticisms of cronyism, it may be difficult for judges to assure' the integrity and

trust worthiness of masters by other means.

L JI
2. Party approval.

Alternatively, particularly when making pre-trial appointments where settlement
seemed possible, judges select one or several candidates for appointment and

r seek the parties approval. Settlement masters feel they cannot be effective

mediators unless the parties, at least, agreed to their selection. Even when
making post trial appointments, some judges who hope that the remedial master

K would be able to affect a settlement on outstanding damage'and compliance

issues and sought party approval of the master he selected. It has been held that
a hearing is not necessary before appointing a master, nevertheless, judges will

r often ask the parties to interview several candidates for master or comment on

the appointment of a proposed judicial selection. Gray W v. Louisiana,:601 F.2d
240 (5th Cir. 1979).

3. Party nomination.

K
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Finally, where scientific or technical expert assistance was needed to help the Li
parties arriveat settlement, provide case management, investigate facts, hire
experts, and evaluate claims, judges were more likely to permit partiesto 7
participate by nominating candidates with particular skills.' E.g.,BEC In't'L, Inc.' '
v. Global Steel Services, Ltd. 791 F. Supp. ,489 (E.D. Pa. 1992) (trade secrets
determinations referred to Rule 53 master.) Eac-h party proposed 10 names of 7
qualified persons to serve as, master and the'court selected. While' these
suggestions are, not treated, as restricting the judge's discretion, ,they were,
respected,"undjudges were satisfied to selecta candidate named by both sides
Where courts lhavesougt recog ed experts in, their fields to. observe and make,
findings regarding lsd ~ttfic factst, they relyl,,ess on their pIsonal acquaint ances
and nominationsfaomnte paties, and nore onreferrals from oher judges and' [
scientific or technical prossional bodies Thus iins tional reform litigation,
judges, sometimesi seek out h hiform'al, networks pofjug es ,and r
other experts, sometes seekng ree ra fromrecognized professional soeties.

B. Conflict of Interest and Other Ethical Problems. '

1. Ethical constraints on judges.
! llM k j 1, j1.; :1 . r;

United States judges are constrained by a body of standards collectively known i
as judicial ethics whchlhave a, umber of legal sources, including the Code of
Conduct for U~nited ;S'tates Judges,. federaldisqualificaton statutes, financial'
disclosure requirements, and the judicial oath of office. See 1992 Code of
Conduct. 28 U.S.C. §§ 144 to 455, (1988); 5 U.S.C. app.' 6 (1992); 1992 Code of
Conduct, Canon 5C; Beth Nolan, Report to the National Commission on Judicial
Disciplineand Removal: TheRonle of Judicial,,Ethics in'the Discipline and'
Removal of Federal Judges. (1992). It is'not clear which of these restrictions do,
or should, apply to special masters While it is appropriate to disqualify
candidates from sering as masters where they cannot provide neutral, objective L
determinations, it may not be appropriate to apply all judicial cannons of ethics
to special masters. '

2. Ethical constraints masters.

Some courts have reasoned tat since masters ,are'subject'to control by the court,
and are needed for their expertise inparticular,subject matters, masters should
not be held to thestrictstandarid, o impartiality that apply to judges. 'Morgan v.
Kerrigan, 530 F.2d 401, 426 (1stsur.) cert. denied, 426 U.S. 9`35 (1976).;, Other
courts have concluded that becas he "clearly erroneous" standard o'freview
required by Rul 53,toes not j !ermtthe district court plenary control over a
mas~ter, the special master must~befl hkld to the sarne high s'tandards applicable to
the conduct of judges. Jenkins v. Sterlacci, 849 F.2d 627 (D.C. Cir. 1988); Belfiore
v. N. Y. Times Co., 826 F.2d 17 185 (2d Cir. 1987), cert. denied, 484 U.S. 1,067
(1988). And see In re Joint E. S'. Districts Asbestos Litigation, 737 F.'Supp. 735,
739 (E. & S. D.N.Y. 1990) (In generaia special master or referee should be
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L considered a judge for purposes of judicial ethics r 'les).See also In re Gilbert, 276

U.S. 6 (1928)(special masters assume the duties and obligations of a judicial

L officer) and Jenkins v. Sterlacci, 849 F.2d 627, 630 (D.C. Cir. 1988) (Model Code of

Judicial Conduct applied to special master. Insofar as special masters perform

duties functionally equivalent to those performed by a judge, they must be held

to the same standards as judges for purposes of disqualification."). Several of the

judges interviewed believed that masters were subject to the same ethical

C constraints as judges and entitled to the same judicial immunity, without

L qualification. In the final analysis, the applicability of judicial ethical

proscriptions to special masters may depend on what ffunctions they perform.

-3. Special ethical problems - conflicts of interest.

The fact that appointment under Rule 53 assigns judicial asks to people who are

not full time judges raises particular conflict of interests issues. For example in

United States v. Lewis, 308 F.2d 453, 457 (9th Cir. 1962) the court noted that those

qualified to act as [masters] in a particular area are likely to have had prior,
association with those qualified as expert witnesses fromr that area. It decided

that the test should be whether actual abuse appears.

L Practicing attorneys who are appointed (and their firms) have an interest in

maintaining their professional reputations, sometimes as members of a plaintiffs'

or defendants' bar, and in obtaining employment in the future. Such attorneys

may have represented one of the parties in the past, or have litigated against

lawyers who appear before them as masters. In re Joint E. & S. Dists. Asbestos

Litig., 737 F. Supp. 735,742 (E. & S. D. N.Y. 1990) (motion to disqualify special

master denied where master was appointed to act as a settlement master in cases

involving asbestos exposure, and where master and his firm had acted on behalf

of the moving defendant in conception with legislative efforts in the past).

Mister v. Ill. Cent. Gulf R.R. Co., v. TWA 790 F.Supp. 1411 (attorney master was

plaintiffs attorney inl another suit in which same expert appeared for defense as

appeared before him as master).

Retired judges have an interest in being appointed to future cases and some also

maintain private practices. Law profeEsors sometimes have ideological positions

and academic credentials that can affect or be affected by their performance as

masters.

Non-legal experts, such as prison experts, have sometimes been hired as expert

witnesses in previous litigation by the parties whom they monitor as special
masters, or they hope tobe hired by such parties in the future. Lister v.
Commissioners Ct., 566 F.2d 490,493 (5th Cir. 1978) (appointment of a special

master to devise a reapportionment plan who had testified as an expert witness

for the plaintiffs in the same suit held improper, citing In Re Gilbert, 276 U.S. 6

(1928).
L,
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4. Dealing with conflicts of interest.

Courts deal withconflict of interest issues iniseveral ways. First, most provide
some opportunity., eithernat a formal hearing on, a motion to appoint a master or
at a more informal conference with attorneys, for.the parties to question the
master about possible conflicts of interest and to raise any objections they might;
have before the'appohintnient ismadoe.,Sec'ond,som c s are f' uily discl osed
on the record so that parties w'hodid noit 4 o~bj'ect ~an be estopped from"
complaining later. Wherea master, is apointd tofacilitate'a settleme"nt; 'p'ar~tie~'s"
who object tqp a iconflict iofl, 'i'nte6reslt ~after ap"p opnten of thpatei~ wthl
their agreement to men f b h Ids t
participation can be seen as acontinuing waiver of any objection. Waiver was
impli ed by the parties, agreementh to'' the a"PPoinmtrent or a su~bse' q`u e n`,f p art

settlement witknpwldge ofitheoe alieged 6onict. In oene case, a party that
subsequenvl okjeecs wasestopped 6in shorene soThrdrsome courts t'ke
steps to oTielmsers otriceji the mastere m sbspe limit yen by.
either powersnd madrec at the m tha tof fprm of other
parties wit ofctgiiertsV

C. Orders of Reference.

Orders of reference vary considerably in specificity. Some onthe maostcormplex
tasks,for instance~thoseiinvolved inp poviding case management ing a' massttort
case, have sometimes been assdresd in sor, gern eral orders.

Rule 53(c ipro, v'des:

specific authority to carryythem1outhe

2.he oreof refeencemto the ain ster may uoify omtt
3. sterDispowers and may direct the master to reporti onl upon
4.r ticu iscsues onrtodo or perform particular acts or t recei've

d report tobevidence only and mayfixa the time andplace for
6. .. Periodinc and sng-the hearings and for the filing of the master's
repot

Some of the issues tat are'addressed o in orders of 'reference include the
following: 1

. Scope and limitations on authority, i.e. functions assigned and
specific authority to carry them out

2. Scope of the master's investigative authority
3. Disco very rights to evidence supporting master's findings
4. Disclosure of conflic~t~sof ixnt~erest.,
5.- Weight to be,,giveni findings and recommren fdations
6. -Periodicr'e'porting r'equiirements
7. Theduration, of the~ appointment
8. Stand'ards of p'erfiorm'ance'
9. Periodic accountings - approval by the court 4

L
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All '10. Compensation - rate' and manner of payment

11.' Ex parte communications with the judge
12. Ex parte communications with the parties
13. ^ Ex parte communications with the experts and third parties
14. Liability and immunity"of master (insurance and bonds)
15. Expiration of the appointment

Issues that go to the propriety of the appointment itself-conflicts of interest, ex
parte communications, scope of authority - may be addressed expressly in the
order of reference, while more procedural issues - discovery process, the

appointment of experts, formal hearing procedures - may be left to negotiation

Uy between the master and the parties after the appointment. Express terms put the
parties on notice with'regard to essential features of the "appointment and permit

them to object and appeal through mandamus if they choose. Procedural issues
decided by the master after the appointment can be appealed to the judge.

D. Ex Parte Communications.

There is a question whether ex parte communication between a special master

and the parties and between the special master and the judge should be
permitted under Rule 53. See James S. DeGraw,'Rule 53, Inherent'Powers, and
Institutional Reform: The Lack of Limits on Special Masters, 66 N.Y.U. L. Rev.

800, discussion at notes 95 -145 (1990). Rule 53 does not address ex parte
communications, but seems to be based on the assumption that masters, like

judges, will generally not proceed ex parte. Thus, Rule 53(d) provides: If a'party

fails to appear at the time and place appointed [for meeting with'the parties], the
master may proceed ex parte or, in the master's discretion, adjourn the
proceedings to al future day,, giving notice to the absent party of the adjournment.

1. Constraints on judges' ex parte communications.

There is significant authority that holds ex parte communications by a judge
with parties or third parties is improper. The Model Code of Judicial Conduct
Cannon 3B(7)(1990) provides: 'A Judge' shall not initiate, permit, or consider ex

L parte communications, or consider other communications made to the 'judge
outside the presence of the parties concerning a pending or impending
proceedings. Some'cases hold that such communicatiorisare improper for both
the master and the j udge and must be prohibited whether or'not the parties
consent to such procedure. The Model Code of judicial Conduct Cannon
3B(7)(1990) provides: AJudge shall not initiate, permit, or consider ex parte

L communications,''or codnsid'er other communications made to the judge outside
the presence of the, parties conce'rning pending or impending proceedings. To

V the extent that mnastersg take t'onr judicial responsibilities, these constraints on ex
parte communication mayibe applicable.

f
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~J

Lo
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Other authority holds that masters may cimmunicate ex parte with both the LJ
parties and the judge if the Order of Reference expressly permits it. See. e.g.
Alberti v. Klevenhagen, 660 F. Supp. 605, 610 (S.D. Tex. 1987); Ruiz v. Estelle, 679 7
F. 2d 1115,11l70 (5th Cir.982); and Thompson v. Enomoto, 815 F. 2d 1323,1326,
n. 7 (9th cir. 1987). Still other would hold such procedure proper only if expressly
consented to by the parties. '

2.1 Ex parte communication between the master and the parties.

Proponents of xsuch ex parte communication argue that many judicial'functions
such as case management and settlement facilitation, require,,a judge, ,toopay a
more active litigation role to which, ex parte communications is appropriate. For
example, the Civil Rules permit judges to discuss settlement at prerIal
conferences., 'Fed. ,R. Civ. P. 23(e)-66. Therefore,,when mediating disputes before
trial or facilitating fthe settlement of damage issues after liability judge may
individually consult e lawyers, the parties, insurance companies and' others to
gain information necessary to their task. In re Joint E. &,iS. Dists. Asbestos Litig.,
737 F. Supp. 735,739 (E. & S. D.N.Y. 1990). It is feltltat when masters petorm
these same functions,,they, too marperly enigagei x at

communications. United S tates v. Conseiatior Cm Co., 106 R.D. 210,234
-35 (W.D.MMor. J985,)' (master appointment nod xot be revoke'd where Master
engaged in settlemfet negotiation exparte ,withl thepties and' the reor was
completely void ofa evider4csuggesting that tWater's impartiality might
reasonably be questioned). Infact, some mas ters argwe that ssgnent of
settlemen and ne tion'Ito almater,inuae
co p 6r yysithout'pre-
judgmet asd s hoe omt! ct~ns

Master's findin factb based on informal, ex palt 'formation are often
circulated in draft to theIparties before tey were repoorted to he )udge. Thus, a
party may challenge ex parte facts, ,in writing, before the master reports them to
the court. In addition, partiesmwhoxrenewed their oections to the master's r
report whenit ifw*as'~submitted Ito the court were ie a de lno hearing on the

tt,1
disputed falctsl rath~er thani thecc t gigcearLrronou weigtt the

report.See Aletv. levenhagei,; 1660 F.Sup.a 0;Ri vEselle679 F.2d
1115, 1163 amndd j+p part 68 ~.2,d 2 6 (5h9r,18)~ad7 Chm. L.Rev.
829 -30 (178 1hes peafl ` partiear rikte o crss examieth
master, crs xaieobev * sesipoit8h~o h master
relies in maki~ ~~fnig,~pe~twtes fterw.I hswy ti
felt that preju efntmin rsI¶roinxpreom~ncio a

between [te as andi the pries e4 d~S~~e
Sarokin, cieno vCotinilGo.pI 4 p 82p 62-.

Where objeaor ie
communication a encsayt avoid chr Avots4L~~ces and
Article III guarantees._

L
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3. Ex parte communication between the master and the judge.

It can be argued that masters can not carryout their duties effectively if

they are completely prohibited from discussing scheduling, strategies and

K procedures with the judge outside of the presence of the parties. Yet, in light of

ethical constraints judges may feel uncomfortable meeting with their masters

without the parties present. The appropriateness of such communication can

turn on the characterization of the master as a judicial agent or as an outside

L adjunct. If viewed an agent of'the court, it is proper for the judge, as principal, to

discuss with the agent the performance of his/her duties. If the master is viewed

L as an third party adjunct, it is improper for the judge as ultimate decision maker

to receive undisclosed evidence andiinformation from the master that could

influence his or her decisions or which might reasonably be thought to do so.

However, it may again be more useful to consider the functions and roles of the

n master. Thus, where the purpose of the appointment is to obtain he master's

L.; recommended findings of fact, ex parte communication would seem

inappropriate to discuss the performance of the master's duties since the judge

will review those findings and the record upon which they are based to

determine whether they are clearly erroneous. Information outside the record

could prejudice that review. Similarly where the master's role is that of mediator

and facilitator, information going to the substance of proposed settlements and

L_ the facts of the case should not be communicated to the jud'ge ex parte. But, a

master appointed as an expert to advise the court might appropriately talk with

the judge privately in order to provide the one-on-one educatdion some judges

want. Masters who bring their expertise in quantitative analysis to bear on the

presentation of non-scientific6and technical data would seem to serve a isimilar

role, and private discussions with the master regarding his',oriher performance

do not seem to prejudice the judge's independence or the parties ability to

present their case.

E. Liable for Malfeasance.

L Appointed under Rule 53, masters may acquire judicial immunity and not be

exposed to much, if any, legal liability for dereliction of duty. Masters involved

in cases in which large sums of money is at stake, may not be able to afford

insurance to cover all of the potential liability. Discussed in Wayne Brazil,

Special Masters in Complex Cases: Extending the Judiciary or Reshaping

Adjudication? 53 Chi. L. Rev. 394,409 (1986). Even if immune from liability, the
expense of defending such suits could be significant.

To the extent that masters perform functions that are essentially juridical, they

may enjoy judicial immunity. Smith v. District of Columbia, No.-92-555 (D.D.C.
1992) Order No. 42192 (April 20, 1992), on appeal, No. 93-7046 (D.C. Cir. 1993),

(complaint seeking to hold a special master personally liable for malfeasance
L
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failed to state a claim upon which relief could be granted and was dismissedV
under Rule 12(b)(6) because the master was cloaked with judicial immunity
when performing his official dutes). It has also been held that judicial immunity
extends to mediators, arbitrators and others appointed by the court todplay a role
in alternative dispute resolution programs. Wagshalv Foster, No. 92-2072 .,
(TPJ)(Feb. 5, 1993) 61,U.S.L.W. 1126 (Mar. 2, 1993) I(Litigant chaenged a case
evaluator for conflict for interest).,

Yet, absolute judicial immunity does not extend to all the ctions!perforrmed
even by judges.;ni suits againstljudges for ,personiai liability, courts have taken a
functional ,appro a, making a distinction between the case-deciding functions of
judges, on thne ionelhandlard,,athleir adminstrative, maagerial, and executive Go
functions onf'ptheiother. yorrest v White, 484 US. 219' (1988). The ,apppointment L
of a special naster pumuant toiRule 53 ; a u4ld Fse~tob a lidicia notl an
administrative function. Thus, faough judges have qualedgood tfaih
immnunity for, Acts thLontvoaecery salse~sauoyo
constitutionl they may
be liable where tfirladmnistrauvealons do not eet that standard Harlow
v. Fitzgerald, 457 U.S. 8U0 (1982).

F. Compensation., -,

Rule 53,provides that "compensation to be allowedato a master shall be
fixed by the courkyaI~nd shall be charged upon suchof the parties or paid' out of
any fund or subjectnla tter of the action, which is in the custody and control of
the court as the co0t may direct...." See generally, D'avid I. Levine, Calculating
Fees of Special Mastrs, 37 Hastings L. J 141 (1985). therefore, cost to the parties L

is a factor that must beltaken into ,account in appointing a, special master.
E.g.Fraver v. S`debker Corp., 11 Fp.R.D. 94,(W.D. Pa. 1950) ,(motion-for
appointment o ftmas~wrin patent suitdenied becauseofv rdensome cost to
plaintiff).

The compensation of the master is set by the court and allocated between the K
parties as a cost. In some suits, where one of the parties is impecunious or the
other party was blameworthy, judges allocate the whole, cost to one party or
divide it among several defendants, and even amici. See e.g. Hart v. Community
Sch. Bd., 383 F. Supp. 699,767 (E.D. N.Y. 1974) Raffd, 512 F.2d 37 (2d Cir. 1974)
(holding of court had broad discretion, to allocate costs and assess against
defendant whose action necessitated the school desegregation suit).,In Nebraska
v. Wyoming and Colorado, 112 S. CCt. 2267 (1992), the Supreme Court approved
assessment of amicus with costs of master on theory that they did not object and,
that proceedings were longer and more costly because of their participation.

There is considerableyvariation in the standards used, by Judges to determine the
rate of the master's compensation. The Supreme Court has adopted the not
particularly helpful standard of 'liberal but not exorbitant" compensation for ,
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masters. Newton v. Consolidated Gas Co.,, 259 U.S. 101, 105 (1972). Most often,

the rate is set in relation to the market in which the master -- private practitioner,

retired judge, academic, or scientific or technical expert consultant - could

otherwise sell his or her services. Where a master has skills as a legal

practitioner and technical expert, such as some of the expert prison masters, the

court must decide which of the two markets will establish a basis for the master's

fee. In that case, the rate should be the higher of the two, if the master will use

both skills, and they can only be procured by others at the higher rate. Some

masters have been asked to discount their fees to "subsidize" justice in the public

interest, and sometimes the parties and the master are allowed to negotiate a rate

and report back to the court. This approach has been disapproved by at least one

court. Finance Comm. of Pennsylvania v. Warren, 82 F. 525, 528 (7th Cir. 1897).

The masters and parties in those cases were apparently satisfied with that

process, although it raises questions about possible bias where only one party is

paying, the master,

Apart from the master's hourly rate, expenses are usually billed separately.

Law professors also tend to use paid assistants and bill them separately. The

separate expenses of masters (particularly those that compiled empirical,

statistical data themselves in an effort to evaluate and settle claims) were

significant, and need to be taken into account in determining whether the

aggregate expenses of the master's efforts are cost effective.

Orders of reference vary in the timing, detail and frequency of the masters

accounts of fees and expenses. Some masters provide extremely detailed

descriptions of meetings and telephone calls, research and reading, while others

provide a summary statement of hours, rates and expenses only. Most submitted

accounts monthly or quarterly. Court approval of payments to the master,

either before they are incurred or before they are paid at least eliminates the

possibility of later objections to the amount or purpose of particular expenses.

And, because of the extremely large amount money paid to masters in some

complex cases, detailed support on the record for master's expenses, provides

assurance that the expenses are justified in the eyes of the court.

Special masters are paid in several ways. In some cases, payment is made

through the court registry, i.e. after submission of the accounting, the charged

party pays the approved amount into the court registry, whose clerk made out a

check to the master. 'This procedure makes payment part of the court record, and

may promote a perception that the master is the court's agent and not the agent

of one of the parties. In other cases, court have ordered the creation of a pool,

funded by the parties charged, out of which the master's compensation and

expenses are paid after approval by the court. Some masters were paid directly

by the party charged, after submitting accountings for the court's approval.
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V. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF USING MASTERS

The appointment of special masters to handle complex, technical issues and
voluminous information has several advantages and disadvantages. On the one
hand, masters may be able to bring special expertise to bear onlthe issues referred L
that would be` difficult to secure by other means; they can spend more time on
the case an dbecome more intirilatelyacq ted th technical facts and the ,
parties than, can a, judge with a full caseload; when permitted they can engage in. L
ex partediscussions' with ,hthparties'facilitatinhgsettlement Without pre-judging'
themerlits;they','canpnrovi"b e imediaterresoluti6onofttehnicalI prtrial

I1z I I tl l , l i tl , ! 1 I , 1 . , 8 r e

litigat~~ionelpbl, lonle an ~t, it'f Ia AFcaueoe, eftcualywente judg

discovery issues byrvol masterepone an i mal conerecs;e n n
bythefficien ir mllli as fro t h as form al, hearing;'itey can engagea inintensive, some
times round the cok eforts atrio 'ng about set lemen or idradythi cas1efor trial; 5
and may, f enabll nt sae teprtes te a expen in the lontiunl by
develop jueicei.ltinoma pro ldur nd paositig settlemedtsI Seei .L
generall Wye orazil et al., Mning ComieplexLitigation: A PracaiclGuide
to the Use of Spoia Masters (1983).

On the other h &the appointment of a master adds immediate additional
litigation expnl ith e parties it 'can cause delay, particularly when the judge
must condc revewsofvoluminous masters' reports; it can impair supervision
by the ju t n c theot ceadefromsh the case before trial and'it can appear

to provid prce" Manual for Complex Litigation §20.14 (1985).
More fundamental 7 , it may represent a deviation from the trad'itional adversary
Todael ofRjustice, Cntreting a' neutral, but nit passive, spee ialied decision
maker in our j#cian fasyhtn wrohichdu therwise depends on more Iassive,

base. D uidigs tk ourt appointed experts, masters are-notwitnesses to
examined fcss examinedby the parties, but neither are they fall time,

governmen pai jaristlexmp istrastes! Regardless of the judicial model
envisagedt~4p rt~ atr in some circumstances, is se6en as an
imprope ty, violating Article the, due process
clause or the 1bRue 53(b)

To date, Rule 53 has provedaflexible if loosely bounded mechanism through L
which courts can fasor, procedures for dealing with complex issues, technical
information and L~asLsiv data~ that ae suited to the special needs, of An individual
case. Deciig hthlb nttorqest the appointment of 4 special master toL

ti isue reu

assist the court i# handlihg thes issues requires an identificationi of the kind of
expertise'and Asst, nereureth~ proses to be served, and the, relativ'e
ability of courtppite1xprs masters4 , and magistrates tof further those
purposes fairly~idefcety
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Wayne D. Brazil, Authority 
To Refer Discovery Tasks to 

Special

Masters, from W. Brazil, G. Hazard, & P. Rice,

Managing Complex Litigation: 
A Practical Guide to the 

Use of

384 WayneD- Brazil Special Masters, Am Bar Found 
1983, p 305,

384-388,

The footnote that accompanied the passage in Raddatz where Chief Justice (c) S

Burger disposed of defendant's argument based on Crowell v. Benson leaves

little doubt that the Court would reject an Article III attack on a delegation of

nondispositive powers to special masters in pretrial. In this note," 4 Burger

described approvingly how the Supreme Court, when exercising its "original

jurisdiction under Art. III," uses special masters to take evidence and then to

i: recommend findings on legal and factual issues. The Chief Justice explicitly

observed that these special masters 'may be either Art. III judges or members

of the Bar.""'
In sum, it seems clear that at least in some situations federal courts have in-

herent power to refer discovery matters to special masters. What is lacking is

clear guidance about when and how to exercise that power.5 6 Since Rule 53

* was designed to regulate references of a different kind, it is of little utility for

this purpose. Federal judges need a new federal rule (or a major addition to an

existing rule) that outlines the considerations and procedures for pretrial

references. As a first step in that direction, I offer a tentative proposal for such

a rule in the concluding section of this article.

V. TowARD A NEW FEDERAL RULE

Guidelines for the pretrial use of special masters probably should be added,

in a separate section, to Rule 16. it does not seem wise to add provisions for

this purpose to Rule 53, which appears in the section of the rules devoted to

"Trials" and which has generated a body of doctrine that is consistently

helpful only with respect to conventional trial-stage references. I offer the

following model rule as a first step toward formulating new provisions for us-

ing masters in the pretrial period.

Special Masters in the pretrial Period

(a) Special Master: Defined. As used in this rule, the phrase "special master" refers

to an attorney, a retired judge, or a law professor who has the qualifications

described in paragraph (g)(l) of this rule, who is appointed, with or without the

dconsent of the parties, in the manner prescribed in paragraph (g)(2) of this rule,

and to whom a district judge refers specified pretrial duties in connection with a

particular case or group of related cases.

(b) Rule 53 Distinguished. None of the provisions of Rule 53 ("Masters") applies to a

reference of pretrial duties under this rule. The phrase "special master" as used in

this rule does not include "a referee, an auditor, an examiner, a commissioner,

[or] an assessor""'7 as those terms are used in Rule 53.

None of the provisions of this rule apply to references of trial-stage responsibili-

ties under Rule 53.

514. Id. at 683 n.ll.
515. Id. Footnote II of Chief Justice Burger's opinion is reproduced in its entirety in note 400 supra.

516. Cf. Comment, supra note 60. at 1004, where the authors conclude, after reviewing La Buy, First

Iowa, and Judge Kaufman's views: To clear up the uncertainty [about whether pretrial discovery refer-

ences are permissible and about what standards should be used to evaluate the propriety of such referencesl,

it would seem advisable to amend Rule 53 so as to provide express authorization for the appointment of

masters to supervise discovery." 
dis.

517. Fed. R. Civ. P. 53.



Authority to Refer Discovery Tasks
to Special Masters 385

(c) Scope of Discretion to Refer Pretrial Duties to Special Masters: Generally.(1) No district judge may refer to a special master initial responsibility for all pre-trial matters in any category of cases within the subject matter jurisdiction ofthe United States district courts.
(2) A district judge may not refer pretrial tasks to a special master if the judge hasthe resources (time and expertise) to perform those tasks effectively.(3) Without ithe consent of the parties, a district judge may not refer a pretrialmatter to a special master if it appears that the direct cost of the referencewould be out of reasonable porportion to the amount in controversy, or if thecost of the reference would impose an unjustifiable burden on any party whomight incur any part of, the financial responsibility for the master's fees or ex-penses, or if there is a substantial disparity between the economic resources of

the parties and that disparity, in comibination withtthe location of responsibili-ty for the cost of the reference, might give one or more of the parties an unfairadvantage.
(4) When deciding whether to order a pretrial reference, or what kinds of pretrialduties to refer, a district judge should be sensitive tothe need to maintain pub-lic confidence in the adjudicatory process and in the courts.
(5) Without the consent of the parties, a district judge may'not empower a special

master to define or delimit the substantiveissues involved in litigation.(6) Without the consent of the parties, a district judge may not delegate to aspecial master authority to hold a hearing otitor recommend disposition of amotion, ffrinjunctive relief, for judgment, on the pleadings, for summaryjudgment, to strike substantive'claims, counterclaims, or affirmative defenses,to dismiss or to permit maintenance of zaiclass action, tol dismiss for failure tostate a claim upon which relief can' be granted, orto inyoluntarily dismiss an
action.,, 

-:(7) Subject to the qualifications described in subparagraphs (c)(l) through (c)(6)above, when a district judge, exercising sound discretion,'i9 determines that itwould contribute substantially to the expedition or orderliness of case prepa-ration, he or she may refer to6a special master, with or without the consent ofthe parties, responsibility to supervise the pretrial development of a civil actionor to perform discrete tasks related to the preparation of an action for trial.Subject to the rights of appeal described lin paragraph (f) below, such discretetasks may include, but need not be limited toe:
(aa) monitoring distant, sensitive, or significant discovery events and ruling on .disputes that arise in connection with such events;
(bb) evaluating the propriety of deposition question's, interrogatories, requestsfor admission, or requests to 'produce or inspect documents or othertangibles', and evaluating the' validity of objections, or the sufficiency ofresponses to such questions or requests;.
(cc) evaluating claims that data, documents, or other tangibles are protectedfrom disclosure by privilege or by ithe work product doctrine or becausethey constitute trade secrets;
(dd) supervising exchanges by the parties of narratives, contentions, anddescriptions of evidence in procedures designed to promote stipulations

and admissions and to organize a case for subsequent discovery and trial;

518. The model for this subparagraph is 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(1)(A) (1976) (describing some of the jurisdic-tion of United States magistrates).
519. The purpose of including this phrase is to indicate that courts of appeal should employ an "abuse ofdiscretion" standard when reviewing challenged pretrial references that exceed none of the limitations set iforth in subparagrahs (1) through (6) of paragraph (c). 

I
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(ee) helping the parties to devise an overkllt discovery plan and to coordinate,

sequence, and pace specific discovery events;

(ff) assisting the parties or the court in settlement negotiations;

(gg) hearing and determining pretrial motions not dispositive of a claim or de-

fense, including, but not limited to, motions to compel discovery, for

orders to protect parties, witnesses, or data, to terminate or limit discov-

ery probes, or to fix the time, place, or procedure for discovery events.

(d) Additional Limits on Powers of Special Masters.

(1) A special master appointed under this rule may exercise only those powers

conferred upon him or her by the order(s) of reference. Parties who wish to

expand a master's powers or duties may petition the court for an order supple-

menting the original order of reference.
(2) No special master appointed under this rule shall have the power to impose a

judgment of contempt.
(3) When referring matters under this rule a district judge may authorize a special

master to order a party or an attorney who has failed to meet a discovery obli-

gation, or who has violated a pretrial duty imposed by-a court order, local

rule, or Federal, Rule of Civil Procedure, to compensate other parties for the

litigation expenses (including reasonable attorney's fees) incurred because of

the failure or violation. Any such compensatory award granted by' a special

'master is subject to review by the trial court but can be modified or set aside

only if based on findings of fact that are clearly erroneous or'on misunder-

standing of controlling law.
(4) Except as specified in the preceding subparagraph, a district judge referring

matters under this rule may not authorize a special master to impose sanc-

tions. A special master who believes that an award of expenses under the pre-

ceding subparagraph is not a sufficient response to a situation may'ask the dis-

trictdjudge to initiate proceedings to consider imposing sanctions.

(e) Procedures for Reference.
(1) Every order of reference made under this rule must describe the tasks the mas-

ter is to perform, the scope of authority being conferred uponithe master, the

timetable within which the master is to complete assigned tasks or to file pro-

gress reports with the court, the pr6ocedures and time limits under which par-

ties may appeal decisions by the master and the standards of review the district

court will apply if appeals of decisions by the master are filed. Every order of

reference also must state that the master may communicate with thet district

judge about-the rmerits of the action only in writing and that copies of any such

commnunications' must be sent simultaneously 'and by registered Imail to

counsel of record for every party to the action. Every order of reference also

must state that rno party may communicate ex parte with the master about the

merits of the action.
(2) Whenever a court delegates tasks whose performance requires or would be ex-

pedited by a description of the issues the order of reference should identify the

issues involved in the litigation with as much particularity as feasible.

(3) Where advisable, the district judge should hold a conference with all counsel

of record and the special master shortly after ordering aireference. At 1this iu

tial' conferexice'Ithe judge should introduce the master, explain the "tasks and

powers being delegated, describe the procedures and timetables to be fol-

lowed, and encourage a spirit of cooperation. Such a conference also might

present an appropriate opportunity to refine the definition of the issues in the

action land' to encourage stipulations.
(4) An order of reference may authorize a master to hold {a-discovery conference

as provided in Rule 26(f), to enter protective orders as provided in Rule 26(c),
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or to impose limitations on or to terminate discovery proceedings as provided
in Rule 30(d).

(5) Within limits set by the order of reference, a special master shall have discre-tion to fix reasonable schedules for discovery events and deadlines for submis- isions from the parties.'520

(6) Where requested by a party, or deemed advisable by the district judge or thespecial master, arrangements may be made to preserve a record of proceedings
before the master.

(7) Where appropriate, the order of reference should specify the dates on whichor the intervals at which the master is to submit status reports to the district
judge. Such an order should indicate the medium 1the master should use for re-porting (e.g., telephone, letter, face-to-face conference) and the subjects thejudge expects the reports to cover. '

(8) Before deciding particular issues or submitting formal reports to the districtjudge a mraster may circulatelamnong the parties, for their coiments, drafts ofproposed findings, rulings, or opinioris, I
(9) If so directed inthe order of r nce, the master shalt pare 'fal reportuponi the matters subm ittod t ~hirnor her'.'The mate shal 4e report withthelIclerkllof the c 'r i hic~ th ction ispnigand sirultn oslshlsend, !by registerdmi,'o~teeft cuselof record orevrpatto[

the acbhtion Exetoso betost n mter n the mase Iiina] reportare walived'unls ie ihte lr h or in whic the acton is pend-ing, and' r imulaeul ald otemsewithin-15day astr receiving
thF final report.I~~ Applicatio tothe ,districtjudg fpr action6o6o1 bjciost(D'1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~tithe repor~tis'h~15 bTnade bynoiha uponinotiea presrbd, ~. ()(f Standards fior OeiW` ofRuinj A~sesA 1ocaing ~xe~ssp db p

p eals.I ' , 1 ' d'f ' 'l '(1) A dis ict jyid mafodf," e , sd aqrnaswers ruling nart~lmte(I) A sasr ger ayow mattetrproperly refetrred under hsrlanno dispositv" falino ees only
if the rulinois based onfindings o tha e er ous on a mis-

u !+er tang of C |trI ingl aw.lE'
(2) A. sli trh 0j) a I h a td an, e all grunDs orfrivolous f so t

other p&risfrteltgtot~pse icuig~aoal tonysfe)'
tey, incwedepod gtogeapeL

(g) Special i ts ulfctp~ Sl~~Poeue opnain
( Qualiao.

(aa) s pot~at~d'by bood o rn~f-iagetp ~ajudge6 of th po~igcourt;
(bb) I ~ iii~volved in ~xjinatterpeniding

(cp) elatonshp witb aionofthe par-ties r~ouxsel ~t~leIase ji h eohe ewlsrvaspcilmaster;

520. See HazrdL ppi.188-Pl supra i521. Compr 28 6 3()~(j adCtior v.interbn ~Card Ass'n 87 F.R.D. A43, 46,
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(dd) is pot involved in other litigation or business transactions in which any of

the attorneys in the case in which he or she will serve as special master is

involved;
(ee) has no personal knowledge of the matters in dispute in the case in which

he or she will serve;
(ff) has no financial interest in the matter in which he or she will serve, or in

any party to the action, and has no personal or financial stake in the out-

come of the matter in controversy;
(gg) is not so identified with particular types of clients, or with views about

matters involved in the case in which he or she will serve, that questions

are likely to be raised about his or her impartiality;

(hh) has sufficient time available and has had sufficient experience to perform

well the tasks to be referred;

(ii) has the temperament and maturity required of a person who will serve as a

representative of the court.
(2) Selection Procedure. A district judge who has decided to appoint a special

master should ask the parties to try to agree on a mutually acceptable

nominee. If the parties identify such a person, the judge should acquire infor-

mation about the nomiinee's background and qualifications, then interview the

person. During the interview the judge should explain the contemplated as-

signment, assess the nominee's temperament and maturity, and determine

whether he or she will have sufficient freedom from other obligations to per-

form the delegated tasks punctually. If satisfied with his or her qualifications,

the judge should appoint the parties' nominee.

If, within a reasonable time, the parties cannot agree on a nominee, the district

judge may appoint any person who meets the qualifications set forth in para-

graph (g)(l), above.
(3) Removal. A special master appointed under this rule serves at the pleasure of

the district judge to whom the case is assigned and may be removed or re-

placed at any time and for any reason by that judge.

(4) Compensation. Special masters appointed under this rule shall be paid at an

appropriate hourly rate fixed by the district judge and described in the order

of reference. The district judge, exercising sound discretion, may apportion

responsibility for the master's fees and expenses among the parties in accord-

ance with principles of fairness. In deciding how to apportion this financial

responsibility, the judge may take into account any behavior by parties or

counsel that helped create the need for a master or that unjustifiably increased

the expense of the reference.

APPENDIX 1

FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 53

Rule 53. Masters

(a) Appointment and compensation
Each district court with the concurrence of a majority of all the judges thereof may appoint

one or more standing masters for its district, and the court in which any action is pending may
appoint a special master therein. As used in these rules the word "master" includes a referee, an
auditor, an examiner, a commissioner, and an assessor. The compensation to be allowed to a
master shall be fixed by the court, and shall be charged upon such of the parties or paid out of
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7, Particularized Pleading

The pleading questions raised by Leatherman v. Tarrant County
7 Narcotics Intelligence and Coordination Unit, 1993, 113 S.Ct. 1160,
L were discussed at the May meeting and put on the agenda for the

October meeting. The portion of the May meeting minutes relating
to these questions is attached.

L
The Leatherman decision involved two actions asserting that a

municipal employer was liable because its law enforcement officersL had violated the Fourth Amendment rights of the plaintiff and it
had failed to train them to avoid Fourth Amendment violations. The
district court dismissed, invoking the "heightened pleading
standard" required by the Fifth Circuit in § 1983 actions. The

L heightened pleading requirement began with decisions requiring
pleading "with factual detail and particularity" in actions against
officers who likely would plead official immunity, so that the

K complaint would show arguments defeating immunity. It was, later
extended to actions asserting-municipal liability. The Court of
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit affirmed the dismissal. The Supreme

K. Court reversed.

The core of Chief Justice Rehnquist's opinion for a unanimous
Court is "'that it is impossible to square the 'heightened pleading
standard' applied by the Fifth Circuit in this case with the
liberal system of 'notice pleading' set up by the Federal Rules."
A plaintiff 'is not required to set out in detail the facts
underlying the claim. Rule 9(b), which requires particularity in
pleading fraud or mistake, does not include "any reference to
complaints alleging muncipal liability under § 1983. Expressio
unius est exclusio alterius."

The rationale of the opinion may be slightly clouded by a
reservation 'expressed at the outset. The Court noted that
municipalities do not enjoy immunity from suit; the limits on
municipal liability are more direct. "We thus have no occasion to
consider whether our qualified immunity jurisprudence would require
a height'ened pleading in cases involving individual government
officials." On the face of things, this reservation is puzzling.
The "expressio'unius" theory seems to apply to individual official
immunity in1 the same way that it applies to municipal liability.

l L The answer may be that "expressio unius" interpretation carries
only so far;' it can be overcome by pressing interests. Municipal
corporation defendants do not have pressing interests that justify
overriding ordinary' pleading doctrine. Individual official
defendants may have pressing interests that deserve to be protected
by strict pleading requirements that were not contemplated when the
Federal Rules were written. Protecting the immunity interests of

L individual'defendants has generated a complicated body of doctrine
that justifies appeal before final judgment, see 15A Federal
Practice & Procedure: Jurisdiction 2d, § 3914.10. Similar impulses

L may still justify special pleading doctrine after the Leatherman
decision.
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At the close of the opinion,'the Court observed that,,Rules 8.and 9'were written before it had recognized groundsi,, for, holdingmunicipal corporations liable because of 'constitutional wrongs bytheir employees..

"lPerhaps '!if Rules 8 and 9 w4ere rewritten today-, cl~ai"ms
'against municipalities under §'1983 might be ubjectede to .thel'addedd'specificity requirement of, Rdle 9(b) 3 .But -'that is a result which must be obtained by the proceiss of .amtending tthe Federail Rules, 'and not by .Ficial Li'interpretation."? 

ca
This pa~ssagje may be aiveiled invitation to consi~jder,~~amending fthe pleading ules. ,An explicit suggestion fo ramendmnt hmade by ChiefIlJudge Parry Lee Hdspeth of the Wester'n'District ofTexas, who'wrote to the Coilmittee't!hat an order for a moretdefinitestatement has been a valuable tool in determining whether pro secomplaints are supported by any ground for litigation.,,,''
Beyond lthe setting of the Leatherman case, it see ms.clear that,

the required 1 evel 1 of pleadingl specif ic varies- wdely among,different types1 dfiitigtiiN6n`. [$Ixhaustiv de ontratin of thisproposition was'ip'rovided by Marcus, The R&4val of Fact Pleading rUnder the Federal Rules of Civil P4rocedure, 1986, 86Colu m.L. Rev.433. A survey, of morell recent decisions by Judge Keeton led to thesame conclusion;' Pt[S']ecificlty-lequirerneni'{s are not limited tocases decided under Rule 9(b) or under Admiiralty Rhl C(2) and JE(2)(a)- Rather, the 'degree of specificity with which theoperative facts must be stated in the pleadins variels lepending on ' nthe case'1s context.' "1 !rKBoston 0%Mahe Corp. .T~n ~ ~~po,1tL
Ci-r., 1993, 987 F.2d 85,n 8-66.! r

.There is 'room! to [debate the 'tlesirapility of 1this' conbtextualrspecificity ,phenbomenon'. it may sem a wilful defiance of notice L)pleading philosophy. "It also may seem a desi~r'able. reinstatement ofthe easily ignor'edrequirement of lRle 8(a)`j2) that the shoret andplain statement ,of 'the claim "sho] that the pleader is entitledto relief."1 P/ A requirement that a complalint czo more thanidentifythe transaction 'that gives rise tD lltigatidln could sutpport' earlydisposition of actions lVthat jrocee on inadequate 'le9al theories or ,without hope of' lstablishing indis pensable facts

These genera> questions invite consideia~tion of 1 range. ofresponses. One riesonse is to do nothing. 'Doiing othin bappropriate Kon eithero'f two oppoed pointsslvie W. or on a, morerelaxed conclusipn ,! that it[ is too'! ~ealy to dq anyt hi ng'

Oneiset of airgume ts for doing nothing '!ibuld begin with thepremise that all heightened pleading requirements are wrong.Pleading should do no more than identify the transaction underlying
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suit, paving the way for discovery and formal pretrial procedures
that establish more reliable means for'disposition without trial.

There is no need for amendment 'on this view if the Leatherman

_L decision will, in relatively short order, cause most courts to

abandon all explicit and implicit heightened pleading requirements.

Age The opposing point of view would be that heightened pleading
requirements are a good thing, and that 'courts willcontilnue, to

impose them without any particular deference to the apparent force

of the Leatherman decision. This point of view would be bolstered

by the argument that 'it would be virtually impossible for the

rulemaking process to regularize the process by which heightened

pleading requirements are enforced. The'rulemaking proceIss cannot

keepabreast of the intricacies of desirable pleading practice for
the ever-changing array of claims that can be brought to federal

courts. Detailed rules for' specific categories of" cases must

L always be incomplete and must lag far behind- the lessons of

emerging experience. It is, better to rely on thee present

requirement that a complaint show! !that the pleader is entitled to
relief, allowing courts to tailor this reqhirement to She
circumstance sthat may make early disposi tion more appropriateD.
Some categories ofcaqses, for example, may frecquently invOlve ill-
founded claims; such'tendencies may vary between different parts of
the country, and over time. Discretion) to insist on!' more
particular pleading, allowing opportunity tol amend to imeet
perceived deficqiencies,, may work farr better than detailed
rulemaking. "Many categories of cases,S, as another example,,, may
threaten to inl pose: exhausting pretrial ,burdens before 'it is
possible to consider disposition apart llfrom the pleadings. Courtsr should be empowered'to protect themselves and the adversaries by

L requiring a preliminary assurance that the burdens are" jiistifiable,.
Yet other categdries of cases may involve areas in which special
de ires, to protbct against the burdensof litilgation contend'wth
the need to enforce rights -'the official immurity qudstion 'put
( aside in the Leatherman opinion is a!go d illt.4sration.

fl rIf the detailed rule approach is ,rejected, an alternative
approach would be to regularize the process, for demanding more
helpful pleading. In one'form or another, the rules could adopt a
modernized form Sof the antique motion for a bill of particulars.

KJ The most 'obvious means of following this approach would be
amendment of the proqedure for detanding a more definite statement.
This approach seems the most promising if any ruli'es amendment is toK be attempted. I'The rule could be framed directly in terms of the
need to facilitate disposition by -pretriAl motions. It' would not
have the appearance! of sinqling' outI 'Iparticular categories 'of
apparently disfavored'claims for hostile treatment.

Expansioni of the more definite statement procedure would
provide a clear focus for arguments about the need to expand the

L
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role of pleading motions. One range of arguments surely will bethat a seemingly neutral procedure will in fact be used to disposeof disfavored, claims by artificially! elevated pleadingrequirements. Another will beF that augmented pleading demands are -inherently undesirable. Rule 12(e) originally provided for billse
of particulars. It was amended in 1948 to provide only for a moredefinite statement and to limit the occasion for ,more definite
statemet to situations in which a,,responsive pleading is requiredand cannoti reasonably be'framed., The purpose of the amendment- was,to reinforce -the, basic, structure, ofothe rules,: the, exchangeaFof f act,
information and identification of the issues should be accomplished
through .discovery and pretrial con6ference. Apparent failurer,,to.state a' lclaiip m',shoulj~d, ,>be raisied by, mtion underfRule 12(b)(6); ithelll~ple'ad~itgts ,fr~amed is sugfficient, Ru, 12(e) s-iould not1be used
torequir, ,morfe detailjed statementsjiphat may makej it, insu-fficient.Pretrial' i psition~ ,shoul be rb s ary, j~,udgmnt af ter

Fin ~~~~~~~~~~~~~

optrhua-t,l; b exptl,6rd B oithet plains proceadures

shoul0d1 not be ,used to force alea ins ~that can Ibelrjmarde only after,

P~~~ ~~~~~a OCCU s , are iiysl e d~ponap Oprsi. afer {

disoVery yore pati c4r $sa~et r Sldo plrpjteeif a1Pleadin~ sugg'est' ~, Ula defeLnpp m y~,eavail abie
- ~e abrseri~e of~1gt~ 10 Ii,1ie rwrtn,§ar uggest a'limit5Aons~bf statu~t~ of ~rau~ds 4 iefense, bu, 'aKdosnot of

it~~ejP a m~,ibe 4F~~r~saemen~t iapprqp~riati l ofthese~inattex~s ~ and more, are ~explored ~ Fir$ 5A! 1foder~a Practice&
Pr d,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~[r~

Te ~Wide~ vrieit, o eqifembthtathagmeie -!IMi ce'p iei ~ ~ulap~for a ~respos htt hshvhistory rPhl 
pnsit tis

gro~~ig ove~1l r~im ha c~dieceivewisdom ~jpf 11many ,Judge~s j
lr~a~ing. ~ <[ma hay en desirable~ ini1938 or',1948[isno~ ~on'er esiabl~. ~The urdns' imposed, by, gon"~topr~t~.r~lSta~sbynped gcni grow., As theIlaw keeOpsmgrwri orlaem-en-atvtle hi c r ea si nglyC 

*~~~~eporntyt rn lwu ounoded ontheht ant wts adte l1t ffl statement.Plea1ing must be restoired, , Irteio against the pro eduJres
tha ',plp, npare, orr- 'disposti on.,

$ome su 'Pot #or aruns a beII ~found in,, [recentexpe, i~nqes C~t1 Coite e y~r g it, was, p~roposed that'ion t -,4 eostat a cl'aimbthe' Rul e' 12 (b (16,'lm [rofi s frflue iostibeabol ished; the notm' Fr~V the posa. 1, o~recently, no~ a ~l~nists," owI~l 1 Cgress! [nfoap areL11 ,, I I pe'Ig ' PIenco ragpart [[lI'r K gIp~I ir~l I.~ ~ k~a~rRu !,l wouid allow for
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investigation ~~~~~~ ~ [F pport~~unity 'Torr furttherinv ~ ~ ~ ~ l~r.~ 6a(4()ad()provide -fordisclosue of f urdePct leged wi thpart~ieuait s 
yynjt~s ~ rvsion~s were
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informed by extensive testimony at the hearings on disclosure,
especially from product liability defense attorneys, asserting that

F notice pleading often provides' little guidance for an adversary
attempting to understand the purpose and character of an action.

A final approach might be to amend Rule 8(a)(2) to emphasize
the perhaps overlooked requirement that a pleading show that the
pleader is entitled to relief. This approach might work best if
the purpose of the amendment were left to statement in a Note
suggesting that the Leatherman decision may cause some courts to

L'J forswear desirable opportunities to dispose of actions on the
pleadings.

L The Rule 8, 9, and 12 approaches can be illustrated by the
following rough drafts.

L Rule 8(a)(2)

A pleading * * * shall contain * * * (2) a short and plain
statement of the claim in sufficient detail to showing that
the pleader is entitled to relief * * *.

[ NOTE

Rule 8(a)(2) is amended to reinvigorate the requirement that
the pleading show that the pleader is entitled to relief. The

L amount of detail sufficient to show a right to relief will depend
on the nature of the action. Heightened pleading requirements
often have been exacted in a wide variety of actions, particularly

C those that promise to involve protracted and expensive pretrial and
trial proceedings. Illustrative opinions are gathered in Boston &
Maine Corp. v. Town of Hampton, 1st Cir., 1993, 987 F.2d 855. The
wisdom of this practice has been proved by its gradual evolution.
The lack of clear support for the practice in the text of the rules
led to the ruling that heightened pleading requirements could not
be required in actions asserting municipal liability under 42
U.$.C, § 1983, see Leatherman 'v. Tarrant Cty. Narcotics
Intelligence & Coord. Unit, 1993, 113 S.Ct. 1160. The 'Court
observed in the Leatherman decision that if' heightened pleading
requirements are desirable, "that is a result which must be
obtained by the process of amending the Federal Rules, and not by
judicial interpretation." It is not feasible or desirable to draft
specific pleading requirements for all of the different actionsL that may come before a federal court. This amendment restores the
gradual, process of judicial evolution that developed up to the time

_im of the Leatherman decision.

L Rule 8(e)(1)

Each averment of a pleading shai+ must be simple, concise, and
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direct. No technical forms of pleading or motions arerequired. The oleading s a whole must be sufficient tosupport informed decision of a motion under Rule 12(b), (c),(d). or (f). '

Note

(The Note would draw from the Note, set out for' Rule 12(e)below.)

Rule 9

Rule 9(b): "In all averments of fraud- er mistake, or civilrights violation by a',public official, the circumstancesconstituting fraud- or mistake, or civil rights violation bya public official shari must be stated with particularity." - 7or- L.
[A pleading of fraud, mistake, or civil rights violation by apublic official must be stated with particularity.] -or-

Rule 9(x, renumbering later subdivisions): An averment of acivil rights violation by a public official must be -statedwith particularity.

NOTE EJ
Many courts have found it useful to require specific statementofcivil rights claims against public officials or against publicbodies responsible for official wrongs. In Leatherman v. Tarrant PCty. Narcotics Intelligence & Coord. Unit, 1993, 113 S.Ct. 1160,the Court held that the relationship between Rules 8 and 9 showsthat particular statementcan be required only by specific' rule 7provision. This, amendment restores the heightened' pleadingrequirements that had evolved in many courts before thei'Leathermandecision. It doesnot attempt to define the nature of a claim thatmay properly be classified as a "civil rights violation by a public Lofficial."' The classification should be made according to theneeds that have informed the evolving, practice up to the time ofthe Leatherman decision. ,

Rule 12(e)

(e) Motion for More Definite Statement. If-. --pie 9hq-tV
Wh4:eh-a-respeN54:Ve-ple dg+,prate-ss-'ueo-meeu
Pleftdin97-Sth-Paefet-exessfebiyK-e--e ii~ed--F - me-a-respeI¶ vepiedIq,-h-Rt-fRbR~- reflfr-lEet-setretle r

+et rpo vng a-h s~a se e~b it. B~t t-i ff e~e i-S tet eet th
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L ~~ aft er-nle'toee-15-+h wtkenui~i<Kelieth }fe*-h-e~
may mayT-t-ee~±e -- -p~eei-ngt-o-hie1'-he-met±e1-was

LKf lareetedl-or-^elke-sueh-erder-as-+t-ileeffls-Oust .

(1) On motion or on its own, the court may order a more definite
statement of a pleading:
(A) If the pleading is one that| requires a responsive

pleading and is so vague or ambiguous that a responsive
pleading cannot reasonably be required; or

(B) If a more particular pleading will support informed
L. decision of a motion under subdivisions (b), (c), (d), or

(if).
(2) A motion for a more definite statement must point out the

i, deficiencies in the pleading and thei'details desired.
(3) A more definite statement must be made within the time fixed

by the order or, if no time is fixed, within 10 days after
notice of the order. If a more definite statement is not made

-the court may strike the pleading or impose other sanctions.

NOTE

Rule 12(e) is amended to reinvigorate the function of pleading
as a method of disposing of actions - or portions of actions - that
rest on inadequate legal premises. The structure of these rules
places primary reliance on discovery, pretrial conferences, and
summary judgment not only to shape a case for trial but also to
winnow out matters that ought not go to trial. Pleading is

L intended primarily to establish the framework for these later
proceedings. It is important that cases not be decided on the
pleadings before all parties are afforded adequate opportunity to
discover the fact information that may be needed to support a clear
statement of legal theory. Post-pleading procedures, however, have
come to pose increasingly heavy burdens on litigants and courts in
more and more cases. Recognizing the nature of these burdens, a
host of decisions have developed increasingly detailed pleading
requirements for a wide variety of cases. The framework of the
present rules requires that such requirements be imposed by a
process of moving to challenge the pleadin , consideration of often
limited allegations, and - if the pleading is inadequate - working
through the process of amendment. A more direct procedure is
provided by a motion for more definite statement.

The need to expand the role of the motion for more definite
statement arises in part from the decision in Leatherman v. Tarrant
Cty. Narcotics Intelligence & Coord. Unit, 1993, 113 S.Ct. 1160.
The Court ruled that heightened pleading requirements cannot be
imposed outside the categories specifically enumerated in Rule 9.
At the same time, it suggested that t e appropriate means of
establishing such requirements is "by the process of amending the
Federal Rules." It is not feasible to establish detailed

;F
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catalogues of pleading requirements for every legal category thatmay warrant such requirements ,nor to express adequately thenuanced shades of specificity that m'aybe appropriate for different
categories. The more definite statement procedurecanbe used to Prestore the process of gradual judiicialdevelopnmentthat,,up tb the
time of the Leatherman decision, was responsible forestablishing
pleading requirements adapt'ed to the needs of differentactions.J

i, ,, ~ t , f1t actons
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Minutes 18
Civil Rules Committee
May, 1993

Rule 9(b)

The Leatherman decision of the Supreme Court in February ruled

that particularized pleading requirements can be imposed only when

L7 authorized by Rule 9(b). Heightened requirements could not be

imposed in a civil rights action claiming vicarious responsibility
of a municipal entity for wrongs committed by law enforcement
officers. At the same time, the Court suggested that the question
might profitably be studied by the Advisory Committee.

Several approaches to pleading were suggested, looking to
Rules 8, 9(b), or 12(e). It was noted-that some local rules impose
detailed pleading requirements for specified categories of cases,
such' as those brought under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt

L Organizations Act. It also was suggested that any action in this
area should be carefully integrated with the proposed disclosure
rules now pending in Congress. Rules 26(a)(1) and (2) create
duties of disclosure with respect to facts alleged with
particularity. One of the purposes of that proposal was to
encourage more informative pleading practices. The disclosure duty
also is integrated with the Rule 26(f) conference. Direct£7 Limposition of more demanding standards at the initial pleading
stage might shift the burden of specific contention to a point in
the litigation that is too early to be useful.

LU Several members of the Committee thought it would be a mistake
to attempt to draft rules setting heightened standards of specific

F pleading for particular categories of cases. One possible approach
would be to allow lower courts to continue the longstanding process
of tailoring pleading standards to the perceived needs of different
types of litigation. This process has developed over a period of£7 many years, and may not be much checked by the Leatherman decision.

Another suggestion was that a motion for more particular
statement be created in Rule 8, or that Rule 12(e) be amended. The

! new rule would allow a court to require more detailed pleading on
a case-by-case basis. The purpose of this provision would be to
continue and legitimize the process that often imposes detailed
pleading requirements through a motion to dismiss, commonly
followed by amendment. Many courts have often gone beyond simple
notice pleading. This experience may suggest that it is desirable
to rely on pleading practice for preliminary screening in a wide
variety of lawsuits. At the cost of appearing to relive history,
a return to some practice akin to the bill of particulars may have
real value.

The Committee concluded that the topic of pleading
K particularity should remain on the agenda for further study. The
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conclusion may be that the time has not yet come for any action.Each of the approaches named in the discussion should be explored,however, as the basis for a further report.

17
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Rule 4

Rule 40), renumbered as 4(m) in the amendments pending in Congress, sets a 120-day
period for serving summons and complaint. In November and again in May the Committee
considered a recommendation from the Eastern District of Pennsylvania that the period be
shortened. The discussions were inconclusive, resulting in a recommendation that the Reporter
study the question and report back to the Committee. The best recollection of the group was that
although Rule 4 was much discussed during the process that led to the current proposed
revisions, there may 'not have been much attention devoted to this specific point.

Rule 4(i) was added in 1983 as part of the reforms that phased marshals out of the service
process. Until then, the standard had been a nonspecific "due diligence" requirement. The
Advisory Committee Note explained that there was no need for a time'limit for ser, ze "[a]s long
as service was performed by marshals." The proposal adopted by the Suprermc Court set the
period for service'at 120 days but differed from the rule that emerged from'Congress in two
respects. There was no explicit provision for extending the period on a good cause showing;
instead, the Note explained that failure to meet the deadline would result in dismissal "[u]nless
the time is enlarged by the court pursuant to Rule 6(b)." 93 RR.D. 255, 258, 263. The
Supreme Court proposal includedia provision integrating the 120-day period with service by mail.
by treating service by mail as made "as of the date on which the process was accepted, refused,
or returned as unclaimed."i

The Reporter believes that choosing the appropriate period for service depends on actual
experience, not on abstract theory.

The first question is whether in fact there are many cases in which service is deliberately
delayed up to the limits of the 120-day period, and whether this delay often has bad effects for
the defendant or the court. If there are a significant number of troubling cases, it is useful to
ask what good may result from setting the period so long.

It has been suggested that it is useful to provide a relatively long period for effecting
formal service as a means of facilitating settlement discussions. On this view, actions frequently
are filed as a signal of serious' intentions that initiates a period of serious negotiation. How
useful this may be is a question of fact, not theory. Part of the question is whether actual service
somehow interferes with a: delicate balance between the hard signal of filing and the soft signal
of delaying service.

It also is possible that there are significant problems in effecting service in a shorter
period. It seems likely that service is easily accomplished promptly in a high percentage of all
cases. Some defendants, however, may be difficult to locate, evasive, or otherwise hard to
serve. Hard knowledge, not speculation, is needed to determine the significance of this
possibility.

Significant reduction in the 120-day period may have the effect of generating more
requests for extensions, and more attempts to show good cause for failure to comply. Again,
it is difficult to predict the significance of this effect. If the 120-day period indeed is
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unnecessarily long, there may be little to fear on this score.

The other side of the'question involves the potential harm from allowing a period as long
as 120 days. One harms may befall court dockets and clerk's offices; the practical and symbolicnature of these problems is unclear. Another harm may be that a relaxed period for service adds
to delay in litigation without anyN offsetting benefit. Yet another harm may be that deliberate '
delay is used as a means of prolonging the limitations period, a question that often depends on
state law. Perhayps there are other harms.I The frequency and importance of: te harms again
is more a matter of Lfact han 'abstract theoIy. I "L ] N * 2 , t * 1 r t

Local rules may bear on this question. A request to Mary Squiers, director of the LocalRules Project, provide d 'an answer that as iof the time of her Repo in April, 1989 the were
three local rules setting forth different periods. Two of them were later amendd to incorporate
the 120-day period of Rule 4. LocalRule 702 'of the Diistrict of Puerto Rico uires that servicebe made, or an~extension obtained, within 30 days tin all bank cases i was pointed out at theL
November meeting 'that the Northern District of Cafornia has a locall eqring service
within 40 days of filing. No search has' been made' fo6r other local rules7 uch rls may be Fsome evidence of experience with problems arsing from the 120-day periodu . Ofcourse the
absence of such rules may not show that there are no problems, particularly since shortening the
period may seem to conflict with Rule 4. [ [ L

Any effort to shorten the period of Rule 4(m) must take account of pending Rule 4(d), 7,
which replaces the mail-service provisions of present Rule 4(c)(2)(C)(ii)). The "present rule L
provides that if the sender does not receive acknowledgment of service within 20 days from
mailing, service is to be made by other means. Rule 4(d) encourages plaintiffs to request that
defendants waive service. The request to waive must allow a defendafi't'a reasonable time to L
return the waiver, allowing at least 30 days from the date on which the request, is sent. (The 60-
day period for returning the waiver if the defendant is outside any judicial district of the United
States-,does not complicate matters, since Rule 4(m) "does 'not apply to service in a foreign t
country pursuant to subdivision (f) or 0)(1).) '

The most straight-forward 'approach, if an amendment seems wise, will be to substitute L
a different number in the text of the present rule. Since it is too early to reconsider the waiver
provisions of Rule 4(d), the most obvious approach would be to set a period that allows time C
both to request waiver and to make service after waiver is refused. One possibility would be to
set the Rule 4(m) period at 80 days for defendants in the United States i A more complicated
revision would be to integrate Rule 4(m) with the waiver provisions, allowing a longer period
to effect service that is available only int cases in which waiver is requested and refused. Still L
more complicated versions would also revise Rule 4(d) to provide a limited period in which
waiver may be requested, drawing from the model in current Rule 4(c). K

If a new and shorter period is adopted for Rule 4(m), it may'be desirable to add a

! :~~~~~~~~~~
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provision for seeking an extension by motion made during the initial period.

These alternatives may be illustrated by a draft chosen from the middle of the range of
complexity:

L (m) Time Limit for Service If-seef-h e-sms---epla oade
tpon-a-defendant-within42ys-aftee-fililgof-th&-c-omplaint

L W The summons and complaint must be served:
(A! on a defendant within 40 days after the complaint is filed, unless on

motion made by the plaintiff within the 40-day period the court grants an
L extension to a time no later than 120 days after the complaint is filed;

LB2~ on a defendant in any judicial district of the United States that has been
requested to waive service under subdivision (d). within 80 days after theL. complaint is filed, unless on motion made by the plaintiff within the 80-
day period the court grants an extension to a time no later than 120 days
after the complaint is filed.

(2S If service of the summons and complaint is not made as required by paragraph
(1 , the court upon motion or on its own initiative after notice to the plaintiff,

L shall must:
(AL extend the time for service for an appropriate period if the plaintiff shows

good cause for the failure:L .~ X dismiss the action without prejudice as to that defendant; or
(C) direct that service be effected within a specified time previded4hat-if 4he

foefc-se-fef-en-apprepriae-peW.

(3.X This subdivision does not apply to service in a foreign country pursuant to
L subdivision (f) or (j)(1).

L NOTE
[Perhaps the Note should say something about problems of defective service. Shortening

F the period for service may increase the situations in which service is in some way defective.
Dismissal seems inappropriate if the defendant in fact had notice; dismissal seems questionable
if limitations would bar institution of a new action and the plaintiff had grounds to belief that
effective service was made; dismissal may seem questionable even if all it means is that a new
action must be formally filed.99]

L
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RULE 68

Rule 68 was before the Committee in November, 1992, and May,
1993. The November meeting considered a draft based on the
proposal advanced by Judge Schwarzer. A revised draft Rule and
Note were prepared on the basis of the November discussion. The
minutes of the May meeting devoted to Rule 68 are attached.

The several other attachments flesh out the basis for furtherdiscussion. First are slightly revised versions of a draft Rule
and Note. It should be emphasized, that the Note in its present
form is designed to identify and address as many questions as
possible. It is longer than most Notes, but it provides a
convenient format for raising important issues. The'answers given
in the Note, as the positions taken in the Rule, are tentative.
Many of them have not been discussed by the Committee at all. Some
of them are set out simply for the purpose of providing thesemblance 'of an answer. Opposite answers may be better. The
discussion of contingent fees on page 8, for example, states that
a Rule 68 fee award should be based on'a reasonablehourly rate,
not an apportionment of the contingent fee. That is not inevitably
right.

A copy of Judge Schwarzer's article is provided to set out theorigins of the current proposal,.

Finally, the longest enclosure isthe first draft ofa paper
prepared for a conference at NYU, expressing a number of doubts
about the wisdom of the proposal. Even a limited fee-shifting
system will encounter significant opposition. If the proposal is
to be pursued, it will be better to be able to lay such doubts to
rest.
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Rule 68 ,

Revision of the Rule 68 offer-of-judgment procedure was

discussed at, the,' November, 1992 meeting. A draft based on that

discussion was' presented for evaluation. The draft would make the i

offer-of-judgment procedure available to claimants as well 'as

defendants. JIt also would increase the consequences of failing toa

accept an bfferat least as favorable as the judgment. 
In actions

seeking money damages, an ,,award'would be made for attorney fees

incurred by the offeror after expiration'of the offer. The amount

of fees awarded would be reduced to the extent that the amount

awarded by the judgment was more "flavorablie tothe offeror 
than the

offer. The fee award also would be -limited to'the amount of the'

judgment, so that a claimant could not be forced to pay fees
greater than the amount recovered and a defendant coild not be

forced to pay" fees greater than the 'amount 'recovered.

The purpose of the revision would be to encourage early

settlement. The same purpose was pursued by amendments published

for comment in 1983 and '1984. Th"ose proposals met broad 'and

vehement opposition and werewithdrawn. This proposal is meant to f
impose less serious consequences, with the hope that a middle

ground, can 'be found in -which limited, attorney fee "awards can

encourage early settlement without forcing unfair settlements 
or f

discouraging litigation entirely.

One question raised by the proposal is the extent of knowledge

about settlement. The premise is that some cases that should C

settle either settle later than should be or do not settle at all.

Apart from the fact that most civil actions are resolved without

trial, however, very little is known about the settlement process. 
l

One view of the proposal was that it would be "too compelling." 
It

was feared that in many cases, any given level of dollar

consequences may be more serious to the plaintiff than to the

defendant. Fear of losing any recovery because of a fee award

might force some plaintiffs to accept Rule 68 offers that fall

below the reasonably expectedajudgment.

Another question raised by the proposal is the need to dispose

of more cases by early settlement. It was observed that the

average time from filing to disposition is going up, but that this

fact may be due to shifting toward more complex cases in the

overall docket. Some courts do have' significant problems in

processing civil cases; in extreme circumstances, civil trials may

be nearly impossible to obtain. Such crises seem to result from

two factors-increased loads `of criminal drug prosecutions, and

persisting judicial vacancies.
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L Another premise underlying the proposal is that Rule 68 does
not now have any significant effect on settlement. The samepremise was followed in advancing the 1983 and 1984 proposals.Committee members continue to believe that the rule has little
effect in most cases, in part because offers are made only aftermost costs have been incurred, weakening the incentive effect ofL liability for post-offer costs. It was suggested, however, thatRule 68 does have an effect in cases that include a statutoryattorney fee. Failure to accept an offer more favorable than thejudgment cuts of f the righ to post-offer -attorney fees even thoughthe offeree is a prevailing party. The prospect of losing part ofthe fee recovery does encourage settlement. At the same time, theoffer may create a conflict of interest between attorney and'client, particularly if a fee award is important to ensure actualpayment. Even apart from the conflict of interest, the effect onsettlement may be seen as undesirable coercion rather 'thandesirable encouragement.

It was noted that California has an offer-of-judgment statutethat provides for shifting expert witness fees, and that thisprocedure seems to have a desirable effect in encouraging
settlement.

L It was suggested that it is inappropriate td refler to Rule 68consequences as a sanction. The rule is not basedbon inappropriatebehavior. The test is not one of subjective bad faith, nor even'ofl objective unreasonableness. Neither a party nor', by reflection,counsel, should be stigmatized as if it were.

Discussion of the sanction terminology led to discussion ofauthority to affect attorney fee awards under the Rules Enabling
Act. The "sanction" terminology seems appropriate for enforcing aprocedural duty. The Enabling Act should authorize Rule 68 if therule creates a procedural duty to guess right about the eventual
judgment. Imposition of consequences then falls within the powerto create the duty. Attorney fee awards are commonly authorizedfor violation of other procedural duties; Rule 37 is a goodexample. Some members of the Committee were uncertain, however,whether this analogy is persuasive. There is 'power to create adiscovery procedure. It is not so clear that there is power toLi create a duty to settle substantive claims. Shifting
responsibility for attorney fees is a departurelfrom the prevailing"American Rule," and may seem substantive when used as an incentiveto settle rather than as a means of enforcing more obviously
procedural duties. This fear is not allayed by the fact that the'proposal is designed to put the offeror - at best - in a positionL no better than would have resulted from acceptance of the offer.Other sanctions, such as double costs,'might seem more appropriate.
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'Aliernative sanctions were discussed further. One possibility

might", ,'be ,simply to award"'a flat proportion of ,the, difference,,

between of fer and judgment., Another mig'ot be to allow the offeror 
V

a choice, between entering judgment on the offer and enteringf

judgmentl'Zlon some- basis c'alculatedfrom'the actual judgment and ar

procedural sanction. Yet" another might be to design'l, ua simple i

system iniwhichpost-offer fee, awards are capped at the amount of ' J

dif fderec e between ~Jof f er and, judgment: if j,3udgment -is $1O ObOO more
faVorabie'to th~e of feror, the maximu e wr old be' $100,000.
Thi s systm p s impl e r"',tO Fadminister, but ol u the, off ferori
a better positign fthat wot~d have followed frpm acceptance of the1

settlement. Another alternative'would be to mak'e Rul68 available

to Lcaimants, but withoutl adolptlng nyattorney-feesanctions.

fute lc~nsera:tio of RueX 2 shoul aiwi de vlom of

further tnformation about actual oper'ati'on of the prese~nt rule and p
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1 l Rule 68. Offer of Settlement

2

3 (a) Offers. A party may make an offer of settlement to another4 party.

5 (1) The offer must:

L6 (A) be in writing and state that it is a Rule 68 offer;
x 7 (B) be served at least 30 days after the summons and8 complaint if the offer is made to a defendant;

9 (C) [not be filed with the court] {be filed with theC0 court only as provided in (b)(2) or (c)(2)};
.I 1 (D) remain open for [a stated period of] at least 2112 days unless the court orders a different period;

and

14 (E) specify the relief offered.
,15 (2) The offer may be withdrawn by writing served on theIL6 offeree before the offer is accepted.
17 Lb) Acceptance: Disposition.

LB (1) An offer made under (a) may be accepted by a writtenK19 notice served [on the offeror] while the offer remains20 open.

(2) A party may file (the) [an accepted] offer, notice of22 acceptance, and proof of service. The clerk or court43 must then enter the judgment specified in the offer.[24 [But the court may refuse to enter judgment if it findsAj5 that the judgment is unfair to another party or contrary26 to the public interest.]

27 (c) Expiration.

28 (1) An offer expires if [rejected or] not accepted beforer-29 withdrawal or the end of the period stated or ordered30 under (a)(l)(D).

31 (2) Evidence of an expired offer is admissible only in a32 proceeding to determine costs and attorney fees underD3 Rule 54(d).
34 (d) Successive Offers. A party may make an offer of settlement035 after making [, rejecting,] or failing to accept an earlier+36 offer. A successive offer that expires does not deprive a37 party of (remedies) [sanctions] based on an earlier offer.FI8 (e) IRemediestrSanctionsl. Unless the final judgment is more1-3 9 favorable to the offeree than an expired offer the offeree40 must pay a {remedyl [sanction] to the offeror.

(1) If the offeree is not entitled to a statutory award of42 attorney fees, the (remedy) [sanction] must include:

L



VJ

43 (A) costs incurred by the offeror after the offer C
'44 expired; and

45 (B) reasonable attorney fees incurred by the offeror C

46 after the offer expired, limited as follows:

47 (i) the monetary difference between the offer and

48 judgment must be subtracted from the fees; and

49 (ii) the fee award must not exceed the money amount

50 of the ,,,judgment.,

51 (2) If the off eree is entitled to a statutory award of

52 --attorney fees, the (remedy) [sanction] must include:

53 (A) costs incurred by the offeror after the offer

54 expired; 'and

55 (B) denial of attorney fees incurred by the offeree

56 after the offer expired.

57 (3) (A) The court may reduce the {remedy)(sanction] to

58 avoid undue hardship [or because the judgment could C
59 not reasonably have been expected at the time the

60 offer expired].

61 (B) No (remedy may be given) [sanction may be imposed]

62 on disposition of an action by acceptance of an

63 offer under this rule or other settlement.

64 (4)(A) A judgment for a party demanding relief is more favorable

65 than an offer to it:

66 (i) if the amount awarded - including the costs,

67 attorney fees, and other amounts awarded for

68 the period before the offer {was served}

69 [expired] - exceeds) the monetary award that

70. would have resulted from the offer; and

71 (ii) if nonmonetary relief is, demanded and the

72 judgment includes all the nonmonetary relief

73 * offered, or substantially all the nonmonetary

74 relief offered and additional relief.

75 (B) A judgment is more favorable to a party opposing relief

76 than an offer to it: F
77 (i) if the amount awarded - including the costs,

78 attorney fees, and other' -amounts awarded for

79 the period before the offer (was served)

80 [expired] - is less than the monetary award

81' that would have resulted from the offer; and

82 (ii) if' nonmonetary relief is demanded and the

83 judgment does ,not include substantially] all

84 the nonmonetary relief offered.

85

2



LB6 (f) Nonapplicability. This rule does not apply to an offer made in87 an action certified as a class or derivative action under Rule8a 23, 23.1, or 23.2.

L-9

P 0 Fee statute alternative

92 (e) fRemediesirSanctionsl. Unless the final judgment is more93 favorable to the offeree than an expired offer the offereeL-904 must pay a {remedy}[sanction] to the offeror.
95 (1) The {remedy)[sanction] must include:

L)6 (A) costs incurred'by Ithe offeror after the offer97 ' expired; and

)8 (B) reasonable attorney fees incurred by the offerorL-39 after the offerexpired, limited as follows:
xO0 (i) the monetary differencebetween the offer and91 judgment must be subtracted from the fees; and

102 (ii) the fee award must not exceed the money amount
of the judgment-.

-J4 (2) (A), The court may reduce the, {'remedy}[sanctionI to105 avoid undue hardship [or because the judgment could3)6 not reasonably have been expected at'the time theL 3 7 offer expired].
108 (B) No {remedy may be given}[sanction may be imposed]:

(i) against a party that otherwise is entitled to110 a statutory award of attorney fees;

{L2 (ii) on disposition of an action by acceptance ofLL2 an offer under this rule or other settlement.
113

L4 (e)(2)(B)(i) might take less protective forms: No remedy may be115 given:

76 Costs but not fee shifting
117 (i) that requires payment of attorney fees by a118 party that is entitled to a statutory award ofSL9 attorney fees;'or
120 Statutory fees not affected

(i) that affects the statutory right of a party to."'2 an award of attorney fees;

L

3
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COMMITTEE NOTE

2 Former Rule 68 has been properly criticized as one-sided

3 and largely ineffectual. It was available only to parties defending

4 against a claim, not to parties making a claim. It provided little

5 inducement to make or accept an offer since in most cases the only

6 penalty suffered by declining an offer was the imposition of the

7 typically ,insubstantial taxable costs',subsequently incurred by the

8 Qffering lparty. iGreateriikiincentives,,ex;Isted after the decision in

9 Marek v. ChUM, 473 U.'S. 1 (1985),'whic ruled tat a plaintiff

10 who obtains a positir judgmyent less a , a ,ldefendant's, Rule 68

11 offer loses the right t collect post- ffer attorney fees provided by

12 a statute is l"c Is" to e tff.Ti the

13 Marek, case, however, was limited"It'case's aictdbsuhfee-
14 shiftingl statutes ltM iii alsot psovoked crtiism on te ground that it

15 was incsonistenltl E thWel swut&hl'iS thaf favor special
16 categories of claims w hi ht feesI ,

1lil ~ ~ i ma 

j 
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17 Earlier proposals wemde to make Rule 68, available to

18 all parties and to icrea its ects e autorizing attorney fee

19 sanctions. TheseI prosals met with vigorous criticism.
20 ~~~~~Opponi e s-6ed the ~plidycY " iipws involVIed in the

21 Amcn u " 'Y p ed that the

22 opportunity of atll hpterto attempttosfees tough Rule 68

23 offers coul 'dic ppitwi s and would create

24 unequal srsue h ore ifi t~~nsb cas parties
25 often 'have adiffeet'lls of liiowk4', lrisk.averseness, and

26 resources . I

27 Thelbasis for manylof the changes made in the amended {
28 Rule 68 is provided in an article by Judge William W. Schwarzer,

29 Fee-Shifting Offers of Judgment -an Approach to Reducing the

30 Cost of Litigation, 76 Judicature 147 (1992). J

31 The amended rule allows any party to make a Rule 68 U
32 offer. The incentives for early settlement are increased by

33 increasing the consequences for failure to win a judgment more

34 favorable than an expired offer. A plaintiff is liable for post-offer

35 costs even if the plaintiff takes nothing, a result accomplished by Li

36 removing the language that supported te' contrary ruling in Delta

37 Air Lines, Inc. v. August,, 1981, 450 U.S. 346. Post-offer

38 attorney fees are shifted," subject to tvio limits. -' The amount of

39 post-offer attorney fees is reduced by: the difference between the

40 offer and the judgment. In addition, the" attorney fee award cannot

41 exceed the amount of the judgment. A plaintiff who wins nothing

42 pays no attorney fees. A defendant pays no more in fees than the
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1 amount' of the judgment.

2 A plaintiff's incentive to accept a defendant's Rule 68 offer
3 includes the incentive that applies to all offers - the risk that trial

- 4 will produce no more, and perhaps less. It also includes the fear
L 5 of Rule 68 consequences; the defendant's post-offer, attorney fees,

6 may reduce or obliterate whatever judgment is won, leaving the
7 plaintiff with all of its own expenses and the defendant's post-offerL 8 costs. A defendant's incentive to accep taplaintiffs Rule 68 offer
9 is similar: not only must it pay a larger judgment, but it can be

held to pay post-offer costs and the plaintiffs post-offer attorney
L 1 fees up to the amount of the judgment.

f 12 Attorney fee shifting is limited to reflectthe difference
L13 between the offer and the judgment. The difference is treated as

14 a benefit accruing to the fee expenditure. If fees of $40,000 are
' l5 incurred after the offer and- the judgment is $15,000, more
L46 favorable than theoffer, for example, the maximum fee award is

17 reduced to $25,000.

1 8 Subdivision (a). Several formal requirements are imposed on the Rule 68
19 offer process. Offers may be made outside of Rule 68 at any time[zo before or after an action is commenced. The requirement that the
21 Rule 68 offer be in writing and state that it is made'under Rule 68
22 is designed to avoid claims for awards based on less formal offers

that may not have been recognized as paving the way for an award.

24 A Rule 68 offer, is not to be filed with the court until it is
L 5t5 accepted. The offeror should not be influenced by concern that an

26 unaccepted offer may work to its disadvantage in later proceedings.

F)7 The requirement that an offer remain open for at least 21
28 days is intended to allow a reasonable period for evaluation by the2-9 recipient. Consquences cannot fairly be imposed if inadequate time

L 30 is allowed for evaluation. Fees and costs are shifted only from the
31 time the offer expires; see subdivision'(e)(1) and (2). A party who
32 wishes to increase the prospect of acceptance -may set a longer

LJ3 period. The court may order a different period. As one example,
34 it may not be fair torequire a defendantto act on anoffer early inthe proceedings, under threat of Rule 68 consequences, without

P336 more time to gather information. If the court orders that the
37 period for, accepting be extended, the offer'can be withdrawn under

L
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1 paragraph (2). The opportunity to withdraw is important for the

2 same reasons as the power to extend - developing information 7
3 may' makethe offer seem' less attractive to the 'plaintiffjust as it,
4 may make the offer seem more attractive to the defendant. As
5 another example, the 21-day period may foreclose offers-close to

6 trial , court'can g permission to shorten the, period to make

7 an offer possible.

8 r ,lsiiPairagraph, (2) estlal blishies] power to withdraw` the offer '
9 before bi& etance.,'iThi power reflects the fact that the apparent

10 worth eof ia case canchange as' furthfer `infbormation is developed.E [
11 It also enables a party to retain control its own offer iniface of
12 an order extending the time for acceptance. Withdrawal nullifies
13 the of'4 lk' [consquenes cannot ble based upoa withdawn offer.

14 Subdivision b A4'. dn offercan, be accpted, only, during, the period it
15 remwains.opeand,,isihot withdan. Accptaiwce requjres service
16 on the iofferor. ,An' ,acceptancel is eecive notwithstanding an
17 attempt to withdraw the offer if the acceptance is served on 'the-

18 offeror before the withdrawal is, servedon e offeree. If it is F
19 uncetain hether iacceptancel o#r1 Wihah was served first, the

20 doubt shld beesolyed' byiinfecittothe witdrawal since
21 the 1pae remain| ,ie to inakei sucssive Rule 68 offrs or to
22 settle ouide the Ru:68,proesd 31

23 Qiwedanoffiislacpe,' dgnJient may be entered by' the K
24 clerk or cort according to 'th naturel of the offer. Ordinarily the
25 clerk, should enter ju idgmie money! , or recovery of clearly
26 identified propty. cton t cu is, more likely to be ,
27 requii~ed fo enty of anjn p declaratory relief.'

28 The court has the same power 'to refuse to enter judgment K
29 underL Rule 68- as it has to refused'judgment on agreement of the

30 parties invother settings. Ar� injunction may be found contrary to

31 the public interest, for exa*iel, lifdit requires the court to enforce
32~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t32 terms that, the court feels unable ,to supervise. A settled decree

33 may affect public interests ilnbroader terms, particularly in actions-
34 such as thpse to control the lconduct of public institutions, protect -

35 the env'iro nmeht, or egulate qjnloyment 'practices. 'The parties

36 cannot, frce the co to'dot d enforcela decree, that defeats
37 important interests of nnre's A Rule 68,judgment also might
38 be unfair to other iprties ifr iuliparty action. An extreme U
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1 illustration of unfairness would be an agreement to allocate all ofr7 2 a limited fund to one party, excluding others. Less extremeL 3 settings also might justify refusal to enter judgment.

4 Subdivision (c). An offer expires if it is not withdrawn or accepted.

5 An expired offer may be used only for the purpose off 6 providing remedies under subdivision (e). The procedures of Rule7 54(d) govern requests for costs or attoriinyfees.

8 Subdivision (d). Successive offers may be made by any party without
9 losing the opportunity to win remedies based on an earlier expired

10 offer, and without defeating exposure to remedies based on failure11 to accept an offer from another party. This system encourages the12 parties to make early Rule 68 offers, which may promote early
13 settlement, without losing the opportunity to make later Rule 6814 offers as developing familiarity with the case helps bring together
15 estimates of probable value. It also encourages later Rule 68 offersC 16 following expiration of earlier offers by preserving the possibility17 of winning remedies based on an earlier offer. '

18 The operation of the successive offers provision is19 illustrated by Example 4 in the discussion of subdivision (e).

20 Subdivision (e). Remedies are mandatory, unless reduced or excusedL21 under paragraph (3).

22 Final judgment. The time for determining remedies isL23 controlled by entry of final judgment. In most settings finality for
24 this purpose will be determined by the tests that determine finality725 for purposes of appeal. Complications may emerge, however, inE26 actions that involve several parties and claims. A final judgment27 may be entered under Rule 54(b) that disposes of one or moref28 claims between the offeror and offeree but leaves open other claimsLj29 between them. Such a judgment can be the' occasion for invoking30 Rule 68 remedies if it finally disposes of all matters involved in the31 Rule 68'offer. It also is possible that a Rule 54(b) judgment may-32 support Rule 68 remedies even though it does not dispose of all33 matters involved in the offer. 'A plaintiffs $50,000 offer to settle034 all claims, for example, might be followed by a $75,000 judgment`35 for the plaintiff on' two' claims, leaving two other claims to be36 resolved. Usually it will be better to defer the determination oftL

L
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1 remedies to a single proceeding upon completion of the entire,
2 action. If there is a special,, need to determine remedies prom, Ptly,

3 however, an interim award may be made as soon as it is
4 inescapably clear that the final judgment will be more ,favoable,
5 than the offer.

6 ',Ctan . Remedies are limited to costs and attorney

7 fees.' Other expenses are excluded, for a variety of reasons. In

8 part, the limitation reflects the policies that underlie the limits of
9 attorney fee awards discussed below. In addition, the limitation

10 reflects he grat variability of other expenses and the difficulty of

11 deternng whether particular expenses are reasonable.

12 CoAts for the present purpose include all costs routinely
13 taxable under Rule 54(d). Attorney fees are treated separately.

14 Thi's ppyision, supersedes the construction of Rule 68 adopted in

15 Marea a'. Chesny, 473 U.S. 1 (1985), under which'statutory
16 attorney fees are treated as costs for purposes of Rule 68 if, but

17 only if, the statute treats them as costs.

18 Several limitsare placed on remedies based ,onattorney fees

19 incurred' after a Rule 68 offer expired. The fees must be V
20 reasonable. The award is reduced by deducting from the amount
21 of reasonable fees the monetary difference between the offer and

22 the judgment. To the extent that the Jjudgment is more favorable

23 to the offeror than the offer, it is fair to attribute the difference to

24 the fee expenditure. This reduction is, limited to monetary

25 differences. Differences in specific relief are excluded from this

26 reduction because tie policy underlyilng the beiikefit-of-the-judgment
27 rule is not so strong a pst supiprt the difficulties frequently

28 encountered in setting a monetary We onspific relief. 'K

29 The attorney fee awId alsohis limited to the amount of the

30 judgment. AI claimant's snonm yjudgmen can be reduced to l

351 nothing by a :fee a ility is

32 costs. A defendin ~t' xouet e shiftnisnae
33 smetrical by ~lmtn 1esal otemny~ amouto h

34 judgmen. If no montr eifi 1 ~~e tonyfermde
35 are not aIivailable oeihr'ati i eu1ntolyavoids the

36 difficul'ties of setn a oe ~ o eifbtalso
37 diminishes the risko eern iiainivligmteso
38 public interest ~ I ' J~I
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1 Several examples illustrate the working of this 'capped
2 benefit-of-the-judgment" attorney fee provision.

3 Example 1. (No shifting) After its offer to settle for
r 4 $50,000 is not accepted, the plaintiff ultimately recovers a $25,000
l 5 judgment. Rejection of this offer would not result in any award

6 because the judgment is more favorable to the offeree than the
7 offer. Similarly, there would be no award based on an, offer of

$50,000 by the defendant and a $75,000 judgment for the plaintiff.

L 9 Example 2. (Shifting on rejection of plaintiffs offer) After
10 the defendant rejects the plaintiff's $50,000 offer, the, plaintiff wins11 a $75,000 judgment. (a) The plaintiff incurred $40,000 of

L 12 reasonable post-offer attorney fees. The $25,000 benefit of the
13 judgment is deducted from the fee expenditure, leaving an award

7f14 of $15,000. (b) If reasonable post-offer attorney fees were
L15 $25,000 1or less, no fee award would, be made. (c) If reasonable
16 post-offer fees were $110,000, deduction of the $25,000 benefit of17 the judgment would leave $85,000; the cap that limits, the award-18 to the amount of the judgment would reduce theattorney fee award
,19 to $75,000.

20 Example 3. (Shifting on rejection of defendant's offer)
21 After the plaintiff rejects, the defendant's $75,000 offer, the

L22 plaintiffwins a $50,000 judgment. (a) The defendant incurred23 $40,000 of reasonable post-offer attorney fees, The $25,000
24 benefit of the judgment is deducted from the fee expenditure,

L25 leaving a fee award of, $15,000., (b) If reasonable post-offer
26 attorney fees were $25,000 or less, no fee award would be made.
27 (c) If reasonable post-offer fees were $110',00, deduction of theL28 $25,000 benefit of the judgment would leave $85,000; the cap that29 limits the fee award to the amount of the judgment would reduce

the attorney fee award to $50,000., Theplaintiff's judgment would
be completely offset by the ,fee award, andthe plaintiff would

32 remain liable, for post-offer costs.

[33 Example 4. (Successive offers) After a defendant's $50,000
34 offer lapses, the defendant makes a new $60,000 offer that also
t 35 lapses. (a) A judgment of $50,000 or less requires an award basedL36 on the amount and time of the $5O000 offer. (b) A judgment
37 more than $50,000 but not more than $60,000 requires an award
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1 based on the amount and time of the $60,000 offer. This approach
2 preserves the incentive to make a successive offer by preserving the

3 potential effect of the first offer.

4 Example 5. (CWunteroffers) The effect of each offer is 7

5 determned independently of any other offer. Counteroffers are

6 likely to be followed by judgments that' entail no award or an

7 award agnt only one party. The plaintiff, for example, might -
8 make lllan 8arly $25,,0Q( offer, fodlowed by' $20,000 of fee

9 expenditures before a $4,000 offer by the defendant, an additional
10 $15,000 fee expenditures by each party, andjudgment for $42,000.
11 TheIplainfiftsJ $25, 0 ffer is more favorable -tothe defendant
12 than We' jdudgment, so the plaintiff is nititledi to a fee award. 'The

13 $35 of p st -ofer fes is reduced by the $17,000 benefit o' the

14 judgmert nlettng an laward of $18,000. The defendant is not

15 entitled to Dany award.
16 I some In so ecrcumstances, howevert, counteroffers can e
17 bothi parties l to X wards.I Ofersitade and lnot aaOccepted at diferent

18 stages1' in thei fi~tai~onumay tall obtbl sidesI df the I'eventual:
19 judgmen -Eavhar y r Jeces khe btenefit of fits offer and pays the L3
20 ponsequeices fprai toacept oe offer of the'other parftyd The
21 awards are offst, resting i a net award to the party entitled to
22 the tr amount. As an example, a plaintiff might make an

22

23 ea~~y ~25,~~000 offer, th~i XiIin tuieasonable4`1tto1oey feeso$,0

24 beor te il ehIats $6)d0ofier~ aft erwhiche each party

edie+ .6t ald e stt w Vgii~Iteitlwr!b

25 incurrr ible rI4ey fes of $2~,00 Ajudgment fo-r
26 uI support a f tawgrd trh panth. e59,000
27 judgment ; gore fa brate itoaimte fbolin t the p'laintiffs

38IGo t.:
28 expin Ss e h feeawardtof then

29 the, eaward"lssfaoa oh plitif -than

30 p~a b,$5ui~an "the $2~,0
31 beno $30,OQ ~ ost-fe es h

32 atto ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~diij eucled firstt to

33 $15 Pt)b~t~cigh f$;000!f1r1fi ~ 4 th~ ifroin
34 the ~Post~ofr fees., Ih Ii5IIO'O th
35 dei~n ol estpi agains th ~00ward tothe

36 plitfl ayig $10 000 e wr1t tedfnat

37 1i'f0aili 6 Cui~rlim~I~ae ~vo1A~g cl aim s J

38 countezl t r ni kn fl:~Ali~~te riereamiple~s.

39 Each ip~~~rto~[&i6ay0f~imk5 fn offe'r is

40 accep }~~~ia'ji iih {scmae ~~t~trsOf eachm

L
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I offer. (a) The defendant's offer to pay $10,000 to the plaintiff to
r 2 settle both claim and counterclaim is followed by a $25,000 awardK 3 to the plaintiff on its claim and a $40,000 award to the defendant
4 on its counterclaim. The result is treated as a net award of5 $15,000 to the defendant. This net is $25,000 more favorable toL 6 the defendant than its offer. If the defendant's reasonable post-7 offer attorney fees were $35,000, the attorney fee award payablefn 8 to the defendant is $10,000, (b) If the defendant's reasonable post-L 9 offer attorney fees in example (a) had been $45,000, the attorney

10 fee award payable to the defendant would be limited to the $15,000r' II amount of the net award on the merits. (c) The defendant's offer
L 12 to accept $10,000 from the plaintiff to settle both claim and

13 counterclaim is followed by an award of nothing to the plaintiff on14 its claim and a $40,000 award to the defendant on its, counterclaim.15 The result is treated as a net award of $40,000 to the defendant,
16 which is $30,000 more favorable to the defendant than its offer.-

17 Contingent Fees. The fee award to a successful plaintiff,
18 represented on a contingent fee basis should be calculated on a19 reasonable hourly rate for reasonable post-offerservices,, not by

420 prorating the contingent fee. The attorney, should' ,keeptime
21 records from the beginning of the representation, not foruthe post-
22 offer period alone, as a means of ensuring the reasonabletime
23 required forthe post-offer period.

[24 Hardship or surprise. Rule 68 awards may be reduced to25 avoid undue hardship or reasonable surprise. Reduction may, as[26 a matter of discretion, extend to denial of any award. As anu 2 7 extreme illustration of hardship, a severely injured plaintiff might
28 fail to accept a $100,000 offer ,and twin Pa $100,000 judgment

E29 following a reasonable ,attorney fee expenditure of $100,000 by theL30 defendant. A fee award to the defendant that would, wipe out any31 recovery by thei plaintiffl could be found nfair.,, Surprise is mostE32 likely to be found when the law has changed between the time anL33 offer expired and the time ,of judgment.; Later discovery of vitally
34 important factual information also may ~jestablish that the judgmentcould notireasonaly have been expected at time the offer

E1136 expired.

[37 Statutory Fee Entitlement. Rule 68 consequences for a party,38 entitled to statutory ,attorney fees have been governed by the
39 decision in Mareki v.- Chesny, 473 U.S. 1 (1985). d Revised Rule 68
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1 continues to provide that an otherwise existing right to a statutory
2 fee award is cut off as to fees incurred after expiration of an offer' K
3 more favorable than the judgment. The only additional Rule 68
4 consequence flor a party entitled to statutory fees is liabilit for

5 costs incurred bythe offeror after the offer expired. The'fee

6 award provided by subdivision (e)(1)(3) for oiher cases is not I

7 available.o,, These' rules- establish a balance between the policies

8 underyng&!Rule,68 and -statutory attorney feelprovisions. Itis
9 desirable Frtoi encourage rearly settlemet i cases I governed iby

10 staitoryattoe f provisions just as in oth cases. Efci

11 incenies eainaimportant. Thewardanatt eyee ,againstm
12 a p ,*i>,arty ntiled toroer statutory fees,however, could interfere
13 with he legislative,,`determination hai the underlyi claim
14 deses Jpretion. The balnce tckby @u& 8 t e
15 not addres th question wheterfailure town aj'ud ent emiore

16 favorCable ,¢ianil xired offe shoull ibe' take in a iin K
17 determining whethr aanypParticular statute spprts an award for

18 fees int fore expiration bof the offer.

19 ,I effect RuleL6'8 offr epire K
20 upongacjtheof a succes!sivell8 offe er setement.'
21 This rIle 1iniakes iteive~r toeah a finalfIsetlsement,'ee of e,

22 uncertai Itothl Ipse ctI o Rile 68,coneunces. The UI
23 prospect of'tRule 68 coneences ,rem;;nhevErh as one of the

24 elements to be considere 1by the pa tis in determiing the terms

25 of settle 'iient, ii~ ! : 1- i

26 ' Jnentmle. May complicaionssurround the

27 jdeterminab~ft~wion hether a udg nteisl more tfavorable han an offer,

28 even'Ii 'salcase th'at iolvesn itnnet'ri~relief. ',,iThe difficulties

29 are t~irllustrated lby the piv~sie ns ,gdvel Ig1 oers t6o a party f
30 dem,,anding reif. JThe-t cm isnsou4enwththe exclusilon

31 of cpsts,; at ef)e
32 the pifer. T ff such costs.

33 Costs,, ,att by, a'

34 judgment enterd ,th,,~~i~ ~e Iofe ,o th6t~ ad

35 ~~~~~sho~id bd iic~dd. per 1
36 ~~~~dam agesinoasforbesa
37 ~~money ~ ifa cm~n on a, moneyK

38 jud~gxnen~ wth mb 'i:'J' o Ohe ffer,

39 which arI eei ~~t~ ~ sprt
40 amount I ~ sU cs~~~n~fe~adohrieS.

Ki
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fl" 1 The total amount of the offer controls the comparison. There is2 little point in denying a Rule 68 award because the offer wasL3 greater than the final judgment in one dimension and smaller -4 although to no greater extent - in another dimension. If the offer5 does not specify separate amounts for each element of the finalL6 judgment and award, the same comparison is made by matching7 any specified amounts and treating the unspecified portion of the
C 8 offer as covering all other amounts. For example, a, defendant's

f)4 - 9 lump-sum offer of $50,000 might be followed by a $45,00010 judgment for, the plaintiff. The judgment is more favorable to the11 plaintiff than the' offer if costs, attorney fees, and other items
L, 12 awarded for the period before the offer expired total more than13 $5,000.

L. 14 Comparison of the final judgment to successive offers
15 requires that the judgment be treated as if entered at the time ofF16 each offer and adjusted to reflect any Rule 68 award that wouldL17 have been made had judgment been entered at that time. To18 illustrate, a plaintiff's $25,000 offer might be followed byF1 9 reasonable attorney fees of $15,000 before a defendant's $35,000

-20 offer, followed by a $30,000 judgment. - The judgment is more21 favorable to the plaintiff than the offer because a $30,000 judgment
22 at the time of the offer would have supported a $10,000 fee award

123 to the plaintiff. The judgment and fee award together would have24 been $40,000, $5,000 more than the offer.

-25 Nonmonetaryi relief further complicates the comparison
26 between offer and judgment. A judgment can be more favorable
27 to the offeree even though it fails to include every item of

"28 nonmonetary relief specified in the offer. In an action to enforce
ff29 a covenant not to compete, for example, the defendant might offer
L30 to submit to a judgment enjoining sale of 30 specified items in a31 two-state area for 15 months. A judgment enjoining sale of 29 of32 the 30 specified items in a five-state area for 24 months is more
L 33 favorable to the plaintiff if the omitted item has littleimportance

34 to the plaintiff. Any attempt -to undertake a careful evaluation of-35 significant differenices between offer and judgment, on the otherL36 hand, would impose substantial burdens and often would prove37 fruitless. , The standad of comparison adopted by subdivision
r38 (e)(4)(A)(ii) reduies these difficulties by requiring that theL39 judgment include substantially all the nponmonetary relief in the40 offer and additional relief as well. Thel determination whether a

L.
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1 judgment awards substantially all the offered nonmonetary relief is

2 a matter of trial court discretion entitled to-substantial deferencee on .

3 appeal.

4 'The tests comparing the money ctomponent of an offer with .

5 ithe money, component of fthel judgment and ,comparingt,,e

6 nonmonetary component, of ',.the offer ,with tihe nonmonetary

7 component: of the,,judgmen't 'bothmust ~be satisfied to support L
8 awards in actions for both moneay and nimonetary relief

9 Gaiitsin oneodimensionhcannot be compared to losses in andoter

10 dimension. IEJ

11 The same process is followed, in converse fashion, to

12 determine whether a judgment is more favorable to a party L
13 opposing relief.

14 There is no separate provision for offers for structured

15 judgments that spread monetary relief overla period of time,

16 perhaps'including/,con'ditions subsequent 'that discharge further

17 liability. The potential difficuities can be reduced by framing an

1 8 offer in alternative'terms',. specifying a single sum and allowing the

19 option of convertng the sum into a structured judgment. If only

20 a structured, judgment-i'is 'offered, however,! the task of comparing

21 a single-sum judgment With a structured offer is not justified by the

22 purposes of Rule 68, even when a reasonable, actuarial value can K
23 be attached ito 'Ithe ofIer. i If, applicable law permitsr a sttructured

24 judgment after adjudication, j however, it may be possible to K
25 compare the judgrent with a single sum offer. Should a structured L
26 judgment offer, be. followed by'ia structured judgment, it seems

27 liksely' that ordlinarily plt;,he ilcomparison shouldlibe made underthe p
28 principles that apply.D 'ononmoneta y relief,) since the 'elements of

29 the 'structure are nc1t likely to ooincide directly . ,

30 Multiparty offers. INo separate provision is made for offers

31 that requirei acceptaceby more than one paxity. R, Rule 68 can be

32 applied in straight-fo rd fashion if there is a true joint right or

33 joint, liabiliir A aar*d hshould be made against. all joint offerees

34 without excusing ay who aurge the others to accept the offer; this

35 result is justified by the complications entailed 'by a different

36 approach and by t laton"sh that establishthe joint right or

37 liability. Luie 68 sihod not aply in other casesin which an offer

38 requires acceptance by more than one party. The only situation

L
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1 that would support easy administration would involve failure of any
C 2 offeree to accept, and a judgment no more favorable to anyL 3 offeree. Even in that setting, a rule permitting an award could
4 easily complicate beyond reason the already complex strategic

L 5 calculations of Rule 68. Offers would be made in the expectationL 6 that unanimous acceptance would prove impossible. Acceptances
7 would be tendered in the same expectation. Apportioning an award
8 among the offerees also could entail complications beyond any
9 probable benefits.

F10 Subdivision (fL. Rule 68 does not apply to actions certified as class or
11 derivative actions under Rules 23, 23.1, or 23.2. This exclusion
12 reflects several concerns. Rule 68 consequences do not seemL 13 appropriate if the offeree accepts the offer but the court refuses to
14 approve settlement on that basis. It may be unfair to make an
15 award against representative parties, and even more unfair to seek

L16 to reach nonparticipating class members. The risk of an award,
17 moreover, may create a conflict of interest that chills efforts to

rT 18 represent the interests of others.

19 The subdivision (f) exclusions apply even to offers made by
r-20 class representatives or derivative plaintiffs. Although the risk of
L21 conflicting interests may disappear in this setting, the need to

22 secure judicial approval of a settlement remains. In addition, there
-23 is no reason to perpetuate a situation in which Rule 68 offers can

lo 24 be made by one adversary camp but not by the other.

725
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L Fee-shifting offers of judgment-an
approach to reducing the cost of litigation
TVI7zile the English loser-pays rule is a flawed approach to reducing the cost of litigation in the
United States, the English payment-into-court rule offers a modelfor limitedfee shifting to

L cencourage early settlement. This process can operate through amendment of Rule 68 of the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure.

L by William W Schwarzer
After fighting since 1988 over "The s it possible to reduce the cost of the plaintiffs claim. If the plaintiffUncollected Stories ofJohn Cheever," the litigation by creating incentives does not accept it, goes to trial, and re-publishing firm Academy Chicago ad telate writrs family reached a settlement e to settle quickly? Virtuallv no- covers less than the sum offered, it is
this week .... The Cheevers have now body disputes that costs have sky- not entitled to recover costs and in-agreed to drop a lawsuit they had filed in rocketed and are often disproportion- stead must pay the defendant's costsNew York. In exchange, Academv Chicago ate to the stakes. One recent studv re- (which in England include reasonablesaid it would not publish an" out-ofzcopyv- ported that it costs S2.33 to deliver SI attornev fees as determined bv a tax-right material by the celebrated writer.The Cheevers, whose legal fees were es min compensation to tort victims.' The ing master) from the time of the pay-timated at more than twice the S420,000 total cost of tort litigation alone in ment into court.Academy paid, could not be reached for 1985 has been estimated as high as Our own Rule 68 of the Federalcomment. Their lawver.. . said yesterday: 529-36 billion, onlv 514-16 billion of Rules of Civil Procedure is a cousin of"Thev are elated:" which went to compensate victims.3 the English practice. But Rule 68 has

"Thevlre elated it's over" he amended. Some argue that the cost of litiga- never had a significant impact, largelyBut is 'elated" really the word he tion could be reduced by adopting the because it is limited to court costs. TheL wanted to uses English "loser pays" rule. Advocates utility of the English practice of pay-"I think 'relieved' is more accurate," he of the rule maintain that it would not ment into court (coupled with grow-agreed.' only restrain frivolous or marginal liti- ing interest in the United States in ex-
The view expesse inthisartile re nt n gation, but would also more fully com- perimenting with fee shifting)
sarilv those of the FJC. The author is indebted to pensate the prevailing party. Yet a suggests that revision of Rule 68 to en-John Shapard, who conceived the make whole closer look at the rule reveals that, at courage early settlement without in-principle. Edward Sussman helped prepare this least on this side of the Atlantic, it flicting draconian penalties or gener-sistance. and Professor Roy Simon facilitated our would be counterproductive. It would ating windfalls deserves renewed and

1. Streitfeld. Cheeer. PbisharEndFigh W tend to deter meritorious as well as serious consideration.
INCTO% PosTJanuarv 25, 1992, at C5. frivolous claims and defenses, fail to Twice before, in 1983 and 1984, theSTOR2 BEHINr THESTTIIDS iN27TO(19T). as cited in distinguish between the real winners Advisory Committee on Civil RulesSaks, Do We RedaUv Knw A nwdihing A About hMBha and losers, and produce windfalls as considered amendments of Rule 68 toOf the Ton La- gaisa S-stem-5and llas Not. 140 U well as daconian penalties. include attornev fees, but both at-PENiN. L. Riy. 1147, 1282 (1992) (statistic based on
non-autotorts). English practice does, however, of- tempts met with vigorous oppositionL) 3. Drawing on data from Kakalik & Pace. com fer an alternative approach of greater and failed. The principal objectionsASD Co,.EPENsATioN PMOD IN TORT L.ITIc;ATION, vi,-67.
68. 75 (1986) and Sturgis. "The Cost ot the U.S. promise-the "payment into court" were that fee-shifting offers of judg-Tort System: An Address to the Arrmerican Insur- rule under which a defendant mav de- ment could have a devastating impactance Associationt (1985) cited in Saks, supin s n. 2.at 1281-1283. posit in court a sum in satisfaction of on plaintiffs (including those with



meritorious claims), and that they contingent fee arrangements would

could circumvent the statutory provi- still be available, unsuccessful plain-

sions for attorney fees in civil rights tiffs would be exposed to the risk of

cases, undermining important policies losing their assets to pay the de-

underlying the civil rights laws. fendant's fees. (The English rule does

The revision proposed in this article not tax costs against attorneys and,

meets these objections. It would per- As long as presumably, any American version

mit plaintiffs as well as defendants to would not do so either.) But the rule's

make offers of judgment. If the civil cases are potentially harsh impact would not be 7
offeree fails after a trial to improve his tried before irjes limited to those on the lowest rungs of E
or her position over what it would have the economic ladder. Even individuals

been had the offer been accepted, the fee shifting must with annual incomes in the $50,000 to 7
offeror is entitled to post-offer costs ' $75,000 range would face difficult de-

(including reasonable ttoffer costs be approached cisions whether to hazard having to

But the amount of costs that could be with caution. pay an opponent's fees that might

recovered under the rule would always equal or exceed their annual income. L

be limited to the lesser of the follow- This risk falls equally on plaintiffs and

ing: the amount of the judgment, or defendants. An individual or small

the amount needed to make the business confronted with an unin-

offeror'whole for having had to go to sured claim, for example, might settle L

trial. Claims subject to statutorv fee rather than assert a reasonable de-

shifting and class and derivative ac- ate stages and may be awarded to a fense and risk having to pay the plain-

tions would-be exempted., partv that does not prevail in the end. tiff s fees if the defense is unsuiccessful. t

This article first anahlzes the opera- Costs, which include both solicitors' The rule would deter some litigation,

tion of -he English loser-pays and pay- and barristers' fees, are considered to but it would do so more on the basisof if

ment-into-court rules as background for be a reasonable amount in respect of a litigant's risk averseness than the L

the proposed revision. It then describes all costs reasonably incurred, with any merits of the litigant's case.

how the proposed amendment would doubts the taxing officer may have re- Whv, then, does the loser-pays rule

function and explores its impact on the solved in favor of the paving party. The survive in England. Apart from tradi-

dynamics of the settlement process. taxing officer, who functions some- tion and legal aid, one explanation lies

what like a federal magistrate judge, in the profound differences between

The loser-pays rule in England determines fees with reference to a fee the British and American civil justice -

Under the English rule. "costs follow schedule, taking into account the time systems. England virtually abolished ju-

the event." Generally. in civil non-fam- spent. a reasonable hourly rate (which ries in civil cases (except for libel and

ilV litigation, the losing party pays the is less than that actually charged by at- malicious prosecution) more than 50

costs of the prevailing party as taxed, torneys), and a multiplier based on years ago.6 Cases are tried before

including reasonable attorney fees. the amountcat stake, the complexity of judges whose decisions are narrowly

This practice, however, has significant the matter and the degree of skill re- bound by precedent, not onlv on liabil-

limitations and qualifications. quired. Awardsitend, to run at 60-70 ity but on damages as well. Outcomes,

First, costs are not awarded where percent of actual fees. - therefore, tend to be more predictable

the losing party's representation is fi- Costs are taxed against parties, not in England than in the United States.

nanced through -legal aid. Parties the attorneys, except in a case of mis- As a result, litigation decisions in the fl
whose incomes fall below blue-collar conduct, which does not include two systems are fundamentally differ- L
or middle-class levels are eligible for maintaining an unsuccessful action. ent. A case that might to some appear

such aid, although they may be re- Taxing^'masters have wide discretion, frivolous or marginal upon filing in an

quired to make some contribution as but the, losing' p rtrv' financial situa- American court may still lead to a

their means permit.4 Control is exer- tion is generally not regarded as rel- plaintiffs verdict; similarly, an appar-

cised over the acceptance of cases to evant. Losing a lawsuit canldtheref&re ently weak defense may prevail before

screen out complaints with no reason- have severe ,financial consequences. a jury. As long as civil cases are tried

able chance of success. Even if a party is unable lto pay a cost before juries, fee shifting must be ap-

Second, the loser-pays rule is cir- order, the order *rmains on' the books proached with caution, lest it result in

curnscribed by the way in which costs as a continuing liability '

are awarded. On the entry of final F 4. Published reports indicate that the propor-

judgment, or of an interlocutory order Loser,-pays in the U.S. tion of people eligible for aid has decreased in re-
cent vears from about,70D percent to about 40 per.

sucli as an injunction, the prevailing How would Ithe English'lrule work in cent. See A Survev of the Legal Profession, THE

party applies for taxation of costs at- the United States? In the absence of ECONOMIST, JUIy 18.24, 1992, at 15-17.
party app s3~~~~~~~~~ ln~~~~ the absence o ~~~~~~~~ 5. Id.L

tributable to that event. Costs, there- comparable legal aid, access to the 6. Administration ofJustice (Miscellaneous Pro-

fore, are awarded not only at the end courts bv econmicallv disadvantaged viSiOnsi Act. 1935 (retracting the r totral byeconomically ~~~~jury in civil cases to defamation and, ther limited FR

of the litigation but also at intermedi- people 'would be burdened. Although excepuonsi. L
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imposition of possibly devastating pen. the plaintiff as the winner in this sitUa- proceedings for the taxation of post-K altiet against actions or defenses that tion and require the defendant to pay offer costs.could have been winners. the fees, which would probably vastlyMoreover, lack of predictability in exceed the amount of thejudgment. An offer-of-judgment ruleAmerican law is not limited to junies. These cases illustrate the need for a for the federal courtsSubstantive and procedural law has un- fee-shifting process to determine the Rule 68 of the Federal Rules of Civildergone constant and sometimes dra- true winner and consider the true Procedure resembles the English prac-mnadc change during the past 40 years. costs imposed on the winner by the tic, except that by its terms it is lim-Law in America is more volatile and less loser's actions, without generating ited to court costs, generally only aprecedent-bound than in England. windfalls or inflicting draconian con- fraction of attorney fees. As now writ-Propositions that might at one time have sequences. An offer-of-judgment rule, ten, it permits a defendant at any timebeen thought frivolous, br at least highly appropriately designed. can accor- more than 10 davs before-trial to serveL speculative, have become accepted. It is plish these purposes. an offer of judgment for money ora rare case of which one can say with as- 
other relief and costs then accrued. If

surance that it cannot prevail. The payent-intocot leeplaintiffacceptstheofferIf.then, there are circumstances in Efiglafid j T ¢ 19edays.judgment is entered. If the plain-that tend to lead to what many regard The English pavment-into-court rule tiff does not accept and the final judg-asanexcessoflitigation.theyprobabhl permi:t a defendant (or cross- or ment "is not more favorable [to thereflect the nature of our svstem more counter-defendant) to deposit in court a plaintiff] than the offer," it must payIL than the litigiousness of the popula- sum it believes is sufficient to meet the theicosts incurred after the making oftion. It does not seem wise to trv to claim. If the claimant does not accept the offer. If an offer is not accepted, ',acure problems inherent inl our legal the deposit, continues through trial to lo , sequent offer mav be made,A, svstem by exposing parties who use it judgment, and recovers less than the because Rule 68 ordinarily appliesto severe and uncontrollable hazards. amount deposited, it is the losing part. onlv vto court costs,' lit is rarelv used.At least two additional reasons exist It will not be entitled to costs and will Moreover, it is limited to offers by de-for rejecting the conventional loser- have costs taxed against it from the time fendants; plaintiffs do rnot jhave thepivs rule: it mistakenly equates for acceptance of the deposiL If, on the option 4to make cost-shifting offers." '-loser" with "party aga:...s whom other hand, the claimant recovers a And'it inviteshuncertaiintvyand disputesjudgment is entered," and it fails to judgmentforagreateramount itwill be in,, thdeter-:r.l,atiqn of w~hether laount equitably for the costs that the the prevailing party and as sure recover non-monetarv judgment is "more fa-."w;nner" may impose on the "loser." cosu under the loser-pays rule. The pro- vorabil than the offer."'To illustrate this point, suppose the cedure does not preclude a party from Rwe, 68 could be made into an effec-plaintiff in a personal injury action re- recovering costs in connection with an avnd fir vehicle to encourage earlycovers ajudgment of $30,000. afterin- interlocutory proceeding. Thte deposit setdthou generating objec-curring attorney fees of S10,000. Un- mav be made at any time, e, ,.n during tionale bconW4ences bv adoption ofL der the loser-pays rule, the defendant the course of tral. though the later it is the re4 ionhere proposed.-iTe full text>-Ald have to pay the plaintiff made, the less it:o potential benefit.A de- of ,e qpoposedrevisionappearson'00. But suppose further that the posit that has no; been accepted within page I fIt lhas the fownelementS:i c.:cendant had offered to settle the 21 days lapses but it may be renewed in * Recverble costs include reason-L case for $35,000, and thereafter had to the same or a different amount. able es aswell as court costspay substantial attornev fees to defend The procedure creates a strong in- incure foil ex piration of thebthe case at trial. Had the plaintiff ac- centive to early settlement it provides timefaccepcn he~offerL cepted the defendant's offer, the mat- defendants with the oppc *initvto re- *.Qffis ofji'd erntray be madeter would have cost the defendant onlv duce the risk of havin2 ;) pay the byp lain uffsall a4f 4'endants;
S35,000. But bvvirtue of the loser-pavs plaintiff's costs as well aN their own. * e- xerabtle iots are limited toL rule, the defendant-who was the real And it gives plaintiffs the option to ac- the anunt dof *h1 ;udent t"winner' in the sense that the judg- cept an offer, eliminating the risk of cverilolimited toment was less than what he or she had losing the lawsuit and having to pay whatnos nleedd to Eke the offeroroffered to pay-incurred a loss of both sides' costs. It is a more flexible whoi T'hat is, theyw buld be reducedL more than $40,000 ($30,000 to pay the procedure than the loser-pays rule, be- by thi alnount bylwlih the offerorverdict and $10,000 for the plaintiff' s cause both sides have some control benefts 1rroml aing or receiving thereasonable attorney fees, plus the de- over their fate, beyond the decision judgn nrconpaediJawatit wouldL fendant's own fees). whether to file and whether to defend., have ad or recv, edi lnder its offer'Or suppose the plaintiff had recov- Decisions about makingand accepting *Teleriod fox a pance ofthe of-ered a judgment :f only S500 after re- offers occur in the cours of the litiga- er is ended addi-L jecting the defe- don-t's 535.ui. 3 offer. tion when both sides have acquired in- tionalodnalcas t-he such ad-It makes no eco; jmic sense to regard formation enabling them to evaluate low resonbleitime frlvaluaton;

their prospects and risks. Moreover, * Te courc has dision to reduceL", 7. See textat noe II. wfta. the practice enables parties to avoid cu'ts vhrel neceLsZ to avoid inflic-
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tiqn of undue hardship on a party; amount would be reduced by $5,000

*Claims arising under fee-shifting and the balance added to the judg-
statutes and class and derivative AC- menit, making it $25,000. The plain- 7

tions are excluded. ~~~~~~~~~tiff's recoverable costs could in no

event, however, exceed $20,000,~ the
How it would Work amu7o hejdmn
The followingd dicussion describes the The risks zd amountrofthe judgmtent. f avn

operation of the revised rule iri'various ~ isto pay, al or part. of their opponents'
npalcrcumstances. Suppose a de- fees, litigants arelkl to consider of-

fendant offers-to settlie for $25,000, crae ytefers more ~seriously. Anideach is likely
but the Pl af~aintf rejects the !offer and to, want to hedge its 'bets by making
obtains judgment fo"r $20,100'0`. the rule should, counter-offers. Thus, the negotiating
defendant'sir re~'as'ona'ble ''!pl~'o"s t-offe'r exr osatprocess will tend to be energized by
costs iae 510,0I O00. ~The ~,d'efend~a-nt the rule's incentives. These incentives,
would be entitled to recover its post- resr onmoreover, encourage early offers, be-
offer co"s'ts beca"ulse""the plainftiff's judg- cause the more feesLthat remain to be
ment was notfn more favorable wtotp~ parties to move incurred, the greater, the potentialL
plaintiff, thia4 ~ihe, defendant'Fs offer to ada'e m n gains and risks. To enable, parties to
Had ~thetp'laintiff a ccepted'ithe settle- b evaluate offers,jithe time for accep-

met ferno onywoul its recovery, tance is extended'to 21 days, with the
have beeih greater. but both lthe~ de- couirt having discretion to extend it

fendarnz~s ~afd plaintifs post-offer further. No restriction is imposed on
cost woud~ hvebe a~'i~e.Tehow early an offer can be made. This

proposeditk rul would readted-will create a strong incentive, in casesL
fendant, for hvinig' maestteet offers that are likely to lead to settlement where the outcome appears relatively
offer the plaintiff coul hae~t rema-in'substanitial, however; plaintiffs certain fromi the outset, to make early 7
to,,its befefibt.,! be cause they may lose the benefit of offers to avoid most litigation costs.

~Note, oee, tha te difenda~ni is theirj'udgm'ents and defendants because The revised rule's incentive struc-
55,000 better- off tinerth I2I,4500 theyv risk doubling their ex'posure in case ture is, basd on the imposition of risks

judgmcrtF thani1had the r$25, 000 offei of an adverse judgmeint. on, the parties,- but the make-whole 7
been accepted.H& e the maike-whole` Now suppose the plaintiff, rather and capping restrictions limit these
restriction comesi i to play.v Under the than rthe defendant, had made a risks. No costs are recoverable when
proposed reyvisio' 0,11de ffteree pays S25,000 offer. Since'the judgment of judgment is for the defendant. And
costs "Nonly nto the e~xtent necessary tp 520,000 was not more favorable to the neither side can expect to recover dis-
make~the offeror ,oe~nd'nn plaintiff than the offer made, the plain- proportionateattornev fees and costs.
case sha~ll an awr ~ eceea ~ tiff would not be entitled, to post-offer n

amout ofthejudg~menti tied' costs. The revised rule provie qa utpeotr
To make te offero whole',the inetives ~for plaintiffs and defendants The revised rule is designed to accom-

amountj~byiwhich thdfferor is, bett r to mnake reasonable offers.-that is, of- moda~te multiple offers. Suppose a de-m
off 4erJ~ial~p.han~iia the fferbeenfers tha peatohvaresnbe fendant rejects the plaintiff's offer to

accepte-$5,000is~~ deucted rom chace of bing moel fvrble to the settle for $25,000. Following discovery,
the deendar's cc~ts of$10,00. Theofferee than the judgmentiti likely t the defendant offers 530,000.~ Mean-

defedrti'hr or~rtte or-obtain and thereby shifting p1o st-of fer while the plaintiff has incurred
cove [iy550 f~t 1,0 n costs. As each side moves toward such- $10,000 in costs, since making the of-
post-fe c~ss~n h~aon'i ffefes h eotiating gap between the fer. The case goes to trial, and judg-

Ioff agis~epaniff$20,000 jud- parties should narrow.' ment is-for the plaintiff for $27,500. F
ment, mas~ng ~hedefendan's net It, Supps tepanifhdoerdto The defendant may have calculatedL

ability to the aitif$1,00. settle for 515,000 instead of $25,000. that by making a ~last-minute offer the
Suppose tbe~~defendant's post-offer Sic tejugent Was fo $0,00 plaintiff could probably not beat at

costs had bee $~~0. ne h e the plaintiff s offer "!beat" the Judg- trial, it could deprive the plaintiff of L
end limitationt metoeao tI~ merit by $5,000 (in "other words, the the 'cost-shifting benefits of the earlier
amount, of th~ j~gnn-he dfei judgment was '~oe' ,favorable to the_______________
dant coitld, not[rcve oe'ta offeree") and the p~lainifrUf is entitled 8. In some cases in which the plaintiff has a con-

t' post ~~~~~~~~~tingexst fee contract with its attornev, the rule
$20,000, te, o~i ftepanist potofe cots Bu the plitif could operate to reduce the amount a'albet
judgmentTis e zo~s'e o.r costs will, be'reduced,-just as in the pay attornev's fees if the plaintiff recovers judg-

"'nt s ase, the amount~ i ment, but fa ils to improve on the defendant's of-
tect plain defenda"' by "the amoun ~~~~~~~~fer. and the defendant's post-offer'fees absorb

itv oy fnat n to detrofin gained from t'he rejec tion of the of fier, much of that judgmiint. But this-disadvantage L
partie frpn ~nctxj~ngexcessve liig~i-$5,00. If te plantiff reasnable should be offset by the tendency of the rule to en-

parties ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~'courage earfier and mpre attractive settlement of-
Doncosts.Bo~h sid~?incendves~omak~post -offer costs were $10,'000, this fers by defendants.
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offer. To promote the ongoing ex- Si 0.000 after its offer until the time of sometime after having its offer ofchange of realistic offers throughout the defendaa 's offer. This amount $25,000 rejected, the plaintiff offers tothe pretrial'period, w!-i-'e pa ,.enting would be deducted from the defen- settle for onhllv S15,000. Meanwhile itgame plaving that might defkat this dant's offer of S30,000 for purposes of has incurred additional costs ofpurpose. the revised rule provides that determining whether that offer was $5,000. The defendant again rejectsL a party making an offer "shall not be more favorable to the plaintiff than the offer, causing the plaintiff to incurL deprived of the benefits thereof by a the 527,500 judgment. So adjusted, an additional 510,000 in costs. Thesubsequent offer unless and until the the defendant's offer becomes a judgment is for S30,000. Both the firstofferor fails to, accept [a more] favor- S20,000 offer and is not more favor- and second offer are more favorableL able offer." In other words. if a later able to the plaintiff than the S27,500 to the offeree than the judgment, butoffer from the opponent is not more judgment. The defendant has not sue- 'each has different consequences. Re-favorable to the offeror than the judg- ceeded in "cutting obfn the plaintiffs call that under the revision, an offerorL 11 ment. taking into account costs in- earlier offer, and the pilintiff recovers is entitled to the benefit of its offer un-curl ed in the interim, the earlier offer its reasonable post-offer costs minus less and until it declines to accept apre ails. But if the opponent's lter of- the make-whole reduction of S2,500. subsequent more favorable offer.fer is more favorable to the offeror The revised rule's incentive struc- Since no subsequent offerwasmadetoL than the judge .-L. that offer prevails. ture remains dvnamic '.Lroughout the the plaintiff, it is still entitled to theUnder the ,' a stated above. sup- litigation. An offeror is likely to be benefits of the first offer if thev arepose the plaL. eff incurred costs of faced with a counter-offer that will re- greater than those of the second. Inquire evaluation. The risks and oppor- other words, in the absence of a9. The plaintiff incurred costs of Sl;.000 follow tunities created by the rule, amplified counter-offer, the plaintiff can chooseing the first offer. But $5.000-the amount bv by the passage of time and the accu- the offer that will lead to the greaterwhich the judgment exceeded the offer-must bededucted from this amount. Thus, under the first mulation of costs, should exert con- recovery. In this case, the plaintiff canoffer. the plaintiff can recover SIO.000 in costs in stant pressure on parties to move to- recover510,000 in costs under thefirstaddition to the judgment. Following the second 
'1 A'r offer, the plaintiff incurred only sio.ooo in costs. ward agreement. offer but nothing under the secondI Since it received a $13000 beneit. the amount bv because of the impact of the make-which the S30.000 judgment exceeded the offer. Other variables whole restriction.plaintiff would not be entitled to recover costs

-nder the second offer. Improving one's offer. Suppose that Non-monetary offers. When'the of-

The proposed revision of Rule 68
L of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

(a) At any time, inme tli. 10 day the offeree than the offer, the offeree made before trial It is . l.; ai ,bcfe, e a Lrial bcsi, any party de- must pay the costs and reasonable attor- re 1 .Ln l ti. 16 dMfe[Ci7r 2raAJr Emat may serve ny fees incurred after the smiingf 0 ..1.f,.... ;-upon the an adverse party an a wuitten arpiration of the timefor acepting the offer, k ig, C p ine-the wTue voffer to allow judgment to be but only to the crunt necessaiy to make the o ''it; cpt.that a court mz7 .t the. defidjng Lpar, entered offeror wholefor costs and reasonabn ator or ;the Paiod of tim an offeree mayfor she money or property or to the ef- nqfees incurred as a cmsequence of there-have to acptan offer, but in no case to lessfect specified in the offer, with costs jection of the offer, and in no case shalan hn 10days -a . ...-then accrued. If within iG 21 days after -award of costs and at" fens eceed te - ,(b) -An offeU shal not be d*ded of thservice of the offer, or such 'addwnal amount of thejudgment obtainedL A court bfs ofan offer bya ntoffer unlesstime as the coun may aloit the ad'ierse y reduce an award of costs and atre ai t the offerorf42r to acapt an offerparty- serves written notice that the of- feis to avoid the imposition pfundue hardi- "f t Idgment obtained7 fer is accepted, either party may then ship on apart The faci that an offer' s -4 'thi judgment obtained includesL -.'file the offer and notice of acceptance made but' not accepted does not pre-"' a dekrmination that it.together with proof of service thereof elude a subsequent offer. When the li- U moufavo to tHe offree than uoas ther hand thereupon the clerk, or the court f ability of one party to another has
L.o required, shall enter judgment. An been determined by verdict~or order .offerinduded anose no nea rlifoffer not accepted shall be deemed or judgment, but the amount or ei- This ru> sha> not app to cass orv withdrawn and evidence thereof is not '£tent of theliability remains to be deter.>- de ative actions undir Rues 23, 23.1L7admissible except 'in a proceedifig to mined by further proceedings, te --and 23.2or to ddiais brought unide stat-+ determine costs and reasonableato z iJ.pW L anWl. anypert nisin ma s. t

the judgment finally obtained make an offer of judgment; which ^ ,

br' loffecree is not more favoable to 4hall have the same effect as an offer



fer and judgment include non-,mon- __ would be prejudicial to the parties and
etarvrelief,theq ropos droviiionicalls c F create an irreconcilable conflict with 7
for a straightforward comnparison: ',if these rules. I J
the judgment:oitaWned includes non- The revised rule does not exclude
monetary reli:f, ,a deterrmination that actions in which the parties by prior
it is more favorabk to the offerer than agreement have provided for recovery
was the offer shall"not be made except iThe revised rule of attorney fees by the prevailing part
when the terrms of the ofer included , , In such cases, in which a final judg-
allsuch non-mtionetarief (empha- elminnates the, ment may include attornevyfees,-the
sIs added) -S~poetededn f edfrjdca rule will treat offers as iincluding ~that LJ
fiered $25,000 and itonl' non- component of monetary'relief`as well
monetary terms. If teju entisfor review of the as others. $imilarly,P punitive damages
S20,000'but also inludes injunctive would be treated as an elementltof

relief, the defendant would not be en- reasonableness . monetarv relief encompassed inman of-
titled 'to coist'dept its more favor- o ofesfer. Doing so is consistent with the nor-
able monetar o mal practice of settling such cases.

lSjeiptpose the,' de~fendant offered and Judicialimpact. Because ofithe lim-'
S 5, 00 aned anh agreement not to pub- its the revised rule imposes on cost re-
lish material for five years, but the coveries, there is no need for judicial
jdzdgmenllt' wa.l !for $20,'000 and an or- review of rejected offers. But because J
derP i~pbsi'ng altrust with all publica- the revised rule also limits recoverv to

oln profits for threeyears,'goingto the. reasonable attornev fees. the court is
pllintife gBecause the offer did not in- the ultimate, arbiter of the award. 'If K
clude alll the non-monetarv relief 1984 proposals: the rule operates, as contemplated.
aW rdd' PIMe judgment, though its * It does not threaten plaintiffs with however, the court should rarelv have
monetar9ztlrlns were more favorable, out-of-pocket loss; to be called on. because the vast major-
,tW diefebn'dant i'sstill not entitled to * It does not undercut the policy of itv of cases will settle, and because it'is
cost This would be true even if a com- fee-shifting statutes; reasonable to expect that more often
paratye appraisal were to establish * It does not permit windfall recov- than not, the rule's make-whole and K
that the terms of the offer had been eries; caDping limits will make it self-evident Li
more favorable than the judgment ob- * It does not permit recovery of dis- that reasonable attorney fees exceed
tamed. The terms must be the same proportionate costs: the amount allowable, obviating the
(or subsumed therein) for the offer to * It eliminates the need for judicial need for court proceedings. If the re- '
be considered more favorable than the review of the reasonableness of offers vised rule accomplishes its purpose of
judgment obtained. This restriction is and rejections. generating not only more but earlier
necessarv to avoid collateral litigation Scope of the rule. The revised rule settlements, and with less need for ju- Li
over the evaluation of non-monetary has three exclusions. First, claims aris- dicial intervention than currently, the
relief.' ing under fee-shifting statutes, such as resulting savings-in judicial time

If, in ithe above case, the judgment the civil, rights and antitrust laws, are should more than offset the amount of 7
had been for $20,000 and an order not excluded to avoid undercutting the time required by the occasional attor-
to: ptblish the material for three years,' congressional policv encouraging pri-i nev fees proceedings under the rule.
the terms of the offer would have in-, vate enforcement.', The effect of this
cluded all' the non-monetary relief exclusion to supersede the Impact on settlements
awarded by thejudgment, and the de- Supreme Court's 1985 decision in The assumption underlying the pro-
fendant would have been entitled to Mfarek V. Chesn'" Chesny held that Rule posed revision is that it will encourage
recover costs. The three-year ban can 68 could bar an award ofstatutory at- parties to make earlier and more rea-
be said to, have been completely sub- torney fees to a prevailing civil rights sonable offers, leading to earlier settle- i
sumied under the, offer of a five-year plaintiff whbohad rejected a settlement ment negotiations with greater pros-
ban (eenif the words differed). Note, offer'that exceeded thejudgrment. pects of success. K
however, that since the award of fees The decision'did not shift'the defen- The legal literature abounds with , E

cannot exceed the amount of money dant's fees; the' plaintiff remained the economic, analysis of fee-shifting
awarded in a judgment, an award' of prevailing party for purposes of the mechanisms. Not surprisingly, given Kg
only non-monetary relief precludes civil rights statute. , the complexity of the subject, opin-
fee shifting'under the revised rule. The revised'rule also' excludes class ions differ on whether such mecha-

and 'derivative actions because Rules nisms encourage early settlement.
Impact of the proposed revision 23, 23.1,, and' 23.2 require settlements One writer recentlv concluded that 1 l

As the foregoing discussion has shown, of such actions to be approved by the ,__
the proposed revision has none of the court. To permit unapproved offers of l Pendent state law claims would be included.

objectionable, features of the 1983 and settlement to be6operative to shift fees 11. 473 U.S. 1 (1985). . L
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[uJntil a better empirical foundation under the loser-pays rule, the argu- the offeror from the more favorablehas been established, the existing ment goes. the litigants might dig in result obtained.L, theoretical arsenal is still too weak to since each anticipates no net loss fol- The principal impact of the revisedresolve many of the ultimate questions lowing a verdict. rule will likelv be on cases in which theof interest."'2 "Institutional details" Even if this argument has some va- cost of litigation could become dispro-motivating and constraining the be- liditv under a loser-pays rule, it carries portionate to the amount at stake. ItL havior of parties and lawyers, the little weight under the proposed offer- would also have a significant impact inwriter noted, are not necessarily ac- of-judgment rule. For the defendant, cases where liability is all but certain.counted for by the current economic there is no advantage in digging in Suppose a creditor is owed S50,000.L analvsis of fee shifting. Without ever making an offer, as there He or she estimates that to take theIndeed. a host of not readily quanti- might be under a loser-pays scheme, case through trial will cost approxi-fiable factors can influence the incen- for by digging in it gives up any chance mately 550,000. The defendant mayl, tive structure in any particular case. of recovering costs, regardless of any currently be able to escape having toDeep-pocket litigants determined to recovery by the plaintiff. For the plain- pay the debt by vsimpl stonewalling,eliminate their adversaries or those tiff, in turn, there is no advantage in figuring that the creditor may not wishdriven by principle or policv might be refusing to make ankoffer ,that might to throw good monev after bad. Theimpervious to economic incentives. beat the judgment And once such an revised rule would enable the creditorHighly risk-averse litigants, on the offer is on the table, the defendant's to file suit and make an offer ofjudg-v other hand, would be extremely sensi- risk of loss escalates unless it accepts ment for $49,999. If the debtor refusestive to the threat of added costs and the offer or makes a counter-offer at- the offer, it risks having to pay the debtopt for settlement tractive to the plaintiff, Unlike the as well as the creditor's and its ownSome commentators have argued loser-pays scenario under which the costs. The creditor can go to trial andwith respect to a loser-pays rule that it parties may be stalemated, the revised incur costs up to $50,000 withoutjeop-might actually discourage settlement rule provides incentives that should ardizing any of the Sti50^0 recovery.rates by driving apart litigants who energize the negotiating process. The debtor, facing up to SIOO.000 inboth firmly believe they will win. Ac- The incentive structure under the potential losses, plus its own attorneycording to this argument, in such a revised rule will not be equally power- fees, has a strong incentive to settle.case only the prospect of the parties ful in all cases. In large and especially Similarly, a defendant with a strong de-fbearingtheir ow attorney feescreates multiparty litigation-in which the fense against a doubtful claim cana range of possible settlements. If, in- stakes are high relative to costs and make a modest offer, with a high ex-stead, each party believed that the control may be dispersed-fee-shifting pectation of setting off its costs againstother side would ultimately bear all offers ofjudgment may have little util- ajudgment if the offer is rejected.the costs of the litigation. the incentive itn. But as the cost of litigating a dis- No doubt, even under'the proposedto settle to avoid expenses would dis- pute rises in relation to its value, the revised Rule 6,8, some litigation willappear. For example, under the power of the revised rule increases. continue to be protracted and costlyAmerican rule. if the plaintiff firmly Because the incentive will be to con- Some cases will not, and should not.L believed he or she would recover front the opponent with an offer it settle for any number of reasons, ButS10.000, and the defendant firmlv be- would not lightly refuse. offers and the revised rule may often give partieslieved there would be no recovery, but counter-offers should move toward the the push that is needed to initiateeach anticipated having to spend middle ground. settlement negotiations on a basis that56,000 to take the case through trial, It is true that the larger the gap be- is likely to lead to agreement Cthe parties might enter settlement dis- tween an offer and a judgment, thecussions anvwav. because even a S5,000 larger will be the offeror's make-whole William W Schwarzer is a senior United Statessettlement would leave each parry in offset against the costs he or she can districtjudge and director of the Federal Judi-better financial shape than a trial. Yet recover to reflect the resulting benefit. ca Center.L _ Thus, if a defendant offering to settle12. Donohue. The Effetas of Fee Shifting on the for 535,000 succeeds in holding thesettlement Rate: -Thi'raracal 0bseiat ions an COSts. 5litfft 5,000 judgmenthedeConflactu, and Cnerfmr, Fees. 54 LAW & Co%' plaintiff to a Lj m the de-F' Pitos. 19; (1991). There have also been several fendant will recover less in costs than ifanalvses focusing on te question of including l- the plaintiff won a g ofga]l fees under Rule n$. See Rowe. American Lajugmn
Institute Study on 'Paths to a Better hIeSV ': L£i.tuaon, S30,000. Similarly, the larger the ex-Aler~nattwes and Acramuodation..B.acACmnd Por eso jdmn vrapanif f1989 Dta- L. J. 824: Rowe and VXidmar. Empirical cess of aju over a plaintiffs of-Research on O/fe of S nuL,; A Pihlminar, Repom fer, the greater the offset against a5l LAw & CoN'TEMP. Paito. 13 (1988): Miller. An plaintiffns cost recovery This result is aEconomic A4 nlabiss of Ruite 68. 15J. oF LEGAL STU. 93plitfscotrovy.Tsreutsa
(1986): Toran. Settrt, Sanctions and Attornev necessary corollary of the make-wholeFees: Coma4ing Eneitsh Pavwaent into Court and Pro- rnil neligterl.BtiPosed Rule 68. 35 Ama. . L. REX'. 301 O(986): principle underlying the rule. But itWoods. For Evef" lweioan a Counterimapon: The Re. does not significantly weaken the re-tivta of Rule 68. 14 Foz. Las. Lw J. '283 (1986): vised rule's incentives and isjustifiableSimon The Riddln ot baRs68. 54 GtO. Wf i. REv.ei
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L I INTRODUCTION

This is the story of a first exposure to the offer-FT of-judgment procedure of Civil Rule 68. The context is
the workaday setting of the rulemaking process. Rule 68
has been viewed by many, including me, as an
uninteresting provision that remains on the fringe of
procedure because it has been little used to scant
effect. Past efforts to make it more effective were

abandoned. Now a carefully worked-out proposal for[ revision has brought the subject back !for renewed

attention.' The proposal is in the early stages of
consideration by the Civil Rules Advisory Committee. My
own thinking is at an equally early stage. As I go about

learning something of Rule 68, the prospect of revision

seems to present remarkably complex questions. More than
anything else, this review of the puzzlements is a

L catalogue of questions"that must be considered. If in
the warm light of collective examination they stand

revealed as ghosts easily put to rest, so much the

better.

L Z ~~~~~A. The Simple Purpose of Rule 68

Figures vary from one survey to another, but fewer
than ten percent of the civil actions filed in federal

court survive to trial. A large portion of those that
disappear are settled. Notwithstanding the high
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disappearance rate, Civil Rule 68 has once again I
attracted interest as a potential means of improving the

settlement process. Two forms of improvement are

contemplated. One is to increase the total number of

f I 
I4!4 >fi s' , , , l ' 1

cases that settle. Another is to accelerate the time of

settlement for cases that now settle later than could be.

The benefits from increasing the number of cases

that settle could be dramatic. A seemingly small

increase in the total, fraction of cases that disappear K
before trial-could 'yield a large decrease in the number

of casesrthat are tried. If- 92% of all- cases are now

resolved' without trial, an increase to-94% would ieffect

a 25% reduction - from 8% to 6% - in the number of

trials.,

The benefits from accelerating the time of

settlement might not be as easily observed, but could be

even more important. If earlier settlements reduced the

total volume of pretrial activity, particularly through

disclosure and discovery, the savings would be obvious

and valuable. Even if earlier settlements resulted from

accelerating a constant level of pretrial activity, there

would be real benefits from achieving earlier repose. 7

The case for amending Rule 68 rests on the belief

that traditional unregulated settlement'processes" are not

! 0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



3
as effective as should be. A formal offer-of-judgment or
offer-of-settlement process, on this view, enhances the
overall process. The proposals that have been considered
in the rulemaking process have assumed that the formal

L process should supplement the traditional process, not
supplant it. The formal process is made available to
facilitate settlement when an offering party believes

L that added incentives are useful. Negotiations outside
the Rule 68 framework can continue unimpeded, and perhaps
enhanced, by one or more Rule 68 offers.

These simple hopes may be attainable. They do not
rest on -detailed knowledge of present settlement
processes. Not enough is known about the factors that
cause cases to settle or not. They do not rest on
uncontested theory; at least for the moment, too much is
known about the complications of theory and no means is
available to cut through the competing complications.

The following discussion will focus on a specific model
based on a proposal of Judge William Schwarzer to amend
Rule 68.2 The proposal is a thoughtful one that
addresses many of the concerns that surrounded earlier
efforts to amend Rule 68. After sketching the proposal

L and one version of the highest hopes that might be
advanced for its success, I will concentrate on the
doubts that beset this and any other proposal to

L

L
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strengthen Rule 68. This focus reflects caution, not a X

judgmentthat the doubts are right.

B. The Current Proposal

A first draft of an amended Rule 68 is set out as an

appendix. This proposal raises the stakes of Rule 68

offers by a limited shift of attorney fees to a party who

fails to improve on a Rule 68 offer at trial. It also

authorizes offers by all parties, whether advancing or

resisting claims, and allows successive offers by a

single -party that do not cancel the potential

consequences of earlier offers.

Shifting attorney fees is a constant feature of Rule

68 proposals. At least two distinct reasons account for

this interest. One is the view that settlement, and

ideally early settlement, is an important means of

reducing litigation expenditures. Attorney fees are a

substantial part'of 'litigation expenditures. A party'who

has offered a settlement that accurately forecasts the 
K

result of trial should not have to bear the expense of

proving the accuracy of the forecast. Instead, the party L
who has failed to accept the trial-vindicated offer

should compensate for the harm caused by its rejection.

The other reason is the" pragmatic judgment that 1

substantial consequences are required to make Rule 68



F work. Attorney fee shifting is a familiar and natural

enforcing device.

Shifting attorney fees also is a lightning rod for

controversy. The "American Rule" that each party bears

L its own attorney fees - win, lose, or draw - continues to

s'ave strong emotional support notwithstanding legions of
statutes and occasional common law rules that provide for
fee shifting. Any proposal that may require a plaintiff
to bear defense attorney fees stirs immediate and hostile

Lib reaction.

The proposal limits the introduction of fee shifting

by two major features that seek an accommodation to
achieve the advantages of fee shifting while assuaging

the potential disadvantages. First, reasonable fees

incurred after the offer expires are reduced by the
___ benefit that results from the difference between offer

and judgment. If a defendant's $50,000 offer is followed

L by reasonable attorney fees of $15,000 and a $40,000

judgment, for example, the first $10,000 of post-offer

fees i; discarded. The fee award is $5,000. This
C feature seeks to put the offering party in the same

position as if the offer had been accepted. Next, the

fee award is capped. An award to the defendant cannot

exceed the amount of the judgment: if the defendant had
incurred reasonable post-of fer fees of $60,000, the award

r 5



would be not $50,000 but $40,000. This feature protects

the plaintiff against out-of-pocket losses 
greater than

the ,costs that also are shifted under Rule 68. A
symme , 

( {e '

symmetricalprovision equalizes the fee-shifting stakes 
7

by limitinga fee award against a defendant to the amount 
7

of the judgment.

The questions that must be addressed in considering

this proposal do not flow along any obvious linear 
path.

They include the simple predictive question whether 
it

would increase the number of cases that settle or at E

least advance the time of settlement in cases that

eventually would settle in any event, and the more

contentious question whether an increase or acceleration

of settlement is necessarily desirable. At quite a

different level, they invoke unanswerable questions of

responsibility for attorney fees, questions that go L
deeper than the familiar debate over the virtues 

of the

"American" and "British" rules. Another set of problems L
arises from the constraints and habits of the rulemaking

process.: a single rule is proposed to reach 
all federal

civil actions, without regard to the nature of the

dispute, or the character of the uncertainties, 
that may

make settlement difficult; concerns for 
administration

invite compromises that may seem of doubtful intrinsic

merit; and fair questions may be raised whether

6 7



7E ;1f~eeshifting in this setting is authorized by the Rules
F' Enabling Act. Still different problems arise from the

details of implementation: as pedestrian as these,
problems may seem in the realm of lofty discourse, they
reflect constraints that must be considered in attempting
to move from theory to practice. The many
interdependencies among these problems foreclose neat
exposition, but at least some rough order is possible in

L the thoughts that follow.L.

II Promoting (Early] Settlement

71 A. The Optimistic View

L There are many ways to describe the hope that offer-
of-judgment procedure can be made more effective by
adding limited fee-shifting consequences and allowing any
party to make an offer. The common element is a belief
that there are cases that should settle, but now settle
later than sould be or not at all. Beyond that point,L the reasons for deferred or failed settlements must be

IL set out. One set of reasons may involve strategic
calculation. Although all parties understand that
settlement is more rational than litigation, settlement
fails because each holds out for a larger share of the

LI potential settlement benefits. Enhanced consequences may
I help by changing an opening offer from an implicit
L.

L~~~~~~~~~~~~



confession of weakness tohan aggressive adversarial 
act.

Incentives may be reduced for advancing ill-founded

claims or defenses that'exploit an imbalance 
between the

costs and 'prospective benefits -of 'litigation.,3

Bargaining 'over division of the potential gains from

settlement may be placed on a more'even footing 
that

facilitates agreement. Another set-of reasons may

involve' simple failure to think 'rationally about

settlement. These reasons turn on the, prospect that

settlement is not approached rationally - ever, or as X

early as might be - even after the parties all have

sufficient information to make intelligent predictions r

about probable outcomes, or else that they are too slow

to gather the information. 
V

The optimistic description of the process must

include an element that runs parallel to the 
emphasis on

settlement. Allowing plaintiffs to shift fee L

responsibility by making offers close to the expected

result at trial should encourage plaintiffs to file

strong, small claims. When the defendant shares the

plaintiff's estimate, settlement should follow. 
When the

defendant has a significantly, lower estimate of the

plaintiff's success, however, the result 
may be a trial.

In addition to improving the settlement process,

8



Rule 68 fee shifting may seem intrinsically desirable.
A party who offers to settle for a figure at least equal
to the eventual judgment may seem to deserve compensation
for wasteful fee expenditures caused by failure to
accept. The judgment proves that failure to accept was
unreasonable, at least to the extent that justice
requires protecting the of fering party. Fee shifting
both deters improvident refusals to settle and
compensates the provident offer.

B. The Doubting View

1. Predicted Behavior. One range of questions arises from
doubts as to the number of cases in which present
incentives to settle will be enhanced by a limited fee-
shifting scheme. There is a large and growing body of
literature devoted to economic exploration of the general
effects of fee-shifting rules and the more particular
effects of fee-shifting inducements in offer-of-judgment

rules. Even without accounting for strategic behavior,
it is possible to identify many plausible situations in
which settlement behavior is not likely to be affected by
Rule 68, and some situations in which a fee-shifting rule
may make settlement more difficulty When game theory
is invoked, matters become ever so much more
complicated.5

9



Moving,,, from, abstract theory to more pedestrian,

terrain, similar, concerns may be voiced. Whatever

purposes the rulemakers may have, adversary lawyers 
will

seek to use Rule 68 ,to maximum adversary advantage. g

Offers will be made not', only in hopes thatacceptance

will'end the litigation, but also in hopes that 
rejection

will pave the way for strategic advantage. The

opportunity to make multiple offers may be seized by

opening offers close to the extremes, generatingrisks

and corresponding adjustments of later offers 
that are

further complicated if fee shifting is limited in the

ways currently proposed. Sheer complexity and confusion

may deter settlement.
6

Much effort has been devoted to the process of

settling complex litigation involving large stakes. 
The

regular amendments of Civil Rule 16 regularly include

provisions aimed at enhancing the prospects of early V
settlement. There is little prospect that limited fee 

1

shifting under Rule 68 can contribute much to these LJ

efforts. The stakes, both direct and often indirect, are

likely to dwarf the prospective benefits of fee 
shifting,

and the resources of the parties often will soften r
further any potential incentive effect. For many such

cases, it seems likely that settlement will occur when 
Li

the parties believe they know enough to assess probable 
C:

10



results, or will 'not occur at all. To the extent that
this prediction holds good, a major potential benefit
will disappear. Greater hope may be held out for
encouraging early settlement of litigation for smaller

r stakes, involving one or more parties of modest means.
L Such cases, however, raise the question whether even a
E limited fee-shifting incentive involves encouragement or

coercion.

The concern with coercion arises from the potentialV effect of fee shifting on risk-averse litigants. Most
concern is directed toward individual plaintiffs who have
something to lose and who face well-endowed institutional
litigants. 'Even under the lim'-ed fee shifting currently

proposed, a plaintiff can lose all the value of an
r important and valid claim. Particularly in cases in

which' there is a realistic prospect that the defendant
may win at trial, or in which there is a wide range of
reasonably predicted awards, the pressure to accept a

L relatively modest Rule 68 offer may be far greater than
the pressure to accept an identical offer made outside
Rule 68. The fear is not that an enhanced Rule 68 will
fail to increase the number of settlements, but that it
will increase the number of settlements in undesirable

L ways.

Li 2,. Desirability of settlement. The premise that it is

11



useful to encourage earlier settlement of cases that

settle now has not drawn much dissent beyond fear for the A

impact on risk-averse plaintiffs. If early settlement

means curtailment rather than acceleration of discovery,

however, it may be based on relatively greater ignorance

- either mutual or one-sided - and involve distortions 1]
that must be weighed against the savings of discovery

costs. The premise that it is useful to encourage

settlement of cases that now do not settle is more r
controversial. There are many reasons why a reasonable

settlement may not satisfy the needs of one or more

parties.

Familiar illustrations involve stakes beyond the
., C~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1

prospective money judgment. Putting aside specific

relief as a matter of obvious difficulty, an action for

money alone may involve reputation, a desire to vindicate

principles of public importance, or a test case. Both

the plaintiff and defendant in a newspaper defamation

action, for example, may fight for interests more

precious than any predictable judgment. Attaching

sanctions to Rule 68 offers in this setting may

occasionally deter any litigation at all. It may

occasionally facilitate a settlement that otherwise would

not occur. It may occasionally - and perhaps often - F
simply shift attorney fees according to comparative

12
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13
strategic skill or luck in picking the offer figure.

Equally familiar but less discussed concerns may be
involved in an action in which money is the only stake.
A simple version is provided by a case in which damagesF : are uncontested at $1,000,000. The plaintiff believes

there is a .5 probability of winning $1,000,000, with
predicted future fee expenditures of $200,000. The
plaintiff's expected value is $300,000. The defendant
may believe the plaintiff has a .3 probability of winning
$1,000,000, with predicted future defense fees of
$250,000. The defendant's expected cost is $550,000. A7 settlement anywhere in a range from $300,000 to $550,000
would be "better" for both parties. The plaintiff,
however, may need $800,000 to restore the business that
was destroyed by the defendant; anything less is futile.

L The defendant may be barely able to manage the costs of
defense before diverting assets from equally important
needs. A rule that increases the pressure to settle

L often will have no effect in such circumstances, apart
from adding fee shifting to the judgment after the

L defendant's $250,000 offer and the plaintiff's $800,000
L offer both fail.

The last example raises the broader question whether
litigation can properly be viewed as a matter of
probabalistic money equivalencies alone. Quite apart

13
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from the suggested -special needs that may establish 
sharp 7

discontinuities in the marginal value of money to av

particular party, there may be legitimate desires for

vindication or even vindictivenens. There is no

demon s trar tian s t he plaintiff who protests

thatrotheng a relattvshyuldanoty befendantwwd 
o topbuyeoffda

million dollar liability for half price merely 
because we

are dissatisfied with a system thatwill 
not compensate

the costsuof defense should the plaintiff 
in fact lose.

Perhaps we have not ye achednte pass in which our

system is f6orcedto operate as nothing for 
principle, all

for money.1

3. Risk-Averse P~laintiff s. By f ar the most vehement

criticism of ef forts to give more bite to 
Rule 68 has

come from those who fear coercion of risk-averse

plaintiffs. This criticism will not be much muted by ~the

limited form of fee shifting currently proposed. The

common illustration is the plaintiff of modest means

pursuing a single claim that is personally 
important and Li

confronting a relatively wealthy def endant who 
repeatedly

engages in litigation. The illustration describes many

cases. Even with a cap set at the amount of the

judgment, such, a plaintif f can win a valid claim and

still lose it all because of a wrong guess in 
response to

a Rule 68 offer. The resulting pressure to accept an

14
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offer increases in the many cases in which damages are
subject to fair dispute over a relatively wide range, and

U. in which there is a prospect that a court may mimic the
L settlement process by compromising the determination of

liability with the computation of damages. The response
that such plaintiffs should not be more free than any

others to impose unnecessary fee expenditures on such
Li defendants is not fully satisfying.

The problem of the risk-averse plaintiff may be

matched by a potential conflict of interest generated by

the offer. The conflict arises because the prospect that
the plaintiff will have the means to pay attorney fees,

whether on a contingent-fee agreement or otherwise, is
L affected by Rule 68. The spirit of the cap implies that

counsel cannot contract to recover a share of the
judgment before accounting for Rule 68 consequences. The

theory that contingent-fee counsel should have a
portfolio of cases, and should be able to rely on

L realistic assessments of settlement offers across them
all, may not respond to all facets of reality.

L
4. Fee statutes and conflict of interest. The potential

L for conflicting interests just described is acute if Rule

68 offers can cut off the right to recover statutory fee

entitlements, as happens now.' Some plaintiffs may be

represented by counsel who have a wide portfolio of

15



statutory fee cases and who are unmoved by the prospect

that denial of fees in any particular case under Rule 68

will defeat any compensation for pursuing that case. It

is difficult to believe that all will fall into that

category.

III. Fee-Shifting Rationale

Rule 68 fee-shifting proposals are most reasonably

considered against the background of the "American Rule"L

that ordinarily each party bears its own attorney fees.

The proponents do not seem moved by a secret desire to

use Rule 68 as a step toward general adoption of a rule K
imposing-the winner's reasonable fees on the loser.

Perhaps more important, the rulemaking process is not an V
appropriate means of adopting a general fee-shifting E

Li

system. Whether fee-shifting is regarded as "procedural"

or "substantive" for purposes of the Rules Enabling 7

Act,9 the topic is far too sensitive and bound up with

political concerns to'be addressed in this process. l,

Scant comfort is afforded by the conclusion that Li
Rule 68 must be considered in the framework of the

American Rule unchanged. Any effort to impose liability

on one party-for an adversary's attorney fees, whoever L
has prevailed on the merits, must be supported by a

theory that justifies the imposition in defiance of the LJ

16 7
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American Rule. That task in turn requires a coherent

theory that justifies the American Rule in comparison to

L at least two alterr.atives. The obvious alternative is aL~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
rule that makes the prevailing party whole, so that

L nominally complete relief for a plaintiff is not diluted

by liability for the expense of suit and vindication of

a defendant is not impaired by the expense of suit. At

L best it is very difficult to explain adherence to the

American Rule in these terms. The alternative less often

considered is a system that provides public

representation for any party who wishes, leaving private

representation an affair properly financed by any party

E who prefers it. If we fear that the risk of bearing allL.
attorney fees will deter just claims and force surrender

L of just defenses, the fear can be addressed by offering

free lawyers just as we offer free judges. The question

is not whether we should force public representation on
l7 all parties, a system most of us would reject readily; it

is only whether access to public justice should be
L rationed by ability to pay or to find contingent-fee

representation. It is not even a start to speak of the

inherent character of an adversary system in which each

adversary sportingly bears the costs of the contest, nor

to protest that we need some means of rationing access to

L justice lest we be swamped by grossly inefficient levels
of litigation incurring social costs far out of

17



proportion to the tangible private stakes.

The lack of any coherent theory to explain the 1

general refusal to shift attorney fees might seem to

justify' 'reliance on purely pragmatic concerns in

approaching Rule 68. If we have no theory to test the L

changes, why bother with theory? All that need concern

us is actual effects, as well as we can predict them.

Unfortunately, the matter is not so simple.

The first complication arises from the multiple
L

statutes and occasional judicial doctrines that provide

for attorney fee-shifting, most frequently in favor of

plaintiffs. As Rule 68 is now interpreted, a plaintiff's

statutory fee right is cut off as to fees incurred after

an offer that is as at least as good as the judgment, so

long as the statute characterizes the fees as "1costs."°
10

There is no reason whatever for distinguishing between KL
fee statutes that happen to have been expressed in terms

of costs and other statutes that characterize fees as

fees; if nothing else is done to Rule 68, it should be K

amended to eliminate this unintended linguistic E

consequence. It is far more important to consider the K

question whether Rule 68 should cut off statutory fee

rights -in any case. So long as fee-shifting statutes L
stand as exceptions to- a general -rule, they are most

easily understood as attempts to support and encourage

18
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litigation of particularly favored types of claims. Such

C purposes can be overcome by offer-of-judgment policies

L only if those policies are clearly understood.

The second complication is far more pervasive. So

long as the American rule stands, it represents a

determination that the cost of advancing or resisting

judicial claims should be borne by each party, not by the

adversary and not by the public. Failure to accept a

formal offer of judgment seems much less serious conduct.

The innocence of such behavior is most apparent when the

offer and judgment are close together; indeed both Rule

68 and the proposed amendment impose consequences when

offer and judgment are the same. Adhering to the

L American Rule when a plaintiff has lost utterly or has

7 been vindicated completely stands in stark contrast to a

L rule that shifts attorney fees if plaintiff or defendant

guesses wrong by rejecting an offer that - in the extreme

example - happens to match the judgment perfectly. The

L proposed "benefit of the judgment" adjustment and cap may

even seem perverse in this light, since the result shifts

a larger portion of the offeror's fees as the offer and

judgment converge. Thus a defendant whose $100,000 offer

is rejected may, after a $100,000 judgment, recover up to

$100,000 of fees if reasonably incurred; but after

judgment for the defendant will recover nothing. In
L

r ~~~~~~~~~~19



either case the plaintiff gets nothing. We accept that

result as right when it is-the judgment on the merits. K
To accept it as a departure from the American Rule when

the plaintiff was $100,000 right on the merits but wrong

in predicting the actual judgment is more difficult. The

difficulty may be underscored by considering two extreme

examples in which the defendant spent all $100,000 of

post-offer fees either in seeking to contest liability or

in seeking to contest damages. If the expenditure was

all for liability and the defendant lost on liability, it

might fairly be asked why failure to accept the offer

should impose on the plaintiff the cost of defense fees

that proved waste. If the expenditure was all for L

damages, and was well-advised, it may well have cost the 'Li
plaintiff more than a $100,000 reduction of the judgment.

Again, it might fairly be asked why the plaintiff should

pay twice for this "benefit.?' The response that the

plaintiff should make the defendant whole in relation to LJ

the position that would have resulted from accepting the 7

offer assumes that the duty to accept the offer imposes

greater obligations, in relation to the general rule

against fee shifting, than the decision to file suit.L t~~~~~~~
Consideration of this second complication may be

advanced by focusing on theiimplied duty to settle. By L

far the most satisfactory explanation that falls to hand

Li
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L for imposing Rule 68 consequences is that litigants have

a duty to behave reasonably in settlement. It is unfair
L to focus criticism on the extreme illustrations in which

one party makes a better prediction of the outcome in the

face of massive uncertainties as to liability and the

L amount of damages, whether as a matter of better luck or

greater sophistication. What is called for is realistic,

L reasonable, accommodating settlement behavior.

Litigation is a gamble. The more uncertain the outcome,

the less reasonable it is to insist on pursuing any
outcome on the merits. It is reasonable to persist to

final judgment if all parties want to gamble, and to make
all parties to the gamble carry their own costs. If a

party prefers the more rational course of a certain

F- settlement, and offers to settle on terms at least as
favorable to the adversary as the final judgment, the

offer should shield against the costs of continuing the

L gamble.

There is much to commend a duty to behave reasonably

in settlement. The argument is strongest to those whose

faith in litigation is weakest. It may seem overwhelming

to those who reject pursuit of litigation as a means of

vindicating substantive rights, either because of

intrinsic doubts about the rationality of litigation

results or because of the costs of litigation. Even if

AL



a duty of reasonable settlement is recognized, however,

it remains necessary to implement it reasonably.

If Rule 68 is to be explained as implementing a duty

of reasonable settlement behavior, the means of

implementation are questionable. One dimension of doubt

is set out above: great consequences may hinge on very

small differences between offer and judgment. There is

no reason to draw inferences of unreasonable behavior

from the bare fact that an offer was, by whatever margin,

more favorable than the judgment. This problem could be

reduced by adding a margin-of-difference element; the

wider the-margin, the weaker the objection. If Rule 68 V

imposed consequences only if the offer were at least 50%'

more favorable than the judgment, for example, it would

be more plausible to infer that it was unreasonable to

reject the, offer. In some cases the inference would be

strong or even overwhelming. L

A margin-of-difference feature would not abate all V
of the difficulties in using actual outcome to assess the

reasonableness of settlement behavior. Reasonableness is L

affected by the character of uncertainty and confidence V
in assessing uncertainty. It is easy to illustrate the

purely economic reasonableness of settling cases in which L

all parties agree on the same probability of liability

and the same range of damages, and have equal stakes and L
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7 ; .~risk aversion. It is much more difficult to define

reasonable settlement behavior even in purely economic

terms when the picture is more complicated. Some cases
do present genuine uncertainty as to liability, and the

parties may reasonably evaluate the uncertainty at
different levels. Some cases do present genuine

uncertainty as to damages over relatively wide ranges,

and again the parties may reasonably evalutate the
uncertainty at different levels. These complications

alone may mean that it is entirely reasonable for two

parties to adhere to settlement figures that cannot be

brought together. If it is reasonable to consider

matters other than the expected dollar results of- the
instant litigation, the problem is even worse. The

simple illustration offered above illustrated a range of

mutually beneficial settlement between $300,000 and
$550,000. Somehow the parties must divide the expected

benefits of settlement. It seems difficult to say that

it is unreasonable for the plaintiff to ask for more than

$300,000 and for the defendant to offer less than

$550,000. We expect them to divide the difference by
bargai Ing. And the bargaining process may reasonably go

astray. The very precise figures used for purposes of
illustration, moreover, disguise the fact that the

parties may lack confidence in their best efforts to
predict the outcome. It seems reasonable to prefer
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litigation to settlement based on guesses that are known

to be-unreliable.
~~~~Li'

The difficulty of predicting outcomes is entrenched

by jury trial. Views about the predictability of jury i

verdicts may vary, but it seems likely that juries do the

unexpected often enough to add a wild element to LI

reasonable predictions.

Enough has been said to support a simple assertion.

A duty of reasonable settlement behavior cannot support

fee shifting based on simple differences between offer

-and judgment. Reasonable behavior often will lead to

rejection of an offer that proves better than the L
eventual judgment.

If a duty of reasonable settlement behavior cannot

support the present Rule 68 proposal, some other theory

must be found. Fee shifting is serious business, and L
deserves a serious theory. The theory cannot be found in

analogies to the attorney fee sanctions imposed for

violation of various procedural rules. Such procedures

as discovery have been adopted for clear purposes, often, Li

wisely, and we have a clear theory of duty to comply with C

such procedures. Fee sanctions are a natural means of

enforcement. This theory would support imposition of

sanctions, including fee shifting, for refusal to

24
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F participate in good faith in court-ordered settlement

processes. It does not support sanctions for refusal to

reach settlement until we have a theory of duty to reach

settlement.

3IV. Limits of Rulemaking

The full course of the rulemaking process may show

that these doubts mean much or little. However that may

be, they do deserve consideration as part of the process.

In addition, they'suggest the value of reflecting on the

process itself. Several, features of the process may

suggest caution in approaching fee shifting by rule. The

Civil Rules ordinarily apply to all litigation, or atF least to very broad categories of litigation. Abstract

theoretical goals must be compromised to meet the needs

of workaday adminsitration. And the rules are not to

abridge, enlarge, or modify substantive rights.

A. Universalizing Tendencies

The universalizing tendency of the Civil Rules is

frequently described by the ugly adjective

"transsubstantive." The rules characteristically are

written in broad terms that rely on trial court

F discretion to fit general procedures to the more specific

needs of individual litigation. There are many reasons

; for this approach. Among them are limits on the

L 25



rulemaking process; it is not possible to understand all L

of the needs of the full range 'of present litigation,

much less future litigation, and craft detailed rules

carefully adapted to each particular setting. Attempts'

to define specific rules for specific categories of

litigation, moreover, might eventually raise questions L
whether 'the rules were intended 'to affect specific E

substantive rights. Perhaps the most important set of

reasons involves faith in the ability of district courts

to exercise discretion wisely. Although it would be easy

for anyone to identify many instances'of inept procedural L

decisions, the results often seem better than might be

expected from a more detailed code of procedure. a

An offer-of-judgment rule must be addressed in this

light. It is not enough to suggest situations in which 7
fee shifting may be a desirable means of encouraging

settlement. Instead it must be shown that the overall K
result is desirable, either across the full range of

federal court litigation or across narrower categories of

cases that can be described in a rule limited to those

cases. The earlier discussion suggests the nature of the

problem. There are cases in which it seems inappropriate 7
to impose fee-shifting consequences merely because of a

difference between an offer and the judgment. Such cases

exist even if settlement is approached solely as a matter

26 7
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L of economic rationality defined in expected net present

dollars. Wide divergences in expected outcomes not only

occur, but occur for good reasons. Nothing can be said

with confidence about the frequency of such cases, but

that of itself is reason for caution. If account also is

L taken of other factors thatproperly affect settlement

decisions, the number of cases that properly are not

settled increases. The increase is greater as more

L weight is assigned to such elusive factors as the desire

for vindication, protection of public interests, and the

like. Any sensible accounting also must reckon with the

prospect that revisions of Rule 68 may affect the very

character of the cases that are brought into the system.

It may prove possible to draft a rule identifying

categories of cases that justify a fee-shifting of fer-of-

judgment rule. That possibility has yet to be explored.

L A more common response to such difficulties is to draft

a rule that relies on district court discretion to

distinguish cases that merit fee shifting from those that

do not. That alternative also is questionable, unless

K some clear guidance can be given on the factors that

L merit fee shifting.

L B. Reasonable Refusal.
L.

If the purpose of Rule 68 is to encourage reasonable
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settlement behavior, an obvious ploy would be to draft

the rule in those terms. That ploy in fact was adopted

in the 1984 proposal, which authorized imposition of "an Li

appropriate sanction" if "an offer was rejected 7

unreasonably, resulting in unnecessary delay and needless

increase in the cost of the litigation., The attempt to L

guide this decision deserves quotation in full: C

In making this determination the court shall
consider all of the relevant circumstances at C
the time of the rejection, including (1) the
then apparent merit or lack of merit in the
claim that was the subject of the offer, (2)
the closeness of the questions of fact and law K
at issue, (3) whether the offeror had
unreasonably refused to furnish information
necessary to evaluate the reasonableness of K
the offer, (4) whether the suit was in the F
nature of a "test case," presenting questions
of far-reaching importance affecting non- F
parties, (5) the relief that might reasonably
have been expected if the claimant should
prevail, and (6) the amount of the additional
delay, cost, and expense that the offeror K
reasonably would beiexpected to incur if the
litigation should be prolonged. r

L
Determination of the appropriateness of the sanction was K
to consider, among other factors, the costs, expenses,

and attorney fees incurred "as a result" of the

rejection, and the burden of the sanction on the offeree.

The open-ended list of illustrative factors in this

proposal covers many of the most important elements

bearing on the reasonableness of settlement behavior.

The implication that only "questions of far-reaching Li
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_ importance" justify consideration of abstract stakes may

seem begrudging. The suggestion that the off eree should

be sympathetically concerned with the impact on an
adversary off eror is somewhat puzzling. Nonetheless the

list provides a rich illustration of the costs of

implementing a rule geared to reasonable settlement

behavior. A judge who has tried a case without a jury

L would have to disentangle the' process of decision,

however clear or difficult it was, from the retrospective

attempt to evaluate the case as a party might reasonably

have seen it at the time of the offer - or offers, since

successive offers were allowed. A judge who has tried a
case to a jury might have to disentangle speculation

about a process of decision that the judge may think led

to a wrong result from the retrospective evaluation.

K Gathering full information and assessing it from the

perspective of the offeree would be difficult. An

L attempt to make the assessment in the context of actual

or potential counter-offers would be all the more

L difficult.

L The difficulty courts would face in evaluating the
7 reasonableness of settlement behavior would feed back to

affect behavior in the offer-of-judgment process. The
need to predict the outcome in relation to the offer

would be compounded by the need to predict potential fee-

L
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shifting consequences. Stragegic behavior would be LJ
confused even more if courts came to assess the

"fairness" of bargaining behavior as well as more

tangible factors.

If-Rule 68 consequences are to be justified by a '

duty of reasonable settlement, the consequences should be

measured by a process that resembles the 1984 proposal

much more than an automatic comparison of offer and

judgment. The manifest burden of implementing such a

process, however, must weigh heavily against pursuing it. K

C. Enabling Act Concerns 7
L

Rule 68 does not now refer to "sanctions." The 1984 7
proposal did refer to sanctions. Reliance on the

sanction concept may seem to alleviate Enabling Act

concerns that liability for an adversary's attorney fees

is too much a matter of substantive right to be addressed L

through the rulemaking process. The analogy to discovery

sanctions falls ready to hand: the rules create a

procedural duty to respond to discovery, and provide 7

sanctions that compensate for the cost of enforcing

proper demands. The framework of the 1984 proposal was L
calculated to rely on this analogy. The rules create a 7

duty to behave reasonably in response to settlement

offers, and a sanction that compensates for the cost L
30 L
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caused by unreasonable refusal to settle.11 Early

reactions to the 1993 draft, however, have expressed

concern that reliance on the sanctions concept creates

untoward collateral consequences. Assuming that Rule 68

sanctions are imposed on the party alone, the fact

remains that advice on settlement is provided by counsel.

If counsel is tainted by sanctions imposed on a party -
who may indeed have rejected advice to accept a Rule 68

offer - the potential distortions of attorney-client

relationships threatened by Rule 68 may be exacerbated.

Attribution of the sanction to counsel seems increasingly

unfair, moreover, as the failire to settle seems

increasingly reasonable.

The unfairness of tarring counsel with the sanctions

brush may be no greater than the unfairness of forcing

the client to pay adversary counsel fees, a question that

can be answered only with a sound theory of the American

Rule. That question, however, remains the main point of
inquiry. It is easy enough to draft a rule that shifts

counsel fees without referring to sanctions. Reliance on

the sanctions concept, indeed, simply papers over the

real question: is a duty to accept a reasonable

settlement a matter of procedure akin to a duty to

cooperate in authorized discovery? At this point it may

be important to insist on that definition of the issue -
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it is not a matter of a duty to engage in reasonable

settlement behavior, but of a duty to accept a

settlement. It might be a duty to accept a settlement

offer that is reasonable in light of all the things that

are known, predictable, and unpredictable. It might be

a duty to accept a settlement offer that in the event

proves at least as favorable as the judgment. But it is C
Li

a duty to accept a settlement.

Although-the nature of the question is not directly

changed by invoking or discarding the sanctions label, K
the sanctions characterization is useful because it _

suggests that the procedural character of a regulation

cannot be separated from its consequences. A rule that

required a party to accept a settlement offer found

reasonable by the court without a decision on the merits,

on pain of contempt or dismissal, would not do. A rule

that requires a party to pay costs, including forfeiture Li

of post-offer statutory attorney fees otherwise allowable

as "costs," does do. We have it now. A rule that shifts

attorney fees, requiring one party to bear fees incurred L
by another, occupies an uncertain middle ground. It can

be argued that if present Rule 68 does not abridge,

enlarge, or modify a substantive right when it defeats a r
statutory right to recover attorney fees as costs, an

amended Rule 68 would no more abridge, enlarge, or modify L
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a substantive right by requiring one-party to compensate

another for costs incident to rejection of an offer more

favorable than the judgment. It can be argued in

response that defeating a statutory qualification of the

basic rule that each party bears its own expenses is not

as fundamental - substantive? - as changing the basic

rule.

Confronting a question of Enabling Act authority in

the course of the rulemaking process is different from

the finest point of academic analysis. Even a clear

answer to an initially troubling question of authority

may not justify pushing ahead. A clearly desirable rule

may responsibly be promulgated if close examination

justifies rejection of cogent doubts. Greater caution is

appropriate if the justification for a proposed rule is

less certain, particularly if prediction of its

consequences also is uncertain. The American Rule

remains a venerable part of our tradition, qualified much

more often by one-way pro-plaintiff exceptions than by

equal opportunity two-way shifting. Even if it is purely

procedural, and even if - indeed perhaps because - it is

difficult to identify and articulate its premises, it

deserves deep respect in the rulemaking process. We

should be quite sure of what we are doing before adopting

the current proposal.
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V. Difficulties of Implementation 6"J

One of the most enduring lessons of drafting

exercises is that a promising idea, is throughly tested by 7
translation, into detailed implementation. The simple

illustrations used above involved a single offeron a ,

single claim between two parties. Many lawsuits involve

only one claim and two parties. Even such suits may K
involve a complicating series of offers, particularly if

Rule 68 is extended to both parties. Greater

complications ensue from a proliferation of parties, 7
particularly if the substantive law has abolished joint

and several liability. These and other problems must be C

weighed in deciding whether to press ahead with revision

of Rule 68. The problems described below have been J

chosen in the hope of viewing Rule 68 from a variety of 7

perspectives.

C
A. Successive Offers

The proposal expressly permits all parties to make

successive offers. The most obvious reasons for allowing

repeated resort to Rule 68 spring from the conjoint

purpose to encourage settlement and to encourage early

settlement. Early offers - and thus early settlement - v
are encouraged if an early offer does not cut off further

use of Rule 68. Later offers, moreover, can readily

34
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prol,(;te settlement as the parties' expectations are

brought closer together by continuing preparation for

trial and even external events. Another reason may be

that allowing r--.ly one offer per party, or even requiring

the parties to bid for the right to make the only offer,

would so confuse Rule 68 strategy as to discourage

frequent use.

1. Calculating the comparison. Permitting successive

offers requires careful attention to the grounds for

comparing each offer to the final judgment. The problem

is more than a drafting challenge alone. A series of

three related examples illuminates the complexities.

The plaintiff offers $50,000. After the plaintiff's

offer expires, the plaintiff occurs $20,000 in attorney

fees. Then the defendant offers $60,000. Each party

incurs an additional $15,000 in attorney fees after the

defendant's offer expires. Judgment is for $55,000. If

the plaintiff had won a litigated judgment of $55,000 at

the time of the defendant's $60,000 offer, the plaintiff

would have received $15,000 toward its $20,000 fees after

deduLctng the $5,000 benefit of the judgment, and netted

the same $50,000 it would have won had the defendant

accepted the plaintiff's offer. In this sense, the

judgment is better than the defendant's $60,000 offer.

There is much to be said for writing Rule 68 to reach
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this result. There will be some proper resistance,

however, arising from two facts: the defendant's $60,000

offer was greater than the actual judgment, and likely

was made without knowing the amount of attorney fees

incurred by the plaintiff after the plaintiff's $50,000

offer expired.

The second example is the same as the first, except r
that the plaintiff incurred only $5,000 in attorney fees

before the defendant made the $60,000 offer. Now the

$55,000 judgment, together with that attorney fees

incurred by the plaintiff between expiration of the

plaintiff's $50,000 offer and the defendant's offer, is E

not better than the defendant's offer. The plaintiff is

not entitled to attorney fees on the basis of its offer

unless the effects of the offer persist beyond the

plaintiff's rejection of the defendant's offer: although

the $50,000 offer was more favorable to the defendant

than the $55,000 judgment, the $5,000 benefit of the

judgment eliminates the $5,000 in fees incurred by the

time of the defendant's offer. It would seem strange

indeed, however, to allow the plaintiff to recover fees

incurred after it rejected the $60,000 offer that would

have netted $55,000 after deducting the interim fees.

The defendant's offer supersedes the plaintiff's offer.

The defendant is entitled to $10,000 in attorney fees
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after deducting the $5,000 benefit of the judgment from

the $15,000 incurred after expiration of the defendant's

offer.

The second example is intended to underscore the

importance of the attorney fees incurred by one party

F during the period between expiration of its own offer and

an offer made by another party. The consequences to the

defendant in these two examples are remarkably different

because of the different figures used for interim fee

expenses. To be intelligent, a second offer must account

L for these expenses. Each of the three most obvious

strategies for making the calculation is questionable.

One is to guess, based on an estimate of visible attorney

L' time and the closeness of trial. The guess and estimate

depend on the work habits and other commitments of

L; opposing counsel, often difficult to guess. Another is

to make an offer that allows the court to determine

attorney fees - in a case that has not been tried, that

may be won by either party, that may not include a

statutory fee right, and in which the amount of the fee

may affect the attraction of the offer drastically. Yet

another is to ask the other party - at best, that would

lead to informal negotiations with an eye to formulating

the formal Rule 68 offer.

The third example simply increases the defendant's
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offer to $80,000. The defendant gets no award because

its post-offer fees are wiped out by the $25,000 benefit

of the judgment. Although the defendant was willing to

pay $,80,000 to get out of the further proceedings,, and

guessedkbetter than the plaintiff, it may be argued that

this, and,, countless additional variations simply

demonstrate the sporting character of the proposed system r
in cases that include substantial uncertainty as to

liability, damages, or both. In addition, a somewhat K
inconsistent argument may be made that when the outcome

of litigation is ,as uncertain as it often is, the L
reasonableness of settlement behavior should be tested by K
some measure more rational than the perhaps compromised

outcome. V

L
2. Offer strategy. A more important concern can be

stated in shorter compass. A -system that allows

successive offers that do not negate the consequences of L

failing to accept an earlier offer invites strategic

offers. Initial offers will be made, not for the purpose

of winning early settlement but for the purpose of C

generating consequences that will affect subsequent

bargaining. Defendants and plaintiffs alike should make

routine offers barely less favorable than the best result

to be hoped for. A plaintiff should demand everything. K
A defendant who offers next to nothing has little to gain
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if fee recovery is capped by the amount of the judgment,

but may gain powerful bargaining leverage in cases that

seem likely to impose at least a significant liability.

The greater the incentives for early settlement that are

created by a revised Rule 68, indeed, the greater effect

the incentives should have on bargaining both within and

without the Rule 68 framework. At times settlement will

be impeded, not promoted, by adding this element to the

strategic calculation.

It seems difficult to predict the courses of

behavior that experienced litigators would be able to

develop with years of practice in manipulating a revised

Rule 68. If it is difficult to predict - if we cannot be

confident in predicting the strategic behavior that will

develop - revision can be justified only by stronger

justifications than would suffice with more certain

prediction.

B. Multiple Parties

Multiparty litigation can complicate Rule 68. A

defendant, for example, may much prefer a global

settlement that establishes the full limits of liability.

A plaintiff may prefer, for a variety of reasons, to

settle separately with some defendants. More complex

combinations can easily emerge. These complexities must
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be overcome in private bargaining. The Rule 68 question

is whether formal account should be taken of multiparty

complications in drafting the rule.

Multiple plaintiffs provide an easy illustration.

The defendant, as master of its offer, should be free to

of fer terms that require acceptance by all plaintiffs.

Suppose all but one accept, the offer expires, and the

judgment is less favorable to all? Can those who sought

to accept be held to pay post-offer fees to the

defendant? Should all of the burden be imposed on the

one who held out? If only those who reject are subject

to Rule 68 consequences, what happens if those who reject K
do better by the judgment and those who would have

accepted do worse, as should happen whenever each made an

accurate prediction of the judgment? L
Comparative fault can provide a simple illustration r

of the problems that may arise from multiple-defendant

cases. The plaintiff in an automobile accident case 7
offers to settle with the two defendants for $50,000

each, then wins judgment allocating $100,000 damages 60% r
to one defendant and 40% to the other. Should the rule

be written so that one defendant pays a portion of the

plaintiff's post-offer fees, but not the other, when the K
LA

outcome depends on a matter as elusive as the allocation

of fault?
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L Multiple defendants provide a more complicated

illustration if the case arises under law that has

rejected joint-and-several liability. One defendant

wishes to settle with the only plaintiff. The plaintiff

must evaluate the offer not only for its direct impact,

L but also for its uncertain impact on the other

defendants. An offer that seems acceptable if the

Ly defendant is held liable for 20% of total damages may not

be acceptable if, following settlement, trial allocates

30% of the total to that defendant. Arizona is

considering a Rule 68 amendment that would allow the

plaintiff to tender a conditional acceptance to the

defendants who do not join in the offer. If all

defendants accept, no fault is apportioned to the

defendant who settled; the amount of the settlement is

rL subtracted from the plaintiff's full damages, and the

remainder is allocated among the remaining defendants.

L If one C.a more defendants reject the conditional

acceptance, the defendants who rejected share equally

L "any Rule 68 sanctions which would otherwise be assessed

F' against the plaintiff in favor of the offering

defendant.""2 At best, this system complicates the

L. process of calculating the offer, and imposes a difficult

prediction on defendants faced with a plaintiff's

conditional acceptance. If Rule 68 sanctions actually

generate significant settlement incentives, a defendant
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would among other things have to predict how other

defendants would react. Different complications would

arise from alternative approaches. If, for example, it

were decided to allow acceptance by one or more

defendants, so that some were entitled to a reduction of

damages according to fault calculated without regard to

the settling defendant, while others were involved in

litigating the fault of the settling defendant, trial

would be complicated still further. The current Rule 68 K
proposal does not account for this problem. Silence

presumably would mean that Rule 68 consequences flow L

without accommodation to -the circumstances of several r

liability, or for that matter the various ways in which

settlement affects joint-and-several liability. A L

plausible argument can be made, however, that Erie

doctrine" commands adherence to a state offer-of- 7
judgment rule specifically adapted to state rules r
allocating shares of liability.

C. Fee-shifting statutes L

Any project to revise Rule 68 must consider the

decision in Marek v. Chesny."' After the plaintiff in

an action under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 had incurred $32,000 in

attorney fees, the defendant offered $100,000 to settle L
the claim and attorney fee liability under 42 U.S.C. §

1988. The plaintiff persisted to trial and won $60,000.
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The Court ruled that Rule 68 cut off the § 1988 claim for

$139,692 in fees incurred after the offer, observing that

this expenditure "resulted in a recovery $8,000 less than

petitioners' settlement offer."'35 Rule 68 provides that

if the judgme>t is not more favorable than the offer,

L "the offeree must pay the costs incurred after the making

of the offer." Section 1988 provides for an award of

L attorney fees "as part of the costs." The meaning of the

E two provisions together -was found "plain." "Since

Congress expressly included attorney's fees as 'costs'

available to a plaintiff in a § 1983 suit, such fees are

subject to the cost-shifting provision of Rule 68.1116

Justice Brennan dissented, arguing first that it is

Poolish to hinge application of'Rule 68 on the accident

whether a particular fee-shifting statute refers to fees

as "costs. "1 He went on to argue that the Court's

decision "will lead to a number of skewed settlement

LI incentives that squarely conflict with Congress' intent"

in providing attorney fee recovery. This argument was

extended to the conclusion that application of Rule 68 to

defeat a statutory right to attorney fees modifies a

substantive right 'in violation of the Rules Enabling

Act. 17

K If nothing else, any revision of Rule 68 should

correct the dependence on the frequently happenstance
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statutory choice whether to refer to attorney fees as 1
costs. There is'no apparent reason for distinguishing

between fee statutes in this way. And matters may become

worse'confused if an occasional sophisticated attempt is

made to take advantage of the current rule in drafting

new legislation.1-

The question whether to perpetuate Marek v. Chesny

will prove far more contentious. The arguments for V
overruling it are forceful. Cutting off statutory fee

rights,,seems inconsistent with the probable, purpose of K
one-way fee-shifting statutes to encourage,-enforcement of

particularly favored rights. Even if Rule 68 is amended I

to provide for offers by plaintiffs, the prospect of

losing statutoryfees as well as limited liability to pay

defense fees makes the effects of Rule 68 more pressing F

as to these seemingly favoredplaintiffs. So long as the

plaintiff need only "prevail".to-be entitled to statutory £
attorney fees, moreover, there is little apparent benefit

in making a Rule 68 offer; the only obvious advantage

would be to curtail the discretion to deny costs to the p

plaintiff even though successful. And the risk of losing

statutory fees may create a painful conflict of interest F
for counsel advising on the attractiveness of an offer. V

Rule 68 could be written to exclude fee-shifting, or L
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to exclude both fee-shifting and costs liability, as to

any claim that entails statutory fee-shifting. That

A) ~leaves the problem of cssthat combine fee-shifting

claims with other claims. A modest variation on Marek v.

Chesny illustrates the problem. A plaintiff advancing

constitutional and state-law claims arising from assault

by a police official is offered $20,000 to settle all
L claims and wins $19,000 on each theory at trial. Should5 the defendant be allowed to recover post-offer reasonable

attorney fees in excess of $1,000 up to the amount of the

L judgment because the state-law claim does not invoke a

fee-shifting statute? If so, exemption of the § 1983S claim alone does not fully protect the pro-plaintiff

policies that may underlie the fee-shifting scheme. The

protection would be diluted further still if the Rule 68

L consequences were considered in determining the extent of

the plaintiff's recovery of statutoryfees as "prevailing

go party. If not, the exemption would be extended at least

to the fee-shifting claim and any other theory that is
part of the same "claim" as defined by the claim

, preclusion branch of res judicata.

L Exclusion of claims governed by fee-shifting

statutes would raise other, perhaps minor, questions.

One is whether so many cases would be affected as to

dilute the potential benefits of providing fee shifting
L
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under Rule 68. Another is whether it is backward to

provide fee shifting under Rule 68 only as to claims that

have been left outside the apparently growing number of

statutory fee-shifting provisions.

D. Determining Reasonable Fees

Fee sanctions entail responsibility for determining

reasonable fees. The Civil Rule 11 amendments now

pending in Congress are designed in part to subordinate

the role of private sanctions, including attorney-fee

sanctions. Experience with determining reasonable fees

in other settings has generated lengthy litigation. A C

rule that blandly calls for determination of reasonable

fees is not very helpful. An attempt to devise a helpful L

formula for determining reasonable fees, however, is not

to be undertaken lightly. It is appropriate to ask that L
Rule 68 be expanded to include fee-shifting only if there

are solid grounds for expecting that the benefits will

more than compensate the added labors. Perhaps this will

happen because so many cases settle, and because actual

fees will so far outstrip any possible shift after L.

reduction for the benefit of the judgment and capping at

the amount of the judgment that reasonableness is not an

issue.3 Perhaps not.

E. Other Implementation Questions
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1. Forgiveness. There are attractive reasons for

allowing discretionary exemption from Rule 68
L consequences. Only the most obvious examples are needed.

An offer may be made in a state of legal uncertainty that

is resolved after expiration. Facts that seemed clear at

the time of the offer may later become uncertain or

worse, and unknown facts may appear. A low defense offer
may be followed by an even lower compromise verdict thatF would be swallowed up even after recognizing the benefit

of the judgment. If discretion is recognized, however,

it must be kept na-r-ow lest it undermine the possible

benefits of fee shifting by diminishing the incentive to

accept an offer and increasing the occasions for

collateral litigation.

2. Bilateral cap. The proposal limits fee sanctions to
U the amount of the judgment. Beginning from the desire to

ensure that a claimant not be out-of-pocket, this feature

appears to achieve rough equality between claimants and
defendants. In some cases, however, the equality may

prove illuso . Suit on a $100,000 life insurance

U policy, for example, could turn entirely on the question

of fraud by the insured. The insurer is liable for

$100,000 or nothing. The plaintiff offers $100,000 and
L the defendant offers nothing. If the plaintiff wins

$100,000 the defendant is liable for reasonable attorney

L
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fees up to $100,000. If the plaintiff wins nothing, the

defendant receives no attorney fees. occasional7

consequences such as these need not defeat the proposal.

They do iillustrate that it-is not entirely simple. 7

3. Specific relief. The draft proposal caps any fee K
award at the amount of the judgment. If only specific

relief is involved, fees are not shifted because the

"amount" of the judgment is zero. This approach has at

least two benefits. One is that it enables plaintiffs in',

"public interest" litigation to reduce or eliminate

exposure to fee-shifting under Rule 68 by reducing or

eliminating demands for money damages. The other is that

it avoids any need to find an alternative cap for cases

that involve only specific relief.

Cases that involve both monetary and specific relief L

raise the question of comparing the specific relief terms

of offer and judgment. The most easily managed approach

would be to set the threshold at a judgment that includes

every term of the offer. Rule 68 benefits flow to a

plaintiff who offered to settle for the same or less

relief, and to a defendant who offered to settle for the

same or greater relief. The draft proposal sets a lower

threshold, looking to "substantially all the nonmonetary

relief offered." This approach rests on the belief that

it would be remarkable to develop an offer that included
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all the elements of a ltigated decree in complex

institutional reform litigation. It also might reflect

concern that choices in shaping the decree should not be

subject to the pressure of Rule 68 consequences.

Administration of the more flexible test, however, may

require more effort than it is worth.

VI Alternative Approaches

Any number of different approaches could be taken to

encourage settlement, either through offer-of-judgment

rules or through other means. A few may be noted

briefly.

The strategic calculus of Rule 68 would be changed

greatly if each party could make only one offer, and even

more if only one party could make an offer.

The stakes of Rule 68 would be reduced if it were

limited to an award of post-offer costs. To make the

rule a meaningful tool for plaintiffs, it would be

accompanied by a change in the rule that ordinarily the

prevailing party recovers its costs.20 The stakes could

be increased, but ordinarily not to the level of attorney

fee shifting, by including expert witness fees in the

costs.

Concern that Rule 68 may entail serious consequences
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f or a clsoe miss in predicting the judgment could be L

reduced by introducinga, margin of error. The extent of

the margin would be based on perception of the average

for reasonable error across a, wide range of cases. If

fees were ,shifted onlyfif the judgment falls more than X

50% beyond the offer, for example,; objections to the

proposal might be softened substantially.
Li

The other means of encouraging settlement most f7

prominent today'are a-host of devices grouped together

under such labels as "court-annexed arbitration."
- ~~~~~~~~ij

Refusal to accept' the recommended judgment can carry

whatever consequences might be attributed to Rule 68. Li

The advantage of these procedures is that they rely on an

impartial assessment of the case as seen by an outsider,

and ideally should lead to a recommendation based on that V

assessment without strategic calculation of what is

likely to prove acceptable to whom.- This feature may '

suggest that it is better to rely on such procedures to

expedite settlement than to tinker with Rule 68. The' L

disadvantage of these procedures is that ordinarily they

are curtailed; the parties may arrive and leave with a

much better understanding of' the, case than can be K
LJ

communicated at a brief hearing or even "mini-trial."

This characteristic may make Rule 68 seem more attractive

after all.
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L Although no alternative is obviously better than

"capped benefit-of-the-judgmentf fee shifting under Rule
68, both alternative versions of Rule 68 and other

procedures should be considered before adopting theL
proposed version with the improvements that inevitably

JL feewill occur in the drafting process.

VII Conclusion

This exercise in doubt is more a quest for

reassurance than a dissent. Much of it can be assigned

Lto two categories: doubt's about the duty to settle and
its relationship to fee shifting; and doubts about

difficulties of implementation.

L ~ ~~Fundamental doubts arise from questions about the

imperative of settl ement and the American Rule that

ordinarily litigants bear their own attorney fees, win,

V ~~lose, or draw. Even a carefully regulated fee-shifting
revision of Rule 68 seems to rest on two assumptions.

LI one is that a party who makes a formal Rule 68 offer that

7 ~proves at least as f avorable to the of f eree as the

eventual judgment deserves to be made whole f or attorneyr ~~fee expenditures "caused" by rejection of the of fer. The

7 ~~implicit duty to settle is not measured by reasonable
L litigation behavior, nor by reasonable settlement

L ~~behavior, but primarily by the actual result. The ot-her
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assumption is that we can redress this attorney-fee

injury, at leastnwithin limits, without intruding too far

on the values served by the American Rule. Neither

assumption can be accepted uncritically. No theory has Ad

yet been advanced to clearly justify the proposition that L
although attorney fees should not be shifted merely

because a party has brought an action and lost, or has t

defended an action and lost, shifing is proper because a

party has made a wrong prediction in response to a formal

offer of judgment. K

The doubts that arise from implementing a fee-

shifting approach have been detailed in ways that at

times may seem unfair. It is easy to emphasize 7
particularly troubling situations, no one of which may C
arise with any frequency. The cumulative impact of these

situations, however, deserves some attention in

approaching revision of Rule 68. Occasional untoward

results may be reduced by recognizing discretion to E
L

excuse Rule 68 consequences. The untoward results that

remain can be tolerated if there is a clear prospect of 
7

substantial redeeming advantage. Those who doubt the

rationale and impact of the proposal, however, may fairly

suggest that the costs of bearing some untoward results

and the administrative costs of avoiding others bear on

the decision. 7
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With all of this, the current proposal commands

attention. It offers a carefully thought-out attempt to
establish an effective offer-of-judgment procedure. It
avoids many of the objections that can be made to

unlimited fee shifting, and also avoids the great

administrative costs that attend an effort to enforce

directly a duty of reasonable settlement behavior.

Pract1cal judgment about actual impact may be more

important than abstract dithering. Help will be found in
surveying practicing attorneys to learn their experiences

with settlement and their predictions of the impact of

limited fee shifting, a project now underway at the
Federal Judicial Center.21 Much help will be found in

the public comment process if the rulemaking process

moves forward to that stage. Perhaps in ten or fifteen

years we will have so much Favorable experience with a
limited fee-shifting version of Rule 68 that early doubts

will seem captious.
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1. The impetus f or consideration by the Civil Rules Advisory

Committee was provided by an article by Judge William'W. Schwarzer,

Director of the Federal tJudicial Center. 'See' Schwarzer, Fee- 7ll
Shifting Offers of Judgment - An Approach to Reducing the Cost of

Litigation, 76 Judicature 147('1992). The draft'Rule 68 appended

at the end departs from Judge Schwarzer'sproposal in some ways.

The discussioniIn text likewise"" rangeII beyond Judge Schwarzer 's

proposal. The core, however,, taken straight from it.

The central provisions of Judge Schwarzer's proposal are K
adopted ini S.585,' 10,3d Cong,. 1s es,§3 '(1993)'.!

2. See note1.'

3. Both nuisance claims and "stonewalling" defenses may be reduced.

Bringing suit on an unfounded claim is more likely to scare a K
profitable settlement if the plaintiff can impose greater costs on

the defendant than the plaintiff must bear. An offer procedure

that promises' to transfer some of' 'the defense costs to the

plaintiff reduces the potential divergence of costs, Resistance to

a valid claim' based on knowledge hat the costs ''of winning a

judgment exceed the value of the judgment can be undermined by the

same process. KLi
4. There are too many articles to list. Among the good articles

are Cooter & Rubinfeld, Economic" Analysis of Legal Disputes and

Their Resolution>, 27 J. of Econ.Lit. 1067 (1989); Donohue, Opting

for the British Rule, or if Posner and Shavell Can't Remember the

Coase Theorem, Who Will?, 104 Harv.L.Rev.' 1093 (1991); Donohue, The

Effects of Fee Shifting on the Settlement Rate: Theoretical

Observations on' Costs, Ccnflicts, and Contingency Fees, 54 L.'&

Contemp. Prob. 195 (Summer 19,91); Iause, Indemnity, Settlement, and

Litigation, or I'll be Suing You, 418 J.Leg.Stud. 157 (1989); Katz,

Measuring the Demand for Litigation: Is the English Rule Really L
Cheaper?, 3 J.L., Econ. & Org. 143 (1987); Miller, An Economic

Analysis of Rule 68, 15 J.Leg.Stud. 93 (1986); Rowe,'Predicting the

Effects of Attorney Fee Shifting, 47 Law & Contemp. Prob. 139

(Winter 1984); Rowe & Vidmar, Empirical Research on Offers of

Settlement: A Preliminary Report, 51 L. & Contemp. Prob. 13 (Autumn

1988); Shavell, Suit, Settlement, and Trial: A Theoretical Analysis 
K

Under Alternative Methods for the Allocation of Legal Costs, 
11

J.Leg.Stud. 55 (1982); Snyder & Hughes, The English Rule for

Allocating Legal Costs: Evidence Confronts Theory, 6 J.L., Econ. &

Org. 345 (1990); and Toran, Settlement, Sanctions, and Attorney L
Fees: Comparing English Payment Into Court and Proposed Rule 68, 35

Am.U.L.Rev. 301 (1986).
Articles focusing on earlier efforts to revise Civil Rule 68

include Simon, The Riddle of Rule 68, 54 Geo.Wash.L.Rev. 1 (1985);

and Woods, For Every Weapon,-a Counterweapon: The Revival of Rule

68, 14 Ford.Urb.L.J. 283 (1986). 7
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5. Game theory is touched upon in several of the articles cited innote *XX above. Good examples of recent work in progress includeDavid A. Anderson, Improving Settlement Devices: Rule 68 and Beyond(1993 is.); Kathryn E. Spier, Pretrial Bargaining and the Design ofFee-Shifting Rules (1993 ms.).

K 6. The possibilities for confusion may be greater than they seem.Many experienced lawyers who have reviewed the first draft set outin the appendix have thought the scheme too complicated toadminister. Although regular litigators would come to understandthe complications, others might remain stymied.

K 7. Of course official decision may be sought not to vindicate butto humiliate or intimidate. The value of establishing precedent by
a test case may be tarnished by the ability of institutionallitigants to select favorable cases and tribunals by settling lessfavorable cases. These facts may diminish, but do not defeat, theL value of public adjudication.

8. See Marek v. Chesny, 473 U.S. 1 (1985).

9. 28 U.S.C. § 2072.

L 10. Marek v. Chesny

i1. The virtue of the sanctions approach in assuaging Enabling Actconcerns is explored in Burbank, Proposals To Amend Rule 68 - TimeL To Abandon Ship, 1986, 19 Mich.J.LRev. 425.

12. How cite?

13. Erie R.R. v. Tompkins, 1938, 304 U.S. 64..

L 14. 47 U.S. 1 (1985).

15. 473 U.S. at 11.

L 16. 473 U.S. at 9.

7 17. 473 U.S. at 28-38. The shortest statement was that: "TheL Court's interpretation of Rule 68 * * * clearly collides with thecongressionally prescribed substantive standards of § 1988, and theRules Enabling Ant requires that the Court's interpretation giveIway."l 473 U.S. at 37.

18. The attempt to overrule Marek v. Chesny for claims arisingunder Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 is a goodLad illustration. Section 9 of H.R. 1, 102d Cong., 1st Sess. (1991),would have amended § 706(k), 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5(k), by deleting"as part of the," so that the statute would allow recovery of a"reasonable attorney's fee (including expert fees) and as-part-efthe costs." The reasons for overruling Marek v. Chesny in this
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setting were described in H.Rep. No. 102-40(I), Educ. & Labor K
Comm., 102d Cong., 1st Sess., p. 82 (1991), and H.Rep. No. 102-

40(11), Judiciary Comm., p. 30 (1,991) In the end, the Civil

Rights Act of 1991 did not -effect the proposed amendment. New § LJ

706(g)(2)(B), 42 U.S.C. 2000e-5(g)(2)(B), however, does allow

"attorney's fees and costs" on proving a violation of § 703(m), 42

U.S.Cp. § 2000e-2(mj)>.lThis isl, to say theleast, a subtle method of

drafting.i i

19. See -Sch warzier, note 1,2; at pi. 12 [7
20. See Miller, note 3 above.

21. John Shappard of the Federal'-lJudicial Center, who has worked

for years with Rule 68 proposals, has designed a survey that should

be completejd soon. ':'

LJ
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>1 Rule 68. Offer of Settlement
"2

3 (a) Offers. A party may make an offer of settlement to another4 party.

I5 (1) The offer must:
6 (A) be in writing and state that it is a Rule 68 offer;
t 7 (B) be served at least 30 days after the summons andL8 complaint if the offer is made to a defendant;

79 (C) [not be filed with the court] (be filed with the0 court only as provided in (b)(2) or (c)(2)};
11 (D) remain open for [a stated period of] at least 21#"2 days unless the court orders a different period;L3 and
14 (E) specify the relief offered.
tD5 (2) The offer may be withdrawn by writing served on the16 offeree before the offer is accepted.
7 (b) Acceptance: Disposition.

18 (1) An offer made under (a) may be accepted by a written19 notice served [on the offeror] while the offer remains0 open.

21 (2) A party may file {the) [an accepted] offer, notice ofacceptance, and proof of service. The clerk or courtmust then enter the judgment specified in the offer.[But the court may refuse to enter judgment if it finds25 that the judgment is unfair to another party or contrary6 to the public interest.]
27 (c) Expiration.

F8 (1) An offer expires if [rejected or] not accepted beforeL9 withdrawal or the end of the period stated or ordered30 under (a)(l)(D).

(2) Evidence of an expired offer is admissible only in aproceeding to determine costs and attorney fees under33 Rule 54(d).

[14 (d) Successive Offers. A party may make an offer of settlement35 after making [, rejecting,] or failing to accept an earlier36 offer. A successive offer that expires does not deprive aparty of (remedies) [sanctions] based on an earlier offer.
38 (e) fRemediesirSanctionsl. Unless the final judgment is moreF1_9 favorable to the offeree than an expired offer the offereein ~must pay a (remedy) [sanction) to the of feror.
41 (1) If the offeree is not entitled to a statutory award of(2 attorney fees, the (remedy) [sanction] must include:



43 (A) costs incurred by the off eror after the off er

44 expired; and

45 , (FIB). reasonable attorney fees incurred by the offeror

46 after the offer expired, limited as follows:

47 (i) the monetary difference between the offer and

48 judgment must be subtracted from the fees; and

49 (ii) the fee award must not exceed the money amount 
n

50 of the judgmen't.

51 (2) If the offe'ree is entitled to a statutory award of

52 attorney fees,d the' remedy [sanctionI must include:

53 (A) costs incurred by the offeror after the offer

54 expired; an'

55 (B) denial of attorney fees incurred bythe offeree

56 after the offer expired.

57 (3) (A) The court may reduce the {remedy}[Sanction] to

58 avoid undue hadsip '[or because'the judgment could

59 not reasona b' have 'been expected at the time the

60 offer expired].

61 (B) No {remedy may be given) [sanction may be imposed]

62 on disposition of an action by acceptance of an

63 offer under this rule or other settlement.

64 (4)(A) A judgment for, a party demanding relief is more 
favorable

65 than an offer to 'it:

66 (i) 'if theIamount awarded - including the costs, A

67 attorney fees, and other amounts awarded for

68 the' period before the offer (was served)

69 [expired] - exceeds the monetary award that L
70 would have resulted from the offer; and

71 (ii) if nonmonetary relief ,is demanded and the

1 72 judgment includes all the nonmonetary relief

73 offered, or substantially all the nonmonetary

74 relief offered and additional relief.

75 (B) A judgment is more favorable to a party opposing 
relief

76 than an offer to it:

77 (i) if the amount awarded - including the costs, L

78 attorney fees, and other amounts awarded for

79 the period before the offer (was served}

80 [expired] - is less than the monetary award

81 that would have resulted from the offer; and

i 82 (ii) if nonmonetary relief is demanded and the

I 83 judgment does not include [substantially] all

84 the nonmonetary relief offered.

85
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7 if) Nonapplicability. This rule does not apply to an offer made inan action certified as a class or derivative action under RuleF3 23, 23.1, or 23.2.L
89

)? Fee statute alternative
91

t2 M(el (RemedieslrSanctionsl. Unless the final judgment is morefavorable to the offeree than an expired offer the offeree94 must pay a (remedy)[sanction] to the offeror.
[~ fS(1) The {remedy} [sanction] must include:
96 (A) costs incurred by the offeror after the offerexpired; and
ij (B) reasonable attorney fees incurred by the offeror99 after the offer expired, limited as follows:

(i) the monetary difference between the offer and'.1± tudgment must be subtracted from the fees; and
(iii -he fece award must not exceed the money amountVIt,;Of the judgment.

104 (2) (A) The court mess reduce the {remedy}[sanction] toIf+, avoid undue hardship [or because the iudgment could1tS not reasonably have been expected a;: the time the107 offer expired].
lQc, r-(B) No (remedy may be given)[sanction may be imposed]:
109 (i) against a party that otherwise is entitled toa statutory award of attorney fees;

(ii) on disposition of an action by acceptance of112 an offer under this rule or other settlement.
li

114 (e)(2)(B)(i) might take less protective forms: No remedy may begiven:

Costs but not fee shifting
lI7 (i) that requires payment of attorney fees by ali' party that is entitled to a statutory award of

Eli attorney fees; or
L2L Statutory fees not affected
L (i) that affects the statutory right of a party toL22 an award of attorney fees;

frL
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Agenda F-7
Court Administration/Case Mngt.

L., September 1993

L REPORT OF THIE JUDICIAL CONFERENCE
COMMITTEE ON COURT ADMINISTRATION AND CASE MANAGEMENT

7

TO THE CHIEF JUSTICE OF THE UNITED STATES AND MEMBERS OF THE
JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES

The Committee on Court Administration and Case Management met in

Washington, D.C., on June 14-15, 1993. All members of the Committee were present

with the exception of Judge Roger Wollman (8th Circuit), Judge David Sentelle (D.C.

L Circuit) and Judge D. Brock Hornby (District of Maine). The Committee was staffed

L. by the following Administrative Office personnel: Duane R. Lee (Chief, Court

Administration Division), Glen K. Palman (Deputy Chief), Robert Lowney (Assistant to

the Chief) and Abel J. Mattos (Chief, Programs Branch). Also in attendance from the

Lo Administrative Office for portions of the meeting were Clarence A. Lee, Jr. (Associate

Director), Noel J. Augustyn (Assistant Director, Court Programs), Thomas C.

Hnatowski (Chief, Magistrate Judges Division) and David E. Weiskopf (General

Counsel's Office). The Federal Judicial Center was represented by Russell R. Wheeler

(Deputy Director), William B. Eldridge (Director, Research Division), Donna J.

Stienstra (Senior Research Associate) and John E. Shapard (Research Associate).

Juliet Griffin (Clerk, Middle District of Tennessee), Judge James R. Browning (Ninth

L Circuit Court of Appeals) and Doug Letter (Department of Justice) also participated.

F NOTICE
NO RECOMMENDATION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE JUDICIAL7 CONFERENCE UNLESS APPROVED BY THE CONFERENCE ITSELF



Civil Justice Reform Act of 1993

The Civil Justice Reform Act of 1993 (S. 585), recently introduced by Senators

Grassley and DeConcini, has been referred to your Committee for review. The bill

contains proposals to reduce costs and delays within the civil justice system. While 7
many of the provisions of the bill are similar to those included in the Access to Justice

Act considered by the Congress and the Judicial Conference last year, there are some

provisions on which there is no prior Judicial Conference position.

Offers of Judgment

Section 3 of the bill adds § 1721 to title 28 of the United States Code. The

provision provides a framework for an offer of judgment similar to Rule 68 of the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. However, the section differs from Rule 68 in several

respects. First, the amendment would allow any party to an action to make an offer of

judgment while Rule 68 limits offers to defendants. Second, the bill provides the 7
adverse party with 14 days in which to accept the offer before it is deemed withdrawn 7

while Rule 68 only allows 10 days. Finally, the bill would stipulate that if the offer is

not accepted and the final judgment obtained is not more favorable to the offeree, the

offeree must pay the offeror's reasonable attorney fees. Currently under Rule 68, K

attorney fees are only sometimes included in costs depending on individual case
,1

circumstances. Attorney fees awarded cannot exceed the amount of the judgment and

the court can reduce attorney fees awarded to prevent undue hardship on a party. 7
Your Committee believes that this provision would strengthen the offer of judgment

procedure, would provide increased -incentive for settlements and is consistent with its

2
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position that the primary utilization of traditional jury trials should be in the most

complex cases. The Committee on Rules is currently considering several proposed

amendments to Rule 68 including a provision similar to Section 3 of S. 585. Your

Committee endorses the substance of Section 3 of S. 585. If the proposal is within the

authority of the federal rules, the Committee urges the appropriate committees to adopt

it. If the procedure is beyond that authority, your Committee urges the Judicial

Conference to support legislation to establish it.

Pro Se Cases

Section 5 of the bill would amend Section 7 of the Civil Rights of

Institutionalized Persons Act (42 U.S.C. § 1997(e)) to direct the courts to continue any

action brought by an inmate pursuant to § 1983 of title 42 for up to 180 days in order

to extend the period required for exhausting administrative remedies. The Judicial

Conference took no position on a similar provision which was included in the Access to

Justice Act.

This provision would have a significant effect on the manner in which many

courts process these types of cases particularly in light of the Civil Justice Reform Act

of 1990 (CJRA). Under CJRA many courts are implementing a system of more

careful scrutiny of prisoner complaints. This method allows a court to weed out the

clearly frivolous claims as well as insure prompt attention to time sensitive matters.

This procedure also allows the dismissal of the complaint against improper defendants

(e.g., those with immunity, etc.). Your Committee is concerned that an automatic

continuance for up to six months without individual assessments or monitoring would

make it more difficult for courts to manage these types of cases effectively. Your

3



Committee is also concerned with the breadth of cases covered by the section. Certain

cases under the purview of § 1983 do not lend themselves to adjudication by an V
administrative system. Additionally there are certain actions under § 1983, such as

claims for medical treatment, which by their nature demand immediate attention.

The general ineffectiveness of current inmate grievance procedures, both at the federal

and local levels must also be addressed. Until an effective system of administrative

dispositions is in place, this provision would seem premature.

As an alternative to the provisions in the Civil Justice Reform Act of 1993, your

Committee recommends the provisions included in the judiciary's "housekeeping bill" of 7
last year. This provision called for shorter continuances and, more importantly,

addresses the problem of delay in certification of the administrative grievance

procedures by the Attorney General. The housekeeping provisions would allow a case jtj

to be continued for up to 120 days as opposed to 180 as contemplated by the Civil

Justice Reform Act of 1993. This would also allow adequate time for the

administrative procedures to work without causing the case to become stale. The H
housekeeping provisions would allow a judge to determine if the administrative'

procedures are "otherwise fair and effective" eliminating the need to wait for

certification by the Attorney General. The proposal in the housekeeping bill is

substantially similar to that of the Federal Courts Study Commission which was,

supported by the Executive Committee in May, 1990.

Expert Witnesses

Section 6 of S. 585 would add § 1829 to title 28 of the United States Code.

This section would limit the number of expert witnesses allowed to testify on any single L
4 -



issue to one from each side. Your Committee believes that the implementation of this

provision would have a significant impact on the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and

the Federal Rules of Evidence and as a result this Committee defers to the views of

K the Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure.

Recommendation 1: That the Judicial Conference a) support in principlethe substance of Section 3 of the Civil Justice Reform Act of 1993 andrefer the issue of whether the matter is more appropriately within the
authority of federal rules to the Committee on Rules of Practice and
Procedure for a report to the March 1994 Session of the Judicial
Conference; b) support Section 5(b) of the Act; and c) oppose Section
5(a) of the Act as written and offer the provisions of the judiciary
housekeeping bill as an alternative.

Fee for Electronic Access to Court Data for Appellate Courts

In March of 1990 the Judicial Conference approved an amendment to the

ill Miscellaneous Fee Schedules for district and bankruptcy courts to provide for a fee for

electronic access to court data (JCUS MAR 90, p.21). Your Committee has considered

whether a similar amendment of the Miscellaneous Fee Schedule for appellate courts is

E advisable at this time. There is clear authority under the Judiciary Appropriations Act

for FY 1991 for the Judiciary to retain revenue generated by a fee for electronic access

to court data in the appellate courts. The mechanism for implementing this fee is by

E. amendment to the Miscellaneous Fee Schedule promulgated under 28 U.S.C. § 1913.

L In the interest of maintaining a consistent national policy with respect to fees for

similar services in the federal courts, your Committee believes, in theory, that there

should be an appellate fee for-electronic access to court data. However, your

L Committee notes that currently this service is available in only three appellate courts

K~~~~~~~~~~~~~L
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103D CONGRESS S 585

1ST SESSION So 585
To provide greater access to civil justice by reducing costs and delay, and

for other purposes.

L

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
r:- MeRM 16 (legislative day, MARM 3), 1993L., Mr. GRASSIMY (for himself and Mr. DECONCah) introduced the following bill;which was read twice and referred to the Conmmittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
L To provide greater access to civil justice by reducing costs

and delay, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-L 2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

4 This Act may be cited as the "Civil Justice Reform
r | 5 Act of 1993".

6 SEC. 2. DIVERSITY OF CITIZENSHIp JURISDICTION; AWARD

7 OF ATORNEYS' FEES TO PREVAILING PARTY.
8 (a) AWARD OF FEES.-Section 1332 of title 28, Unit-

L 9 ed States Code, is amended by inserting after subsection
10 (e) the following new subsection:



2

1 "(f)(1) The prevailing party in an action under this

2 section shall be entitled to attorneys' fees only to the ex- ALII

3 tent that such party prevails on any position or claim ad-

4 vanced during the action. Attorneys' fees under this para- ,

5 graph shall be paid by the nonprevailing party but shall

6 not exceed the amount of the attorneys' fees of the

7 nonprevailing party with regard to such position or claim. L

8 If the nonprevailing party receives services under a contin-

9 gent fee agreement, the amount of attorneys' fees under

10 this paragraph shall not exceed the reasonable value of L

11 those services.

12 "(2) In order to receive attorneys' fees under para-

13 graph (1), counsel of record in any actions under this sec-

14 tion shall maintain accurate, complete records of hours r
15 worked on the matter regardless of the fee arrangement i
16 with his or her client. r
17 "(3) The court may, in its discretion, limit the fees

18 recovered under paragraph (1) to the extent that the court K
19 finds special circumstances that make payment of such F
20 fees unjust.

21 "(4) This subsection shall not apply to any action re- i

22 moved from a State court under section 1441 of this title,
-j

23 or to any action in which the United States, any State,

24 or any agency, officer, or employee of the United States

25 or any State is a party. I

s S8 IS[



3[1 1 "(5) As used in this subsection, the term 'prevailing
2 party' means a party to an action who obtains a favorable
3 final judgment (other than by settlement), exclusive of in-L: [ 4 terest, on all or a portion of the claims asserted in the
5 action.".

6 (b) STUDY AND REPORT.-(1) The Director of the
7 Administrative Office of the United States Courts shall
8 conduct a study regarding the effect of the requirements
9 of subsection (f) of section 1332 of title 28, United States

10 Code, as added by subsection (a) of this section, on the
11 caseload of actions brought under such section, which
12 study shall include--

L 13 (A) data on the number of actions, within each
14 judicial district, in which the nonprevailing partyK 15 was required to pay the attorneys' fees of the
16 prevailing party; and

17 (B) an assessment of the deterrent effect of the
18 requirements on frivolous or meritless actions.

7 | 19 (2) No later than 4 years after the date of enactment
20 of this Act, the Director of the Administrative Office of

1 21 the United States Courts shall submit a report to the
| X22 appropriate committees of Congress containing-

23 (A) the results of the study described in para-
l 24 graph (1); and

s8 585 Is
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1 (B) recommendations regarding whether the re-

2 quirements should be continued or applied with re-

3 spect to additional actions. K
4 (c) REPE.T.-No later than 5 years after the date V
5 of enactment of this Act, this section and the amendment

6 made by this section shall be repealed.

7 SEC. S. OFFER OF JUDGMENM.

8 (a) IN GENERAI.'-Part V of title 28, United States

9 Code, is amended by inserting after chapter 113 the

10 following new chapter:

11 "CHAPTER 114-PRETRIAL PROVISIONS

"1721. Offer of judgment. .J

12 §1721. Offer of judgment L
13 "(a)(1) In any civil action filed in a district court, P
14 any party may serve upon any adverse party a written

15 offer to allow judgment to be entered for the money or

16 property specified in the, offer.

17 "(2) If within 14 days after service of the offer, the

18 adverse party serves written notice that the offer is accept- i

19 ed, either party may file the offer and notice of acceptance

20 and the clerk shall enter judgment.

21 "(3) An offer not accepted within such 14-day period

22 shall be deemed withdrawn and evidence thereof is not ad-

23 missible, except in a proceeding to determine reasonable

24 attorney fees.

.S 585 IS
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1 "(4) If the final judgment obtained by the offeree is
2 not more favorable than the offer made under paragraph

L 3 (1) which was not accepted by the offeree, the offeree shall
4 pay the offeror's reasonable attorney fees incurred after
5 the expiration of the time for accepting the offer, to the
6 extent necessary to make the offeror whole.
7 "(5) In no case shall an award of attorney fees under
8 this section exceed the amount of the judgment obtained.3: 9 The court may reduce the award of costs and attorney

10 fees to avoid the imposition of undue hardship on a party.
11 "(6) The fact that an offer is made under this section7 12 shall not preclude a subsequent offer.
13 "(7)(A) Subject to the provisions of subparagraph

L 14 (B), when the liability of 1 party has been determined byL 15 verdict, order, or judgment, but the amount or extent of
16 the liability remains to be determined by farther' proceed-

L 17 ings, any party may make an offer of judgment, which
7 18 shall have the same effect as an offer made before trial.

19 "(B) The court may shorten the period of time an
l 20 offeree may have to accept an offer under subparagraph

21 (A), but in no case shall such period be less than 7 days.L 22 "(b) A party making an offer shall not be deprived
23 of the benefits of an offer it makes by an adverse party's
24 subsequent offer, unless the subsequent offer is more
25 favorable than the judgment obtained.

8s S ItS
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1 "(c) If the judgment obtained includes nonmonetary
2, relief, a determination that it is more favorable to the
3 offeree than was the offer shall be made only when the
4 terms of the offer included all such nonmonetary relief.
5 ' "'(d) This section shall not apply to class or derivative

6 actions under rules 23, 23.1 and 213.2' of the Federal Rules
7 of Civil Procedure. ',

8 "(e)(1) Except as provided under paragraph (2), the
9 provisions of this section shall not be construed to prohibit L

10 an award or reduce the amount of an award a party may V
11 receive under a statute which provides for the payment

12 of attorney's fees by another party.

13 "(2) The amount a party may receive under this se- 'l
14 tion may be set off against the amount of an award made
15 under a statute described in paragraph (1).". Kil
16 (b) TECHNICAL AND CONFORMING AMENDMENT.-

17 The table of chapters for part IV of title 28, United States
18 Code, is amended by inserting after the item relating to

19 chapter 113 the following:
"114. Pretrial provisions ....................... 1721r.

20 SEC. 4. PRIOR NOTICE AS A PREREQUISITE OF FILING A C
21 CIVIL ACTION IN TM UNITED STATES DIM-

22 TRICT COURT.

23 (a) IN GENERA.-Chapter 23 of title 28, United
24 States Code, is amended by adding at the end the
25 following: [

Os SSJS i
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I '"1 483. Prior notice of civil action
2 "(a)(1) No less than 30 days before filing a civil ac-L 3 tion in a court of the United States the claimant intending4 to file such action shall transmit written notice to any in-L

5 tended defendant of the specifi claims involved, including[ 6 the amount of actual damages and expenses incurred and7 expected to be incurred. The claimant shall transmit suchL 8 notice to any intended defendant at an address reasonably
9 expected to provide actual notice.

10 "(2) For purposes of this section, the term 'transmit'
11 means to mail by first class-mail, postage prepaid, or con-r 12 tract for delivery by any company which physically delivers

13 correspondence as a commercial service to the public inL 14 its regular course of business.r 15 "(3) The claimant shall at the time of filing a civil16 action, file in the court a certificate of service evidencingL 17 compliance with this subsection.
18 "(b) If the applicable statute of limitations for such19 action would expire during the period of notice required

20 by subsection (a), the statute of limitations shall expire21 on the thirtieth day after the date on which written noticeL 22 is transmitted to the intended defendant or defendants
23 under subsection (a). The parties may by written agree-
24 ment extend that 30-day period for an additional periodL 25 of not to exceed 90 days.

L
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1 "(c) The requirements of this section shall not

2 apply-

3 "(1) in any action to seize or forfeit assets sub-

4 ject to forfeiture; or in any bankruptcy, insolvency,

5 receivership, conservatorship, or liquidation proceed-

6 ing;

7 "(2) if the assets that are the subject of the ac-

8 tion or would satisfy a judgment are subject to

9 flight, dissipation, or destruction, or if the defendant

10 is subject to flight;

11 "(3) if a written notice prior to filing an action

12 is otherwise required by law, or the claimant has

13 made a prior attempt in writing to settle the claim

14 with the defendant;

15 "(4) in proceedings to enforce a civil investiga-

16 tive demand or an administrative summons;

17 "(5) in any action to foreclose a lien; or

18 "(6) in any action pertaining to a temporary re-

19 straining order, preliminary injunctive relief, or the

20 fraudulent conveyance of property, or in any other

21 type of action involving exigent circumstances that

22 compel immediate resort to the courts.

23 "(d) If the district court finds that the requirements

24 of subsection (a) have not been met by the claimant, and

25 such defect is asserted by the defendant within 60 days

08 5W is
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1 after service of the summons or complaint upon such de-
2 fendant, the claim shall be dismissed without prejudice

L 3 and the costs of such action, including attorneys' fees,
L 4 shall be imposed upon the claimant. Whenever an action

5 is dismissed under this subsection, the claimant may refile
6 such claim within 60 days after dismissal regardless of
7 any statutory limitations period if-
8 "(1) during the 60 days after dismissal, notice
9 is transmitted under subsection (a); and

10 "(2) the original action was timely filed in
11 accordance with subsection (b).".
12 (b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.-The table of sec-
13 tions at the beginning of chapter 23 of title 28, United
14 States Code, is amended by adding at the end the
15 following:

"483. Prior notice of c action.".

16 SEC. 5. CIVIL RIGHTS OF INSTITUTIONALMD PERSONS
17 ACT.

18 (a) EXHAUSTION OF ADMNISTRATIVE REMEDIES.-
L 19 Section 7 of the Civil Rights of Institutionalized Persons

20 Act (42 U.S.C. 1997e) is amended-

21 (1) by amending subsection (a) to read as
22 follows:

L ' 23 "(a) In any action brought pursuant to section 1979
24 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, by any adult
25 convicted of a crime confined in any jail, prison, or other

es Su is
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1 correctional facility, the court shall continue such case for

2 a period not to exceed 180 days in order to require exhaus-

3 tion of such plain, speedy, and effective administrative I
4 remedies as are available.'; and

5 (2) in suection (b)-

6 (AW) by redesignating paragraphs (1) and T
7 (2) as paragraphs (2) and (3), respectively; and

8 (13 by inserting immediately after "(b)"

9 the following:

10 "(1) Upon the request of a State or local corrections

11 agency, the At~rney General of the United States shall

12 provide the agency with technical advice and assistance

13 in establishing plain, speedy, and effective administrative -a

14 remedies for inmate grievances." *

15 (b) PROCEEDINGS IN FoRinA PAupEmIS.-SectionI

16 1915(d) of title 28, United States Code, is amended to K
17 read as follows: LI
18 "(d) The court may request an attorney to represent

19 any such person unable to employ counsel and may dis-

20 miss the case if the allegation of poverty is untrue, or if

21 satisfied that the action fails to state a claim upon which L
IA

22 relief can be granted or is frivolous or malicious.".

23 (c) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by
Ed24 subsections (a) and (b) shall take effect on the date of

25 the enactment of this Act. K

KJ
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1 SEC. 6 EPERT WITNESSES.

2 (a) IN-GENERAL.--Chapter 119 of title 28, United[; 3 States Code, is amended by inserting after section 1828L ff 4 the following new section:
5 1829. Multiple expert witnesses

L t 6 "In any civil action filed in a district court, the court7 shall not permit opinion evidence on the same issue from8 more than 1 expert witness for each party, except upon9 a showing of good cause.".
r 10 (b) TECRNCAL AND CONpORMNG AgNDMNT.

11 The table of sections for chapter 119 of title 28, United
12 States Code, is amended by inserting after the item relat-
13 ing to section 1828 the following new section:

"1829. Multiple expert witnesses.".

14 SEC. 7. SEERABIury.

15 If any provision of this Act or the amendments made
16 by this Act or the application of any provision or amend-7n 17 ment to any person or circumstance is held invalid, theL 18 remainder of this Act and such amendments and the appli.

19 cation of such provision and amendments to any other per-20 son or circumstance shall not be affected by that invalida-
21 tion.

r 22 SEC. & EFFECTIVE DATE.
23 Except as expressly provided otherwise, this Act andL 24 the amendments made by this Act shall become effective25 90 days after the date of the enactment of this Act. This

L_.
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1 Act shall not apply to any action or proceeding commenced

2 before such effective date.
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Miscellaneous Rule Proposal

The only proposal "from the mail bag" that is ripe for present
consideration is advanced in the attached letter from Judge J. Rich
Leonard to Peter McCabe. The proposal addresses the problem
created by a stand-off between orders that seal judicial records
without time limits and depository rules that bar records that
cannot be unsealed by a specific date.

It is not entirely clear where the problem might best be
addressed in the Civil Rules. Rule 26(c) is the obvious location
for discovery confidentiality orders. Orders that seal other
records do not have as obvious a location. Rule 43 may be the best

L place.

The discovery confidentiality rule would fit best as a new
paragraph (4) in the revised form of Rule 26(c) approved for
eventual publication at the June meeting of the Standing Committee.
As a starting point, it might look something like this:

L (4) An order sealing discovery records filed with the court
expires 25 years after final judgment unless the order or[ a later order sets a different expiration date.

It is more difficult to guess at the shape of a Rule 43
provision without some Committee discussion. Probably it is betterL to have separate provisions for discovery orders and for other
sealing orders. The most difficult question is whether it is
desirable to adopt a rule that sets a presumptive termination date

I. for sealing orders but does not address any other questions about
sealing. Such questions as the proper occasions for sealing
records quickly become mingled with problems that involve the workof the Appellate Rules, Criminal Rules, and Evidence RulesL Committees. Even if the only question to be addressed is the
sunset provision, uniform language likely should be worked out with
those committees. A suitable basis for discussion can be provided
by slight changes in the discovery language sketched above:

(g) Expiration of sealing orders. An order sealing court
records expires 25 years after final judgment unless theK order or a later order sets a different expiration date.

I2
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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COyT-icr
EASTERN DISTRCT OF NORTH CAROLTk1 s

SAnkr tcy Jude Jun 1 io 1auk e-
P"g Office Drawer 2807Vltm, North Caram 2780-280

June 2, 1993 UNSH-,-

W A S H I ~ n 2 ;c 5 4 4~L V Peter G. McCabe, Secretary
Committee on Rules of Practice and ProcedureAdministrative Office of the U. S. CourtsL Thurgood Marshall Federal Judiciary BuildingOne Columbus Circle, N.E.
Washington, D. C. 20544

K Dear Peter:

Last year, the Administrative Office and the Federal JudicialCenter established a joint Committee on Court Records. Thecommittee is generally concerned with the selection andpreservation of the significant records of the federal courts. IL am writing on behalf of a subcommittee on sealed records whosemembers include, besides me, Pamela Krems, AO, Court AdministrationDivision; Charles Summmersi, AO, Printing, Mail and RecordsManagement Branch; Cynthia Harrison, Federal Judicial HistoryL Office, FJC; and Elizabeth C. Wiggins, Research Division, FJC.
The records schedule adopted in 1982 by the JudicialConference requires the permanent preservation of designated casefiles to document the work of the federal courts. Many permanentcases contain portions of records that have been sealed by courtorder. The concern we are now raising is that neither the Civil,Criminal, or Bankruptcy Rules provide any timetable or process forvacating orders sealing records. As a result, records sealed inpermanent cases can never be examined but can never be destroyed.

The lack of any standard procedure for unsealing recordscreates practical problems. The current records schedule does notL allow for the shipment of sealed records. Consequently, theserecords are accumulating in vaults in local courthouses throughoutthe country, often separated from other portions of the case file,and causing increasing storage problems. NARA will not acceptsealed material without a specific date at which the material willbe available.

The lack of any provision for vacating seals is particularlytroubling because these court records will never become availablefor public use. Although researchers recognize the need fortemporary confidentiality, it is difficult to accept as an economicmatter the premise that the contents of government documents shouldroutinely be saved but sealed in perpetuity.
L We believe that there is a simple solution. The transfer ofcourt records to the National Archives for permanent retention as



a government record, usually occurs at 25 years. Non-permanent
records are destroyed. For ease of administration, the courts
should adopt a policy that would, under normal circumstances,,
automatically unseal documents in case records at the time that
those, records are transferred to the National Archives and become yr
part of the historical record of the United States. The following
language is a starting point:-

Unless otherwise ordered in a particular case, an order 7
sealing all or any portion of the record in any casewill
expire 25 years after termination of'the case.

Since cases are governed by all of the three sets of i
procedural rules, amendment of each would be necessary to
effectuate this change through the rulemaking process. If you
believe that this change should more appropriately be pursued- L
through other avenues, please let me know.

Thank you for your consideration.7

sincerely,

t/. Rich Leonard
Bankruptcy Judge

L
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COMMITTEE ON RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE

OF THE

JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20544

ROBERT E. KEETON CHAIRMEN OF ADVISORY COMMITTEES

CHAIRMAN KENNETH F. RIPPLE

APPELLATE RULES.

PETER G. McCABE E LEAV-
SECRETARY EDWARD LEAVY

BANKRUPTCY RULES

SAM C. POINTER, JR.
CIVIL RULES

WILUAM TERRELL HODGES
CRIMINAL RULES

RALPH K. WINTER, JR.
EVIDENCE RULES

VIA FAX
October 6, 1993

MEMORANDUM TO CHAIRS AND REPORTERS OF ADVISORY COMMITTEES ON
BANKRUPTCY, CIVIL, AND CRIMINAL RULES

SUBJECT: Facsimile Filing Guidelines

I am writing to advise you that the Judicial Conference
deferred adoption of the facsimile filing guidelines proposed by
the Committee on Court Administration and Case Management and
approved the following recommendation at its September 1993
session:

The Judicial Conference referred to the Committee on Rules
of Practice and Procedure, in coordination with the
Committees on Automation and Technology and Court
Administration and Case Management, for a report to the
September 1994 Conference, the question of whether, and
under what technical guidelines, filing by facsimile on a
routine basis should be permitted.

The filing guidelines considered by the Conference were much
improved over the original draft guidelines and included
substantial changes suggested by the rules committees' reporters
at the June 1993 Standing Rules Committee. Nonetheless, the
guidelines raised serious problems.

The Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules met soon after the
September Conference session and voted to publish for public
comment a revised abbreviated set of facsimile filing guidelines.
Many of the items contained in the revised guidelines were
excluded and left to local rules. A copy of the revised
guidelines approved by the Appellate Rules Committee for
publication is attached for your information.

It appears that at least some members of the Judicial
Conference were pressing the Rules Committees for expedited
action. In light of the Conference's action, I am requesting
that you advise me whether it is feasible for your committee to



Facsimile Filing Guidelines Page Two

approve for publication for public comment the filing guidelines,as revised by the Appellate Rules Committee, and any necessaryrules amendments in time for the November 1, 1993 scheduledpublication date.

I am also sending to you a copy of a memorandum from JudgeRobert E. Keeton describing the Judicial Conference actions.

Please call (TEL 202-273-1820) or fax (FAX 202-273-1826)your response to John Rabiej.

Alicemarie H. Stotler

Attachments



GUIDELINES FOR FI4LING-BY FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION

General Purpose and Scope:

(1) Purpose of the Guidelines: The Guidelines for Filing Recivn by
Facsimile are the standards established by the Judicial Conference' of the
United States to assist those courts that permit
facsimile transmfission pursuant to their clerks, under the Federal Rules of
Appellate, Civil, Criminal and Bankruptcy Procedure, to receive for filing
by means of facsimile transmission.

(2) Compliance with Rules of Procedure: These Guidelines for Filing
Receiving by Facsimile are designed to guide the activities of litigants and
court personnel relating to facsimile fiing transmission consistently with,
and where authorized by, all applicable rules of procedure adopted under
28 U.S.C. §§ 2072 and 2075. They do not amend, modify, or excuse
noncompliance with any applicable rules.

(3) Prohibited Document Papers maynot be sent by facsimile transmission
to the court for filing unless thtcourt has expressly authorized such
transmissions by-local-rule-or by order in-a particular case. In addition,
bankrupte petitions andhedules may not besent by facsimile
tFansmissie.

II. Definitions:

(1) "Facsimile transmission" means sending a copy of a document by a system
that encodes a document into electronic signals, transmits these electronic
signals, and reconstructs the signals to-print so a duplicate of the original
document can be printed at the receiving end.

(2) "Facsimile filing" or filing by fax" means a court's receipt of a paper
generated by a facsimile machine in the clerk's office. Electronic
transmissoof a ofcument by facsimilemc-hine does not constitute -
filing; rather, filing i omplte only whn he documnt is receHive by the-
elerle "Receive by facsimile" means a, clerk's receiving by one or the
other of the following means: (1) receiving by a facsimile machine in the'
clerk's office of a facsimile transmission of a document: (2) receiving in'
the clerk's office a document sent by facsimile transmission to a facsimile

1



machine located outside the clerk's office.

(3) "Facsimile machine" means a machine used to transmit or receive
documents that meets the standards stated in part III of these guidelines.

(4) "Fax1 ' is an abbreviation for "facsimile" and, as indicated by the context,
may refer to a facsimile transmission or to a--document so transmitted.

III. Technical requirements:

For purposes of these guidelines, in order for courts to aeeept the filing ef
papers by facsimile on a routine basis receive by facsimile the following technical
requirements must be met.

(1) Facsimile Machine Standards:

(a) A facsimile machine must be able to send or receive a facsimile
transmission using the international standard for scanning, coding,
and transmission established for Group 3 machines by the
Consultative Committee of International Telegraphy and Telephone
of the International Telecommunications Union (CCITT), in
regular resolution.

(b) The receiving unit must be connected to and print through a
printer using xerographic technology, or a facsimile modem that is
connected to a personal computer that prints through a printer
using xerographic technology. Only plain paper (no thermal paper)
facsimile machines may be used.

(2) Additional Facsimile Standards for Senders:

(a) Each sender must have the following equipment standards:

(i) CCITT Compatibility - Group 3 2;

1 The Administrative Office will monitor technological advances and will
recommend modifications to these guidelines when necessary.

2 Group 3 fax machines are currently the most common, accounting for 97% of
the devices on the market. Group 3 compatibility is mandatory for public applications
at the present time. Group 3 fax can utilize the public telephone network (voice grade
lines) and does not require special data lines. Group 3 fax devices transmit at under 1
minute per page, may have laser printing capability, and use various standard data
compression techniques to increase transmission speed. -

2



(ii) Modem Speed - 9600-2400 bps (bits per second) with
automatic stepdown; and

(iii) Image Resolution - Standard 203 x 98.

(b) A facsimile machine used to send documents to a clerk-of court
must be able to produce a transmission record, as proof of
transmission at the time transmission is completed. 3

VI-I.IV. Fees:

(1) Payment of filing fees and any additional charges prescribed or authorized
by the Judicial Conference for the use of the facsimile filing option shall
be made in a manner determined by the Administrative Office.

(2) If a court authorizes the filing of papers by facsimile- on a routine basis,
the clerk must ensure that appropriate filing fees and any additional
charges are paid.

(3) Other Fees for Filing by Fax 4

(a) When documents are received on the court's fax equipment, the
court shall collect the following fees, in addition to any other filing
fees required by law:

For the first ten pages of the document,
excluding the cover sheet and special
handling instruction sheet ......... $ 5.00

For each additional page .......... $ .75

Any necessary copies to be reproduced
by the court, for each page ........ $ .50

(b) No fees are to be charged for services rendered on behalf of the
United States.

This is in addition to the requirement that the original document be maintained.

4 These fees may be collected once the Judicial Conference approves amendments
to the Miscellaneous Fee Schedules promulgated under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1913, 1914, and1930.

See Miscellaneous Fee Schedules.

3



THE FOLLOWING ITEMS WERE WITHDRAWN FROM THE GUIDELINES.
THEY WILL BE LEFT TO THE DISCRETION OF THE INDIVIDUAL
COURT.

IV. Resource Availability: No additional personnel (FTEs) or funds for equipment
will be made available due to a court's adoption of a fax filing policy. Courts
should be aware of the potential burdens on the clerk's office and should
examine thoroughly the potential impact on the court before adopting a fax
policy.

V. Original Signature: If authorized by local rules or by order in a particular case,
a clerk may provisionally accept a document having the image of the original
manual signature on the facsimile copy. A court may order prompt filing of the
original signed document, as well. If not filed, the original signed document
must be maintained by the attorney of record or the party originating the
document until the litigation concludes.

VI. Transmission record: The sending party must maintain a copy of all papers filed
by facsimile and a copy of the transmission record until the litigation concludes.

VII. Cover sheet:

(1) Each document transmitted to the clerk must be accompanied by a cover
sheet which lists the following:

(a) the court in which the pleading is to be filed;

(b) the type of action, e.g., civil, criminal, bankruptcy, or adversary
proceeding;

(c) the case title information;

(d) the case number identification (except when the document is the
original complaint);

(e) the title of document(s);

(f) the sender's name, address, telephone number, and fax number;

4



(g) the number of pages transmitted including cover sheet;

(h) the billing or charge information for court fees; and

(i) the date and time of transmission.

(2) Unless a local rule or court order in a particular case requires-otherwise,
the cover sheet must be the first page transmitted. The cover sheet need
not be filed in the case and is not counted toward any page limit
established by the court.

(3) The facsimile cover sheet does not replace any cover sheet that the court
may require. It is for the clerk's use in identifying the document and
identifying any applicable fees.

5



COMMITTEE ON RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
OF THE

JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20544

ROBERT~ .. .EEO
ROBERT E. KEETON CHAIRMEN OF ADVISORY COMMITTEESCHAIRMAN 

KENNETH F. RIPPLE
APPELLATE RULES

PETER G. McCABE
SECRETARY , EDWARD LEAVY

BANKRUPTCY RULES

SAM C. POINTER, JR.
CIVIL RULES

WILLIAM TERRELL HODGES
CRIMINAL RULES

RALPH K. WINTER, JR.September 23, 1993 EVIDENCE RULES

MEMORANDUM TO THE HONORABLE ALICEMARIE H. STOTLER

FROM: ROBERT E. KEETON

SUBJECT: Judicial Conference Action of 9/20/93 on FAX Filing

I write to confirm and supplement my oral report to you about the Judicial
Conference action of September 20, 1993, on fax filing.

The formal action was adoption of the following motion made by Chief Judge
Mikva:

The Judicial Conference referred to the Committee on Rules of Practice
and Procedure, in coordination with the Committees on Automation and
Technology and Court Administration and Case Management, for a report
to the September 1994 Conference, the question of whether, and under
what technical guidelines, filing by facsimile on a routine basis should be
permitted.

Judge Mikva's explanation of his motion included a comment that I interpreted as
meaning the Rules Committee may need to be exposed to a little heat from the Judicial
Conference to get it moving. This comment was made after I had explained that the
Rules Enabling Act process would require a minimum of four months - and preferably a
longer period - for public comment, as well as consideration by Advisory Committees
and the Standing Committee both before and after the period of public comment. Judge
Mikva had earlier supported my comment that for the Judicial Conference to bypass the
Rules Enabling Act process would be an embarrassment to our continuing efforts to get
Congress not to do that in other matters of greater significance than fax filing. Thus,
when I put his several comments together, I infer that he, at least, and perhaps many
others among those who contributed to the substantial majority voting for Judge Mikva's
motion, are pressing the Rules Committees to find a way to expedite the Rules Enabling



Act process so a proposal can be ready for the Judicial Conference to adopt it (or voteto send it on to the Supreme. Court and Congress, if rules amendments are required) atthe September 1994 meeting of the Judicial Conference.

Is it possible to proceed that rapidly, consistent with the requirements of theRules Enabling Act? The answer mal depend on what the proposal is and howcontroversial it turns out to be in the Bench and Bar. In any event, however, in order tobe well prepared for the September 1994 Conference meeting, you will need to be ableto demonstrate that the Rules Committees have done their best to comply with both theletter and spirit of the September 1993 vote.

If you wait for a vote of the Standing Committee (at its January 1994 meeting) toapprove publication of a draft for comment, the comment period could not commencebefore February or March and could not close before May or June. That would be toolate for reconsideration by the Advisory Committees in time to have their
recommendations before the Standing Committee at its June 1994 meeting, when itwould need to act in order to have a recommendation before the Judicial Conference inSeptember 1994.

If you want to consider requesting the Standing Committee to approve publicationby telephone vote before the Committee meets in January 1994, the key obstacle is thenecessity of stirring the Advisory Committees to prepare almost immediately, forpublication, a suitable draft or drafts of proposed rules amendments (it might need to bemore than a single draft, because the Bankruptcy Committee strongly believes it hasspecial reasons for not allowing local option for fax filings in bankruptcy clerks' offices).

Judge Boyle from Rhode Island (the district judge member of the JudicialConference from the First Circuit) made the point both in the meeting and more fully tome outside the meeting that if we have either a rule of procedure, or a JudicialConference guideline, or both, regarding fax filing, probably it should also deal with faxservice by lawyer upon lawyer. Fax service may be less difficult to deal with because ofthe consensual context - both lawyers must have fax machines and machines that arecompatible before it can happen. But problems may nevertheless arise about how quickand reliable the service will be, and we may get a fair amount of public comment -aboutany proposed rule on fax service.

I have two comments as an ex officio member of the Subcommittee on Style(through September 30 only, of course).

First, on the flight down to Washington on September 20, I was reading over thelatest draft of "GUIDELINES FOR FILING BY FACSIMILE," Agenda F-7 (AppendixA), which you will note bears a striking similarity to the high-pressure draft done by theconscripts we sent off to a separate room to work while the Standing Committee wasmeeting in June. In part II (2) you will see a proposed style change I interlined to deal
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with what seemed to me an ambiguity. In the Conference session, somebody raised a
question about whether II (2) meant the fax machine had to be in the Clerk's office?
Before I could answer, "Clearly riot," others said, "Yes, of Icourse." For, me, this was a
clear demonstration of the Standing Committee's point that the current draft is still
imperfect.

,Second, my other interlineations on the attached draft (changing the title to,
"Guidelines for Facsimile Transmissio "' and proposmig-associated changes) are
suggestiods I was thinkiinlg about, as a means of avoiding conflicts betwee-n, guidelines and
rules, before the discussionthis morning (Septerner 23) in the meeting of the Advisory
Committee on Appellate Rules. By one or more separate communications, you will
receive more information about the very constructive recommendations of that
Committee.

I will leave further distribution of this memorandum to your discretion.

Robert E. Keeton

Attachments
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October 7, 1993

MEMORANDUM TO ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CIVIL RULES

SUBJECT: Attached Draft FJC Questionnaire on Proposed Amendments
to Civil Rule 68

Judge Higginbotham requested me to send to you a copy of the
draft questionnaire prepared by John Shapard of the Federal
Judicial Center. The material will be discussed at the San
Francisco meeting as part of agenda item VIII.

Please bring the material with you to the committee meeting.

John K. Rabiej

Attachments

cc: Honorable Patrick E. Higginbotham
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Research Division
202-273-4070.

S memorandum
DATE: October 5, 1993
TO: Advisory Cor t on Civil Rules
FROM: John ShapariY
SUBJECT: Questionconceming potential amendments to Rule 68, FRCP

At the May meeting of the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules, Judge Pointer designated
Mr. Kasanin and Judges Sirica and Doty as a liaison committee to advise me on shaping a survey
of counsel on possible amendments to Rule 68. After consultation with the liaison committee, we
provided a copy of my draft proposal to Judge Higginbotham, who asked that it be provided with
to the full committee for discussion at its October meeting. The enclosed materials incorporate a
few revisions suggested by the liaison committee and Judge Higginbotham, but still remain in draft
form, subject to further revision.

My understanding of the task is to conduct a survey that can help inform Advisory
Committee decisions about a range of possible amendments to Rule 68. This is in contrast to the
survey proposal that I presented at the May meeting, which was focused on a specific proposed
rule (essentially that which was proposed by Judge Schwarzer and the subject of Mr. Cooper's
analysis--the "two-way" benefit-of-the-offer attorney fees idea). The other options discussed by
the committee included:
(1) simply abolishing Rule 68,
(2) making it a two-way rule (permitting offers to be make by claimants as well as by parties
defending against a claim) but retaining the mild incentive of the existing rule: an offeree failing to
obtain judgment better than the terms of the offer would pay offeror's post-offer statutory costs
(3) making it a two-way rule with an incentive that is more significant than payment of post-offer
costs but not as significant as post-offer attorney's fees (e.g. allow the offeree to recover -a multiple
of costs or a percentage of reasonable attorney fees).

The enclosed proposal includes two items, both of which are revisions of items included
with the May agenda materials: a draft questionnaire cover letter and the draft questionnaire. The
plan is to send these to counsel in 600 civil cases, randomly selected in the manner outlined in the
May agenda materials. 1

Because the discussion at the May meeting included concern about application of Rule 68
(either the existing rule or an amended version) to cases in which a prevailing plaintiff is by statute

1 In short, the plan is to send the questionnaire to counsel in six groups of 100 cases each, with each group

representing combinations of tried and non-tried cases sounding in tort, contract, and in an "other" category (i.e., 100 -

of the cases would be tried contract actions, another 100 would be non-tried torts). Because the number of attomeys

appearing in a civil case averages more than 2, roughly about 1500 attorneys will receive the questionnaire.



entitled to recover reasonable attorney fees "as part of the costs,"2 we are also planning an
additional questionnaire, to be sent to counsel in 200 civil rights cases (half tried and half disposed
of short of trial, half employment discrimination and half from the "other civil rights" category).
This second questionnaire would pose questions similar to those in the enclosed draft
questionnaire, except questions that in the enclosure ask the respondent's opinion about the likely
influence of an amended rule would be recast to ask about the actual influence of the current rule as
applied to civil rights cases.

I should emphasize that I view the cover letter and questionnaire as mere drafts, and I will
be very grateful for any suggestions you may have (including changes to the wording of questions
or to the layout of the questionnaire, and deletion or addition of questions). You should defer very
little if any to my "expertise" in the matter of 'drafting questionnaires., If you think a question is
confusing, ambiguous or stupid, others almost certainly will also, and that will undermine the
validity and utility of the survey results.

2 Marek v. Chesney, 473 U.S 1 (1985), held that a plaintiff entitled to recover attorney fees pursuant to a statute
allowing recovery of reasonable attorney fees as "part of the costs" in the action cannot recover such fees incurred
after the making of a Rule 68 offer if plaintiff s failure to obtain a judgment better than the offer results in a shift to
plaintiff of liability for post-offer costs.
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[DRAFT Questionnaire Cover Letter]

RE: Able v Baker, Docket # 92-1234 U.S.D.C., M. Dist. of North Carolina
Dear Mr. Smith,

The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules of the Judicial Conference of the U.S. is considering
proposals to amend Rule 68, concerning offers of judgment. The Advisory Committee is the body
responsible for initiating proposed amendments to the Rules of Civil Procedure. The Federal Judicial
Center, which is the research arm of the federal courts, has undertaken a study to assist the committee
in determining how such an amendment might affect federal civil litigation.

I write to you because I understand that you were counsel in the above-referenced case, which
is one of a randomly selected sample of cases chosen for the Judicial Center's study. I have enclosed
a questionnaire that I ask you to complete and return at your earliest convenience.

Possible amendments to Rule 68 could have major effects on litigation of civil cases in the
federal courts, and it is of utmost importance that the Advisory Committee have the benefit of the
views of trial lawyers concerning the possible effects and their virtues and vices. Although the
Advisory Committee always requests and receives public comment on formally proposed
amendments, it often hears only from a limited audience, including legal scholars and organizations
representing particular segments of the bar or particular interests. Response to the enclosed
questionnaire will provide the committee with the views of a more representative sample of federal
civil trial lawyers, including some from whom the committee might not otherwise hear.

As you will see from the questionnaire, assessing possible amendments to Rule 68 requires
reflection. I recognize that questionnaires are rarely welcome, but your response will make a valuable
contribution to improving the administration of justice in the federal courts.

Your responses will be kept confidential. The questionnaire is marked with an identifying
code that will allow us to relate your responses to information about the above-referenced case, but no
one outside of the five-member research project team will be able to associate you or your case to the
answers you provide. Your responses will be released only as part of aggregate statistics.

The Judicial Center and the Advisory Committee will be very grateful for your cooperation in
completing the questionnaire. You may check the box at the end of the questionnaire if you wish to
receive a copy of the report of this study.

Sincerely,

William W Shwarzer

Established by 28 U.S. C. § 620, the Federal Judicial Center conducts research to further the development and
adoption of improved judicial administration in the courts of the United States.
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Questionnaire Concerning Proposed
Amendments to Rule 68, FRCP

Explanation of Rule 68 and possible amendments.

No proposed amendment has yet been published for comment or otherwise
formally entertained by the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules. The committee wishes
to consider a number of possible alternatives, including abolition of the current rule.

As it now stands, the rule allows a party defending against a claim to serve an
offer of judgment. If the offer is not accepted within 10 days, and the judgment finally
obtained is not more favorable to the offeree than was the offer, the offeree must pay the
statutory costs incurred 'after making the offer. The existing rule is thought to have little
use or effect, at least in cases where costs are minor compared to the amount at stake in
the litigation. The rule may be of significance in cases where a statute permits the
prevailing plaintiff to recover attorney fees "as part of the costs" in the action, since the
Rule has been interpreted to include such attorney fees. Hence an unaccepted Rule 68
offer can result in plaintiff faiing to recover the post-offer attomey's fees to which
plaintiff would ordinarily be entitled.

The purpose of Rule 68 is to encourage the making and accepting of early and
reasonable settlement offers. "The incentive to make and accept reasonable offers is
provided by the prospect of cost recovery if the offer is not accepted and not bettered by
the final judgment. The incentive to make early offers is provided by the fact that only
post-offer costs are recoverable under the rule.

The current rule has been criticized not only because the incentive of cost recovery
is thought to bettoo weak to be effective, but also because it is available only to
defendants--it is a "one-way" rule. Most ideas for amending the Rule call for making it a
"two-way' rule, available to plaintiffs as well as defendants, and increasing the incentives
by allowing recovery of sums greater than recovery of post-offer costs. Some alternative
types of incentive are set forth in question 1, on the next page.

Application of the existing Rule 68 or of possible amended versions of the rule to
cases in which a prevailing party might otherwise be entitled to recover attorney fees (e.g.
class actions, civil rights) raises different questions than does application to cases in
which each side ordinarily bears its own attorney fees. All questions in this
questionnaire pertain oiLly to the application of an offer of
judgment rule to cases in which each side would ordinarily
bear its own litigation expenses, except for taxation of
statutory costs.



PART I.

1. Five general ideas have been proposed for increasing the incentive to make and
accept early and reasonable settlement offers. A sixth idea, advocated in the belief
that the current rule is unfair or pointless, is simply to abolish Rule 68. Which
of the following options do you believe would generally lead to the fairest
outcomes for all parties in civil litigation? (Please check one)
[ a. Allow recovery of the reasonable attorney fees incurred by tIe offeror after making the

o ffer..
LI b. Allow recovery of reasonable attorney fees, but only to the extent that they exceed the

difference between the offer and the judgment. Te rationale of this idea is that rejection
of the Offer lhas benefited the offeror to the extent that the jdment is supenor to the
offer. Fo>r instancp, a judgnent for $1 00,00' is $20,0 better for plaintiff than
pjaintifs offer to accept $80PO. If ponbl ffer attorneyfees were
$30,000Q the defe~adant would be Obligedt pay ony$1,6 mpecrnnsation for
phiatlntiff~s po~stoffer att6ey~sfes-.

[J f lc.M wiecove of'some percenta of reasonable attomdy's tfeesd(which could be more
other rleos thah% OZ hat pPcan aded __ any of lte bfees io

IIJ d.A~low ieo~'o deiut~eo tauoycs~Wi i~itje imes costs.
above ie. Allow recovery ontan ofnt at ef the uWhat percentage?:

____% Iof judgment., l
LI f. Allow recovery of exable ctsp e obl eprt yts feel or or expenses

riot ordinarily taxable as co (wh
LI g. AbvoshRuf6 68 altogeth

2. Another proposal, that can be added to any of the first'six ideas mentioned
above, is to preclude recovery in an amount that exceeds t value o the

,~ ~ ~ ~~0 ,~ y

recoverable by defendant could not exceed $10,000, Do yo favor or oppose this
provision?'
U a. Favor

fJb. Oppose
U c. Unsure or inapplicabeje(e~g-, because I support abolition of Rule 68)

The questions in the remainder of the questionnaire address various issues that are thought
relevant to possible amendments to Rule 68. Because reflection on these issues may cause you to
change your views regarding the questions presented in the preceding questions, we afford an
opportunity at the end of the questionnaire for you to change your answers to the preceding
questions.



PART II. The questions in this part pertain specifically to the case referenced in the cover letter.,-
Before answering the following questions, you may find it helpful to retrieve your files on the
referenced case in order to refresh you memory concerning its litigation and the associated
expenses.

3. How was this case resolved? (please check only one answer)
a. It has not been resolved. (Please indicate "NA" next to those questions that you are
unable to answer because the case has not been concluded).

[Jl b. By verdict after a jury trial
Li c. By verdict after a bench trial
LI d. By summary judgment
fJ e. By dismissal with prejudice
[J f. By voluntary dismissal that did not involve a settlement
fJ g. By a settlement or consent judgment entered into before the case reached judgment in

the district court, in which the net result for both plaintiff and defendant was better than
the worst result they might have obtained without settlement.

[J h., By a settlement entered into after verdict or other final judgment (e.g., pending
appeal).

[J i. By a stipulated disposition that amounted to capitulation by plaintiff or defendant.
[j j. Other. Please explain:

4. If this case was not settled, why not? Please check each answer that is applicable to this
case. (If the case did settle, skip this question.)
[J a. The issues at stake in the case extended beyond the relief sought in this particular case

(e.g., one or both parties sought to establish legal precedent, or were concerned that a
settlement in this case would encourage or discourage other litigation).

[J b. One or both parties were more concerned about the principles at stake or were too
emotionally invested in the case to accept a compromise resolution.

IJ c. The stakes in the case were so great that the costs of litigation were rather insignificant,
so that there was no incentive for settlement on the part of at least one party.

[I] d. The outcome of the case was so highly unpredictable that there really was no way to
find a satisfactory compromise.
e. The parties (and/or counsel) were simply too far apart in their assessment of the likely
outcome of the case. Had one or both sides been more reasonable or realistic, settlement
might have occurred.

[i f. This was a multi-party case in which the multiple interests involved made it very
difficult, if not impossible, to fashion a satisfactory settlement.

C] g. No serious settlement offers were made. I can't say why.
U h. Serious settlement negotiations occurred, but failed. I can't say why they failed.
U i. Other. Please explain:



5. Please check each of the following statements that is applicable to the
settlement of this case. (If the case did not settle, skip this question.)
[J a. This, case settled as soon as the parties had adequate information to evaluate the case. It

could not reasonably have settled earlier than it did.
[J b. This case could have settled earlier than it did, although not at significant savings in

litigation expenses. .
Li c. This case could have settled earlier than it did, with significant savings in litigation

expenses.
tJ d. The settlement in this case provided my client with a less favorable outcome than he (or

she or it) would have accepted had he been financially able to accept the risks of going to
trial, and hence able to insist on better settlement terms.

6. What remedy or remedies were sought in this case? (please check only one)
[I a. monetary relief only
J b. non-monetary relief only
[J c. both monetary and non-monetary relief, with the monetary relief much more significant

than the non-monetary relief
[J d. both monetary and non-monetary relief, with the non-monetary relief much more

significant than the monetary relief
[J e. both monetary and non-monetary relief, with both being of considerable significance

(i.e., not c or d)

7. If non-monetary relief was sought in this case, was it: (please check only one)
a. impossible, nearly impossible, or simply inappropriate to equate to a monetary amount
in terms of its importance to my client

[I] b. difficult but not impossible to equate to a monetary amount in terms of its importance
to my client
c. readily or easily equated to a significant sum of money in terms of its importance to my
client

u d. of little or no importance to my client, and so worth nothing or very little in monetary
terms

8. In some cases, there is little doubt that trial would result in a judgment for
plaintiff, but there is uncertainty about the amount of damages that will be
awarded (a clear-liability personal injury case in which damages may include pain
and suffering, for example). In other cases, liability is seriously at issue, but
there is little doubt about the damages that would be awarded in the event of a
judgment for plaintiff. Still other cases present a mixture of these two scenarios,
so that the outcome is uncertain for both the decision on liability and the amount
of damages to be awarded in the event of a finding of liability. Please indicate to
what extent this case fell into one extreme or the other by using percentages to
indicate to what extent the significant issues in the case had to do with liability or
damages. The percentages should add to 100%.

% of the uncertainty in this case pertained to the issue of liability.
% of the uncertainty pertained to the amount of damages to be awarded



NOTE: THE FOLLOWING TOW QUESTIONS COULD BE REVISED TO FOCUS-
ONLY ON ATTORNEY FEES (OR ATTORNEY HOURS). SHOULD THEY BE
SO REVISAED? SHOULD THEY BE CLARIFIED IN OTHER WAYS?

9. Litigation expenses for your client. "Litigation expenses" refers to attorney fees,
statutory costs, and other actual expenses incurred in representing your client in this case, by all
counsel who took part in that representation. If your client was not charged on an hourly basis
(e.g. because the arraignment was a contingent fee, flat fee, or you are in-house counsel), please
estimate what the attorney fees would have been had you charged on an hourly basis at rates that
are standard in your locality for counsel of your level of experience and reputation.

a. What was the approximate total of litigation expenses for your client in this case?

b. About what percentage of the total litigation expenses were attributable to attorney fees?

c. If this case settled, about how much additional litigation expense would have been required to
take the case through trial or other final disposition (e.g., if the case might well have been decided
by summary judgment or have been appealed).

d. (Skip to question 10 if this case could not reasonably have settled). If this case could have
settled (or did settle), about what percentage of the total litigation expenses were incurred after the
earliest point when the case might have settled? (If the case settled at the earliest possible point,
your answer should be 0%; otherwise, the answer should be more than 0%).

10. Please estimate what percentage of the total litigation expenses in this case
fell into each of the following categories (The percentages should sum to 100%.)

__% Expenses incurred in necessary response to actions of an opponent that were
probably taken primarily for the purpose of increasing my client's expenses,
and/or delaying or complicating the litigation.

_ Expenses incurred in necessary response to actions of an opponent that were
unreasonable or ill-considered, although probably not intended to increase my
client's expenses or to delay or complicate the litigation.

_ Expenses incurred ,in necessary response to actions of an opponent that were
reasonable and necessary in light of the circumstances of the case.

_ Expenses incurred at the initiative of me or my client, and which did not
necessarily require that opponent incur expense in response.

% Expenses incurred at the initiative of me or my client, and which probably or
clearly required that opponent incur expense in response.



11. What was the nature of the fee arrangement with your client in this case?
[J a. Hourly fee (exclusively or primarily)
li b. Contingent fee

c. In-house counsel or other compensation unrelated to time spent or result achieved
[ d. Flatfee

e. Other Please explain:

12. What type of party was your client in this case?
L[ a. Plaintiff or claimant only
[J b. Defendant (party against whom a claim is asserted)
[J c. Both claimant and party defending against a claim (e.g. a counterclaim was at issue)

[J d. Other real party in interest (e.g. third party defendant)
[] e. A nominal party (not a real party in interest)

[I f. Other. Please explain:

13. Approximately what was the final, "bottom line" settlement offer you would
have recommended that your client make or accept in this case--the offer most
favorable to opponent that you thought an acceptable alternative to trial or other
court disposition of the case. Please provide a monetary figure. Answer "NA" if
the settlement terms cannot be equated to a monetary amount or if your client
would have been unwilling to settle.

14. Suppose, that Rule 68 were amended to permit offers by plaintiffs as well as
defendants, with 50% of reasonable post-offer attorney fees payable by a party
who fails to accept an offer and does not obtain a better result in the judgment.
Please check each of the following statements that is applicable to this case
(whether or not it settled).

Such an amended Rule 68 probably would have:
[i a. made no difference
[J b. made settlement more likely or led to an earlier settlement, and thus probably resulted

in significant savings in litigation expenses
[Jl c. delayed settlement, and probably led to greater litigation expenses.

Li d. made settlement less likely
Li e. resulted in a less favorable result for my client
Li f. resulted in a more favorable result for my client

Li g. caused my client never to have brought or defended the case, or led me to refuse to
accept the case



PART III. The questions in this part pertain to your general experience, practice, or opinions
concerning civil litigation.

15. Again suppose that Rule 68 were amended as explained in the previous
question. Please check each of the following statements with which you agree
concerning the likely effects of the rule, in civil cases generally.

The amended rule probably would:
[I] a. make no difference
fIJ b. lead more cases to reach settlement
[J c. lead cases to settle earlier than they would in the absence of the rule
L] d. make settlement less likely
C] e. delay settlement
LJ f. lead to case outcomes (nIe outcome from settlement or trial) that are more fair
C] g. lead to case outcomes that are unduly generous to plaintiffs
L) h. lead to case outcomes that are unduly generous to defendants
U i lead to case outcomes that are unduly generous to wealthier litigants
L) j. lead to case outcomes that are unduly generous to poorer litigants
U k. increase the expenses of litigation
[J 1. decrease the expenses of litigation
C] m. Inhibit actions taken for the primary purpose of imposing expenses on an opposing

party, or delaying or complicating litigation, and this is currently a substantial problem.C] n. Inhibit actions taken for the primary purpose of imposing expenses on an opposing
party, or delaying or complicating litigation, but this is currently a minor problem.Li o. Increase the frequency of actions taken for the primary purpose of imposing expenses
on an opposing party, or delaying or complicating litigation.Li p. Inhibit taking reasonable and/or necessary steps in litigation, out of fear that the party
may have to compensate opponent for the expense of responding to those actions.C] q. Encourage taking reasonable and/or necessary steps in litigation, owing to the
possibility that those expenses will be compensated by opponent.

16. For the types of cases you litigate, please check each statement that you agree
with concerning how a party's financial means affects the fairness of results in
these cases.
ID a. Financially weaker parties are generally at no disadvantage compared to wealthier

parties
[i b. A party is at a disadvantage compared to a wealthier party when the worst possible

outcome would be financially ruinous to the "poorer" party.[J c. A party is at a disadvantage compared to a wealthier party when a settlement offer that
is unfair to that party is nonetheless a large increase in wealth for the "poorer" party.C] d. Financially weaker parties are generally at a disadvantage compared to wealthier
parties, regardless of the range of possible outcomes in the case.C] e. Financially weaker parties generally have an advantage, or at least an offset to other
disadvantages, by virtue of the fact that juries are inclined to render generous verdicts
against wealthier parties and/or inadequate verdicts against poorer parties.



17. Please check the statement that best describes how you generally arrive at a
final, bottom line settlement offer that you would recommend your client make or
accept. Please check only one answer.

a. I estimate the average or most likely verdict (or other case outcome), and subtract the
litigation expenses likely required of my client for further litigation.
b. I ignore litigation expenses, and consider only the average or most likely expected
judgment.
c. I try to determine how the opponent assesses the case, and thus estimate the offer most
advantageous to my client that the opponent might be, willing to make or accept.
d. I simply explain to the client what I see as the likely or possible outcomes, and let the
client decide whether to make or accept an offer. I usually do not make any specific
recommendation.

Li e. Other. Please explain:

18. Approximately how many civil cases have you handled or worked on in the
past ten years in which you played a major role in advising on decisions to make,
accept, or reject offers of settlement?
iJ a. none
|J b. between l and 5
Li c. between 5 and l5
l] d. more than 15

19. Approximately what percentage of the civil cases you handle or work on are
cases in federal district court.

%

20. If your reflections in the course of answering this questionnaire have led you
to change your opinion regarding possible amendments to (or abolition of) Rule
68, please return to questions 1 and 2 and answer them again, this time placing
the numeral "T2" next to the answer you now prefer.

LI Please check here if you wish to receive a copy of the report of this study. If your
address is not shown correctly on the cover letter, please indicate the correct address here:

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance. Please return the questionnaire in the enclosed
envelope (or addressed to: Research Division, The Federal Judicial Center, One Columbus Circle,
N.E., Washington D.C. 20002-8003, Attn.: Rule 68). If you have questions concerning the
survey, please contact John Shapard at (202) 273-4070.
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September 24, 1993

MEMORANDUM TO ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CIVIL RULES

SUBJECT: Attached Agenda Materials

I have attached a copy of the agenda materials for the
October 21-23, 1993 meeting of the Advisory Committee on Civil
Rules. Please bring this copy to the meeting, which is scheduled
to start on Thursday at 8:30 a.m.

Judge George C. Pratt, chair of the Subcommittee on Style,
expects to complete a review of the "stylized draft" of the civil
rules, which was sent to you in July 1993. A copy of the style
subcommittee's written comments and suggestions on the July draft
will be sent to you as soon as it is finished.

John K. Rabiej

cc: Honorable Alicemarie H. Stotler
Dean Daniel R. Coquillette
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MODEL LOCAL COURT RULES
FOR

FACSIMILE FIING

25.1 Facsimile Filing. The court will accept for filing a paper transmitted by facsimile
(fax) subject to the Guidelines for Facsimile Transmission established by the Judicial
Conference of the United States and the provisions of _Cir. R. 25.2 through 25.8.

25.2 Transmission to the Clerk. A paper may be faxed to the clerk for filing. Faxed
documents must satisfy the requirements of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure
and the rules of this court except that only one copy should be faxed, unless the clerk
requests additional copies, and any color cover requirement is waived and except further
that Cir. R 25.5 governs signatures.

OR '

25.2 Transmission to the Clerk The clerk may authorize a paper to be faxed to the clerk
for filing in an emergency or other appropriate circumstance. Unless authorized in
advance, a paper faxed to the clerk will not be accepted for filing. A paper faxed after
advance authorization must satisfy the requirements of the Federal Rules of Appellate
Procedure and the rules of this court except that only one copy should be faxed, unless
the clerk requests additional copies, and any color cover requirement is waived, and
except further that Cir. R. 25.5. governs signatures.

25.3 Transmission to a Fax Filing Agent. A paper may be faxed to a private person or
entity (fax filing agent) for filing with the clerk. When a fax filing agent presents a faxed
document for filing, it must satisfy all requirements of the Federal Rules of Appellate
Procedure and the rules of this court, including being accompanied by the required
number of copies and having any required colored cover, except that Cir. R. 25.5 governs
the signature. The fax filing agent also pays any applicable filing fee.

25.4 When Filing is Complete Fax transmission to a fax filing agent or to the clerk does
not constitute filing. Filing is complete only when papers are filed by the clerk. Papers
received by the clerk after normal business hours, or oni Saturdays, Sundays or Holidays,
will be filed on the next business day.

255 Signatures. A paper faxed to a fax filing agency or to the clerk will be filed subject
to receipt by the clerk of a signed original within 3 days.

OR

25.5 Signature. The image of an original signature on a faxed paper constitutes an
original signature for filing purposes. If the original signed document is not filed, it must
be retained by the attorney of record or the party originating the document until the
litigation concludes.



25.6 Copien A party faxing a paper to the clerk for ang must send b frs class (mbefore the end of the neXt business day, the number of copiesw req d by the e alRules of Appellate Procedure or the rrels dofms C fir s reqere
ho ever, the erk er m aymake, copieso axed papers and charge the filing party for the

numnber of copies required by, the applicable rule.
25.7 Cover SheeL A paper faxed directly to thecrkusbehvafacvrsht(iadditionto any other cover''required by the Irules) shosit the follow a'Ing: ersee i

a. the name of the, case and the, case number, if kcnown;
b. the title of the document or documents being faxed;,
C. the' sender's name, address, telephone number and fax number;
d. the number of pages, including the cover sheet, being faxed;

e. the date and time faxed;

f. billing or charge information for court fees; and

g. whether acknowledgment of receipt is requested.

This cover sheet will not count against page limitations otherwise applicable to thedocument.

25.8 Acknowledgmnen of Receipt. At the sender's request, the clerk will acknowledgereceipt of faxed papers on a copy of the cover sheet required by Cir. R. 25.7 which theclerk will fax to the sender. The clerk also will note any transmission defect on the copyof the cover sheet before faxing it to the sender.


